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Synopsis 

Developments in catchment hydrology have concentrated 
on the conceptual improvement of existing modelling 
schemes. Consequently state-of-the-art models have become 
increasingly spatially and temporally detailed. This 
thesis proposes that the limitations in the availability 
of data and restrictions in hydrological and computer 
expertise may have a greater impact on the predictive 
accuracy of a model than the concepts utilised in the 
simulation. This thesis approaches the problem of flood 
forecasting in ungauged catchments (where the restrictions 
in data availability are particularly stringent) from the 
perspective of the potential application of the model. A 
model, HYM03, is developed specifically for ungauged 
applications and the following four main issues are 
addressed in its development and evaluation: 

1) The relationship between model complexity and model 
performance. 

2) The introduction of a composite modelling structure 
which incorporates alternative modules for catchment 
processes at varying levels of complexity or resolution. 

3) The incorporation of concepts and techniques from 
hydraulics into hydrological catchment models. 

4) The development of thorough and flexible validation 
and evaluation techniques. 

A composite modelling structure is developed for 
HYM03. In particular, new modules that utilise hydraulic 
concepts and techniques have been introduced to simulate 
the effects of different cross-sectional and plan 
geometries in overbank flow conditions. 

Optimization techniques are used in part of the 
sensitivity analysis and are shown to be a promising to 

' 
ol 

in this respect, capable of providing an alternative to 
factor perturbation methods. 

The evaluation programme includes an original and 
successful application of a finite element hydrodynamic 
model (RMA-2V) to a 20km reach, designed to extend the 
record of extreme events against which HYM03 may be 
tested. 

The results of the validation and evaluation 
programme indicate that the introduction of the handling 
of out-of-bank flow routines significantly improves the 
predictive performance of HYM03 when floodplain flows 
contribute 15% or more to total flows. 
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Notation 

A cross-sectional area (L2) 
B channel width (L) 
CL contraction coefficient 
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Chapter 1 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Modelling Issues 

This thesis investigates the issues affecting flood 
forecasting in ungauged catchments. Four issues are 
raised and discussed, these are: - 

i) the impact of model complexity on model 
performance 

how composite modelling structures could develop 

model diversity whilst retaining model 
portability 

iii) how techniques utilized in hydraulics could be 

applied to improve hydrologic modelling 

iv) the development of validation strategies that are 
thorough and flexible. 

In developing a research design for this thesis then 

the above points need to be discussed. 

1.1.1 Model complexit 

Advances in computer methods over the past twenty 

years combined with larger and more extensive data- 

monitoring efforts have allowed the development and 

application of distributed physically-based catchment 

-I- 



Chapter 

models. Such models incorporate equations based on 
fundamental physical laws to describe the spatial 
distribution of hydrologic processes and account for water 
balances through time. In the last five years there has 
been an increasing realisation amongst hydrologists that 
these models do not necessarily make better predictions 
than simpler one-dimensional or empirically-based models. 
Studies by Naef (1980). Loague and Freeze (1985), and 
Hughes and Beater (1989) have all shown that the 
predictive accuracy of distributed physically-based models 
is no better than simpler models and in some circumstances 
can be worse. 

Naef (1980) compared model complexity with the 

accuracy of the model predictions against field 

measurements, and showed that when the complexity of very 
simple models is increased then the accuracy of the 

predictions do indeed improve. However Naef also found 

that as the complexity of the model increases then the 
beneficial effects of further increases in complexity 
diminish. Loague and Freeze (1985) compared the 

predictive accuracy of a regression model, a unit 
hydrograph model and a quasi-physically based model. 
Their results showed that whilst the regression and unit 
hydrograph models produced acceptable results in all three 

of the test catchments, the quasi-physically based model 

produced acceptable results in only one of these 

catchments. Hughes and Beater (1989) compared a simple 

model with a more complex model, both capable of lumped 

and semi-lumped approaches. Their results showed that the 

complex model's predictions were no better than those of 

the simple one, and the semi-lumped option in both models 

only produced more accurate results when the precipitation 
distribution was highly spatially variable. 

- 



Chapter 1 

Broadly speaking todays state-of-the-art models are 
distributed physically-based models, whilst a plethora of 
simpler models exists. Examples of state-of-the-art 
models include SHE (Systeme European Hydroloque), IHDM 
(Institute of Hydrology Distributed model), and VSAS2 
(Variable Source Area Simulator). All of these models 
have major theoretical advantages over other types of 
models as they represent catchment hydrological processes 
as realistically as our present knowledge allows. The 

expectations of such models has been high. The failure of 
these sophisticated models to provide the predictive 
accuracy hoped for is due to their susceptibility to one 
or many of the basic flaws in hydrologic modelling. These 

might be listed as: 

the lack of ability to describe the dominant 

processes conceptually 

ii) the inability to solve these concepts mathematically 

iii) variables used in models cannot be realistically 

measured in the field 

iv) the computer demands limit application 

V) lack of validation of these models 

vi) the knowledge required to operate such models 

necessitates an extensive training period, up to two 

years, before a model can be properly applied. 

All of these issues are relevant for ungauged 

catchment modelling and require discussion: 

- 



Chapter I 

Conceptual_limitations 

The lack of progress in the basic understanding of 
the concepts operating in the field of hydrology, has been 
blamed on the rapid development of technology which has 

allowed the 'milking' of existing concepts, (Klemes, 
1986). The development of computer technology has allowed 
the application of mathematical solutions that previously 
were too time consuming to be applied, an example of this 
is the full solution of the St. Venant equations of 
unsteady flow. Technological improvements have also 
allowed the collection of masses of data on all sorts of 
scales. In the field of remote--sensing, satellite imagery 
has allowed the development of hydrologic modelling on a 
continent scale, whilst the development of sophisticated 
telemetry has allowed the continuous transmission of 

rainfall and river flow data from the,, catchment direct to 

the water authority headquarters, allowing real-time 

simulations. 

Kundzewicz, (1986) noted that the lack of insight of ýhe. 

hydrologist to identify the utility of concepts developed 

in other scientific fields, such as electrical 

engineering, has retarded developments in hydrology. 

Klemes, (1986) considers that it is the lack of identity 
that 

of hydrology as a study area in its own right, Lhas held 

back developments. He suggests that the fact that most 
hydrologist are firstly either engineers, geographers or 

geologists means that there is no overall hydrologic 

overview, and that hydrology is a composite subject from 

all the various contributing areas. 

Beven (1987) identifies as the major theoretical 

stumbling block the incorporation of spatial integration 

of the active physical processes and its relationship to 

the predictive uncertainty of hydrologic models. He 
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summarises many authors fears when he suggests that a 
crisis in hydrologic modelling is imminent, and that a new 
conceptual framework is required. 

Mathematical limitation 

The second limitation to the development of 
hydrologic modelling is the inability to solve the 
concepts mathematically. The sophistication of the 
mathematical solutions demanded often require the 

specialised knowledge of a mathematician. This can 
generate problems as the hydrologist fails to convey 
understanding of the behaviour of the hydrologic system to 
the mathematician who consequently fails to incorporate 

the behaviour of the system in the mathematical solution. 
This lack of communication between the hydrologist and 
mathematican also means that the hydrologist might fail to 

understand the limitations of the mathematical solution. 

The wide variety of solutions available for say the 
St. Venant equations, identifies another problem, namely a 
lack of agreement on the most appropriate mathematical 
techniques. Each new mathematical technique has its 

hydrologic followers. Yevjevich (1968), for example, 

shows how the application of Fourier series analysis had 

hydrologists analysing records for harmonic patterns. 
However, instead of maximising the wide variety of 

solutions available to them, hydrologists have tended to 
defend their own solutions. This has made the realistic 

comparison of model performance difficult and the 

selection of the most appropriate model by a technician 

nearly impossible. 
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Field Limitations 

The third limitation to hydrologic modelling is the 
lack of field data to validate or utilise models. 
Although there has been a dramatic improvement in the 
technology available to collect data, the increasing 

sophistication of models has meant the demand for data has 

outstripped the technological progress. State-of-the-art 

models like SHE, demand large amounts of spatially and 
temporally distributed data. This requires a heavily 
instrumented catchment. In particular it is the 
recognition in the modelling field of the importance of 
the spatial variation of parameters that has generated 
most problems in terms of validation. The importance of 
the variability of precipitation and soil hydrologic 

parameters, such as hydraulic conductivity in catchment 
hydrology has outstripped the ability of field hydrologists 

to measure this variability. In contrast to the computer 
technology of the hydrologic modeller, the technology of 
the field engineer has not experienced the rapid decrease 

in real cost. The cost of satellites, radar equipment, 
lazer-doppler anemometers has not fallen. In addition, 
the funding of hydrologic research has tended to prohibit 
the long-term investment required for the initialization 

and maintenance of highly instrumented catchments. 

Computing Limitations 

The fourth point is the limitation of computing 
demands made by hydrologic modellers. The rapid growth in 

the capability of computers and the reduction in their 

real costs has revolutionised hydrologic modelling. 
However, the state-of-the-art physically-based 
distributed models make enormous computer demands. Not 

just in the developmental stage, but in the central 

processing units (CPU) demanded to run the models. This 
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limits the portability of these models to high level 

mainframes, usually in research institutions, and hence 

such models remain mostly research tools. 

Validation Limitations 

The fifth constraint in the development of state-of- 
the-art hydrologic models is the lack of validation. 
Howes (1986) shows how the lack of an accepted strategy 
for validation of models, means that model results are 
reported with no reference to the model limitations, the 

conceptual and mathematical verification or the nature of 
the model validation. The lack of complete comparison 
between modellers has led to the inundation of conferences 

with yet more models with very little reference being made 
to the contribution of the model to the field of 
hydrology. 

Project Limitations 

The sixth point in the limitation of sophisticated 

models is the demands that they make on the user and 

research projects. For models to be properly used, or to 

be further developed, then the user must have a great deal 

of knowledge about the model. This can potentially take 

up to two years to QCqUire ,a problem when British research 

projects are still largely based on the three year PhD. 

The lack of continuity in these research projects 

prohibits the setting up of the highly instrumented 

catchments required to validate these models. By 

implication the reduction in the number of skilled 
hydrologist in the field restricts the understanding of 

the behaviour of the hydrologic environment, and further 

conceptual improvements are restricted. 
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1.1.2 Composite model structure 

Anderson and Sambles (198e) in their review of 
geomorphological modelling, saw that the acceptance of a 
model's structure is based on the approval of a model's 
conceptual certainty. As the discussion below will show 
there is no real acceptance of a 'correct' model concept; 
several equally acceptable alternative concepts are 
available. This thesis proposes therefore, that modellers 
should utilise the alternative solutions available for 
specific hydrologic modelling problems and develop models 
whose structure is flexible enough to allow the 
utilisation of different techniques. Figure 1.1 suggests 
how such a model could be structured, providing the user 
with several modelling alternatives at each process level. 

The modelling structure forwarded here, complies with 
this concept and offers the user a model which consists of 
several alternatives. One of the aims of this thesis is 
therefore to suggest a series of guidelines that will 
enable the user to select the most appropriate combination 
of submodels to build a model, given the limitations and 
expectations of a particular application - in effect 
developing a prototype expert system. The modular 
structure, also known as a composite model structure, has 
been utilised before for example by Tingsanchali (1979) 

and HEC-1 (1981) and contrasts with hybrid modelling 
structures. Hybrid models, such as that of McAnnally et 

al. (1984) incorporate both software (mathematical) 

modelling submodels and hardware (physical scale models) 

modelling submodels. A hybrid model therefore does not 

offer alternative methods of modelling the same process, 
it merely incorporates different modelling techniques. 
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Figure 1.1 

Composite Modelling Structure Incorporating 

Variability In The Model Structure 
(from Anderson and Sambles, 1986) 
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The development of composite modelling structures 
provides an ideal foothold for the introduction of expert 
systems. Ferves et al. (1984) shows that the expert 
system need not be shrouded in the jargon of the computer 
science experts. Expert systems could replace the 
increased knowledge of the model that a composite 
structure would generate. It would also reduce the very 
great danger of submodels being incorrectly applied. It 
is proposed here that expert systems provide the means by 

which the sophisticated state-of-the-art models, now only 
research tools, could be introduced to the operational 
environment. The inertia of the operational engineers, 
however to initiate the use of -expert systems shows that 
this issue needs to be sensitively treated. 

1.1.3 Hydrology and hydraulics 

Hydrologic and hydraulic approaches to the simulation 
of rivers can be separated conceptually by the methods 
each uses to solve the equations of flow. Fread (1985) 

showed that a hydraulic approach to river modelling solves 
the equations of the conservation of mass (equation 1.1) 

and the conservation of momentum (equation 1.2). 

Hydraulic solutions to the conservation of momentum 
include diffusion and kinematic wave approximations whilst 

a full solution of the equation generates a dynamic wave 

solution, (Ferrick, 1985). In contrast a hydrologic 

approach solves the conservation of mass (equation 1.3) 

and uses a simple approximation for the relationship 
between the flow in the channel and the storage in the 

reach. Hydrologic solutions include storage routing 

methods and Muskingurn routing techniques. 

a(AV) aA 
+ 

a at 
1.1 
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av 
at 

vav ah 
g- 

ax ax 
I-0 = As/, At 

where A= area 

S0= 

V= velocity 
x= longitudinal axis 

g= gravitational constant 
h= stage 

So = friction slope 
t = time 
I= inflow 

0 = outflow 
S= storage 

1.2 

1.3 

The impact of the introduction of dynamic routing 
techniques has been particularly significant. The 
introduction of high powered computing facilities has 

allowed the modelling of the two and evenly potentially 
three, dimensional behaviour of flow. The potential of 
the dynamic flood routing methods had led hydraulic 

engineers to investigate the detailed effects of the 

cross-sectional and plan geometry on the behaviour of the 
floodwave. 

Application of the results of these "hydraulic 

investigations" has remained however, small scale. It has 

been assumed that the concepts and techniques developed in 

these investigations are inappropriate for application to 

a lumped or hydrologic approach. 

This thesis will suggest that conceptsand techniques 

previously only utilised in hydraulics can legitimately be 

applied to large-scale problems traditionally only 

approached in hydrological simulations. This thesis will 

argue therefore that the distinction between hydrology and 

hydraulics is questionable. 
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Validation strategies 

In research areas where data is difficult to obtain 
it is tempting to validate the new model by testing 
against an existing model. There are dangers involved in 
this practise which should be comprehended before such a 
validation is undertaken. These dangers might include: 

the old model is being applied for events or to 
circumstances for which it has not been validated or 
for which it is conceptually unsuited. 

2) the old and new models may be conceptually too 
similar, so a good fit between the two models is 
certain. 

3) the old model may be insufficiently validated against 
field data. 

It is proposed here that one model can be used to 

extend the record of extreme events in order to validate a 
new model. This is seen as an alternative to the use of 
flood frequency analysis or unit hydrographs to generate 
hydrographs for extreme events. 

The importance of the validation of a model has been 

stressed. Here it is proposed that optimization 
techniques, previously used to calibrate models with field 
data can be used as part of a sensitivity analysis. With 

the introduction of a composite model structure the 

undertaking of a sensitivity analysis, an essential part 

of any validation programme, becomes more than just 
developing a matrix of all the physical parameters: there 
is uncertaintv in the model structure also. It is 

proposed that optimization techniques can help to ensure 
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that a full set of operational rules for a composite model 
is developed. 

The above issues are seen as being central to current 
research in hydrologic modelling and especially, as we 
shall see, to the problems encountered in ungauged 
catchment modelling. 

1.2. Bifurcation In Hydrology 

Not withstanding the critisms made above in respect 
to the predictive performance of physically-based 
distributed models., it is accepted that they do have an 
important place in hydrologic modelling as research tools. 
Physically-based models represent the forefront of our 
knowledge of the processes in the catchment and are the 
tool for the introduction of conceptual improvements. As 
Beven (1989) pointed out, the difficulties involved in the 
development of these models should not prohibit their 
development. 

In the last five years there has been an increasing 

acceptance that these models do not, as yet, provide the 

answer to operational modelling problems. The realisation 
has been therefore, that given all the problems of these 

models noted above, simpler models can perhaps provide 

predictive accuracies of a quality similar and in some 

circumstances superior to the predictions made by the 

state-of-the-art models. Despite the acceptance of the 

value of simpler techniques there still appears to be a 
bifurcation in hydrology, between the developers of 

research models and the operators of models. Model 

developers have concentrated on the conceptual improvement 

of models with little acknowledgement of the difficulties 
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of applying the schemes they develop. Model operators 
faced with new complex physically-based schemes have 
continued to utilise simple often empirically-based 
techniques. This split in hydrology need t 

be 
oLcrossed if 

the techniques already developed and future techniques are 
to be applied in the operational environment. 

The bifurcation of hydrology creates a difficult 

problem for the hydrologist - how to separate research 
models from simpler models and how to identify models 
suitable for bridging the split. In the issue of model 
classification this becomes a practical question and not 
just one of intrinsic interest to the hydrologist. Model 
classification has been traditionally based on the 
conceptual assumptions a model incorporates. This 

perspective is suited to the model developers but does not 
aid model operators to select models for particular 
applications. In the next section the basis of model 
classification is considered and the potential for a new 
perspective biased towards model operators is discussed. 

1.2.1 Classification of hydrologic models 

Classification of hydrologic models has been 

undertaken using a wide range of criteria. Table 1.1 

shows some of these classificatory systems and the authors 
definition of the distinctive characteristic of each 

group., examples of the models that fall into these groups 

are also given. Table 1.1 also shows that the 

classificatory groups are not mutually exclusive, a 

physically-based model for example may be lumped or 
distributed. Hughes and Beater (1989) point out that 
deterministic models, such as MDOR, can be empirical, 

conceptual or physically-based. The MDOR model is 

physically-based but its parameters are optimized, 
therefore it is a semi-empirical model. MDOR's physical 
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Table 1.1 

Classificatory Groups For Catchment Models 

Characteristic Definition Example 

Analytical Equations are derived from IUH 

algebraic analysis Nash., 1960. 

Conceptual Simplified prototype behaviour TOPMODEL, Beven, 

used to demonstrate concepts 1977. 

Continuous Simulates continuously Stanford Watershed 

not just specific events Model, Ross 1970. 

Design Simulates events to test the Pilgrim, 1986. 

feasibility of alternative 

engineering schemes 

Deterministic Mathematical model in which the SHE9 

behaviour of every variable is Bathurst 1986 

completely determined by the 

governing equations 

Distributed The spatial distribution of IHDM, Rogers et al. 

processes incorporated 1985. 

Empirical Description based on NERC, 1975. 

experimental data rather than 

general physical laws 

Event Simulates discrete hydrological HEC-1,1981. 

events 
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Table 1.1 ..... continued 

Hybrid Model containing at least two 

modelling techniques 

closely coupled 

Interactive Numerical model that allows 
interaction by the modeller 
during computation 

Linear Mathematical model based on 
linear equations 

Lumped Spatial distribution of 

processes is neglected 

Mathematical Models that uses mathematical 

expressions to represent 

physical processes 

Operational Fully evaluated and documented 

models, suitable for application 
by non-specialist operators 

Physically- Equations are based on physical 

based laws and parameters can be 

measured in the field 

Regression Equations developed from 

statistical relationships 
from experimental data 

McArmally 
1984 

HEC-1,1981. 

TOPMODEL, 

Beven, 1977. 

NERC, 1975. 

SEE, Bathurst 1986. 

NERC, 1975. 

HEC-lý 1981. 

HYMO, Williams and 

Hann, 1973. 

VSAS2, Whitelaw 
1988. 

NERC, 1975 

Semi- Based on physical laws but 

empirical containing coefficients 
determined from experimental data 

HYM02, Howes 1986. 
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Table 1.1 ..... continued 

Semi- Spatial variability is HYM02, Howes 1986. 
distributed incorporated to some extent TOPMODEL, Beven 1977 

Stochastic Probability model generated HYM02, Howes 1986. 
from statistically 

meaningful field data 
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parameters are derived on the sub-catchment level, so the 
model is semi-distributed as well. 

Bedient and Hughes (1988) identify three major 
categories of model classification; these consist of 
models thatQre either lumped or distributed, event or 
continuous simulators, and stochastic versus 
deterministic. However, even this classification system 
generates difficulties. Taking the lumped versus 
deterministic classification, the SHE model is one of the 

most distributed catchment models available and yet even 
the SHE has to assume homogenous conditions within its 

computation cells, albeit these cells can be small. There 

seems, therefore, to be a continuum of models between 
lumped models through semi-lumped models to pseudo- 
distributed models. 

The inability to classify models creates problems for 

the operator and the modeller. The operator has 
difficulty in selecting the most appropriate model for a 

particular application. Modellers find it difficult to 
identify gaps and needs in the suite of models available, 

and this has led to a plethora of models. 

Analysis of the classificatory system for hydrologic 

models illustrates a conceptual problem. The models are 

classified largely according to the simplifications that 

they make to describe the real systems in the environment. 
The development of hydrologic modelling is based upon the 

incorporation of increasingly sophisticated methods of 
describing the physical processes of the hydrologic 

environment. There has been very little realisation of 

the importance of considering the applications that the 

model will be suitable for. Hughes and Beater (1989) are 

two of the few to appreciate the importance of this 

interaction between model complexity and model 
I 
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application. There needs to be therefore a conceptual 
leap in hydrologic modelling so that models fit the 

practical problems that need to be solved. Flood 
forecasting in ungauged catchments is one of the areas 
that would benefit most from such a conceptual leap. 
Another area would be in design hydrology where, as 
Pilgrim (1986) points out, there has been little 

realisation that the demands of design practise are not 
being met by current research. 

This section has shown therefore, that the 
bifurcation of hydrology into research and more applied 
models has not necessarily benefited hydrology. A gap has 
been generated in our understanding of the relationship 
between describing the dominant processes in the catchment 
and providing answers to particular problems. Nowhere is 

this issue perhaps more acute than in the field of 
ungauged flood forecasting. The problems of forecasting 

in ungauged catchments means that solutions must consider 
the limitations and demands on a model before 

investigating possible modelling solutions. This thesis 
is thus concerned with developing enhanced capabilities 
for flood forecasting in ungauged catchments. 

The next section investigates the limitations placed 

on the modeller by the ungauged catchment and considers 

the previous approaches to the problem. 

1.3 Ungauged Flood Forecas 

One of the most difficult and challenging areas of 
hydrology is flood forecasting in ungauged catchments, and 
it is in this area that this thesis concentrates. As the 

previous section has shown ungauged flood forecasting is 

an ideal area for investigating the relationship between 
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modelling strategies and model application, because in 
ungauged catchments the limitations placed on the modeller 
are great. An ungauged catchment is defined here as a 
catchment for which only very limited data are available; 
in particular streamflow records,, historical or current, 
are not available. The data that would be available for 

an ungauged catchment include: 

1) a topographic map 

2) soils classificatory data 

precipitation -data 

It is also implicitly assumed that the initiation of a 
field measurement programme is not feasible. 

The difficulty is therefore to produce a validated 
model, capable of application with only very limited data. 

To bring such a model up to to a standard suitable for 

general application, it must not only be validated but 

guidelines must be available to potential users outlining 
the models limitations and providing simple details of how 

to use the model. If a model is to be portable beyond 

research establishments then the model needs to be 

relatively simple to use, requiring limited expertise in 

the hydrology or computing. 

Because of these difficulties there have been only a 
limited number of attempts to provide a modelling strategy 
for ungauged catchments. Often the ungauged catchment 

application is appreciated only after the developmental 

stage of a model. The next section however, reviews some 

of the models that claim to be capable of application to 

the ungauged catchment. 
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1.3.1 Models for ungauged flood forecas 

Responses to the ungauged flood forecasting problem 
have included utilisation of almost all the model types 
identified in Table 1.1. The prediction of flood 

statistics has utilised calibrated parameter models, 
whilst event and continuous predictions utilise a range of 
modelling techniques. Table 1.2 gives examples of event 
simulators and Table 1.3 the continuous model simulators. 

Both tables divide the approaches into calibrated 
parameter and physically based parameter models. This 
distinction is particularly important in the ungauged 
application. Calibrated parameter models offer distinct 

operational advantageous over the physically based 

schemes, but their portability is poor. 

Calibrated parameter models utilise data from other 
gauged catchments in order to develop relationships 
between catchment variables available for the ungauged 
catchment and outflow characteristics. The nature of the 
data used for the development of these relationships may 
vary. Some models utilise data from gauged catchments 
locationally near or adjacent to the ungauged catchment, 
for example USDAHL (United States Department of 
Agriculture Hydrology Laboratory model). An alternative 
is to develop regional relationships for particular 

climatic or hydrologic response groups. These regional 

relationships require a statistically meaningful number of 

gauged catchments to be available, and examples include 

the Stanford Watershed Model and the 4 parameter water 

yield model. 

There are however, inherent dangers in extrapolating 
these empirical relationships to ungauged catchments. 
With a number of parameters to calibrate it is impossible 
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Table 1.2 

Event Simulators For Ungauged Catchments 

Author Model details 

Parameter Routing/ 

estimation two-stage capability 

Calibrated Models 

HYMO 

Williams & Hahn 

(1973) 

Empirical catchment 

coefficients 

empirical soil 

parameters 

Variable 

Storage 
Separate 

Maming's n 

NERC (1975) 

HEC-1 (1981) 

Empirical regional 
formula 

Observed or 

regional catchment 

coefficients 

empirical soil 

parameters 

Muskingham 

or Puls 

Separate 

Manning In 

Physical Based Parameters 

HYM02 

Howes (1986) 

Observed or 

empirical soil 

characteristic data 

Variable 
Storage 

HIEC-l (1981) 

Engman and 
Rogowski (1974) 

Observed ur 
regional parameters 

Observed soil and 

overland flow parameters 

Kinematic 

wave routing 
Fixed geometry 
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Table 1.3 

Continuous Simulators For Ungauged Catchments 

Author Model details 
Parameter Routing/ 

generation two-stage capability 

Calibrated Parameters 

USDAHL 

Nicks et al. 
(1980) 

Maps and .U 
regional groundwater 
coefficients 

Main channel 

Stanford Watershed 

Model 

Ross (1970) 

4 Parameter Water 

Yield Model 
Jarboe and Haan 
(1974) 

Optimized 

parameters 
for catchment 

'Regression 

analysis 

Physically-based Parameters 

HYSIM Observed or 

Manley (1978) regional 

groundwater 

parameters 

WATSIM Observed and 
Aston et al. calibrated 
(1980) overland 

parameters 

CSRX, FSRX 

Parameter 

for in-bank 

& out-of-bank 

routing 

Main channel 
length, slope. 

No channel 

routing 
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Table 1.3 ..... continued 

TOPMODEL 

Beven (1977) 

SPUR 

Renard et al. 
(1984) 

Observed CHA and CHB 

or optimized channel 

parameters velocity 

All parameters No channel 
derived from routing 

maps 
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to reach a single solution that best fits the parameters 
to the observed outflow. The search for a unique solution 
ignores the problem that errors in one parameter may be 

cancelled out during the development of these 

relationships by errors in another parameter. This 
highlights another problem, that we know conceptually that 
the parameters do not operate in the real environment 
independently; there is interaction between them. The 

generation of empirical relationships ignores these 
interactions. 

These problems tempt the modeller into using 
parameters that encompass a variety of processes, 

-thereby 
side-stepping the issues of parameter interaction or the 

unique solution. However, this lumping of parameters 
creates difficulty for the operator when parameters become 

physically meaningle-ss. 

In addition the process of calibrating the parameters 
is not without its pitfalls. Assuming that the developer 

has generated a large enough data set to proceed in a 

statistically meaningful way, and that he has accepted 
that there will be no correct unique solution, he still 
has to select an objective function in order to judge the 

selection of the calibration coefficients. This procedure 
known as optimization has not been fully investigated and 

yet it is known that the nature of the objective function 

has a profound influence on the values of the calibration 

coefficients selected, (Sorooshian et al., 1983). 

Calibrated models do have advantages in ungauged 

applications however. They are usually simple to apply 

and the most complex models utilize only a modest amount 

of computer power. If applied within the range of data 

that the model was calibrated for then calibrated models 

can produce very satisfactory results. 
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The advantages of physically-based models over 
calibrated models are primarily associated with the 

unsuitability of the calibrated models for extrapolation 
to the ungauged catchment. The spatial variability of the 
parameters is implicitly ignored in calibrated models. 
Conceptually physically-based models are superior to 

calibrated models, but as Beven (1989) has shown the 

state-of-the-art physically-based models are not yet 
developed enough to facilitate their operational 
application. However, there are simpler physically-based 
schemes that may not have the level of sophistication of 
the state-of-the-art models but do still have some 
conceptual advantages. 

The disadvantage of these simpler physically-based 
schemes is that that they usually contain some degree of 
calibration or require more detailed data than is 

available for the ungauged catchment. For example, in the 

model HYSIM all but three of its parameters are 
physically-based, the remaining three must be derived from 

hydrograph analysis. WATSIM requires detailed data on the 

soil hydrologic parameters, whilst SPUR requires data on 
the travel time of the subsurface flow. TOPMODEL requires 
detailed topographic data so that the convergence zones on 
the hillslopes may be defined; it also requires channel 
flow velocities and vegetation data. 

There are therefore a number of models available for 

the ungauged catchment. However this analysis has shown 
that none of these models is ideal. The calibrated models 
have portability problems and their parameters are not 

physically meaningful. The physically-based models on the 

other hand, have either incorporated some degree of 

calibration or required data beyond the availability from 

ungauged catchments. 
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Sections 1.2 and 1.3 have shown that there is a gap 
in the conceptual understanding of the relationship 
between modelling strategies and model application and a 
especially in the context of ungauged catchments. The 

next section identifies the objectives of this thesis as 
it attempts to bridge the gap in our conceptual 

understanding in modelling and to provide a specific 

answer to the ungauged flood forecasting problem. 

1.4 Objectives and Originality of Research 

The objectives of this the-sis are: 

i) To identify a model that is suitable for application 
to the ungauged catchment and that also has 

potential for further development. 

To identify the process areas and modelling problems 
in ungauged flood forecasting that have not been 

previously investigated and that could potentially 
improve the predictive capability of ungauged 

models. 

iii) To validate the new strategies implemented and 
investigate the predictive capability of the 

catchment model utilizing optimization techniques. 

iv) To investigate the utility of using a detailed 

hydraulic model to test the predictive capability of 

the improved hydrologic model and to investigate the 

potential of combining these two modelling 

techniques to provide detailed floodplain inundation 

modelling in ungauged catchments. 
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These objectives are investigated in the following 

chapters of this thesis. Throughout these chapters the 
issues raised in section 1.1 are discussed as being some 
of the most pertinent in hydrologic modelling today. 

In Chapter 2a model suitable for application to 
ungauged catchment is identified. In the selection prrreL4Ure the 
issues of model complexity and the potential for the 
development of a composite modelling structure are 
considered. The strengths and weaknesses of the model are 
then identified and are analysed in comparison with other 
models suitable for both ungauged and gauged applications. 
Finally, a strategy for the implementation of an improved 

scheme is developed. 

Chapter 3 considers the difficulties of modelling the 

process areas identified in Chapter 2 and undertakes an 
original sensitivity analysis of an existing scheme in 

order to rank these processes and thereby develop a list 

of priorities for further investigation. 

In Chapter 4 and 5, the priority areas identified in 

Chapter 3 are explored. Modelling alternatives from 

hydrology and hydraulics are considered within the context 

of the overall composite modelling structure and the need 
for a new perspective. The new process modules developed 

are then validated to ensure that the routines are 
theoretically and computationally sound. 

In Chapters 6,7 and 8a three phase evaluation 

programme is undertaken. In Chapter 6a strategy for the 

validation is devised and the importance of conceptual 

uncertainty is considered with the introduction of the 

composite modelling structure. In addition, the problems 

of validation with restricted data availability are 
investigated. 
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In Chapter 7, a sensitivity analysis of the 

conceptual and parameter variability is undertaken. The 

utility of optimization techniques as part of structured 
sensitivity analysis are considered and an exploratory 
application of the techniques is undertaken. 

In Chapter 8, the problems of model evaluation with 
limited data sets are investigated with the application of 
a hydrodynamic model. The application of the hydrodynamic 

model, the first application of this type of model to 
large-scale catchment problems, is to provide "ground- 

truth", or "pseudo-observed" events. These pseudo- 
observed events can then be used to validate the model 
developed through Chapters 3,4 and 5, - HYM03. In 

addition, the application of a hydrodynamic model provides 
the potential for the inclusion of the model as a module 
in the composite HYM03 to provide detailed floodplain 

modelling at a large scale. 

The overall originality of the thesis lies in the 

modelling strategy developed in the context of ungauged 

applications. The specific originality of the modelling 

strategy lies in the utilisation of techniques previously 

only used in hydraulics in order to model some of the 

active physical processes. Originality in the validation 

procedure relates to the utilisation of optimization 
techniques as part of a sensitivity analysis and to the 

comparison of the model developed with a state-of-the-art 
hydraulic model. 
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Chapter 2 
Development Of A Research De 

Chapter I identified the major objective of this 
thesis as being the development of a model suitable for 

ungauged flood forecasting. To achieve this objective a 
number of intermediate objectives must be reached. These 

objectives are: 

to identify a model that could be adapted for 

ungauged catchments and that was suitable for 
further development. 

to identify the dominant process areas that have not 
been previously modelled in the ungauged context. 

iii) to consider different solutions to the modelling of 
these processes, select the most appropriate method 
for the ungauged catchment and implement these 

within the model structure identified 

iv) to verify these process modules and validate the new 

scheme. 

These specific objectives must be undertaken within 

the research strategy discussed in Chapter 1. This 

strategy is based on the philosophy that there is a need 
to generate models that fit specific applications rather 

than models being based on the conceptual solutions to the 

modelling of the physical processes in the catchment. 
This philosophy generates the need to consider a composite 

modelling structure encompassing many differing conceptual 
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solutions rather than a single model structure and hence 

solution. The strategy of research reported in this 
thesis therefore, will be to develop modules or 
subroutines that can form part of a composite modelling 
structure specifically aimed at ungauged catchment 
modelling. It is accepted therefore, that the modules 
developed are not the only feasible modelling solutions, 
but that they provide possibly the optimum solution for 

the boundary conditions specified for the ungauged 
catchment. It is also accepted that the scope of this 
thesis does not provide the opportunity for the 
development of modules in all the process areas of the 

catchment. The area of investigation has by necessity 
been narrowed to a field where it was felt that all the 

objectives could be achieved and thereby discussion on the 

philosophy proposed is possible. 

The first of these objectives is therefore to select 

a model that could be adapted for the ungauged catchment 

and could support a composite modelling structure. 

2.1 Selection Of A Model 

The selected model must meet several criteria before 

it can be considered to be suitable for development as an 

ungauged flood forecasting method. These are: 

it should be capable of simulating events for an 

entire catchment 

ii) data requirements should be parsimonious 

iii) it should not require calibration 

iv) the model should have a modular structure 
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V) it should be relatively simple to operate and adapt 
and be well documented. 

Armed with these criteria the available models 
identified in Tables 1.2 and 1.3 in Chapter 1 were then 
investigated. The most widely used of the models 
identified in Table 1.2 is the HEC-1 model suite developed 

at the Hydrologic Engineering Center in Davis, California. 
This model suite already incorporates a composite model 
structure., and is well documented. However, whilst the 

model has been applied to the ungauged catchment the 
documentation recommends in all circumstances that data 

should be available for calibration procedures. Also as 
the model is widely used across the USA the coding is 

protected by copyright and development is limited to HEC. 

An alternative programme, HYM02 developed specifically 
for ungauged catchment application was available at the 

University of Bristol. HYM02 was developed under contract 
from Waterways Experiment Station, (WES), in Vicksburg, 

Mississippi, from a simpler version, HYMO developed in the 

USA. HYM02 is a catchment model that incorporates both 

physically-based and empirical techniques. The model does 

not require calibration and the data requirements are 

parsimonious. Data sets can be established with a minimum 

of a topographic map, a soil classification map, and 

rainfall data from a gauge in or close to the catchment. 

HYM02 is organised into a series of subroutines each 

simulating a separate component of a process. The modular 

organisation of the model makes it a flexible tool capable 

of simulating a wide variety of catchment geometries. 

HYMO has been widely used in the USA and consequently a 

well-developed operational manual exists. HYM02 has been 

developed at the University of Bristol and has been 

validated on a range of catchments. 
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As one of the objectives of this thesis is to develop 

a composite modelling structure it was felt that, provided 
HYM02 met all the criteria identified, it was appropriate 
to proceed with the development of modules that would 
interface with HYM02. The composite modelling strategy 
means that such modules should be essentially self- 
contained and therefore suitable for interfacing with 
other composite models. It was therefore not felt vital 
to pursue alternative models suitable for supporting the 

modular nature of the research given the advantages that 
HYM02 provided. 

As HYM02 provides the platform for the further 

development of this research it is important that the 

structure, achievements and limitations of the model 

should be investigated. In the next section therefore a 

brief history of the development of HYM02 is reported and 

the existing capabilities and the scope for improvement of 

the model discussed. 

2.2 HYMO A Hydrological Model 

HYMO is a hydrological model originally developed for 

the US Department of Agriculture for predicting the 

surface run'off and sediment loss from agricultural 

catchments. The model is easy to apply as it requires 
little hydrological knowledge or computing expertise by 

the user. It has conservative computer requirements and 

has very limited data requirements. This makes it 

suitable for application to the ungauged catchment. The 

model has been thoroughly validated and the program is 

well documented. 
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2.2.1 Structure of HYMO 

HYMO is a semi-lumped model which divides the 

catchment into smaller subcatchments which are 
hydrologically and hydraulically homogeneous. The runoff 
for each of these subcatchments is generated from the 

rainfall data and this is then routed downstream. The 

model structure is shown schematically in Figure 2.1. The 

model develops the outflow hydrograph by starting at the 

upstream extremity of the catchment and routing 
downstream: intermediate subcatchments runoff hydrographs 

are added according to the stream network. This 
downstream development of the hydrograph reduces the 

number and size of the arrays needed by the code and 
therefore makes the program more portable. 

The program, developed by Williams and Hann (1973), 

is structured into a number of hydrological and control 

commands. These are shown in Figure 2.2. Conveniently, 

each of these commands is contained in a separate 

subroutine and Figure 2.2 shows the control commands on 

its upper line, and the hydrological commands on the lower 

line. 

The hydrological commands encompass three basic 

processes, namely the development of a runoff hydrograph, 

the routing of the hydrograph downstream and the 

computation of the sediment yield. The model control 

commands, control the input and output, compute the sum of 

two hydrographs and quantifies the errors between any two 

hydrographs. 

The order in which these commands can be invoked is 

extremely flexible and allows a wide variety of catchment 

networks to be described. The next section gives a brief 

outline of each of the commands given in Figure 2.2. 
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2.2.2 HYMO commands 

HYDROLOGICAL COMMANDS 

1) Compute hydrograph - develops the runoff hydrograph 

using a three stage procedure. First, the rainfall excess 
is computed. Second, the unit hydrograph is derived and 
third, these two are convolved to give the runoff 
hydrograph. The original method of determining the 
rainfall excess, utilized by Williams and Hann, (1973), 

was the empirically based, SCS Curve number routine. 
Later this was replaced by a physically based, one- 
dimensional finite difference infiltration algorithm, 
developed by Anderson and Howes (1986). Details of these 
two techniques used for computing the rainfall excess are 
given in Section 2.2.3. 

The dimensionless unit hydrograph is generated using 
a standard technique dividing the hydrograph into three 

segments. For ungauged applications HYMO uses empirical 
relationships based on 34 gauged catchments in Texas, 
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Missippissi, and Tennessee. 

The unit hydrograph derived from these catchments is shown 
in Figure 2.3a. The first segment of the hydrograph, from 

the origin to the inflexion point of the recession curve 
(to) is described by: 

ut =up (t/t 
P) e 2.1 

where ut - unit hydrograph discharge at time t(ft3s-1) 

up- unit hydrograph peak discharge (ft3s-1) 

tp- time to peak (hours) 

n- dimensionless parameter (kl/tp) 

k, - first recession constant 
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The second segment of the hydrograph, from the inflexion 
point (to) to tj the hydrograph is described by: 

((to-t)/kl) 
ut = uo. e 2.2 

where tj = to + 2k, 2.3 

and toI+tP (1/(n-1) )12 2.4 
to time at inflexion point (hours) 

uo unit hydrograph discharge at inflexion point 
(ft3s-l) 

(n-1) 
Uo 2-- Up [100(1+(I/(I-n))k) 

2.5 

From tj to infinity, the recession of the hydrograph 

is described by: 

((tl-t)/k2) 
ut = ul. e 2.6 

where k2 - the second recession coefficient 

ul - unit hydrograph discharge at tj (ft3 s- 1) 

((to-tl)/kl) 
ul = uo. e 2.7 

The unit hydrograph for a particular catchment can be 

derived from these standard equations provided that the 

peak discharge (u 
P 

), time to peak (t 
P) and the recession 

constant (kl) can be provided. For the ungauged catchment 
these can be derived from empirical relationships that 

relate these three factors to catchment characteristics. 
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In HYMO, the relationships used are: 

up = 
BAQ 

2.8 
tp 

where B- dimensionless catchment parameter 
(a function of n) 

A- catchment area (miles2) 

Q- total storm runoff (inches) 

k, = 27. OAO. 231SLP-0.777(L/W)0*124 2.9 

where SLP - elevation diff'erence/distance between 
highest point in the catchment and the 

catchment outflow point 
L/W - catchment length/width ratio 

tp = 4.63AO. 422SLP-0.46(L/W)09133 2.10 

These empirical relationships allow the user to 
derive the unit hydrograph, using Figure 2.3b and 2.3c. 

Figure 2.3b allows the user to derive the coefficient n 
from the ratio of the recession coefficient to the time to 

peak (Kl/t 
p 

); n can then be used to derive the coefficient 
B using Figure 2.3c. 

The unit hydrograph and the incremental runoff 
hydrograph are convolved to form the outflow hydrograph 

using: 

n 

qt E (rt*un-t) 

t=2 
when n>2 2.11 
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where n number of time intervals in hydrograph 

qt flood hydrograph at time t (ft3s-1) 

rt runoff at time t (inches) 

2) Compute rating curve - this is part of the channel 
routing routine. If observed rating curves are not 
available they are computed from the cross-sectional 
geometry utilizing the Manning equation. The cross- 
section is divided into segments which are homogeneous. 
Consideration is given to ensure a constant boundary 
friction in each segment, with one Manning's n coefficient 
being defined for each segment, The cross-sectional area 
is then computed for each segment at twenty stage 
increment points between the maximum and minimum 
elevations in the complete cross-section. These areas are 
then converted to discharge values using the Manning 

equation. The segments may be defined as being either 
channel or floodplain segments and up to six segments may 
be defined. A channel and a floodplain slope value are 
defined with a maximum of six cross-sectional computations 

allowed per reach. 

3) Compute travel time- also part of the channel routing 

rou tine. The Variable Storage Coefficient Routing Method, 

developed by Williams (1969) and described belowq requires 

the computation of the relationship between stage and 

travel time of the floodwave. The velocity of the 
floodwave is computed from the rating curves for a 

particular reach by dividing the predicted discharge by 

the cross-sectional area for a particular stage. The 

rating curve with the smallest discharge at the maximum 

stage elevation point is then selected so that predictions 

of the conveyance capacity of the channel should not be 

over-estimated. The travel time is then computed using 

the following: 
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Tt = 

t +At = 

L 

1800(Vi 
t+v 

L 

L. SLPO (L. 

SLPO + Di- D 
t 

1800(Vit+At+ Vo t+At) 

0 

2.12 

1 
L. SLPO ;; 2' ( 

2.13 
) 

L. SLPO + Dit+At-Dot+, At 

where Tt - Travel time at hydrograph time t (hours) 
L - Reach length (feet) 

SLPO - Normal slope 
Vit - Velocity of inflow at hydrograph time t 

(ft3s-1) 

Vot - Velocity of outflow at hydrograph time t 
(ft3s-1) 

Di - Depth of inflow at hydrograph time t 
t (feet) 

Do - Depth of outflow at hydrograph time t 
t (feet) 

At - Time interval, constant (hours) 

4) Route - utilizes the Variable Storage Coefficient 
Rou ting Method developed by Williams (1969). This routine 
offers a compromise between the hydrologic storage routine 

and the hydraulic unsteady solutions of the St. Venant 

equations. The main disadvantage of the storage routing 

routines is that they do not allow the storage in the 

reach to vary with stage, this routine does allow this 

variation. The Variable Storage method is computationally 

stable and does not suffer from the convergence problems 
that are common in hydraulic solutions. 

Given an inflow hydrograph at the upstream extremity 

of a reach the routing routine calculates the outflow 
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hydrograph using the following relations: 

I Ot+At Ct+, 4t- lf+((l/ct)-l). Otl 2.14 

Ct+, Nt 
2at 

2.15 
2Tt+, &t +At 

ct 2 At 
2.16 

2Tt + At 

where It inflow discharge at time t (ft3s-1) 

0 outflow discharge at time t (ft3s-1) 
T average inflow discharge during time 

interval 

t (ft3s-1) 

I 
it+i t +At 

2 
Ct - travel time coefficient at time t 

5) Route Reservoir - utilizes the Storage Indication 

Met hod developed by the US Department of Agriculture (USDA 

SCS, 1972) to route hydrographs through reservoirs. The 

method requires that the storage-discharge relationship 
for a particular reservoir is specified and then uses the 
following relation to compute the outflow hydrograph: 

Ot+At ý 2[I+(St/At)-(St+At/At)]-Ot 2.17 

where S- storage coefficient at time t 
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6) Sediment Yield -a modified form of the Universal Soil 
Loss Equation is used to compute the sediment loss for 
individual storms. The equation used is: 

Sy = 95.0(q 
po R)0.56. E'CreproLS 

where Sy- sediment yield (tons) 

qP- peak discharge (ft3s-1) 

R- runoff volume (acre-ft) 

E- soil erodibility factor 
Cr - cropping management factor 

Pr - erosion control practise factor 

LS - slope length. and gradient factor 

MODEL CONTROL PROCEDURES 

2.18 

1) START - initiates the simulation with a start time, and 
the units used in the data input and output. 

2) STORE RATING CURVE - allows the user to input any 

observed rating curves 

3) STORE HYDROGRAPH allows the user to input any 

observed hydrographs available for the catchment. 

4) ADD HYDROGRAPHS adds the coordinates of two discharge 

hydrographs. 

5) PRINT HYDROGRAPH prints the coordinates of a 

discharge hydrograph or may convert this to a stage 

hydrograph using a specified rating curve. 

6) PLOT HYDROGRAPH - plots the coordinates of one or two 

discharge hydrographs on the same axis. The plot is made 

on a line printer. 
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7) ERROR ANALYSIS - computes the error between the 

coordinates of two specified discharge hydrographs using a 
total of thirteen indices. These are: 

i) Error standard deviation 

(qmi-qci)2 

ESD2 2.19 

n 

where n- number of pairs of discharge 

measurements 
qmi - measured discharge 

qci - computed discharge 

ii) Percentage peak discharge error 

PDE 
100 x (qmp-qc 

p 2.20 

qm p 

where qm, p- measured peak discharge 

qc p- computed peak discharge 

iii) Absolute sum of errors 

n 
OF1 (qmi-qci) 2.21 

iv) Ordinary least squares 

OF2 (qmi-qci)2 2.22 
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v) Log ordinary least squares 

n 
OF3= [log(qmi)-log(qci)]2 

vi) Relative sum of squares 

OF4 
(qmi-qci) 

qmi 

vii) Absolute error difference 

2.23 

2.24 

n 
OF5 [(qmi-qmi-, )-(qci-qci-, )]2 2.25 

viii) Relative error difference 

n 

OF6 
(qmi-qmi-, )-(qci-qci-, ) 2 

2.26 
(qmi-qmi-, ) 

ix) Absolute error divided by variance 

n 
(qmi-qci)2 

OF7 
n 

(qmi-qm 

2.27 
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where qm - mean measured discharge 

x) Relative error divided by variance 

n 
[(qmi-qci)/qmi]2 

OF8 2.28 
n 

[(qmi/-qm)-1]2 

xi) Absolute error difference divided by variance 

n 
[(qmi-qmi-, )-(qci-qci-1)12 

OF9 2.29 
n 

[(qmi-qmi-, )-(qmi-qmi-, )]2 

where qmi-qmi-l - mean of difference of measured 
hydrograph 

xii) Relative error difference divided by variance 

n 
[((qmi-qmi-, )-(qci-qci-, ))/(qmi-qmi-, )]2 

OF10 = 
n 

2: [((qmi-qmi-, )/(-qm i_qmi_, ))-1]2 

2.30 
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xiii) Pearsons correlation coefficient 

n 

OFII 
I qmi--qm qci-qc 

n aqm orq c 
i=l 

2.31 

where qc - mean calculated discharge 

arqm - standard deviation of measured discharge 

orqc - standard deviation of calculated 
discharge 

8) FINISH - instructs the simulation to terminate 

2.2.3 Runoff generation 

As noted earlier, two methods of generating the 

rainfall excess have been incorporated in HYMO. The 

original model, HYMO, coded by Williams and Hann (1973), 

incorporated the SCS Curve Number technique. This is an 
empirical technique, the curve number being a 
dimensionless parameter based on the hydrological soil 
type, land use cover, agricultural treatment and the 

antecedent soil moisture conditions. A later version, 
HYM02, developed by Anderson and Howes (1986), replaced 
the Curve Number with a physically based one-dimensional 

finite difference infiltration algorithm, which 

considerably improved the predictive accuracy of the 

model. The latest version, HYM03, reported here, offers 
both of these methods of runoff generation as an option. 
These techniques are now briefly described. 
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Curve Number Runoff Generation 

The relationship between the total rainfall and the 
total runoff is described by: 

(p-o.,,,, S)2 
Q For P>0.2S 2.32 

P+0.8S 

where P- total storm rainfall (inches) 

S- catchment storage (inches) 

S= 1000 
- 10 2.33 

CN 
CN - runoff curve number 

The incremental runoff is computed from the 
incremental rainfall data using equation 2.32, noting that 
the rainfall time increments must be constant. 

There are two methods of estimating the curve number 
for a particular catchment: it can either be derived from 

soil survey and land use maps, utilizing tables developed 

by the USDA, an example of which is given in Table 2.1., 

or if rainfall and runoff data are available then the 

relation (2.34) developed by Hawkins (1979) can be 

applied. 

CN = 
100 

1+0.5[P+2Q-(4Q2+5PQ)'21 

2.34 

In ungauged catchments., the tables developed by the 

USDA are the most useful. Table 2.1 shows the recommended 

values for various land use types for the antecedent soil 

moisture group II. This is the central soil moisture 
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Table 

Runoff Curve Numbers 

Soil-Cover 
(after USDA 

2.1 

For Hydrological 

Complexes 

SCS, 1972) 

Cover Hydr ological So1LT_ 
Group 

Land Use Treatment Hydro logical 
Condition A B C D 

Fallow Straight row ---- 77 86 91 94 

Row crops Straight row Poor 72 81 88 91 
Straight row Good 67 78 85 89 
Contoured Poor 70 79 84 88 
Contoured Good 65 75 82 86 
Contoured & terraced Poor 66 74 80 82 
Contoured & terraced Good 62 71 78 71 

Small grain Straight row Poor 65 76 84 88 
Straight row Good 63 75 83 87 
Contoured Poor 63 74 82 85 
Contoured Good 61 73 81 84 
Contoured & terraced Poor 61 72 79 82 
Contoured & terraced Good 59 70 78 81 

Close-seeded Straight row Poor 66 77 85 89 
legumes Straight row Good 58 72 81 85 

Contoured Poor 64 75 83 85 
Contoured Good 55 69 78 83 
Contoured & terraced Poor 63 73 80 83 
Contoured & terraced Good 51 67 76 80 

Pasture Poor 68 79 86 89 
Fair 49 69 79 84 
Good 39 61 74 80 

Contoured Poor 47 67 81 88 
Contoured Fair 25 -59 75 83 
Contoured Good 6 35 70 79 

Meadow Good 30 58 71 78 

Woods Poor 45 66 77 83 
Fair 36 60 73 79 
Good 25 55 70 77 

Farmsteads 59 74 82 86 

Roads Dirt 72 82 87 89 
Hard surfaces 74 84 90 92 

assuming antecedený moisture condition II, initial abstrac7lon 20% 
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group, group I indicating drier conditions and group 
wetter conditions. 

Individual storms can be classified into one of these 
antecedent groups using guidelines produced by the USDA, 
recorded in Table 2.2. The drier conditions in AMC I 
gives lower curve number values than AMC II, whilst the 
wetter conditions in AMC III result in higher curve 
numbers. Replicate tables for AMC I and AMC III are 
available. 

The soil group grossly defines the saturated 
hydraulic conductivity of the soil, the SCS defining four 

classificatory groups: 

A Soils with high infiltration rates even when 
thoroughly wet. 

B Soils with moderate infiltration rates when 
thoroughly wet. 

C Soils with slow infiltration rates when thoroughly 

wet. 
D Soils with very slow infiltration rates when 

thoroughly wet. 

In the ungauged catchment, the soil classification map can 
be used to classify the soil of the catchment into one of 
the four groups. 

The hydrological condition on the soil is a measure 

of the runoff producing potential. The hydrologic 

condition therefore incorporates the effects of the 
detention capacity and compaction of the soil. 
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Table 2.2 

Seasonal Rainfall Limits For Antecedent Moisture 
Conditions(after USDA SCS, 1972) 

AMC group Total 5-day antecedent rainfall (mm) 

Dormant season Growing season 

< 12.70 < 35.56 

12.71-27.94: ' 35.57-53.34 

> 27.95 > 53.35 
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Infiltration Algorithm 

The generation of the rainfall excess was identified 
by Anderson (1982) as the greatest source of error in the 

original HYMO model, and the need for a physically based 

scheme was hereby identified. 

The infiltration algorithm is a physically-based, 
dynamic, one-dimensional finite difference scheme. It 

continually simulates the movement of water in the near 

surface soil profile. During a storm, rainfall may either 
infiltrate or accumulate on the surface and generate 

runoff. During dry periods, infiltration continues and 

evaporation is simulated so that accurate antecedent 

conditions may be simulated. Water is removed from the 
bottom of the profile by free drainage. 

The mathematics of the algorithm are based on Darcy's 

Law and the principle of continuity. Darcy's Law states 

that the flow of water through a porous medium is 

proportional to the hydraulic gradient and the 

conductivity: 

V= -KVO 2.35 

where V- macroscopic vector velocitY (m3 S-1) 
VO - gradient of total potential in 

3-dimensional space 
O= T-z 

z- gravitational potential (depth from 

surface) 

For unsaturated soils, K and V are function of the 

soil moisture content such that: 

V= -K(O)VO 2.36 
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I@ = Y(e)-Z 2.37 

The principle of continuity states that the 
difference between the inflow and outflow per unit time is 

equal to the rate of change in storage. The continuity 
equation is given by: 

-ýo 
-VV 2.38 

where t- time (seconds) 

Combining equations 2.36 and 2.38 gives: 

')0 
V(K(O)VO) 2.39 

Rewriting equation 2.39 for one-dimensional vertical 
flow gives: 

E) (K(O)-ýO) 
2.40 

tz-, )z 

Substituting equation 2.37 into equation 2.39 gives: 

= 
(K(e))' (T1J(O)-z)) 

t Iz 

(K(O)-ýT(O)) -ýK(e) 

zzz 

2.41 

2.42 
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Equation 2.42 is equivalent to the Richard's 
equation. To solve this equation for unsaturated 
conditions, the hydraulic conductivity function K(O) is 
required and therefore derived numerically using the 
following relationship which has been established by 
Millington and Quirk (1959). The relationship is 
described by: 

Ki = Ks 

where 

0s 7- [(2 j- 1)yj-2] 

Ki hydraulic conductivity at corresponding 
moisture contentj E)i 

Ks saturated hydraulic conductivity (ms-1) 
Os saturated moisture content (m3m-3) 

M number of moisture content increments 

p pore interaction constant (assumed = 1) 

The Richard's equation is a nonlinear partial 
differential equation to which exact solutions are only 

available for specific initial and boundary conditions. 
To solve equation 2.43 for all conditions, the continuous 

mathematical form must be approximated into a discrete 

form, this would also enable a computer to then be 

utilised. Hillel (1977) proposed a solution using an 

explicit finite difference equation, otherwise known as a 
forward difference method. The inaccuracies invoked by 

the approximations made in finite difference solutions, if 

correctly applied, are generally much smaller than the 

accuracy to which the physical parameters can be measured 

in the field. In most applications, therefore the 

inaccuracies involved with the application of a finite 

[(2 i +1-21)yj-2i 

2.43 
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difference solution may be ignored. 

The stability of the finite difference solution 
depends on the selection of small increment time steps and 

is 
spatial increments. ItLusu"al, therefore, that a large 

number of spatial cells need to be utilised and for a 
small time increment to used to ensure a stable solution. 
The stability of the solution can be checked by analysis 
of the balance checking facility written into the routine. 
The balance check (equation 2.44) enables the user to 
identify exactly where and when in the solution the 

errors become unacceptable large. The balance checking 
routine is defined by: 

BAL = oend-einit-ci+ce+cd 2.44 

where BAL - numerical error (m3m-3) 

Gend - total water content of soil profile at 
the end of simulation (m3m-3) 

()init- initial total water content of entire 

profile (m3m-3) 

ci - cumulative infiltration (m3s-1) 

ce - cumulative evaporation (m3s-1) 

cd - cumulative drainage (m3s-1) 

To apply the infiltration algorithm, each soil type 

in each catchment or subcatchment is represented by a 

single soil column. There is no limit on the number of 

soil columns in each subcatchment, so that the user may 

determine the resolution required for the accurate 

representation on the spatial distribution of the soil 

groups. The computed runoff from each of the soil columns 

is weighted by the percentage of the subcatchment that 

each column occupies. 
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The column may be divided into up to three layers to 
represent horizons in the soil, each layer having 
different hydrologic properties. Each layer is further 
divided into computational cells, the flow between these 
cells is computed at the midpoint of each cell, see Figure 
2.4. During a period of rainfall, water infiltrates into 
the column until the soil is saturated. Once saturated 
the rainfall collects on the top of the column until the 
detention capacity is exceeded. The detention capacity 
ý2presents the effects of vegetation, interception and 

surface detention. Once these effects have been exceeded 
then runoff occurs. As the rainfall ceases or the 
intensity of the storm event drops, then the rate of water 
entering the column may be exceeded by drainage from the 
bottom of the column or by evaporation from the top of the 
column. The column then becomes unsaturated and runoff 
ceases. 

Drainage from the bottom of the column occurs 
throughout the simulation and in some low intensity events 
therefore no runoff may be generated, especially from 

soils with high hydraulic conductivities. Evaporation is 

assumed only to occur when there is no rainfall and is 

calculated using a simple isothermal sine wave 

relationship, defined by: 

e 
emax * sin( 27rt ) 

2.45 

86400 

where t- time in seconds from 06.00 (sunrise) 

emax- maximum midday evaporation rate 
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Table 2.3 shows the data requirements for the 
infiltration algorithm. These include saturated hydraulic 

conductivities, suction moisture curves and initial soil 
moisture contents, for each of the soil column layers and 
cells. For ungauged applications, Brakensiek and Rawls 
(1983) have developed a series of charts and tables of 
appropriate parameter values for various soil 
classification groups. From the percentage clay, sand, 
silt and organic content of a soil group the mineral bulk 
density and hence the suction moisture curve is developed, 
(see Figure 2.5). Figure 2.6 gives the saturated 
hydraulic conductivity and saturated moisture content from 

the percentage sand etc. These--charts are derived from 

empirical relationships developed from 5,000 soil data 

sets. 

To incorporate the spatial variability of these 
hydrological soil properties and to acknowledge the 
difficulty of measuring these properties, Anderson and 
Howes (1986) introduced stochastic variability into the 

infiltration algorithm. A probability distributed model 

was developed to incorporate variability of five soil 
hydrological parameters. These are: 

i) detention capacity 
ii) suction moisture curve 
iii) saturated moisture content 
iv) initial soil moisture curve 

V) saturated hydraulic conductivity 

The hydraulic conductivity distribution is described by a 

log-normal distribution whilst the other four parameters 

are described by a normal distribution. A NAG (Numerical 

Algorithm Routine) routine is called by the infiltration 

algorithm which randomly generates values for the five 

parameters from mean and standard deviation values entered 
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Table 2.3 

Data Requirements For The Soil Water Model 

Soil Profile Hydrologic Characteristics 

For each layer: 

soil water content at saturation 
saturated hydraulic conductivity 

- suction moisture curve 
For each cell: 

- initial soil water content 

Soil Profile Dimensions 

- total number of cells in column 

- number of cells in layer 1 

- number of cells in layer 2 

- thickness of each cell 

Surface Conditions 

- detention capacity 

- maximum evaporation during the day 

Precipitation 

- rainfall data time increment 

- rainfall data for each time increment 

- rainfall start time 

- rainfall stop time 

Program Controls 

- iteration time for simulation 

- simulation start time 

simulation stop time 

number of profiles for the catchment area 
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Figure 2.5 
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in the dataset. 

Howes (1986) concludes that the introduction of the 
infiltration algorithm makes a significant improvement to 
the predictive capability of HYMO. The empirical 
derivation of the soil hydrological parameters proved to 
be acceptable for the ungauged catchment. 

In the next two sections of this chapter the existing 
capability and scope for improvement in HYM02 is 
considered. Section 2.3 summarizes the results of the 
validation procedures carried out by Anderson and Howes 
(1984,1986) and Howes (1986), and identifies the 
strengths of the HYM02 program in the context of this 
thesis. Section 2.4 uses the validation procedures 
discussed in section 2.3 to identify areas of HYM02 that 
could profitably be developed within the objectives of 
this thesis. 

2.3 Existing Capability Of HYM02 

In the context of this thesis the most important 

capability of HYM02 is its suitability for application to 
the ungauged catchment and the flexibility of its 

structure therefore making it suitable for adaptation to a 
composite model format. 

2.3.1 Advantageous characteristics of HYM02 

The model is structured in a modular form, such 
that processes are modelled in separate subroutines. 
This structure has potential utility for the 

introduction of alternative modules for modelling the 

same processes depending on the demands on the 

application. 
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2) The model can tolerate any channel network geometry, 
and allow the user to select the spatial resolution 
required. 

3) The model already incorporates two alternative 
techniques for generating runoff excess. 

Data requirements are parsimonious 

5) Validation and documentation is extensive 

The code is readily available and is executable at 
the Geography Department, University of Bristol. 

2.3.2 Predictive performance of HYM02 

Anderson and Howes (1986) carried out an extensive 
validation programme for HYM02. This included an analysis 
of the predictive accuracy of HYM02 against observed 

events utilising seven catchments in the United States and 
thirty-eight storm events. The main objective of their 

analysis however, was to investigate the relative 

performance of the improved HYM02 program, incorporating 

the physically-based infiltration algorithm over the 

accuracy of prediction made by HYMO utilising the SCS 

Curve Number routine for predicting the runoff. 

Consequently the seven catchments utilised in the analysis 

were single catchments and the routing routines were not 

used. The conclusions of this analysis were that: 

i) The correlation coefficient of observed peak 
discharge versus computed peak discharge was 0.91. The 

greatest error in the predicted peak discharge occurred in 

the smaller storm events where HYM02 underpredicted the 
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peak discharge. In the larger storm events HYM02 

overestimated the peak discharge. 

ii) The correlation coefficient of the observed time 

to peak versus the computed time to peak was 0.97. The 

errors were found to be evenly distributed across all the 

storm events. 

iii) The computed hydrograph shape was found to be 

most accurately predicted when the peak discharge was in 

the range 20-60 m3s-1. 

iv) Comparison of the predictive performance of 
HYM02 and HYMO shows that the overall predictive 

performance of HYM02 is superior to that of HYMO. The 

improvement is particularly strong in the predictive 

accuracy of the time to peak discharge. The performance 

of HYM02 and HYMO in this validation analysis is 

summarized in Figure 2.7 and 2.8. Figure 2.7 compares the 

percentage peak discharge error for the two models 

computed from the observed peak discharge. Figure 2.8 

compares the percentage time to peak discharge error for 

the two models. 

V) The 

W-2 catchment 
Vermont, USA. 

excess seemed 

adjacent to t 

zones. 

predictive accuracy of 

a tributary of the Sle 

This was considered to 

to have been generated 
he channels rather than 

HYM02 was poor in the 

epers River, 

be because the runoff 

in variable zones 
in large Hortonian 

From the results published by Anderson and Howes 

(1984,1986) and Howes (1986) it is clear that the 

modelling of runoff excess has been sufficiently developed 

for the present. The prediction of the runoff excess may 
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be improved in the future but there is a need now to 
consider other aspects of the model. 

2.4 Scop For Improvement Of HYM02 

There are numerous improvements that could be made to 
the HYM02 scheme that would enable all the objectives of 
this thesis to be met. Within the scope of a three year 
project it is clear that a relatively small study area 
must be selected. Below some of the most pertinent areas 
of possible study are discussed that have come about from 

either the analysis of Anderson-and Howes (1984,1986) or 
the discussion of the more general needs in hydrology 
discussed in Chapter 1. 

Analysis of the validation of HYM02 reported by 
Anderson and Howes (1984,1986) and Howes (1986) shows 
that the validation procedure has been limited to 

applications on single catchments. This was to facilitate 

the judgement of the relative performance of the 
infiltration algorithm against the Curve Number routine. 
The validation procedure, therefore, did not investigate 

the relative importance of the inclusion of the 
infiltration algorithm in larger catchments where sub- 
catchments must be established and the routing routines 

utilised. There is a need, therefore, to apply HYM02 to a 

catchment where several sub-catchments are utilised and 
investigate the impact of the introduction of the 
infiltration algorithm in comparison with the importance 

of the routing routines. 

The development of HYM02 has concentrated on the 

improvement of the prediction of the runoff excess. The 

introduction of the infiltration algorithm has created a 

situation where one component of the model has been 
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developed in greater detail whilst the other components of 
the model have remained relatively simple, lumped or 
empirical routines. 

This raises a more general issue in the introduction 

of composite modelling strategies: is it important to 
retain the same level of resolution in all components of 
the model's structure? The question of model resolution 
divides model developers from model users. Model users 
require resolution only in areas that have a direct impact 

on the resolution or accuracy of the results. Model 
developers however, have preferred to see model resolution 
develop to the level of accuracy of field work or hardware 

models. As argued in Chapter 1, the author believes that 

a series of guidelines are required to determine when 
detailed model resolution is required for the 

prerequisites specified by the user. The first stage in 

the development of these guidelines is the development of 
the capability to model the processes to a small 
resolution. The author believes that this first stage has 

been achieved and that a second stage towards the 
development of the required guidelines should be 

initiated. This second stage consists of the development 

of composite modelling structures using available process 

models at varying resolution levels and the initiation of 

a series of simulations to determine the guidelines. 

HYM02 already incorporates two resolution levels in 

the modelling of runoff excess and has the structure to 

support additional resolution levels in other process 

models, specifically the routing component of the model. 
By developing another resolution level for the handling of 

channel routing it should also be possible to investigate 

the effects of catchment scale on the level of resolution 

required. 
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A different issue in the development of HYM02 was 
identified by Anderson and Howes (1984,1986). They 
identified the need to develop a systematic data 

preparation scheme for HYM02. This became particularly 
important with the introduction of the infiltration 

algorithm when experience in the application of HYM02 was 
required for the selection of appropriate soil column, 
layer and cell combinations. Figure 2.9 summarizes the 
data preparation and data checking procedures required for 
the utilization of the infiltration algorithm. It also 
identifies the areas where experience is required by the 
user of the model. 

This issue is important if a model is to be 

considered portable. However it was felt that the 
investigation into the relationship between module 
resolution, scale and the development of guidelines was of 
a more fundamental nature and therefore deserved more 
immediate attention. 

The conclusion drawn from analysis of HYM02 is 

therefore that there is a need to investigate the issue of 

module resolution given the desire to develop composite 

modelling strategies. Given the suitability of the 

model, the most appropriate process area to develop to 

facilitate this investigation is channel routing. In the 

next section the modelling of channel routing is 

investigated. 

2.5 Channel Routing 

One of the issues raised at the start of this thesis 

as being pertinent to hydrology today is the utilization 

of hydraulic techniques within hydrologic models. The 

upgrading of the handling of the routing of channel flow 
I 
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Figure 2.9 
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in the HYM02 scheme provides an opportunity for an 
investigation into the inclusion of hydraulic techniques. 
Hydraulic techniques could potentially be used to improve 
the representation of the channel and the flood routing 
method. 

The previous section identified the need to develop 
the handling of channel routing in the HYM02 model to a 
greater resolution than at present. A review of the 
present modelling of the channel and channel routing is 
reported earlier in Section 2.2.2. This review shows that 
that the channel is presented by up to six cross-sections 
on each reach and each cross-se-ction contained up to six 
frictionally homogeneous segments. The channel flow is 
routed downstream using the Variable Storage Coefficient 
Routing Method. 

One of the limitations of the present handling of the 

channel routing is the exclusion of effects of out-of-bank 
flows on the outflow hydrograph. The modelling of the 

effects of these out-of-bank flows, which are a 
hydraulically complex phenomenon, would provide the 

opportunity to investigate the utilization of hydraulic 

techniques. It could also improve the predictive accuracy 
of HYM02 whilst providing the potential for the 
development of floodplain inundation modelling in future 

research projects designed to investigate ungauged flood 

forecasting. 

In the next section the importance of these out-of- 
bank flows on the outflow hydrograph is discussed and a 

review of the handling of out-of-bank flows in other 

models is given. 
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2.6 Out-Of-Bank Flows 

Out-of-bank flows can be considered to be contained 
in two-stage channels. Two-stage channels include any 
cross-sectional channel geometry that consists of a main 
channel that is over-topped by flood events, see Figure 
2.10. The term two-stage channel is now widely used when 
discussing out-of-bank events as there is an increasing 
appreciation of the necessity to consider the mixing of 
in-bank and out-of-bank water. 

The frequency of the over-topping of the main channel 
may vary from several times a year as in the River Culm, 
in Devon or only once in every ten years, for example 
River Soar, Leicestershire. The area that is inundated by 
the over-topping may be extensive or a narrow strip 
contained between berms. The inundated water may just 

pond and slowly return to the channel when flood levels 
drop by overland and subsurface flow. Alternatively the 

water on the second stage (floodplain) may be deep enough 
or the slope steep enough for the water to flow downstream 

parallel to the main channel. 

The behaviour of flow in two-stage channels is 
intrinsically different to flow conditions within the main 
channel. As Chapter 3 will show, one of the most 
important processes in two-stage channels is the 
interaction of the flow in the main channel with the flow 

orl the floodplain. Momentum is exchanged from the main 

channel to the floodplain due to the turbulence generated 
from the faster main channel flows shearing against the 

slower floodplain flows. In addition the floodplain flow 

may take a different path down the valley following the 
longitudinal gradient of the valley rather than the often 

more sinuous route taken by mature river channels. 
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There is a need therefore, to distinguish between the 
behaviour of one and two-stage channels and to attempt to 
quantify the importance of this behavioural difference in 

catchment modelling. 

2.6.1 The importance of two-stage channels 

Section 48 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981, 

placed a demand on the regional Water Authorities to 
"further conservation in the course of their duties". 

This new responsibility initiated a more integrated or 
holistic approach to river basin management. Gardiner 
(1988) stated that the increased sophistication of 
hydrologic and hydraulic modelling techniques placed 
intense and sustained collaboration with local government 

planning colleagues. He also said that: 

" the existence of such catchment plans embracing the 
concept of integrated river basin management would not 
only make our lives much easier in planning terms but also 
save substantially on future flood schemes and conserve 
the river corridor as the vital natural habitat we have 
come to recognise ". 

Gardiner et al. (1987) proposed a list of 

environmental resources that should be assessed in a 

holistic river management plan. This list includes: 

agriculture - effects of flooding on crops, 
livestock, buildings 

amenity impact of flooding and improvement works 

on residents 
iii) angling - access to river banks 

iv) archaeology - protection of listed buildings, 

historical sites 
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V) fisheries - protection of migration paths, spawning 
periods 

vi) landscape - protection of trees 
V11) maintenance - safety and ease of access to banks 

and channel 

viii) planning - vegetation changes upstream 
ix) recreation - promotion of leisure activities 
X) water quality - pollution control 
xi) wildlife and aquatic biology - maintaining a 

diversity of habitats 

Two-stage channels play an important part in this 
holistic approach to river basin management. They are 
being increasingly used as an alternative to canalisation 
as part of flood alleviation projects. This more 
environmentally sympathetic approach has been applied in 

two ways; the first involves the replacement of the single 
channel with a channel shoulder with a shelf either side 
contained within berms, the second the deliberate use of 
the wider floodplains in specific areas. Both of these 

approaches hold distinct advantageous over canalisation 

when the components of Gardiner's et al. (1987) list of 

environmental resources are assessed. 

The first alternative, a double channel within berms, 

offers the greatest. scope for the development of the river 

corridor for recreation. The shelf provides an ideal 

riparean habitat and the berm a footpath for observing the 

flora and fauna. Sympathetic development of these two- 

stage channels can leave mature riverside trees and cause 

only a limited disturbance to the vegetation and aquatic 
life of the channel. The shelf also provides a safe and 

easy access for the essential maintenance of the channel. 

The second approach, to allow the inundation of the 

floodplain, is suited to areas with traditional wetland 
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pasture such as the Norfolk Broads, or the Somerset 
Levels. Pressure of the farmers in these areas has led to 
management agreements with the Nature Conservancy Council 
to protect these wetland regions. Floodplain storage has 

also been used in Green Belt regions in order to prevent 
the encroachment of industrial and residential 
development. 

Two-stage channels can be used, therefore, to protect 
and enhance the environment. In developing flood 

alleviation projects that are in harmony with the natural 
environment then the problems of scouring and silting 
suffered by more traditional engineering works may be 

reduced. Economically two-stage channel are attractive, 
as capital outlay is reduced and maintenance consists only 
of keeping the ripQrian I vegetation in check. 

However, the increasing use of two-stage channels has 

not been Prece-eded or even followed by the development of 

two-stage stage simulation models suitable for immediate 

application. A great deal of research is b--ing undertaken 
into the detailed behaviour of the flow in two-stage 

channels (see Chapter 4), but most of these projects are 

still in the research stage. There is a need, therefore, 

for a model incorporating the most important aspects of 

two-stage channel flow that can provide a more immediate 

answer to the problems posed by the introduction of two- 

stage channels. 

2.6.2 Ungauged channel modelling 

The need to incorporate two-stage modelling in 

ungauged flood forecasting has been identified above. 

Here, the handling of the channel and the two-stage 

capability of existing models is reviewed. 
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From the review of hydrologic modelling reported in 
section 1.1 one would expect the channel to be modelled 
with the greatest degree of realism in sophisticated 
physically-based distributed models such SHE and IHDM. 
However, the representation of the channel has not been 

one of the major areas of investigation in these models. 

The SHE model, for example, models the channel as a 
series of straight links between the cuboid cells for the 
computation of runoff processes. Figure 2.11 illustrates 
the channel network for the River Wye catchment and the 

computational grid for the SHE application, from Bathurst 
(1986). The channel bed elevation, width and Strickler 

roughness coefficient is specified from field cross- 
sections at each computational node. In reality however, 
field data at this resolution is rarely available and an 
interpolation procedure is applied that computes the 
intermediate cross-sections from empirical relationships 
between the width and the depth of the channel. -7. n flood 

conditions the channel is allowed to extend laterally to 

encroach on the adjacent cell for up to half the cell 

width. This second stage is treated, computationally as 

an extension of the main channel; the hydraulics of two- 

stage flow are not considered. The channel flow is routed 

using the kinematic wave approximation of the St. Venant 

equations. 

VSAS2 does not route the channel flow. The outflow 
from the catchment is the sum of the inflows from the 

computational slices along the channel reach length. As 

the channel capacity is not specified then the effects of 

two-stage flows are not considered. 

FESHM, shown in Figure 2.12, is finite element model 

that utilizes the kinematic wave approximation for channel 

flow and the lateral overland flow into the channel 
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Figure 2.12 

Conceptual Structure Of The FESHM Model 
(from Beven, 1985) 
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network. The channel geometry is specified for each 
computational segment and can take a two-stage geometry 
with a triangular main channel and rectangular floodplain. 
However, only one Manning's n roughness coefficient and 
slope parameter is specified for each segment. 

A characteristic of these state-of-the-art models 
therefore, is that they allow overland flow to the channel 
network but the channel flow is not allowed to overtop the 
specified channel geometry. Even in those models which 
incorporate the two-stage channel geometry, such as FESHM 

and SHE the distinctly different hydraulic behaviour of 
the two-stage system is not incorporated or allowed for. 

The handling of channel routing in the simpler models 
is summarized in Tables 1.2 and 1.3. 

The HEC-1 package is one of the most widely utilised 
flood hydrograph packages, particularly in the United 
States. HEC-1 incorporates four alternative methods of 
flood routing. These are: - 

1) MuSk1h9urn f lood routing - this is an empirical 

technique that relies on the development of a storage 

coefficient from observed inflow and outflow hydrographs. 

The channel geometry, plan and cross-sectional are not 

considered directly. 

2) Kinematic wave - this approximation of the St-Venant 

equations is utilized for overland flow and channel flow. 

The channel cross-sectional geometry is assumed to take 

one of a number of standard forms, for example rectangular 

or trapezoidal forms. The alternatives available are shown 

in Figure 2.13. These standard forms are used to develop 

the relationship between stage and discharge. One cross- 

sectional geometry and slope is specified for each 
I 
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computational reach, the length of which is determined to 
some extent by the homogeneity of the channel cross- 
section and by the computational requirements of the 
kinematic wave approximation. No over-topping of these 
specified cross-sections is allowed although, as with the 
physically-based distributed models overland flow can 
occur to the channel. This technique is most suitable for 
urban catchments where channel geometries tend to artjfjr_jQj 
and the flood wave attenuation small. 

3) Modified Puls - this is a storage flood routing 
technique where the attenuation of the flood wave depends 

on the reach length. The relationship between storage in 
the reach and the outflow hydrograph is computed either 
from observed hydrographs or water surface profiles, or 
assuming normal depth and using a eight-point channel 
cross-section computation. The eight-point computation 
assumes that the channel cross-section can be adequately 
represented by eight pairs of x and y co-ordinates, as 
shown in Figure 2.14. The outflow from the cross-section 
is computed using the Manning equation at twenty evenly 
spaced elevation stages. The cross-section can 
incorporate a two-stage channel, as shown in Figure 2.14, 

where separate Manning's n roughness coefficients may be 

specified for the left floodplain, main channel and right 
floodplain. The slope is specified by a single value. 
The storage of a reach is then computed by multiplying the 

cross-sectional area by the routing length. 

4) Working R and D- this is a variation of the Modified 

Puls and the MUSkiniqUm 
. techniques. It utilises the 

eight-point cross-sectional computation and incorporates 

ýidge storage from the MuskingkAm routing technique. 

The selection of the most appropriate of these four 

techniques for a particular application depends to a large 
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degree on the availability of data. For ungauged 
applications HEC suggest that the regionalisation of 
parameters can provide acceptable model solutions. 

HYMO and HYM02 utilise a technique similar to HEC's 

eight-point cross-sectional computation to incorporate 

two-stage channel flows. The cross-section is specified 
by up to 150 coordinates which are split into a maximum of 

six cross-sectional segments, each segment having 

homogenous roughness coefficients. The discharge is 

computed at each cross-section using the Manning equation 

at twenty evenly-spaced elevations. The discharge 

computation incorporates slopevariations between 

floodplain and channel cross-sectional segments. The 

cross-sections, a maximum of six per reach, are used to 

compute the travel time or storage of the reach, and then 

a Variable Storage Coefficient method, similar to the 

Muskingum technique, is utilised to route the inflow 

through the reach. 

The Stanford Watershed model contains calibrated 

parameters to weight in-bank and out-of-bank routing, 

whilst TOPMODEL weights the routing parameters with two 

measures of channel velocity that must be observed from 

the catchment. FLOUT, (Samuels 1983b), does not 
incorporate the effects of two-stage channels but a 

coefficient representing the storage of the reach can be 

adjusted. The coefficient is utilised in a kinematic wave 

routing routine where the speed of the wave convection can 

be determined from topographic maps. In practise FLOUT 

often requires observed hydrographs to accurately estimate 

the kinematic wave and storage coefficients. 

The analysis shows that only the HEC and HYMO models 

incorporate the cross-sectional geometry of the two-stage 

channel. Other models either ignore floodplain flows or 
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use empirical parameter calibrations to weight the routing 
coefficients. However, even HEC-1 and HYMO do not 
incorporate the physical processes active in two-stage 
channels. There is a need therefore to develop a simple 
method of incorporating two-stage channel behaviour in 
catchment models. It is an objective of this thesis to 
develop a technique suitable for ungauged catchments and 
operational applications. However, analysis of the 
physically-based distributed models suggests that there is 

scope for incorporation of two-stage channels in these 
models too. 

2.7 Summary 

In this chapter the first objective of this thesis 
has been achieved, that was to identify a model th-, t is 

suitable or could be adapted for ungauged applications and 
has potential for further development. The model 
identified was HYM02 developed by Anderson and Howes 
(1984! 1 1986) and available at the University of Bristol. 

Analysis of the development of HYM02 shows that the 

generation of runoff excess has been highly developed 

whilst other process components of the model have retained 

relatively simple lumped approaches. 

The development of HYM02 provides the opportunity for 

the investigation of the utility of the composite 

modelling structure as a new modelling philosophy. The 

development of the infiltration algorithm as a replacement 
for the simpler SCS Curve Number routine exposed the need 

to investigate the impact of module resolution in a 

composite modelling structure. 

The development of the channel routing component of 

HYM02 in this thesis was identified as a potential means 
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of investigating the impact of module resolution. It 

would also provide a means of investigating the effects of 
scale on module resolution by comparing the relative 
effect of the infiltration algorithm with the routing 
procedure in larger catchments. 

The development of the channel routing component of 
HYM02 would also provide an opportunity for investigating 
the utility of hydraulic techniques in hydrologic 

modelling. The issue of out-of-bank flows, perceived 
conceptually to be two-stage channels was identified as an 
area where hydraulic techniques could be utilised and as 
an important process area that-has been relatively ignored 
in hydrologic modelling. The importance of two-stage 

channel modelling in floodplain management has also been 

stressed. 

In Chapter 3 the second objective of this thesis, to 
identify process areas worthy of further investigation is 

continued. The processes that control flow in two-stage 

channels are investigated through a brief literature 

review and by analysis of an analytical model of two-stage 

f low. 
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Chapter 3 
Identification Of Key Processes In 

Downstream Conveyance In Two-Stage Channels 

Chapter 2 identified the need to improve the 

modelling of two-stage channels in ungauged catchments. 
The objectives of undertaking an investigation into the 

modelling of two-stage channels are: 

to investigate the importance of the resolution of 

modules in a composite modelling structure from the 

perspective of a model user 

to investigate the relationship between module 

resolution and the effects of scale, in order to 

generate guidelines for the user 

to incorporate hydraulic techniques into a 
hydrologic modelling strategy 

iv) to potentially improve the predictive accuracy of 

HYM02 in out-of-bank conditions 

V) to initiate the potential for the development of 

floodplain inundation modelling in future research 

projects. 

The next step in the research strategy is to identify 

the key processes that control the behaviour of flow in 

two-stage channels and then consider how these may be 

incorporated in an ungauged model. In the next section, 

therefore, a review of the behaviour of flow in two-stage 
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channels is reported and then a rational for selecting 
certain processes that could profitably be modelled is 
developed. 

3.1 Difficulties In Modelligg Two-Stage Channels 

As defined earlier, two-stage channels consist of a 
main channel and adjoining floodplain or berm which is 
subject to inundation. Water on the floodplains may be 
either stationary, when the floodplains act as stores of 
water, or flowing when the floodplain acts as a channel 
conveying water downstream. 

3.1.1 The complexity of_physical processes 

A river is a complex three-dimensional system such 
that the inclusion of the floodplain system is not 
simply a matter of extending the cross-sectional area of 
the main channel. As the floodplains may act as both 

stores of water or flowing channels, it is inappropriate 

to simply extend the rating curve relationship from in- 
bank conditions. 

Bhowmick and Demissie (1982) have shown, the carrying 
capacity of a two-stage channel is not directly 

proportional to cross-sectional area. Figure 3.1 shows 
the relationship between the area ratio (floodplain 

area/total cross-sectional area) and the discharge ratio 
(floodplain discharge/total cross-sectional area) for a 
theoretical two-stage channel. The figure also shows a 
theoretical line of proportionality which identifies the 

relationship we would expect. If for example, the 
floodplain area was half that of the total area (area 

ratio=0.5), then we might expect the floodplain to 

contribute half the discharge (discharge ratio=0.5). 
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However the actual relationship shows that when the area 
ratio is 0.5 the discharge ratio is actually 0.25. When 
the area ratio is less than 0.5 the discrepancy between 
the actual and theoretical is particularly large so that 
as the area ratio increases the two lines converge. The 
figure shows that the two-stage channel should not 
therefore be treated as a single channel system. 

Bhowmick and Demissie (1982) found discontinuities in 
the velocity fields of the main channel and shear at the 
boundary between the channel and floodplain. Figure 3.2 

shows the stage/velocity relationship in Salt Creek, USA, 

and illustrates the discontinuity of velocity in the two- 
stage channel. Both the floodplain and main channel show 
an overall increase in flow velocities as the depth of 
flow increases. This can be attributed to the reduction 
in the impact of boundary friction as depth increases. If 

the two-stage channel is treated as a single system, shown 
as the compound channel line on Figure 3.2, then the 

velocity decreases as out-of-bank conditions occur. The 

separate lines for the floodplain and main channel 

velocities show that the behaviour of the compound flow 

cannot be simply explained by the additional wetted 

perimeter and boundary friction of the floodplain. The 

velocity of the main channel flow also drops when out-of- 
bank conditions occur. Figure 3.2 shows that the main 

channel velocity reaches a local minimum when the 
floodplain inundation is approximately 35% of the main 

channel stage. As the floodplain inundation depth 

increases then the velocity of the floodplain flow 

increases and the three lines of Figure 3.2 converge to a 

common velocity. 

Research by Rajaratnum and Ahmadi (1979) confirmed 

these velocity patterns and showed discontinuity in the 

pattern of bed shear in the main channel and floodplain 
I 
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Figure 3.2 

Relationship Between Stage And Velocity In A 
Two-Stage Channel 

(after Bhowmick and Demissie, 1982) 
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flow segments in a series of flume experiments. Together 
these results suggest that there is transverse mass 
transfer between the fast moving main channel flow to the 
slower moving floodplain flows. This would effectively 
retard flows in the main channel and accelerate flows in 
the floodplain. This momentum transfer may be envisaged 
to occur through the action of turbulent shear stresses, 
first recognised and photographed by Sellin (1964). 

From Bhowmick and Demissie's (1982) research it is 

possible to conclude therefore that the floodplain and 
main channel flows interact and the nature of this 
interaction varies with the depth of floodplain 

inundation. 

So far however, only the cross-sectional geometry of 
the two-stage channel has been considered. The plan 
geometry, however, is also important in the prediction of 

a flood hydrograph. Along a meandering channel the cross- 

sectional geometry of the two-stage channel will vary as 
the channel oscillates from one side of the floodplain to 

the other. This generates different longitudinal path 
lengths and downstream slopes for the floodplain and main 

channel. The downstream path length of the main channel 
is longer than its less sinuous floodplain and 

consequently the channel's slope is smaller. Fread (1976) 

suggested that such differences exacerbate the distinct 

pathways of the floodplain and main channel flows. 

However, Toebes and Sooky (1967) showed in a series 

of flume experiments, that the momentum transfer between 

the floodplain and main channel is exacerbated where 
floodplain flows are not parallel to the main channel. 

This increase in the effects of momentum exchange would 

reduce the effects of the separate flood paths by 

accelerating floodplain flows and retarding main channel 
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flows. As in most ungauged catchments the channel system 
meanders, it is important for the accurate prediction of 
the discharge hydrograph that the conflicting processes 
identified by Fread (1976) and Toebes and Sooky (1967) be 
resolved. 

Chang (1983) showed that in a meandering river the 
energy expenditure is much greater than in a straight 
channel. The increase in energy expenditure can be 

associated with the generation of secondary currents 
usually at meander bends. Chang also showed that when the 
depth of flow is high or when boundary frictions are small 
the energy losses associated wi-th the secondary current 
system can be greater than the energy losses associated 
with the main longitudinal flow. Chang's work suggests, 
therefore, that in the floodplain environment, where flow 
depths are relatively small and roughnesses high, even if 

be 
a secondary current system were to develop it would L of 
little significance. 

The literature shows that the processes active in a 
two-stage channel occur in the orthogonal and longitudinal 
dimension. Orthogonally the flows of the floodplain and 

main channel interact through turbulent stresses and these 

stresses are exacerbated when the floodplain and channel 
flows are not parallel. Longitudinally, floodplain flows 

tend to be less sinuous and therefore their downstream 

path length-is shorter. The effects of this path length 

difference is increased by the steeper longitudinal slope 

of the floodplain flows. In both dimensions the impact 

of boundary shear stresses on the wetted perimeter must 

also be considered. 

In trying to rationally identify the most important of 

these processes which could realistically be modelled, one 

alternative would be to undertake a sensitivity analysis 
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of an existing model which incorporated as many of the 
processes active in a two-stage channel as possible. The 
advantage would be that the time taken to identify the 
most important processes could be reduced and therefore 
more time would be available for the validation of the 
ungauged model. The disadvantage would be that the 
identification would be reliant on the success of model 
used. However, it has been noted already in this thesis 
that the skills available to model the active processes in 
a catchment have been sufficiently developed to initiate a 
second stage of research, that is the linking of the most 
appropriate skills with particular applications. The 

originality of this thesis lies. not in the development of 
process models from first principles, but the development 

of composite modelling structures from the perspective of 
the model user. 

The potential of using existing models of two-stage 

channels for the identification of dominant processes is 

therefore accepted. Section 3.1.2 as a consequence 
investigates various modelling alternatives available for 

two-stage channels. 

3.1.2 Modelling alternatives for two-stage channels 

The handling of the channel and the potential for 

two-stage channel modelling in catchment models has 

already been reviewed in Chapter 2, section 2.6.2. The 

review concluded that the modelling of two-stage channels 
in these catchment models was of a resolution no greater 
than the handling of the channel in HYM02. In this 

section alternative models specifically for channel flows 

are investigated. 

Models of two-stage channels have come from the 

fields of both hydrology and hydraulics. Hydrologic 
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approaches are limited to one and (quasi) two dimensional 
approaches, whilst hydraulic approaches include one, two 
and even prototype three dimensional models. 

One dimensional and quasi two-dimensional approaches 
usually take one of three alternative approaches to the 
problem of the two-stage channel. These approaches are 
to: 

Treat the channel/floodplain cross-section as a 
single system and average the boundary roughness and 
velocity differences between the flow segments, or 

2) Treat the floodplain as an area for storing water 
only, or 

3) Divide the cross-section into homogenous segments of 
flow but do not consider the momentum transfers 
between these segments. 

These one-dimensional approaches may be hydrologic or 
hydraulic. Hydrologic approaches, tend to be incorporated 

Q5 part of catchment models whilst hydraulic channel 
models have been widely developed. Hydraulic techniques 

approximate the St. Venant equations of flow using either 

a kinematic or diffusion wave scheme. 

Physically based two-dimensional models use the 

Reynolds equations to model the transfer of momentum 
between the segments of flow. These usually utilise 

either finite element or finite difference techniques and 

compute the fluxes between segments of flow using one of 

the three following techniques to quantify the fluxes: 

Compute the force to provide equilibrium in each 

segment of flow (apparent boundary shear force) 
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Compute the effective friction factors for each 
segment 

3) Compute the turbulence between a shear layer and the 
velocity profile (turbulence model). 

There are no hydrologic models that incorporate the 
processes in the two-stage channel, although some 
empirical equations have been developed. Knight and 
Demetriou (1983) developed an empirical expression for the 
relationship between the shear stresses produced by the 
momentum exchange and the cross-sectional geometry, 
utilizing data from a series of. flume experiments. This 

relationship has not been incorporated into a channel 
routing model. 

3.2 Selection Of A Two-Stage Conveyance Model 

The objective of this section is to select from the 

model types identified in section 3.1.3 a model that could 
be applied to identify the most significant processes in 

the prediction of flow in two-stage channels. From 

section 3.1 it would seem that a successful two-stage 

conveyance model must incorporate: 

1) Plan and cross-sectional geometries 

2) Momentum transfer between the floodplain and 

main channel flow segments 

3) Boundary friction differences between the floodplain 

and the main channel 
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The most appropriate model for this application 
however must exhibit as many as possible of the following 

criteria: 

1) the model should be physically-based or ideally not 
require calibration 

2) the model should be validated 

3) the model should be easy to understand and apply 

the model should not require large amounts of data 

5) the physically-based processes should be clearly 
defined and behave as independently as possible 

from the model it must be possible to compute the 
discharge 

State-of-the-art two-stage models incorporate 

complex physically-based finite element or finite 
difference schemes. The well documented schemes that 

exist, for example RMA-2V and EMBER, require extensive 

system knowledge by the operator, and demand large amounts 

of data. In addition., such models have not been applied to 

the scale of reach under investigation here (i. e. greater 
than lOkm in length). The sophistication of these schemes 
therefore, made them unsuitable for this type of 

application. A simpler approach was required. 

Analysis of the physically-based one-dimensional 

schemes showed that there are no models that incorporate 

all three of the essential elements identified from the 

literature in section 3.1. However, an analytical scheme 
by Ervine and Ellis (1987) was identified as incorporating 
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two of the essential physical requirements given. 
Further, it met most of the modelling requirements. 

The Ervine and Ellis scheme incorporates the effects 
of plan and cross-sectional geometry and the effects of 
boundary friction in a meandering two-stage channel. It 
does not, however, attempt to incorporate the effects of 
momentum exchange between the segments of flow. However, 
this is an area which has been and still is being 
intensively investigated by, for example Knight and Hamed 
(1982), Myers (1987) and Prinos et al. (1985). As there 

are a great number of papers on strategies for 

incorporating momentum exchange, it was felt that it 

would be reasonable to include the exchange of momentum as 
an important process per se, and utilise the Ervine and 
Ellis scheme to investigate other active processes. 

3.2.1 The Ervine and Ellis model 

Ervine and Ellis's model allows a meandering plan 

geometry to be modelled by dividing flow into three 

segments, shown on Figures 3.3a and b, which can be 

defined as: 

1) Main channel flow 

2) Floodplain flow contained within the meander belt of 

the main channel 

3) Floodplain flow outside of the meander belt. 

For each segment, the energy loss is computed and 

hence the mean velocity for each segment and the discharge 

total are also calculated. Ervine and Ellis (1987) 

firstly identified the main sources of the energy loss in 
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each flow segment and then brought together a series of 
geometric and frictional relationships to describe them. 

Main Channel Energy Losses 

Ervine and Ellis considered there to be four possible 
sources of energy loss in the main channel: 

1) Frictional losses at the boundaries of flow 

2) Transverse currents (secondary currents) at meander 
bends 

3) Turbulent shear stress (momentum transfer to the 
floodplain) 

Pool/riffle sequences causing head losses at low 
f lows. 

J They chose to omit the turbulent shear stresses and 
pool/riffle losses in their computations. Shear stresses 

were omitted because three-dimensional interpretations of 

established techniques (e. g. Knight and Demetriou, 1983), 

are still under investigation by Willets (see Ervine and 
Ellis, 1987). Pool/riffle losses are considered less 

important in times of overbank flowt when bed form effects 

are usually flooded out. 

Floodplain Energy Losses 

Two sources of loss were identified by Ervine and 
Ellis: 

1) Frictional losses at the boundaries 
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2) Expansion and contraction losses, shown in Figure 
3.4, where flow orthogonal to the main channel, 
suddenly expands as it drops into the channel, and 
contracts as it re-enters the floodplain region. 

3.2.2 Quantifying The Energy Losses 

Main Channel Energy Losses 

1. Friction 

Head losses due to friction are computed over a 
meander wavelength (r %m) as: 

hf = 
fc 

.rX, . 
Vc2 

R 2g 
3.1 

where fc is the Colebrook-White friction factor, given 
by: 

-2log 
Kc 

+ 
2.51 3.2 

fc ; 1; 
2' 14.8R Re* (fc) ; 1'2' 

Transverse Currents 

Head losses due to secondary currents at meander bends 

are computed using a simplified method developed by Chang 
(1983). Chang used a mean transverse current velocity 
because over a meander amplitude, the velocity varies from 

a maximum at the apex to a theoretical zero at the cross- 

over thalweg. Chang ignored the effects of 

superelevation, where the centrifugal forces cause the 

water level on the outside of the bend to be higher than 

those of the inside. Yen (1967) showed that in two-stage 
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Figure 3.4 

Expansion And Contraction Energy Losses 

(after Yen and Yen, 1984) 
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flow, superelevation effects are suppressed by the head of 
water above the main channel. 

Head loss due to transverse currents computed over a 
meander wavelength is given by: 

2.86(fc)12 + 2.07fc rX v2 hi *(R 
)2 mc 

0.565 + (fc)2 Rc Yc 2g 

Floodplain Within The Meander Belt Width 

1. Friction 

3.3 

As in the main channel, the total frictional head loss 

along a meander wavelength is described by: 

hf ffle 1vf, 2 
(WmeXm -r XmoBc) 3.4 

4 yf 2g 

where the last term is the wetted area. 

Expansion Losses 

Assuming: yc ý: -- yf +h3.5 

the head loss due to expansion of floodplain flow into the 

main channel over a meander wavelength is given by: 

he = rXm 
Yf 2. Vf, 2 

. sin2o 3.6 

Yc 2g 

where 0 is the mean average angle of the floodplain 

flow to the main channel over a meander length. 
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Contraction Losses 

The total head loss due to the contraction of flow as 
it rejoins the floodplain segment from the main channel 
(illustrated in Figure 3.4), is given by: 

hc CL * 
Vfl 2. 

sin2o-. (rX 
m) 

2g 
3.7 

where CL is a loss coefficient, generated by Yen and 
Yen (1984); and is a function of: 

the density, specific weight and kinematic 

viscosity of the flow, 

meander wave length and amplitude, the mean angle 

of incidence of floodplain flow in the main 

channel, the valley width, valley slope, floodplain 

roughness, and width and depth of the main channel, 

and 

iii) discharge and slope. 

Yen and Yen (1984), using data collected from flume 

experiments computed the total loss coefficient after flow 

had been subjected to expansion and contraction. Then 

assuming: 

C= CE +CL 

where C= total loss coefficient 

CE= loss coefficient due to 

expansion 
CL= loss coefficient due to 

contraction., 

3.8 
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and Cý, Yf 3.9 
Yc 

the contraction loss coefficient was computed. This is 
shown in Table 3.1. 

Yen and Yen (1984) considered that the coefficients shown 
in Table 3.1 should be treated as upper limits because the 
channel sidewalls in their flume experiments were vertical 
rather than a more realistic trapezoidal shape. 

Floodplain Flow Outside The Meander Belt 

1. Friction 

In the floodplain segment outside the meander belt, 
flow is considered to be uniform, so that the friction 

slope is given by: 

fIV2 SO f2. 
-. 

f2 

4 Yf 2g 
3.10 

Combining all the head loss equations, Ervine and Ellis 
(1987) obtained: 

1) for the main channel 

fc. r Xm 
. 

Vc2 

2g 

2.86(fc)'2 + 2.07fc 22 

1ý *() .rXm 
Vc so xm 3.11 

0.565 + (fc) 2cR 2g 
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Table 3.1 

Contraction Loss Coefficients 
(after Yen and Yen,, 1984) 

Yf 
/YC 

CL 

0.0 0.5 

0.1 0.48 

0.2 0.45 

0.3 0.41 

o. 4 0.36 

0.5 0.29 

o. 6 0.21 

0.7 0.13 

0.8 0.07 

0.9 0.01 

1.0 0.0 
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2) for the floodplain inside the meander belt 

ffl. 1. Vfl 2 

4 yf 2g 

(WmYm - XmBcr) 

rXm *v 
fl. sin2g. 

[1 
1- Yf 12+cLS0xm wm 3.12 

2g Yc 

3) 

4) 

for the floodplain outside the meander belt 

fV2 f2. f2 S 
4 Yf 2g 

total discharge 

3.13 

VC(Bch) + Vfleyfolqm + Vf2oyf(Wt - Wm) 3o14 

3.3 Sensitivity Analysis Of The Ervine And Ellis Scheme 

The objective of undertaking a sensitivity analysis 

of the Ervine and Ellis model was to identify the physical 

processes controlling the velocity and discharge 

predictions. Once identified the most appropriate method 

of incorporating these processes into the HYM02 scheme can 
be investigated. A sensitivity analysis of the scheme has 

not Previouslv been undertaken and this investigation 

therefore presents the opportunity to assess the scheme. 

3.3.1 Sensitivity ancilysis design 

Analysis of equations 3.1 to 3.10 and 3.14 identified 

five groups of physically based parameters which control 
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the processes identified and modelled by Ervine and Ellis. 
These five groups are: 

I) slope 

2) plan geometry - channel width, floodplain width, 
meander belt width and radius of curvature. 

3) depth of flow - channel and floodplain segments 

sinuosity - sinuosity and angle of inclination of 
floodplain flow to the main channel 

5) friction - for consistency with HYMO the 

sensitivity of the model to Manning's n was used, 
utilizing the conversion from Colebrook-White f 

given below: 

f= 8gn2 

RI/3 
3.15 

Each of these five groups was investigated 

individually by varying each one by a systematic, 30% and 
5% reduction and 5% and 30% increase in parameter values. 

As the objective of this analysis was to identify 

processes for further investigation it was decided to 

apply the model to a single reach. 

The structure of analysis, varying each of the five 

parameter groups four times, generated 30 simulations, 

each with the geometry varying in some way. It was felt 

that to provide statistically meaningful variations a much 
larger number of simulations would be required, and this 
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would not necessarily improve the identification of the 
most important processes in the scheme. 

The model was applied to a reach for which the 
parameter values were generated from a reach on the River 
Fulda, West Germany. A reach on the River Fulda was 
selected as the catchment was being established for the 
validation of the completed HYM03 model. For the analysis 
of the Ervine and Ellis scheme the exact geometry of the 
reach is not significant. In Chapters 4 and 5a cross- 
section and reach from the River Fulda catchment will be 

similarly utilised. A description of the River Fulda 

catchment and the reason behind its selection is reported 
in Chapter 6. The initial parameter values are shown in 
Table 3.2 where the velocity predictions for each flow 

segment and discharge total generated by the Ervine and 
Ellis scheme are also given. Observed stage/discharge 

relationships from the River Fulda show that the scheme 

gives realistic results, the discharge predictions being 

less than 10% out. 

3.3.2 Results 

The results from the sensitivity analysis are 

tabulated in Tables 3.3 to 3.7, and show the percentage 
deviation from the computed values tabulated in Table 3.2. 

Below is an analysis of the velocity predictions by 

considering each of the sources of head loss identified by 

Ervine and Ellis in turn: 

a) Frictional losses are modelled in all three flow 

segments and Tables 3.3,3.4, and 3.5 show that variation 

in the frictional parameter values cause the largest 

variation in the predicted velocity of the five parameter 

groups. However, in tLie main channel the Darcy-Weisbach 

friction factor is also linked to the modelling of the 
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Table 3.2 
Parameter Specification For A Hypothetical Reach 

SI units 

Bed slope 0.0007 

Sinuosity 1.3 

Hydraulic radius 2.5 

Radius of curvature 125.0 

Width of meander belt 175.0 

Total floodplain width 300.0 

Channel width 30.0 

Friction channel (fc) 0.071 

Friction floodplain 1 (ffl) 0.356 

Friction floodplain 2 (ff2) 0.356 

Channel depth 3.5 

Floodplain depth 0.5 

Angle of floodplain flow to 

channel (radians) 0.785 

Contraction loss coefficient 0.47 

Results 

Main channel, velocity 1.205 

Floodplain 1, velocity 0.360 

Floodplain 2, velocity 0.278 

Discharge 157.2 
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transverse (secondary) circulation. From the first term 
in equation 3.3, it can be seen that as the friction 
factor decreases, head losses from the transverse currents 
decreases., and when the friction factor increases the head 
losses are increased. Therefore the velocity variations 
shown in Table 3.3 incorporate both friction head losses 

and transverse circulation losses. 

b) The transverse circulation in the main channel can 
be attributed to the friction (as noted above) and the 

ratio of the hydraulic radius to the radius of curvature. 
This ratio is included in the geometry variation reported 
in Table 3.3, which shows that the velocity predictions 

are not sensitive to geometric variation in the channel. 
As noted above, however, the model is sensitive to the 
frictional aspects of the transverse circulation. 

c) Sinuosity changes generate significant variability 

in the channel velocity results (see Table 3.3). From 

equation 3.11 it can be seen that the sinuosity term is 

used to calculate channel length in both the frictional 

head loss and transverse circulation computation. For the 

main channel, therefore, the model can be interpreted as 

being sensitive to channel length. 

On the floodplain within the meander width belt (area 

1), Table 3.4 shows the velocity predictions are not 

sensitive to sinuosity variations. From equation 3.12 it 

can be seen that sinuosity is utilized to compute the flow 

path length and the angle of incidence of floodplain flow 

to main channel flow which itself is used in the 

computation of the expansion and contraction head losses. 

From Table 3.4 it would seem reasonable to conclude that, 

because of the linear flow path of the floodplain flow, 

the velocity predictions are not affected by the length of 

the path, and it is not necessary therefore to include the 
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Table 3.3 

Channel Velocity esults 
deviation from origin velo 

Change in 

variable 

Decrease 

30% 

Decrease 

5% 

Increase 

5% 

Increase 

30% 

Slope -19 -2 +3 +13 

Friction +50 +5 -24 

Geometry -5 -0.5 +1 +3 

Sinuosity +20 +3 -11 -12 
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Table 3.4 
Floodplain 1 Velocity Results 

(Z deviation from origin results) 

Change in Decrease Decrease Increase Increase 

variable 30% 5% 5% 30% 

Slope -19 -2 +2 +13 

Friction +23 +5 -4 -27 

Geometry -4 -0.5 +1 +2 

Sinuosity +1 0.0 0.0 -1 

Contraction 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

coefficient 
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Table 3.5 

Floodplain 2 Velocity Results 
(% deviation from origin results) 

Change in Decrease Decrease Increase Increase 

variable 30% 5% 5% 30% 

Slope -19 -2 +3 +13 

Friction +25 +5 -5 -28 
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angle of incidence of floodplain flow in the modelling of 
expansion and contraction head losses. Table 3.4 also 
shows that the exact value of the Yen contraction loss 
coefficient need not be of concern to the modeller. 

d) The effects of slope variations on velocity 
predictions were only significant where variations were 
large (+/- 30%), as can be seen in Tables 3.3,3.4, and 
3.5. For the purposes of this sensitivity analysis the 
frictional slope (SO) was assumed to be parallel to the 
bed slope, S. Hence uniform flow conditions were assumed. 
The effects of the different longitudinal slopes of the 
main channel and floodplain areas were not directly 
included in the Ervine and Ellis scheme. 

e) The impact of variation in the of flow on the 
floodplain velocity results is shown in Table 3.6. 

Equation 3.11 shows that the main channel depth is 
incorporated in the velocity computation as hydraulic 

radius, and the analysis of intermediate computations in 

the analysis shows it is the frictional head loss 

computation to which velocity results are sensitive. 

On the floodplain within the meander width belt, 

equation 3.12 shows it is the ratio of the floodplain to 

channel depth, that is utilized to compute the expansion 
and contraction head losses. However, the velocity 
predictions for floodplain area 2 are identical to those 
in floodplain area I and as the head loss in area 2 is 

entirely attributable to frictional losses (see equation 
3.13), it would seem that the velocity variations in area 
1 are due to the same frictional effects., and not due to 

expansion and contraction losses. 

Tables 3.6 and 3.7 illustrate the effects of 

variability in the five parameter groups on the discharge 
I 
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Table 3.6 

Flow Depth Effects On Velocity And Discharg 
(% deviation from origin results) 

Depth 

Yf Yc 

Channel 

Velocity 

Floodplain 
Velocity 

Area 1 Area 2 
Discharge 

0.33 2.31 -12 -33 -23 -29 

0.475 3.325 -2 -20 -20 -19 

0.525 3.675 +4 -15 -16 -16 

0.665 4.635 +15 -5 -5 -4 

0.33 3.5 - -18 -19 -14 

0.475 3.5 -2 -2 -2 

0.525 3.5 +2 +3 +2 

0.665 3.5 +15 +15 +16 
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Table 3.7 

Discharge Results 
(% deviation from origin results) 

% Change in 

variable 

Decrease 

30% 

Decrease 

5% 

Increase 

5% 

Increase 

30% 

Slope -19 -2 +3 +13 

Channel 

friction 
+35 +4 -17 

Floodplain 
+15 

friction 

Geometry -28 

Sinuosity +14 

+2 -1 

+4 +27 

+2 
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predictions computed using equation 3.14. Geometry is the 
only group to create additional influence on the discharge 

predictions, over those already identified in the velocity 
results reported above. The geometry variables 
effectively weight the velocity results for each flow 

segments based on their cross-sectional area, to give the 
total discharge. 

3.3.3 Conclusions 

From the analysis of the results above, it is 

possible to make a number of conclusions: 

The Ervine and Ellis scheme is highly sensitive to 
the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor 

2) The model is sensitive to the depth of inundation 
(incorporated in the computation of frictional head 
losses) in all flow areas. 

3) The sinuosity of the main channel is important in 
determining the length of the flow path and hence 

time to peak in a hydrograph 

4) The incorporation of head loss due to expansion and 

contraction of floodplain flow as it crosses the 

main channel is best achieved through the friction 

head loss computation. 

3.4 I! Mlication For The Development Of HYM02 

The results of the analysis of the Ervine and Ellis 

scheme isolate friction as being the single most important 

factor in the prediction of discharge in two-stage 

channels. Friction is identified, therefore as being the 
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key to improving the channel routing model in HYM02. The 
analysis showed that the handling of frictional head 
losses can successfully incorporate both boundary 

roughness effects and effects of transverse currents in 
the meandering channels. The second area worthy of 
investigation is the impact of the relatively longer, 

sinuous path length of the main channel over the 
floodplain path length. 

Three key areas that need further investigation 
have, therefore been identified. These are: 

Improvement of the handling of friction to 
incorporate boundary roughness and transverse 

circulation within the main channel 

Incorporation of turbulent shear stresses between 

the main channel and floodplain flow segments 

iii) The adoption of different path lengths for main 
channel and floodplain flow areas thereby 
incorporating sinuosity. 

3.4.1 Present frictional capability of HYM02 

Friction is incorporated in the HYM02 utilizing the 

Manning's n coefficient. In selecting the most 

appropriate n value Chow (1959) identified ten factors 

which should be considered. These are: 

i) surface roughness 
ii) vegetation 
iii) channel irregularity 

iv) channel alignment 

V) silting and scouring 
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vi) obstructions 
vii) size and shape of channel 

viii) stage and discharge 

ix) seasonal change 

X) suspended material and bed load. 

The list given here shows that the Manning's n coefficient 
incorporates the frictional effects identified in the 

analysis above as being important in the analysis of two- 

stage flow. However, it is impossible to select one 
Manning's n value that can represent the frictional 

conditions at all times during the passing of the 

floodwave through a two-stage channel. 

At present, the only additional complexity to the 

Manning's n handling of friction incorporated in HYM02, is 

an algorithm (equation 3.16) that reduces the coefficient 

value with increasing stage: 

0.0025R 3.16 

If the dominant process active in the channel is 

boundary roughness then this algorithm will improve the 

prediction of the carrying capacity of the cross-section. 

In the main channel as stage increases the cross-sectional 

area of flow generally increases more rapidly than the 

wetted perimeter, thus reducing the retarding effects of 

boundary friction, (SCS, 1954). On the floodplain too, 

Manning's n may decrease as the depth of inundation 

increases and the frictional effects of vegetation become 

less significant. Table 3.8, taken from Chow (1959), 

illustrates this frictional decline with increasing stage 

for pasture and meadows. 
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Table 3.8 
Manning's n values for asture and meadow floodplains 

from Chow (1959) 

Depth of inundation 
feet 

Manning's n value 
Pasture Meadow 

<10.05 0.10 

1-2 0.05 0.08 

2-3 0.04 0.07 

3-4 0.04 0.06 

>40.04 0.05 
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Petryk and Bosmajian (1975) showed, however, that 
this is an over-simplification of the frictional effects 
of vegetation. They accept that when the vegetation is 
totally submerged the boundary frictional effects will 
decrease with increasing stage. However, when the 
inundation depth is below the top of the vegetation there 
is a complex relationship between vegetation density and 
Manning's n. Petryk and Bosmajian (1975) used equation 
3.17 to calculate the change in n with depth. 

+ 
CdEAj 12R 4/3 

3.17 n=nb 0 
2gAL n) b 

where nb = Manning's n value with vegetation effects 
Cd = vegetation drag coefficient dependent on 

vegetation type 

L= length of reach 
Ai = projected area of ith plant 
A= cross-sectional area of flow 

Petryk and Bosmajian's (1975) scheme would not be suitable 
for the ungauged catchment because of the spatially 
detailed data it would require. However, the scheme does 

expose the inability of a single Manning's coefficient 

value to be selected for all stages if the effects of 

vegetation are considered. 

The Manning's n reduction algorithm, equation 3.16, 

utilized in HYM02 similarly only considers the effects of 
boundary friction in developing a relationship between n 

and stage. In the two-stage channel the boundary friction 

effects may not be the dominant frictional effect. Pasche 

and Rouve (1985) suggest that the eddies generated at the 
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main channel/floodplain interface have a much greater 
frictional effect than boundary friction. 

Investigation of the present frictional capability of 
HYM02 has exposed the inadequacy of the routine to 
incorporate the frictional effects of the dominant 

processes of two-stage flow. In addition application of 
HYM02 to two-stage flow conditions exposed a situation 
where the hydraulic radius became so great LhQt the 
frictional algorithm (equation 3.16) generated negative 
discharge predictions. An example of this phenomenon is 

given in Table 3.9. In two-stage flow conditions 
therefore, this frictional algorithm has been removed from 

the computation of the channel capacity. 

Having exposed the inability of the present 
frictional capability of HYM02 to incorporate the 

processes identified as being important in two-stage flow, 

the next stage in the research project is to develop a 
strategy for the incorporation of two-stage flow 

processes. 

3.4.2 Strategy for the development of HYM02 

The analysis undertaken in this chapter has 

identified two areas of investigation that could improve 

the predictive capabilities of HYM02. These are: 

1. Incorporation Of Turbulence 

Two significant sources of turbulence have been 

identified by the analysis in this chapter. These are: 

apparent shear stresses between the floodplain and 

main channel flow segments, and 
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Table 3.9 
Rating Curve Computation For A Wide 

Cross-Sectional Geometry 

Water Surface 

elevation 
ft 

Flow Area 

sq ft 

Flow Rate 

cfs (x, 03) 

591.88 86.4 0 

595.45 299.6 1 

599.02 573.2 3 

602.59 1030.0 7 

606.16 4106.6 12 

609.73 8436.7 63 

613.30 12920.8 256 

616.86 18078.9 35615 

620.43 23984.5 -54 

624.00 30582.6 -327 
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transverse circulation stresses generated in 
meanders of the main channel (also known as 
secondary currents) 

The relative importance of these two sources and the 
interaction between them is not clear from the literature 
although is does seem to be dependant on the depth of flow 
on the floodplain. However the analysis of the Ervine and 
Ellis (1987) scheme suggested that the effects of 
transverse currents at meander bends could be incorporated 
in the modelling of boundary friction, whilst Chang (1983) 

suggests that the effects of transverse currents are 
suppressed in out-of-bank condi-tions. This thesis 
concentrates therefore on the shear stresses between the 
main channel and the floodplains. 

2. Incorporation Of Multiple Routing Pathways 

Both the analysis of the Ervine and Ellis scheme and 

work done by Fread (1976) suggest that the different path 
lengths of the main channel and floodplain flows will 

affect the timing of the floodwave travelling downstream. 

At present HYM02 models a single pathway for the 
floodplain and channel flows using a mean reach length and 
travel timetable. A priority therefore is to investigate 

alternative methods of incorporating multiple routing 

pathways of flow through the reach. 

Having identified the process areas that can be most 

profitably investigated it is important that a strategy 
for the implementation of the investigation is developed. 

The overall objectives of this thesis, outlined in Chapter 

1, includes the validation of any new modules. 
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The importance of a well structured validation or 
model evaluation procedure cannot be under-stated. Miller 
et. al. (1976) pointed out that model evaluation 
procedures have usually been postponed until the stage has 
been reached when observed and simulated output can be 
compared. The danger of leaving evaluation to this late 
stage is that a large amount of time and resources have 
been invested in model development and the friction in any 
radical change in methodology might be too great. 

Sargent (1982) generated a three-stage model 
evaluation programme illustrated in Figure 3.5, 
incorporating mathematical validation, model verification 
and operational validation. Sargent's scheme shows the 
importance of model evaluation at all stages of 
development; from the conceptual development and 
mathematical description of the system to the computer 
coding and performance of the completed model. 

This thesis attempts to incorporate Sargent's 

evaluation scheme in the development of a composite 

modelling strategy utilising HYM02. The new modules that 

will be developed in Chapter 4 and 5 to increase the 

resolution of the channel routing component, will be 

evaluated individually before the new programme, HYM03 is 

put together. This individual module evaluation will 
include critical assessment of the mathematical techniques 

selected and the use of observed and hypothetical datasets 

to judge the performance of the module. 

HYM03 will be subject to further evaluation 
investigations described and developed in Chapter 6 and 

analysed in Chapters 7 and 8. 

An approach and an area for this research project 
have now been defined. The approach of the project is to 
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model verification 

Figure 3.5 

Three Stage Model Evaluation Programme 
(after Sargent, 1982) 
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develop a model suitable for flood forecasting in ungauged 
catchments from the perspective of the potential user, but 

utilizing a composite modelling structure. The research 
area that has been identified is the introduction of a 
two-stage behaviour. 

The development of a composite modelling structure 
has highlighted the importance of module resolution in the 

establishment of operational guidelines for the potential 
user of the HYM03 scheme. Figure 3.6 summarizes the 

essential components of an ungauged catchment model and 
identifies several alternative modules each with varying 
levels of resolution for each of these components. The 

objective of the rest of this thesis is to explore the 

relationship between module resolution and model 
predictive accuracy and performance through the 
investigation of the modules shaded in Figure 3.6. The 

results of these explorations are recorded in the chapters 
identified in the figure. 

The modules that are shaded and hqtched in Figure 

3.6 represent new modules that are developed in this 

thesis. The shaded modules are existing routines 

available in the HYMO or HYM02 schemes but which are 

applied to catchments geometries previously not utilised. 
The shaded area of Figure 3.6 therefore, represents the 

scope and originality of the work contained within this 

thesis. 

3.5 Summary 

This chapter has discussed the behaviour of flow in 

two-stage c'-, annels and alternative methods of identifying 

the dominant processes in the system. A model developed 

by Ervine and Ellis (1987) was identified as incorporating 
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the cross-sectional and plane geometry of two-stage 

channels. This model was then subjected to a sensitivity 
analysis to help identify the most important factors 
influencing flow prediction in two-stage channels. 

Analysis of the results from the Ervine and Ellis 

simulations showed that friction is the most important 

process controlling cross-sectional flood prediction. The 

components of the friction were then identified as being 
boundary friction effects and turbulent eddies. The 
turbulent eddies are generated from the interaction of 
channel and floodplain flows and at meander bends. The 

modelling of the turbulent interaction of channel and 
flood flows was selected as being the most profitable as 
it is an area ignored by other models. An investigation 
into the turbulence generated at the floodplain/channel 

interface is reported in Chapter 4. 

The analysis of the Ervine and Ellis scheme also 
identified the importance of the differing path lengths of 

channel and floodplain flow in the prediction of the 
timing of the flood hydrograph. The incorporation of such 

multiple routing pathways is investigated in Chapter 5. 

The importance of a structured model evaluation 

strategy has been stressed and Sargent's (1982) three- 

stage programme of development will be followed. This 

programme includes the individual evaluation of the 

turbulent exchange and multiple routing modules, prior to 

the evaluation of the new HYM03 model. 
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Chapter 
Incorporation Of Momentum Transfer Between 

Floodplain And Channel Segments 

The transfer of momentum between the main channel and 
floodplain flow segments was identified in section 3.4 as 

a process which it was felt would, if incorporated into 

HYM02's downstream routing scheme, make a significant 
improvement to the overall predictive capability of HYM02. 

The objective of the work reported in this chapter is, 

therefore, to investigate, implement and validate a method 

of incorporating momentum transfer between flow segments 

whilst retaining HYM02's parsimonious data requirements. 
In the first section, therefore, the process of momentum 

transfer is investigated. 

4.1 The Hydraulics Of Momentum Transfer 

In two-stage channels, the irregular cross-sectional 

geometry of the deep channel, and its associated shallow 

floodplains, generate higher velocities in the main 

channel than those in the floodplain flow segments. This 

is due to the relatively greater depth of flow and smaller 

wetted perimeter of the main channel in comparison with 

the floodplain. Figure 4.1 illustrates the velocity 

isovels (lines of equal velocity) for a two-stage flume 

experiment conducted by Knight et al. (1983). The 

velocity isovels are dimensionless parameters because the 

observed values are divided by the mean velocity for the 

cross-section, where V=Q/A. Figure 4.1 shows that maximum 

main channel velocities are at least 25% greater than the 
I 
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Figure 4.1 
Velocity Isovels Generated From A Two-Sta 

Experiment Conducted By Knight et al. 
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average velocity, whilst floodplain velocities are as low 

as 70% of the average. Figure 4.1 also illustrates the 
distribution of the velocity isovels, with maximum channel 
velocities occurring in the centre of the channel away 
from the influence of the floodplain. In contrast, the 
maximum velocities in the floodplain occur close to the 

main channel, and velocities decrease with increasing 
distance from the channel. The difference in the flow 

velocities between the main channel and floodplain cause a 
transfer of longitudinal momentum generally from the main 
channel to the floodplain. 

There are four physical mechanisms by which linear 

momentum can be transported perpendicular to the direction 

of flow. Wright and Carstens (1970) ranked these 

processes on a scale of one to four in the order of their 

effectiveness of transporting momentum, the first being 

the most effective. Their ranking is: 

transverse circulation stresses (secondary 

currents) 

eddies generated in the mixing zones of stream 

tubes of differing velocities 

iii) eddies generated by flow along a boundary 

iv) molecular motion 

Figures 4.2a and 4-2b illustrate the first three 

processes, that is, secondary currents, the eddies 

generated in the mixing zones and eddies generated by flow 

along a boundary. Figure 4.2a shows that the eddies 

generated by flow along a boundary are contained within 

the main channel and that the eddies generated by mixing 

zones are positioned at the main channel/floodplain 
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Figure 4.2 

Mechanisms By Which Linear Momentum May Be 
Transported Perpendicular To The Direction Of Flow 
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interface. Figure 4.2b shows the secondary currents 
generated in a meandering main channel. The centrifugal 
forces in a meander bend cause the flow to be drawn to the 
outer bank of the main channel. This generates a cell 
orthogonal to the longitudinal flow; a second cell near 
the outer bank may also develop. The direction of the 
circulation of these secondary cells vQKes according to 
the relative position of the cells within a meander 
wavelength. Keller and Melhorn (1973) show that the cells 
diverge at the surface in riffle sections and converge at 
the surface in pool sections. In addition, Hey and Thorne 
(1975) have shown that at the apex of the meander bend, 
the cells may be asymmetric, with the strong centrifugal 
forces suppressing the cell nearest the outer bank. 

As suggested earlier in section 3.4, it is not known 

which of these processes is dominant in two-stage 

channels. The analysis of the Ervine and Ellis (1987) 

scheme identified the first two of these processes as 
being important in the two-stage channel but did not 
account for the other two processes. In theory it would 
seem that the eddies generated by the mixing of differing 

velocity tubes must be greater in a two-stage channel than 
in a single channel system because the cross-sectional 

velocity gradient is greater. It would also seem logical 

that the secondary current eddy system would be suppressed 
by the head of water in over-bank flow in much the same 

way as the effects of superelevation are suppressed (Yen, 

1967). The importance of boundary friction eddies and 

molecular transport transfer is also not clear. However, 

in view of the fact that Wright and Carstens (1970) ranked 

these two processes as being less efficient at the 

transfer of momentum than the first two processes, they 

can for the moment be considered as insignificant in 

momentum transfer. 
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It is accepted in this thesis, therefore, that the 
dominant control over the transfer of momentum between the 
main channel and the floodplain is the mixing eddies 
caused by the velocity gradient. If the validation 
procedure highlights the importance of momentum transfer 
in the improvement of HYM02's flood prediction accuracy, 
then the importance of the other three processes of 
momentum transfer would need to be reconsidered. 

A great deal of research on the transfer of momentum 
in two-stage channels has been carried out in the last 
twenty-five years, starting with Sellin (1964) and 
Zheleznyakov (1965). Sellin (1-964) was the first to 
identify turbulence at the interface between main channel 
and floodplain by photographing the vortices generated by 
turbulence in a flume-based study. Zheleznyakov found in 
both flume (1965) and field experiments (1971) that the 

momentum transfer mechanism decreased the overall rate of 
discharge for floodplain depths just over bankfull. 

Radojkovic (1976) identified the dependence of the 

shear stress on the velocity profile in two-stage channels 
while flume studies by Knight (1988) have shown that the 

momentum transfer distorts the shear stress profiles on 
the bed of the main channel and floodplain. Most 

noticeable was the increase in the shear stresses on the 
floodplains near the junction with the main channel. 

The distribution of the shear stress in two-stage 

channels is significant as the pattern provides a means of 

visualizing and interpreting the behaviour of the momentum 

exchange process. Figure 4.3 illustrates a typical shear 

stress distribution measured in a flume-based experiment 

conducted by Knight and Lai, (1985). By analysing this 

distribution an interface can be imagined along acting 
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Figure 4.3 

Distribution Of Shear Stresses In A Two-Stage Channel 
(after Knight and Lai, 1985) 
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along the velocity gradient between the main channel and 
floodplain. The position of this interface is marked by 
the concentration of the shear stresses, as shown in 
Figure 4.3 

The concept of an interface has been utilised in many 
recent investigations into two-stage channels. In the 
United Kingdom the Science and Engineering Research 
Council is funding a large flume-based project in four 

universities., based on the concept of such an imaginary 
interface (see Knight et al. 1984). Further, Holden and 
James (1989) have attempted to quantify the rate of 
momentum transfer utilising the shear stress distribution 

on this imaginary interface. 

The shear stresses acting on this imaginary interface 

are generally known as the 'apparent shear stresses' to 
distinguish them from the shear stresses that act on the 

physical boundary (bank or berm) between the main channel 

and the floodplain. In the next section the alternative 

concepts available for modelling momentum transfer 

utilising the concept of the imaginary interface and 

apparent shear stresses are investigated. 

4.2 Modelling Of Momentum Transfer 

4.2.1 A theoretical approach 

If a geometrically regular two-stage channel 

experiencing uniform flow is analysed, then the total 

retarding shear force acting on the wetted perimeter is 

equal to the gravitational force acting downstream. The 

gravitational component is given by: 

Fg = wAtSo 4.1 
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where w= weight of water per unit length of channel 
At= total cross-sectional area 
So= bed slope 

The boundary shear force per unit length is given by: 

Fb = Tc Pc + Tf Pf 4.2 

where Tc and Tf = average boundary shear stresses for the 
channel and floodplain respectively 

and PC and Pf = wetted perimeters of the channel and 
floodplain. 

Equations 4.1 and 4.2 must balance for the two-stage 

channel cross-section but they must also balance for the 
individual floodplain and channel flow segments. However, 
if the flow segments are considered individually then part 
of the boundary shear force is provided by the apparent 

shear stress force acting on the boundary between the flow 

segments. Thus in the case of the main channel the total 

retarding force per unit length is given by: 

Fsc = Tepc + Taipai = Fbc + 2Fa F 4. 

where Tai = apparent shear stress acting upon the assumed 
interface i 

Pai length of assumed interface i 

Fbc main channel solid boundary shear force. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates these forces for a theoretical 

example where the apparent shear stresses are assumed to 

be acting on a vertical planar boundary where the channel 

and floodplain meet. Rewriting equations 4.1 and 4.2 for 

the channel segment only and combining with equation 4.3 

gives: 
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Figure 4.4 

Theoretical Shear Stresses Acting On The Boundaries And 
Assumed Vertical Interfaces Of A Two-Stage Channel 

(after Wormleaton et al., 1982) 
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Tai "ý I (wAciSo - TcPc) 4.4 
Pai 

In any application Aci) PC and So are known from the 
geometry of the cross-section and a length for Pai can be 
assumed. In the flume the average boundary shear 
stressesi TC may be measured and so Tai can be estimated 
using equation 4.4. The discharge for each flow segment 
can be computed from the corrected retarding forces. 

However, in an ungauged catchment, it is unlikely 
that boundary shear stress data would be available or that 
the length of the apparent shear stress boundary could be 

estimated. It is not suggested therefore, that this type 
of analysis be incorporated into HYM02 but investigation 

of the application of this method in flume experiments 
does provide a useful insight into the relationship 
between the cross-sectional geometry, apparent shear 
stress interfaces and accuracy of the discharge 

prediction. 

4.2.2 Flume experiments investigation of apparent shear 

stresses 

Flume-based research programmes provide, at present, 
the only means of collecting data on the distribution of 
boundary shear stresses which will enable the 

understanding and later modelling of the active processes 
in two-stage channels. Field data of two-stage flood 

events can be both very difficult and sometimes dangerous 

to collect. The variable nature of flood events means 

that flows are never steady enough to allow even 

reasonable measurement of the velocity fields, while 

accurate field measurements of boundary shear stresses are 

almost impossible. Reliance on flume-based investigations 
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has, therefore, led to an extensive programme of modelling 
a variety of geometrical and roughness environments. 

In these flume experiments the principal objective of 
the investigations is to develop a relationship between 

the stage and discharge in the main channel and floodplain 
flow segments. The investigations attempt to achieve this 

objective by solving equation 4.4 using observed flume 
data to compute the apparent shear stresses from the solid 
boundary shear stresses. The boundary shear stresses are 
computed using the Prandtl-Von Karmen velocity law, 

utilizing observed velocity data, or using Patel's (1965) 

relationship between head difference and boundary shear 
stresses. As noted earlier, however, and seen in equation 
4.4, the value of the computed apparent shear stresses is 
dependent on the length of the assumed interface over 

which the apparent shear theoretically acts. Figure 4.4 

illustrates an assumed interface in a vertical plane, a 

method which has been utilized by Chow (1959) and Wright 

and Carstens (1970). Figure 4.5 shows the vertical plane 

and diagonal interfaces used by Wormleaton et al. (1980), 

and Yen and Overton (1973), and the horizontal interfaces 

utilized by Deuller et al. (1967). 

Wormleaton et al. (1982) carried out a comparative 

investigation of the apparent shear stresses computed over 

the three types of planar interface; vertical, diagonal 

and horizontal. Their results were reported as an 

apparent shear stress ratio, that is the ratio of the 

apparent shear stress to the average shear stress 

including the assumed interface. As the apparent shear 

stress tends to zero, the ratio will tend to zero, 

implying no shear on the interface. The results of 

Wormleaton et al. (1982) are shown in Figures 4.6a, 4.6b 

and 4.6c for the vertical, diagonal and horizontal 

interfaces respectively, where the apparent shear stress 
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Figure 4.5 
Vertical, Diagonal And Horizontal Assumed Interfaces 

Between Floodplain And Main Channel Flows 
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Figure 4.6 
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ratio and an inundation ratio are compared. The 
inundation ratio is defined as the depth of flow on the 
floodplain divided by the depth of the main channel. The 
series A. B9 C and D illustrate the effects of increasing 
the floodplain Manning's n roughness coefficient from 
0.011 for series A through 0.014 (B), 0.017 (C), to 0.021 
for series D. 

Analysis of Figures 4.6a, 4.6b and4.6c shows that the 
apparent shear stress declines with increasing depth of 
flow on the floodplain in all three planar interfaces. 
The order of magnitude difference between the apparent 
shear stresses computed for the vertical interfaces and 
those computed on the diagonal and horizontal interfaces 

should be noted. This shows that the vertical interface 
is much nearer to the turbulent eddies photographed by 

Sellin (1964). Analysis of the boundary stress 
distributions showed that the negative apparent shear 

stress ratios computed for the diagonal and horizontal 

interfaces at higher floodplain inundation depths indicate 

a transfer of momentum from the zone of flow above the 

main channel to the within-bank main channel zone. 

Wormleaton et al. 
' 
(1982) apparently aware of the 

criticism that all their shear stress values were computed 

using a single cross-sectional width, developed a 

relationship by regression analysis between geometric and 

velocity parameters for the apparent shear stresses. This 

could then be compared with data collected by other 

authors, often for very different applications, and so 

utilize data from a wide variety of cross-sectional 

geometries. Wormleaton et al. (1982) give a final 

regression equation for the stresses on a vertical 

interface as: 
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. 882 yt -3.123 Bf -0.727 
Tav ý 13.84(, AV)o 4.5 

dc Bc 

where AV is the velocity difference between the floodplain 

and main channel flow segments, computed from the Manning 

equation. Utilizing the data from 34 experimental frames 

the coefficient of determination was 0.983. Data 

collected by Myers (1978), Crory and Elksawy (1980) and 
Ghosh and Jena (1971) were found to conform closely with 
the relationship given in equation 4.5. 

Yen and Overton (1973) tackled the problem from an 
alternative perspective by using the measured boundary 

shear stress profiles to position an interface along which 
no shear would take place. The cross-section could then 
be divided up using these no-shear boundaries and the 
discharge computed easily as it would be directly related 
to the segment's cross-sectional area. Yen and Overton 
(1973) attempted to relate the angle of a zero shear 
interface, pivoting around the main channel/floodplain 
intercept (see Figure 4.7) to observed discharge values. 
If this angle could then be related to cross-sectional 

geometric parameters, this method could be applied simply 
to a wide variety of problems. 

Yen and Overton's (1973) results showed that the 

angle of inclination of the zero shear stress plane varied 

with both the ratio of floodplain to main channel width, 

and the ratio of floodplain inundation to main channel 
depth. With a range of width ratios between 2.2 and 5.4 

the angle of inclination varied by as much as 200, with 

the angle increasing as the width ratio decreased. The 

angle of inclination varied with a depth ratio range of 

0.2 to 1.8 by 600, the angle increasing linearly (between 

150 and 500) until a depth ratio of about 1.0 after which 
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Figure 4.7 

Angle Of Assumed Interface Inclination 
(after Yen and Overton, 1973) 
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the relationship became exponential. The angle of 
inclination of zero shear stress for a particular cross- 
section does not vary, therefore, when the depth ratio is 

above 2. 

The results of Wormleaton et al. (1982) reported in 
Figure 4.6 agree with those Yen and Overton (1973) and 
show that when the ratio of the floodplain inundation to 

main channel depth is approximately 2 or above, the two- 

stage channel may be considered as a single system. Below 

this ratio the distribution of the turbulent shear 
stresses has been shown to be complex where no one single 
position of the apparent shear -stress interface or stress 
ratio can be adequately applied to describe the boundary 

shear stresses over a variety of cross-sectional 

geometries. 

4.2.3 Implications of flume-based experiments for the 

prediction of the discharge capacity of two-stage 

channels 

It was noted earlier in Section 4.1, that the main 
reason that the relationship between cross-sectional area 

and discharge does not hold for two-stage channels is the 

transfer of momentum between the main channel and the 
floodplain. The flume-based experiments reported in 

Section 4.2.2 attempt to quantify these momentum transfers 
by balancing the gravitational and retarding forces by the 

introduction of an apparent shear stress over a dividing 

interface between segments of flow. However, in order to 

compute the discharge capacity, there is a need to develop 

a relationship between easily measured geometric 

parameters and the stage/discharge rating curve. There 

are several alternatives that could be used in this 

respect: - 
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Empirical relationships, developed from flume 
experiments, designed to predict the percentages of 
flow in each cross-sectional segment. These are 
developed from regression analysis of the computed 
apparent shear stresses on assumed interfaces. 
Examples include the relationships developed by 
Wormleaton et al. (1982) and by Knight and Demetriou 
(1983). 

2) Division of the cross-section using the 
zero-shear interfaces, suggested by Yen and Overton 
(1973). 

3) Division of the cross-section using shear 
interfaces and making some assumption about the 
amount of momentum transfer across these 
interfaces. 

Each of these alternatives are now considered. The 
first proposition to use empirically developed 

relationships seems attractive in that it would be simple 
to apply. However, the relationships have been developed 

using data collected in flume experiments which have 
limited cross-sectional geometries. Table 4.1 shows the 

geometric parameters of the major flume investigations 

that have published this type of data. Comparison of the 
floodplain to main channel widths shows a maximum ratio of 
3 where in many catchments, flood inundation maps 
illustrate a width ratio of up to 50. Similarly the 

maximum Manning's n roughness coefficient applied to the 

floodplain is 0.022, whilst Chow (1959) suggests a typical 

grazed pasture to have a Mannings's n value of 0.03. To 

generate empirical relationships applicable to the sorts 

of two-stage channels typical in Europe, therefore, there 

is a need for further flume experiments with much wider 

and rougher floodplains. Until this is achieved, it would 
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be inadvisable to extrapolate the existing relationships 
to geometries and roughnesses outside those reported in 
Table 4.1. 

The second alternative given is to divide the cross- 
section using zero-shear interfaces, as suggested by Yen 

and Overton (1973). As there is no momentum transfer 

across the zero-shear interfaces, the Manning equation 
will hold for each cross-sectional flow segment. Although 
Yen and Overton computed the angle of incidence of the 
interfaces for width ratios up to 5, the sensitivity of 
this angle to floodplain roughness means the results 
cannot be reliably applied. It-is also rather more 
difficult to compute the area of flow in a cross-section 

using Yen and Overton's method than a vertical, diagonal 

or horizontal interface method. 

However, zero-shear interface has been applied widely 
for a number of years. One of the most frequently used 
techniques was developed by Lotter (1933) and computes the 

capacity of a cross-section by dividing the section using 

vertical interfaces. These interfaces are designated as 
being zero shear faces and therefore the length of the 

interface is not included in the computation of the 

channel capacity. As Yen and Overton (1973) have shown, 
however, such interfaces are not vertical, but vary from 

the inclined towards the horizontal as the depth of flow 

increases. Zero-shear interfaces can be applied, 

therefore, for vertical, diagonal and horizontal 

inclinations by ignoring the assumed interface in the 

wetted perimeter computation and taking into consideration 

the solid boundaries only. 

The third suggested means of computing the discharge 

capacity of the cross-section involves dividing the cross- 

section using the shear interfaces, making an assumption 
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about the amount of momentum transfer across these 
interfaces. In a similar way to the zero-shear 
interfaces, shear interfaces have been applied in a great 
number of environments, using vertical, diagonal and 
horizontal inclinations. The assumption here is that the 

apparent shear stress is equal to the average shear stress 
(apparent shear stress ratio = 1, see Figure 4.6), so that 
the interface can be included as part of the wetted 
perimeter in the discharge capacity computation. 

Wormleaton et al. (1982) computed the discharge for 

the zero-shear and shear interfaces for all three 
inclinations over a variety of floodplain roughnesses up 
to n=0.021. As expected their results showed that for all 
interface inclinations the computed discharge values 

converged to, or were smaller than, the observed values, 

when the floodplain/channel depth ratio increased to 2. 

However, the accuracy of the discharge prediction using 
these six techniques was considered only with variation in 

the depth ratio and floodplain roughness; the width ratios 

were not considered. 

The implication of the flume-based experiments to the 

computation of discharge in two-stage channels, is that no 

single technique of incorporating turbulent exchange 
between the main channel and floodplain is appropriate for 

all geometric and roughness environments. The flume 

experiments need to be extended before a set of 

operational rules on the suitability of zero-shear or 

shear interfaces and their angle of inclination, can be 

developed. 
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4.3 Incorporation Of Momentum Transfer Into HYM02 

Analysis of the flume-based experiments, in section 
4.2, has shown that there is no single method of 
incorporating momentum transfer between flow segments that 
is appropriate for cross-sectional geometries and 
roughnesses. For this reason, and because of the lack of 
comparative work on wide and rough floodplains, it seems 
appropriate to incorporate a number of different methods 
into HYM02 and test the accuracy of the discharge 

predictions against observed field data. 

4.3.1 Selection of methods for incorporation into HYM02 

Four methods of dividing the cross-section to 
incorporate momentum transfer were selected from the 

alternatives identified above. These four were selected 

primarily because of the ease with which they could be 

incorporated into the HYM02 code and because they are the 
four techniques utilised by Knight and Hamed (1984). By 

using the same techniques as Knight and Hamed a comparison 
between field data collected for this project and flume 

experiments would be possible. It is accepted, therefore, 

that the four techniques selected offer no theoretical 

advantages over the other methods of dividing the cross- 

section identified earlier. The four techniques selected 

are: 

1) Vertical subdivision, with zero shear interfaces 

2) Vertical subdivision, with an apparent shear stress 

ratio =1 

3) Diagonal subdivision) with zero shear interfaces 
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Diagonal subdivision, with an apparent shear stress 
ratio =1 

At present, method 2, that is vertical subdivision 
with an apparent shear stress ratio equal to 1, is 
incorporated into HYM02. By application of these four 
techniques it should be possible to test the sensitivity 
of the generated rating-curve to the interface inclination 

and apparent shear stress ratio. This sensitivity could 
then be compared to the impact on the rating curve of the 
variation in the cross-sectional geometry and roughness 
parameters. If the analysis showed that the rating-curve 
is sensitive to the computational method then further 

methods including horizontally inclined interfaces and Yen 

and Overton's (1973) angle of inclination could be 

incorporated and tested. 

4.3.2 Incorporation of the four methods into HYM02 

The four methods, identified above, of incorporating 

momentum transfer between the main channel and floodplain, 

are the same four methods utilized by Knight and Hamed 
(1984). Knight and Hamed tested the accuracy of the four 

identified techniques in predicting discharge by comparing 

the predicted results with those collected from flume 

experiments conducted by Knight and Demetriou (1983), 

reported in Table 4.1. For consistency, and to ensure 

that the correct cross-sectional definitions were being 

applied to HYM02 for each of the four methods, the 

equations of definition reported in Knight and Hamed's 

(1984) paper were incorporated into HYM02. These 

equations are given in Table 4.2 whilst Figure 4.8 defines 

the cross-sectional geometry variables used. The 

equations in Table 4.2 show that the wetted perimeter of 

the interface is included in the main channel computation 

in methods 2 and 4, where the apparent shear stress ratio 
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Figure 4.8 

Definition Of Cross-Sectional Geometric Parameters 

Utilized By Knight And Hamed (1984) 
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is 1, and the interface is excluded in methods 1 and 3 

where zero shear is assumed. These four methods were 
incorporated into the rating curve generation routine 
(subroutine CMPRC) of HYM02 for stage elevations above 
bankfull. 

4.4 Sensitivity Of The Rating Curve To Interface 
Inclination 

There are a number of objectives in undertaking a 
sensitivity analysis of the rating curve to the interface 

computation method. These are: - 

to establish whether any one method improves the 

accuracy of the predicted rating curve in 

comparison with observed field rating curves for a 
field cross-section. 

2) to establish whether there is a significant 
difference in the predicted rating curve generated 
by each of the four methods for wide floodplains 

with greater boundary roughnesses than those 

reported in Table 4.1. 

3) to compare the difference in the computed rating 

curve attributable to the interface inclination 

method, with the difference due to variability in 

the cross-sectional geometry and roughness 

parameters. 

To answer these three questions, it was necessary to 

apply the four interface inclination methods to both field 

cross-sections, to achieve objective one, and hypothetical 

reaches to achieve objectives two and three. Whilst the 

field cross-sections are similar to the theoretical cross- 
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sections in that they have broadly rectangular main 
channels and flat wide floodplains (see Figure 4.9) 

application of field cross-sections provided the only 
comparison to an observed rating curve possible. 
Objectives two and three can be achieved by comparison of 
the predicted rating-curves generated by the four 

computation methods utilizing to hypothetical cross- 
sections. 

4.4.1 Application of the four interface inclination 

methods 

The cross-section at Bad Hersfeld on the River Fulda, 
West Germany was selected in order to compare the accuracy 
of the four computation methods against a field rating 
curve. The rating curve at Bad Hersfeld was extended to 

out-of-bank conditions using data from gauged extreme 
events for floodplain inundation depths of up to 3.2 

metres. This depth corresponds, approximately to the I in 
100 year event. At Bad Hersfeld the floodplains are 
symmetrical about the main channel with a floodplain to 

main channel width ratio (B/b) of 10. The bankfull depth 
(h) is 4.1 metres whilst the floodplains on either side of 
the main channel are pasture. The four interface 

inclination methods were applied for three sets of 

geometric and roughness environments and the discharge at 

stage increments of 0.5 metres computed. The rating curve 

was also computed for the first two cases with the cross- 

section being treated as a single system, that is with no 
interfaces to divide the cross-section into segments. The 

rating curves produced from these applications are given 
in Tables 4.3,4.4 and 4.5. 

A theoretical cross-section was established to 

achieve objectives two and three noted above, with a 

rectangular main channel and a floodplain rise from the 
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channel to the valley side of 0.1 metres. The floodplain 
to main channel width ratios considered were 10 and 20. 
As noted earlier, flume experiments by numerous authors 
have investigated smaller width ratios. Wormleaton et. 
al. (1982) reported that discharge predictions from all 
the interface inclination methods, that is vertical, 
diagonal and horizontal, converged to a common solution as 
the floodplain inundation depth to main channel depth 

ratio (H/h) approached 2. To check this, discharge 

predictions were calculated for depth ratios of up to 2.2 

were computed at 0.5 metre stage increments. As well as 
the four interface inclination methods, the rating curves 
were computed treating the cross-section as a single flow 

segment. Where friction or slope parameters varied 
between the main channel and floodplain segments, a mean 
average was applied to the single segment case. This was 
true for both the hypothetical ad Bad Hersfeld cross- 

sections. The hypothetical cross-section results are 

given in Tables 4.6,4.7,4.8,4.9, and 4.10. 

4.4.2 Results of the sensitivity analysis 

The results of the sensitivity analysis of the 

computed rating curve to the interface inclination and 

variation in geometric parameters, are tabulated in Tables 

4.39 4.4,4.5,4.6,4.7,4.8,4.9, and 4.10. Tables 4.3, 

4.4, and 4.5 show the results computed for the Bad 

Hersfeld cross-section and also record the percentage 

error of each of the interface inclination methods against 

an observed rating curve. Tables 4.6,4.7,4.8,4.9, and 

4.10 show the results for a hypothetical cross-section, 

and the percentage error in these tables indicate the 

deviation from the HYM02 solution as no observed rating 

curve was available. 
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Table 4.3 contains the observed discharge values and 
the computed values from HYM02 and interface methods 1 to 
4. Table 4.3 confirms that HYM02 incorporates inclination 

method 2 and in further tables, therefore, both are not 
shown. Manning's n values of 0.035 for the main channel 
and floodplain were selected for the first simulation 
reported in Table 4.3. This value corresponds to the the 
tabulated values suggested in Chow (1959). The channel 
and floodplain slopes were set at 0.0006, computed form 

the field rating curves from Bad Hersfeld and Rotenburg, 

the next gauging station downstream. 

Results From The Bad Hersfeld Station 

Table 4.3 shows the discharge predictions from the 
four interface methods computed using the parameter values 
reported above. The mean average error of the discharge 

predictions over the observed figures was computed for 

each method over a range of inundation depths. 

Table 4.3 shows that all methods at all inundation 

depths overpredicted the carrying capacity of the cross- 

section. The average error shows the method 2, (vertical 

interfaces with an apparent shear stress ratio =1), the 

method utilized by HYM02, gave the worst prediction. The 

best overall prediction was given by the single segment 

method. This, however was not so surprising as both the 

boundary roughness and slope variables were constant 

across the section. 

Table 4.3 also shows that there was no consistent 
difference in the predictive performance between the 

methods incorporating the shear face, that is methods 2 

and 4, and the zero shear methods, methods 1 and 3. It is 

also important to note that the percentage error 

increases with depth in all methods except method 3. 
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Comparison of Tables 4.3 and 4.4 shows how 
increasing the floodplain boundary roughness can more than 
halve the error of the predictions for all four methods. 
The difference in mean average errors between computation 
methods is, however, the same as those in Table 4.3. This 
suggests that the carrying capacity computation is more 
sensitive to the boundary roughness value than the form of 
the main channel/floodplain interface. 

Table 4.4 also shows that the percentage error does 

not increase with increasing floodplain inundation depth, 

as suggested in Table 4.3. In Table 4.4 the percentage 
error values indicate that all. four computation methods 
are converging to the observed discharge as the inundation 
depth increases and approaches the main channel depth. 
This suggests that a floodplain roughness value of 0.07 

corresponds more closely to the field conditions than the 
initial value used of 0.035. The logic behind this 

argument lies in the acceptance that as the floodplain 

inundation depth increases to the main channel depth, the 
two-stage channel behaves as a single system and therefore 

all the computation methods should converge on a common 
solution. If the solutions do not converge this suggests 
that the initial boundary conditions are not realistic. 

Table 4.5 shows the effects of incorporating 

meandering in the channel by reducing the slope value used 
to 0.0001 from 0.0006. This value is calculated from the 

ratio of the main channel routing length to the valley 
length between Bad Hersfeld and Rotenburg on the River 

Fulda. Comparison of Tables 4.3 and 4.5 shows that 

reducing the slope of the main channel improves the 

predictions of the carrying capacity in all computation 

methods. 
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The results from the Bad Hersfeld (see Tables 4.3 and 
4.4) simulations suggest that the computation utilized in 
HYM02 give the poorest prediction of the carrying capacity 
of the cross-section. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show that the 
prediction can be much improved by the more accurate 
selection of parameter values than by altering the 
computation technique. 

Results From A Hypothetical Cross-section 

Tables 4.6.4.7,4.8,4.9, and 4.10 give the 
predictions of the carrying capacity for a hypothetical 
cross-section, comparing computation methods 1 to 4 and 
the discharge prediction computed by treating the section 
as a single flow segment. The percentage error values 
reported are computed from the HYM02 predictions, which 
utilise method2 (vertical interface, apparent shear stress 
ratio=l). The percentage error values allow comparison of 
the relative sensitivity of the discharge predictions to 
variation in the computation method and parameters. The 
absolute accuracy of the techniques cannot be computed as 
this is a hypothetical application. 

Analysis of Tables 4.6,4.7,4.8,4.9, and 4.10 shows 
that method 1 (vertical interface, zero shear) produces 
very close approximations to the predictions produced from 

the HYM02 computation for all the boundary ro ughness and 
geometry environments. In all cases, methods 3 and 4 
(diagonal interface, zero shear and shear ratio=l, 

respectively), rank second and third consistently in their 

closeness to the HYM02 predictions. Methods 1,3 and 4 

under-predict the carrying capacity in comparison to the 

HYM02 predictions in all five experimental frames. 

Comparison of Table 4.6, where the floodplain/channel 

width ratio is 10, with Table 4.10, width ratio = 20, 
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shows that this increase has made little impact on the 
comparative accuracy of the computation methods. There 
has been no radical change in the difference in the mean 
average errors between the four computation methods. 

Comparison Of The Hypothetical And Bad Hersfeld 
App ications 

Analysis of the two sets of results has shown that 
the method incorporated into HYM02, that is method 2, 

generates the greatest carrying capacity of the cross- 
section in both the Bad Hersfeld and hypothetical 

sections. The Bad Hersfeld section results suggest that 

method 2 generates the poorest prediction of the four 

methods, which all over-predict the carrying capacity. 
This suggests that all four methods do not introduce 

enough friction over the assumed interfaces between the 
floodplain and main channel to mimic the retarding effects 
of momentum exchange. Method 4 assumes a diagonal 

interface and an apparent shear stress ratio equal to one, 

and introduces the greatest additional boundary friction 

of the methods!, hence producing the lowest prediction of 

carrying capacity (see Tables 4.3 to 4.10). This suggests 
that in the field apparent shear stress ratios on diagonal 

interfaces may be greater than 1. rather than less than 1 

as Wormleaton et. al. (1982) found (see Figure 4.6b). 

Alternatively, these results suggest that the true 

position of the interface is between the vertical and the 

diagonal, as the apparent shear stress ratios on the 

vertical interface are very much greater than 1 (see 

Figure 4.6a). Apparent shear stress ratios of greater 

than 1 could be incorporated into the HYM02 scheme by 

increasing the length of the wetted perimeter of the 

apparent interface in the main channel computation until 

the stress ratio was reduced to one. 
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4.4.3 Conclusions 

From the analysis of the results above, it is 
possible to make several conclusions: 

1) The three methods utilized to incorporate turbulent 
exchange between the main channel and floodplain, predict 
more accurately the carrying capacity of a cross-section 
than the technique used in HYM02. 

2) All four methods (section 4.3.1) over-predicted the 
carrying capacity because they failed to introduce enough 
additional boundary friction to--mimic the effects of 
turbulent exchange. Method 4 introduced the most 
additional friction and gave the best predictions. 

3) Increasing the boundary roughness, Manning's n, for 

the floodplain was more effective at reducing the over- 
prediction of the carrying capacity of the section than 
increasing the wetted perimeter of the interface, or 
assuming an apparent shear stress ratio of one. 

4.5 Implications Of The Incorporation Of Momentum 

Exchange 

The results of the introduction of the incorporation 

of momentum exchange into HYM02 show that the predictive 

accuracy of the model could be improved. The results also 

suggested that method 4 (diagonal interface, apparent 

shear ratio=l) gave the best prediction. This is in 

contrast to the results of Knight and Hamed (1984) who 
found that method 3 (diagonal interface, zero shear) gave 

the best prediction. One explanation for this is that the 

field data used in this application were for more 

turbulent conditions than the flume experiments conducted 
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by Knight and Hamed (1984). This turbulence may have been 
generated from the rougher boundary friction conditions in 
the field. Another explanation for the different results 
from this chapter and Knight and Hamed, is that this 
analysis looked at the effects of the four methods on the 
rating curve, that is at a point of the reach. Knight and 
Hamed investigated the accuracy of the four methods at the 
end of a reach after the water has been routed. Knight 
and Hamed therefore compared the accuracy of the methods 
with a three-dimensional flume result, whilst this 
analysis only considered the predictive accuracy with 
reference to two dimensions. It is important therefore 
that the significance of the incorporation of the four 

methods along a reach should be considered as part of the 
HYM03 evaluation programme. 

The results of the evaluation of the routine also 
showed that increasing the Manning's n coefficient was 
just as successful at reducing the over-prediction of the 

channel capacity as the introduction of momentum exchange. 
This suggests that boundary friction effects are more 
significant on the prediction of the rating curve than the 
introduction of momentum exchange. However the 
incorporation of momentum exchange may still be considered 
to be significant as it allows the more accurate selection 

of the Manning's n coefficient based only on the effects 

of boundary friction. If evaluation of the HYM03 model 
further highlights the importance of boundary friction 

then it may be appropriate to consider replacement of the 

Manning's n coefficient with a more sophisticated measure 

of boundary friction. 

The success of the incorporation of momentum exchange 

supports the approach taken of evaluating hydraulic 

concepts and techniques for incorporation into hydrologic 
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models. The concepts of the interface and apparent shear 
stresses have been shown to be portable. 

The evaluation of the momentum exchange routine 
explored in this chapter is seen to be part of the first 
two stages of Sargent's (1982) model evaluation programme. 
The investigation of hydraulic concepts and techniques is 
considered to be part of the mathematical evaluation 
whilst the evaluation of the four methods is part of the 
computerised model verification. The success of the 
introduction of momentum exchange in improving the 
predictive accuracy of HYM02 means that it is considered 
suitable for inclusion in the further evaluation of the 
module as a catchment model. The four methods are 
therefore evaluated further in the analysis of the HYM03 

catchment model and is reported in Chapter 7. 

4.6 Summary 

This chapter investigates the transfer of momentum 
between the main channel and the floodplain. It has 

explored various methods of incorporating the transfer of 

momentum into the HYM03 composite scheme, applied and 

evaluated four techniques. The results and conclusions of 
this chapter can be summarized into several points. These 

are: - 

1) It is accepted in this chapter that the dominant 

process controlling the transfer of momentum is the 

velocity gradient across the floodplain/main channel 

cross-section. This transfer can be visualised using an 

imaginary interface and the apparent shear stresses acting 

on this interface. These concepts have been developed by 

hydraulic engineers. 
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2) The concepts of an interface and apparent shear 
stresses have not previously been applied to hydrological 
modelling. Attempts at empirical formulations using 
results from flume experiments are inappropriate for 
hydrological applications as the flume reaches utilised 
cross-sectional geometries that were too narrow and 
floodplain roughnesses too smooth. 

3) Two interface inclinations and two apparent shear 
stress ratios were selected for evaluation. These four 
techniques were successfully incorporated into the HYM03 
scheme. Evaluation of the four techniques on a 
hypothetical and field rating curves showed that method 
four produced the greatest effect by introducing the 
greatest amount of momentum exchange. In addition the 
rating curve produced by method 4 was the closest to the 
observed field cross-section. 

4) The results of this evaluation were compared with the 
results of Knight and Hamed (1984) who applied the same 
four techniques. The results of the Knight and Hamed 
(1984) experiments had shown that method 3 produced the 

rating curve closest the observed curve measured in the 
flume. It is suggested that the success of method 3, 

which incorporated less momentum exchange than method 4, 

was due to the narrow and smooth floodplain used in the 
flume experiments and the possible effects of the third 
downstream dimension. 

5) The results showed that the effects of increasing the 

Manning's n coefficient were greater than the introduction 

of the momentum exchange routine. It is suggested 

therefore that boundary roughness may be more significant 

on the prediction of channel flow than momentum exchange. 
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6) It is considered essential that the momentum exchange 
routine is evaluated as part of a catchment model if the 
importance of the effects of the longitudinal dimension 

are to be considered and if the relative importance of the 

effects of boundary friction are to be established. 
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Chapter 5 

Incorporation Of Multiple Routing Reaches 

Analysis of the behaviour of flow in two-stage 

channels undertaken in Chapter 3, identified three key 

processes that need further investigation. These were the 
handling of boundary friction and transverse circulations, 
the incorporation of turbulent shear stresses between the 

main channel and the floodplain, and the incorporation of 
the different path lengths for the main channel and 
floodplain. The incorporation of turbulent shear stresses 
has been investigated and reported in Chapter 4. This 

chapter therefore concentrates on the handling of the 
different path lengths of the main channel and floodplain 

flow segments. The relative importance of the effects of 
boundary friction are discussed in both Chapter 4 and this 

chapter, the effects of transverse circulations are not 
investigated. 

The sensitivity analysis of the Ervine and Ellis 

(1987) scheme reported in Chapter 3, found that the 

sinuosity of the main-channel was important in determining 

the length of the downstream or longitudinal flow path. 

In two-stage channels, the downstream reach length in the 

relatively sinuous main channel may be up to 30% longer 

than the straighter floodplain flows. The concept of 

multiple routing paths has been identified as a useful 

tool in visualising these different pathways. 

In this chapter the downstream behaviour of two-stage 

flow is investigated and alternative methods of 

incorporating the concept of multiple routing pathways 
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considered. A method incorporating multiple routing 
reaches will then be selected and an initial sensitivity 
analysis undertaken in order to validate the new module. 

5.1 The Behaviour Of Downstream Two-stage Channel Flow 

Water on the floodplain may return to the channel 
either by overland flow or by throughflow. Water that is 

ponded by the topographic pattern of the floodplain must 
return via throughflow but flowing water may return 
directly to the channel or may route down slope for some 
distance before rejoining the channel. In bankfull 

conditions floodplain flows may cross and recross the 

sinuous main channel beneath them with only relatively 
small amounts of momentum exchange taking place. It is 

these high flow conditions when the main channel is full 

that this chapter is primarily concerned with. The 

effects of throughflow of ponded water and the c'---ect 

return of floodplain flow to the main channel are not 

considered. The effects of the more direct return of 
floodplain flow in comparison with the larger flood events 

will have a nominal effect of the nature of the predicted 
hydrograph. The importance of throughflow of floodplain 

water on the hydrograph is not known but it is considered 

that the effects would only be significant in the 

predictions of a continuous simulator. This is because it 

is likely that the seepage from the floodplain would only 

have an impact on the hydrograph long after the main 

floodwave had passed. 

In two-stage channels there is a tendency for 

floodplain flow to "short-circuit" the generally more 

sinuous route of the main channel, taking a more direct 

route downstream (Fread, 1976). One possible explanation 

for the phenomenon of less sinuous floodplain flows is 
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es that the infrequency of out-of-bank events doLnot Provide 
the opportunity for the development of a secondary flow 
system on the floodplain. A secondary flow system is 
thought to be a necessary precursor for the development of 
a meander system, (Richards, 1982). Einstein and Shen 
(1964) suggested that the secondary flow system is itself 
initiated by shear, possibly along a rough bank. 

The reason for the generally less sinuous pathway of 
the floodplain flow in comparison with the main channel 
flow is no nearer explanation than is agreement on the 
initiation of meanders. Whatever the explanation, the 
shorter path length of the floodplain flow is exacerbated 
by the steeper gradient of the floodplain in comparison 
with the main channel. This increases velocities on the 
floodplains and potentially generates faster travel times 
for floodwaves passing downstream on the floodplain than 
in the main channel. 

The accelerating effects of the path length and slope 
on floodplain flows are diminished, however, by the 

effects of boundary friction. If floodplain flow depths 

are small then the hydraulic radius will also be small and 
hence velocities will be reduced. Floodplain boundary 

roughnesses also tend to be higher than those in the main 

channel because of vegetation and obstructions such as 
hedges. 

As noted earlier in Chapter 3 the retarding effects 

of boundary roughness tend to decline as the hydraulic 

radius or stage increase. This is particularly true for 

the broadly rectangular main channels such as those found 

in the River Fulda catchment. On the floodplains, 

however, the situation is complicated by vegetation and 

man-made structures. Petryk and Bosmajian (1975) showed 

that the boundary friction of vegetation is related to the 
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drag and cross-sectional area of particular plant species. 
This drag may be increased when the floodplain inundation 
depth increases because debris may become trapped in 
hedges and fences causing an increase in boundary 

roughness. Klassen and Zwaard (1974) showed that the 
spacing of hedges and trees is critical in determining the 
debris build up and hence in computing the friction of 
floodplains. 

The correct selection of the Manning's n coefficient 
for the floodplain flow segments for HYM02, must consider 

not only the general land use but also the spacing and 
height of any hedges or fences and how the pattern varies 

with the inundation stage. 

Overall, velocities on the floodplain tend to be 
lower than those in the main channel. This is because of 
the relatively greater boundary frictions on the 
floodplain, whilst the travel time of the floodwave tends 

to be faster on the floodplain because of the shorter 

reach length. The faster floodwave travel times in the 
floodplain generate a further complexity in the prediction 

of two-stage flows. It has been assumed in the previous 

chapters that the primary direction of momentum transfer 

has been from the main channel to the 1: loodplain. This 

effectively caused the floodplain flows to act as a drag 

on the main channel flows whilst the floodplain flows are 

accelerated by the main channel flows. In a sinuous 

reach, however, where the floodwave in the floodplain may 

be travelling downstream at a much greater rate than the 

floodwave in the channel, the transfer of momentum may be 

from the floodplain to the channel. 

The concept of multiple routing reaches incorporates 

the effects of large flood events in two-stage channel 

where the floodplain flows have a separate and direct 
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route downstream crossing and recrossing the bankfull main 
channel. The importance of the routing path in two-stage 

channels is summarised by Fread (1976), who noted: 

"The characteristics of the floodwave are influenced 

predominantly by the one-dimensional motion of the floodwave 

along the longitudinal axes of the river and the floodplain. " 

In the next section alternative methods of incorporating 

multiple routing reaches into the composite structure of 
HYM02 are considered. 

5.2 Modelling Alternatives 

The objectives of incorporating the concept of 

multiple routing reaches into HYM02 are: - 

1) to improve the representation of the downstream 

routing of flow in two-stage channels by incorporating the 

effects of the sinuosity of the main channel and the 

short-circuiting of floodplain flows. 

2) to improve the selection of the appropriate Manning's 

n coefficient for two-stage flows. By removing 

considerations of the sinuosity of floodplain flows, the 

selection of the correct n value should be simplified as 

it would then only incorporate the effects of boundary 

friction. 

The aim of the this chapter is therefore to develop a 

one-dimensional or quasi-two-dimensional technique that 

can be incorporated into HYM02. Such a technique should 

therefore: 
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- have little additional data requirements 
have low computer demands 
be capable of validation. 

These restrictions leave several alternative 
approaches available, These are: - 

1) To develop a stage/reach length relationship. This 

approach was suggested by Perkins (1970), when he 
incorporated a routine to increase reach length 
linearly from the main channel thalweg distance at 
bankfull to the shortest reach length dictated by the 
floodplain slope, at the maximum stage. 

2) To develop an empirical adjustment to the roughness 
coefficients of the floodplain and main channel. This 

approach was suggested by Tingsanchali and Ackermann 
(1976), where the Manning's n value was weighted by 

the ratio of reach lengths between the actual 
floodplain distance and the schematized straight 
floodplain and main channel, such that: 

n nf 
Lf3/2 

5.1 

Lmc 

where n adjusted Manning's n 

nf - Manning's n floodplain 

Lf - reach length of floodplain 

Lmc- reach length of the main channel 

3) Replace the Variable Storage Coefficient Routing 

routine in HYM02, with a St. Venant technique utilizing 

a weighted four-point implicit difference solution, 

modified by Fread (1976) to incorporate the differing 

path lengths of floodplain and main channel flows. 
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4) Separate floodplain and main channel flows and route, 
using the existing routines in HYM02, assuming no 
exchange of flow along the reach. 

The simplest solution to apply is approach four, 

where the inflow hydrograph is apportioned to the cross- 
sectional segments using the rating curves developed for 
the upstream cross-section. Each segment of the cross- 
section is then routed individually downstream using 
travel time tables developed for each cross-sectional 
segment. Conceptually this solution may seem rather 
simplistic and it does have several disadvantages. These 

are :- 
flow has to be apportioned to floodplain or 
channel at the top of the reach, and these 

proportions are fixed throughout the reach. 
This assumes that the cross-sectional geometry 
is fairly constant downstream 

there is no exchange of momentum between the 

main channel and floodplain along the reach 

floodplain flows on either bank cannot cross 
the main channel flows. 

However, the other three possible alternatives also 

exhibit some of these and other disadvantages. None of 

these other three methods incorporate the momentum 

exchange between the main channel and the floodplain in 

either direction. Perkin's (1970) method assumes that 

there is a gradual transfer in the routing reach length 

from the main channel to the floodplain. This 

conceptually seems attractive because when floodplain 

flows are relatively small the frictional effects of the 

sinuous main channel may be great; and as floodplain flow 
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depths increase the effects of the main channel are 
flooded out. 

The approach suggested by Tinsanchali and Ackermann 
(1976), of modifying the Manning's n coefficient to 
incorporate the effects of the differing routing length, 
would not improve the ease of selection of the coefficient 
(objective 2 identified above). It would also not improve 
the physical representation of the pathways as it is 
essentially a calibration procedure. 

Fread's (1976) method incorporated into the FLDWAV 

package (Fread, 1985) separates-floodplain and main 
channel flows in a similar way to the simple procedure 
proposed for HYM02. The advantage of Fread's model 
however, is that the mass balance between the floodplain 

and main channel flows are computed in each cell. 

Despite the disadvantages of approach 4 it is an 
approach which seems to be a logical first step in 

tackling the problem of floodplain flows "short- 

circuiting" the main channel. Exchange of momentum 
between the main channel and floodplain has been 

incorporated at the valley-sections, (see Chapter 4), and 
it is felt important at this stage to compare the 

sensitivity of the outflow hydrograph to the effects of 

variability in the momentum exchange routines or the the 

multiple routine of floodplain and channel flows. If, as 
Fread (1976) suggests, the downstream short-circuiting 

effects were identified as being significant, then it 

would be appropriate to investigate Perkin's approach as a 

simple alternative, or to attempt a more radical 

replacement of the routing subroutine with Fread (1976) 

St. Venant solution. 
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5.3 Application Of Multiple Routing Reaches 

Testing the impact of multiple routing on the 
accuracy of the predicted outflow hydrograph is an 
essential part of the model evaluation procedure 
identified by Sargent (1982). The relative importance of 
the technique compared to other modifications and the 
sensitivity of the whole scheme to parameter variability 
is investigated in Chapter 7. In this section therefore, 
HYM02 is applied using only the routing routines with an 
observed or generated hydrograph being input at the 
upstream end of the reach. The results of the analysis 
are notated such that the label HYM02 refers to the model 
without the incorporation of the separate or multiple 
routing reaches. The notation multiple routing or 
m. routing implies the HYM02 model with the multiple 
routing routine. 

Multiple routing reaches were applied to a 
theoretical reach with rectangular cross-sectional 

geometry assumed to be constant downstream and an observed 

reach from the River Fulda, between Bad Hersfeld and 
Rotenburg. A variety of inflow hydrographs were applied 
to the theoretical reach, in order to investigate the 

impact of the depth of inundation on the travel time of 

the floodplain and the effects on the outflow hydrograph. 

The River Fulda, however, provided field data against 

which various roughness and routing lengths could be 

tested but with a limited number of observed flood events. 

A1 in 10 year event was available and enough flood 

frequency data were available to generate a1 in 100 year 

event, assuming a similar hydrograph shape to the I in 10 

year event. 
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5.3.1 Application to the Bad Hersfeld - Rotenburg reach 

The results from the application of multiple routing 
reaches to the Bad Hersfeld to Rotenburg reach are found 
in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, and Figures 5.3,5.4 and 5.5. As 
reported earlier in Section 4.4.1, the cross-sectional 
geometry at Bad Hersfeld is broadly rectangular with the 
floodplains being symmetrical about the main channel. The 

reach from Bad Hersfeld to Rotenburg is approximately 24km 
in length with a sinuous main channel; this can be seen in 
Figure 5.1. At Rotenburg the bankfull depth is 4.8m as 
compared to 4.1m at Bad Hersfeld, with a bankfull 
discharge of 180m3s-1. The valley section is asymmetrical 
at Rotenburg with the left hand floodplain being 

approximately 300m wide whilst the right hand floodplain 

rises steeply. The bankfull width at Rotenburg is 

approximately 50m as compared with 30m at Bad Hersfeld. 

When multiple routing is invoked, the observed 
hydrograph at Bad Hersfeld is apportioned to floodplain 

and main channel segments according to the rating curve 
developed from the Bad Hersfeld cross-section. The travel 

timetable is then developed for each cross-sectional 

segment using the smaller of either the upstream or 
downstream rating curve. The maximum floodplain 

inundation values reported in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are 

computed at the downstream station, that is Rotenburg. 

The 1 in 10 year observed inflow at Bad Hersfeld and 

observed outflow at Rotenburg is shown in Figure 5.2 This 

figure shows that the travel time of the 1 in 10 year 

event between the two stations is approximately nine 

hours. The inflow hydrograph at Bad Hersfeld has been 

scaled up, in line with the flood frequency data available 

to provide the 1 in 100 year event and consequently the 1 

in 100 year event has the same form as the 1 in 10 year 
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Figure 5.1 

Location Of The Bad Hersfeld-Rotenburg Reach 

Of The River Fulda, West Germany 
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Figure 5.2 

Observed Inflow And outflow HVdrographs At 
Bad Hersfeld And Rotenburg For The I In 10 Year Event 
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event. At Bad Hersfeld the 1 in 100 year event 
corresponds to an increase in the floodplain inundation 
depth of approximately lm over the 1 in 10 year event. 

Figure 5.3 compares the observed outflow hydrograph 
at Rotenburg with the outflow hydrograph simulated by 
HYM02 and the multiple routing technique. The greatest 
difference in the three hydrographs occurs in the over- 
bank section of the hydrographs; the bankfull discharge is 
marked on the figure. The corresponding time to peak, 
peak discharge and maximum inundation depths of these 
three hydrographs are recorded in Table 5.1. Both the 
Figure 5.3 and the Table 5.1 sh, ow that the single routing 
technique used in HYM02 effectively smooths the inflow 
hydrograph to too great an extent. This reduces the peak 
discharge and inundation depth. The multiple routing 
technique reduces the attenuation of the floodwave and 
thereby halves the HYM02 errors in both the peak discharge 

and the inundation depth. Table 5.1 also shows that the 
multiple routing technique produced a time to peak of 40 
hours, two hours later than the observed peak. However, 

as the observed inflow and outflow hydrographs were 
digitised at three hour intervals errors of less than 
three hours can be ignored. 

As noted earlier in this section, the main objective 
of incorporating multiple routing reaches was to simulate 
the effects of the short-circuiting of floodplain flow, 

reducing the floodplain reach length. In the next 

simulation reported in Table 5.1, therefore, the reach 
length of the floodplain segments was reduced by 5%. This 

produced only very small variations in the outflow 
hydrograph in comparison with the multiple routing 
hydrograph shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3 
Comparison Of HYM02 And Multiple Routing Reach 

Simulated And Observed Hydrographs For The I in 10 
Year Event At Rotenburg 
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Table 5.1 
Charcteristics Of Observed And Simulated Hydrographs 

At Rotenburg, For The I In 10 Year Event 

Time to Peak 

peak discha'rge 

hours m3s-I 

Maximum 
Floodplain 
Inundation 

m 

Observed 

HYM02 

Multiple routing 

Multiple routing 
floodplain length 15% 

Multiple routing 
floodplain length 130% 

Multiple routing 
floodplain n1 30% 

38 407 0.33 

38 285 0.09 

40 330 0.17 

40 333 0.18 

40 352 0.21 

38 355 0.22 
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Analysis of the flood inundation maps available for 
the River Fulda indicated, however, that the floodplain 

reach length may be up to 30% shorter than the main 
channel. The hydrograph produced by reducing the 
floodplain reach length by 30% is shown on Figure 5.4. 
Comparison of Figure 5.3 and 5.4 shows that reducing the 
floodplain length by 30% makes a significant improvement 
in the accuracy of the prediction. 

Figure 5.4 shows though, that a similar effect can be 

achieved by reducing the Manning's n roughness coefficient 
by 30%. Chow (1959) showed that the effects of sinuosity 

of a channel can alter the n coefficient by up to 30%. As 

noted earlier, however, one of the objectives of this 
investigation is to incorporate processes operating in 

two-stage channels and reduce reliance of empirical 

coefficients. 

Table 5.2 and Figure 5.5 show the simulation results 
for the 1 in 100 year event on the River Fulda reach. In 

contrast to the 1 in 10 year event the HYM02 prediction 

gives higher peak discharge results than the multiple 

routing reach. The percentage error between the HYM02 and 

multiple routing technique is, though, much smaller in the 

1 in 100 year storm being approximately 4%; whilst the 1 

in 10 year event difference was 11%. This suggests that 

as the floodplain inundation depth increases the cross- 

section behaves as a single system causing the solutions 

to converge. 
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Figure 5.4 
Comparison Of Observed And_Multiple Routing Reach 

Simulated Hydrographs With Variations In Reach Length 
And BoundaryRoughness For The I in 10 Year Event 
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Table 5.2 
Characteristics Of The Observed And Simulated Hydrographs, 

At Rotenburg, For The 1 In 100 Year Event 

Time to Peak Maximum 

peak discharge Floodplain 

Inundation 

hours m3s-1 m 

Observed 38 744 0.90 

HYM02 38 665 0.78 

Multiple routing 40 634 0.73 

Multiple routing 36 684 0.81 
floodplain length 130% 

Multiple routing 36 668 0.78 
floodplain n 130% 
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5.3.2 Application to a hy othetical reach 

The aim of investigating the impact of multiple 
routing on a hypothetical reach was to examine the 
relative impact of the floodplain inundation depth on the 
outflow hydrograph. A hypothetical reach was set up with 
symmetrical rectangular cross-sections at upstream and 
downstream stations with floodplain/main channel width 
ratios of 10. The main channel was a constant depth of 
2.4m, so that the main channel capacity remained constant 
downstream. This meant that the proportion of flow on the 
floodplain was correct throughout the reach, and therefore 
the analysis could concentrate solely on the effects of 
the floodplain inundation depth. 

Table 5.3 and Figures 5.6 and 5.7 summarize the 

results from this investigation into the impact of 
floodplain inundation depth on the outflow hydrograph. In 

all these simulations the floodplain and channel reach 
length were held constant at 20km. The seven inflow 
hydrographs were generated by scaling the 1 in 10 year 
observed hydrograph from Bad Hersfeld (see Figure 5.2). 

Analysis of Table 5.3 shows that the predictions from 

the two techniques converge as the floodplain/main channel 
depth ratio increases to 0.8. When the depth ratio is 

less than 0.4 the HYM02 model gave greater peak discharge 

predictions. As depth ratios increased up to 0.5 the 

maltiple routing routine generated greater peak discharge 

predictions. The maximum error between the two techniques 

occurs when the depth ratio is approximately 0.3. 

When floodplain inundation depths are small, that is 

with a depth ratio of 0.4, the HYM02 generated larger 

peak discharges because the separate floodplain flows of 

the multiple routing routine are retarded by the effects 
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Table 5.3 
Hydrograph Characteristics For A 

H"othetical Reach Application 

Storm Multiple Time to Peak Maximum 

peak discharge Floodplain 

Inundation 

hours m3s-l m 

1 1 HYM02 36 309.8 1.16 

M. Routing 36 317.4 1.18 

2 0.1 HYM02 36 34.8 - 

M. Routing 36 32.8 - 

3 0.2 HYM02 42 57.2 0.09 

M. Routing 36 55.0 0.07 

4 0.5 HYM02 40 139.5 0.61 

M. Routing 38 126.9 0.56 

5 1.5 HYM02 36 536.0 1.68 

M. Routing 36 540.8 1.74 

6 2 HYM02 34 682.0 1.98 

M. Routing 34 685.0 1.99 

7 3 HYM02 34 1061.0 2.65 

M. Routing 34 1062.0 2.65 
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Figure 5.6 
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Figure 5.7 

Comparison. Of HYM02 And Multiple Routing Simulations 

Of Storm 2 In A Hypothetical Reach 
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of boundary friction. However, as Table 5.3 shows the 
percentage error between the two methods is small when the 
depth ratio is very small and increases as the depth ratio 
increases up to 0.4. When the depth ratio is very small, 
that is less than 0.1, the majority of the flow is carried 
in the main channel and in the multiple routing routine 
the wetted perimeter of the main channel is small. The 
flow in the floodplain segments in the multiple routing 
routine in very low flow conditions will have very large 
travel times but they only contribute a small percentage 
of the total discharge predictions. In HYM02 simulations 
with very small floodplain inundation depths the wetted 
perimeter calculations include--the floodplain boundaries 

as well and therefore flows are retarded by the effects of 
boundary friction. 

As the depth ratio increases beyond 0.1 but remains 
smaller than 0.4 the percentage of discharge on the 
floodplain is large enough to be a significant part of the 
hydrograph. However, the inundation depths on the 
floodplain are not great enough to overcome the effects of 
boundary friction and therefore the HYM02 simulation 
generates much larger peak discharge predictions. 

When inundation depths are larger, that is greater 
than 0.4, the multiple routing routine generates peak 
discharge predictions greater than the HYM02 prediction. 
This is because the inundation depth of the floodplain is 

large enough to overcome the effects of boundary friction 

and the travel time of the floodplain flows at this stage 
is small. The predicted outflow hydrograph of the 

multiple routing routine is then less attenuated and so a 
larger peak discharge is produced. However the error 
between the two methods is small, and is not greater than 

2%. 
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Table 5.3 also compares the effects of reducing the 
length of the floodplain routing length on the peak 
discharge prediction. The table shows that when the depth 

ratio exceeds 0.1 the reduced multiple routing length 

generates larger peak discharge predictions than the HYM02 

simulation. Table 5.3 shows therefore that the effect of 
reducing the length of the floodplain routing reach is 
decrease the inundation depth from 0.3 to 0.1. At this 
depth the multiple routing routine lowers the attenuation 
of the floodwave below that of the HYM02 simulation. 

5.3.3 Conclusions 

The maximum impact of the multiple routing technique 

occurs when the floodplain inundation depths are 

small. 

2. At these small inundation depths (depth ratios = 0.3) 

the utilization of multiple routing significantly 
improves the prediction of the peak discharge, errors 

are halved. 

3. Reducing the floodplain routing length by 30% reduced 
the travel time of the peak discharge and decreased 

the attenuation of the floodwave. 

Reducing the floodplain Manning's n coefficient by 30% 

reduces the attenuation of the floodwave to a similar 
degree as 30% reduction in the routing length of the 

floodplain flow segments. 

5.4 Implications For The Improvement Of HYM02 

The concept of multiple routing routines has been 

approached hydrologically and hydraulically. Tingsanchali 
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and Ackermann's (1976) use a hydrologic empirical 
adjustment of the Manning's n coefficient (equation 5.1), 
which is incorporated into a hydraulic routing model. 
Perkins (1970) utilizes a similarly hydrologic linear 
adjustment of the routing length with increasing stage, 
this is incorporated into a hydraulic routing model. 
Fread's (1976) approach is the only hydraulic based 
routine, this routine is incorporated into a full 
hydraulic reach model. The approach utilized in this 
chapter is the simple separation of floodplain and channel 
flows and discrete routing of them downstream . This 
approach has not been used in either hydrologic or 
hydraulic routines. Conceptual-ly this approach has 
advantages over empirical adjustments and still provides 
the potential for the incorporation of a more 
sophisticated adjustment of stream flow length with stage 
such as the scheme proposed by Perkins (1970). 
Importantly this is also the first application of the 
concept of multiple routing with an hydrologic or storage 
flood routing routine. 

The results of the analysis of the multiple routing 

routine suggest that the predictive accuracy of HYM03 

could be improved by the introduction of the module. This 

is particularly true for flow conditions where floodplain 

inundation depths are great enough for the floodplain 

water to be flowing rather than stored and where 
floodplain flows contribute a significant proportion of 

the total discharge from the reach. The introduction of 

the multiple routing concept therefore has been shown to 

be important even when hydrological flood routing 

techniques are used. 

The results also showed that decreasing the 

floodplain routing length by 30% reduced the attenuation 

of the floodwave and that a similar effect could be 
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achieved by reducing the floodplain Manning's n 
coefficient by 30%. This shows that Chow's (1959) 

suggestion that the sinuosity of the channel accounts for 
30% of the a Manning's n coefficient value, is correct. 
It also highlights the importance of boundary friction. 
Comparison of Figures 5.3 and 5.4 shows however, that the 
introduction of the multiple routing routine and 
adjustment in the Manning's n coefficient have a similar 
effect on the shape of the predicted hydrograph. It is 

concluded therefore, that the multiple pathways of 
floodplain and main channel flows and boundary friction 

effects are of equal importance. 

The positive results of this chapter support the 
further evaluation of the multiple routing routine. This 

analysis has shown that a simple technique can improve the 

predictive performance of the model and incorporate the 
basic behaviour of the two-stage channel. Further 

evaluation of the multiple routing routine as part of a 
catchment model is considered in Chapters 7 and 8. 

5.5 Summary 

This chapter has investigated methods of 
incorporating the multiple pathways taken by floodplain 

and main channel flows. A simple routine has been 

selected which apportions flow to floodplain and channel 

segments and routes them downstream using separately 
derived travel timetables. This approach allows the 

adjustment of the lengths of the reaches thus 

incorporating the effects of the sinuosity of the main 

channel on the travel time of the hydrograph. 

Application of the routine to a hypothetical and a 

field reach show that the routine improves the prediction 
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of the hydrograph, by the more accurate simulation of the 

attenuation of the hydrograph. The results of this 

application show that the introduction of the multiple 

routing routine has just as great an effect on the 
hydrograph as variation in the Manning's n coefficient. 
The multiple routing routine in therefore included in the 
final evaluation and validation of HYM03. 

r 
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Chapter 6 
Validation of HYM03 

I-A Strategy For Model Validation and Evaluation 

The third objective of this thesis, outlined in 
Chapter 1, is to validate the new model, HYM03 which 
incorporates the new turbulent exchange and multiple 
routing modules. The validation of HYM03 needs to answer 
the following questions: 

Do the mathematical algorithms introduced represent 
the processes we are trying to model? 

2) Are the mathematical algorithms robust? 

3) Is the accuracy of the predicted outflow hydrograph 

a significant improvement over earlier versions of 
HYMO? 

4) Is the resolution of each new module appropriate for 

ungauged applications? 

5) Can a set of operational rules be developed for 

HYM03? 

The strategy for the validation programme can be 

divided into three parts. Part I, reported in this 

chapter, provides an introduction to the basis of model 

validation and evaluation. It will also include the 

identification of and establishment of a data set for the 

validation procedure. In Part II of the programme, 

reported in Chapter 7, a hydrological validation will be 
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undertaken, investigating the sensitivity of the composite 
modelling structure. In Part III, a hydraulic analysis is 
undertaken to investigate the utility of using hydraulic 

models to provide "ground-truth" records against which 
HYM03 may be evaluated, this analysis is reported in 
Chapter 8. 

As noted earlier in Chapter 4 the validation of HYM03 
will follow the model evaluation programme developed by 
Sargent (1982). Sargent's programme provides one of the 
few structured approaches available for model evaluation 
and consists of three parts; mathematical validation, 
computerised model verification-and operational 
validation. 

Mathematical Validation 

The first of these stages is the mathematical 

validation of the model. Howes and Anderson (1988) noted 
that the objective of this section of the model evaluation 

programme is to: 

it establish that the assumptions made about 
the real system by the model are reasonable and that the model 

adequately reflects the essential features and behaviour of 
the real system which are relevant to their application in mind" 

However there is no deterministic method of testing 

the assumptions and representativeness of a model; instead 

the procedure must be rather subjective. In any modelling 

exercise it is important that the modeller has a clear 

understanding of the processes active in the physical 

system to be modelled so that the implications of the 

assumptions necessary to model the system are fully 

appreciated. In this thesis, the importance of 

appreciating the potential applications and uses of the 
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model in the selection of a modelling strategy, has also 
been stressed. This 'users perspective' of the modelling 
strategy determines to a greater degree the selection of 
the modelling techniques than the ability and availability 
of techniques or solutions to modelling problems. 

Computerised Model Verification 

This second stage of model evaluation attempts to 

check the transfer of the mathematical techniques, that 

approximate the physical environment, into a computer 
code. The verification procedure needs to ensure 
therefore that several aspects of the program are checked. 
These are: 

1) that the program is internally valid, (Hermann, 1967). 

This ensures that if all the program input data and 

controls are kept constant then the output from the model 

remains constant. 

2) that there is conservation of mass. That is that the 

volume of flow entering the simulation is matched by the 

output from the simulation. 

3) that the model behaves under a range of input 

conditions and the limits of the physical conditions that 

a model can handle are specified. 

One of the most effective tools available for 

computerised model verification is a sensitivity analysis. 

A sensitivity analysis measures the change in one variable 

when one or more parameters are varied. Other available 

techniques utilise hand calculations to check the validity 

of simple routine. 
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Operational Validation 

The third stage of the model evaluation programme 
involves measuring the accuracy of the model to predict 
the behaviour of the natural environment, and developing a 
set of rules or guidelines for the operation of the model. 

Alternative strategies of undertaking an operational 

validation programme include the use of goodness-of-fit 

and error estimates, both utilised by Howes (1986). These 

have been used primarily with data sets of field data, 

however the availability of field data is not always 

guaranteed. The availability of field data is a 

particular problem for extreme events which by their very 

nature occur infrequently and are difficult to measure. 

It is proposed in this thesis that the model in 

question can be tested against other modelling strategies 

utilising the goodness-of-fit and error estimates. The 

technique is potentially useful in assessing the accuracy 

of models in extreme conditions when field data is 

unavailable or the record is not long enough. Assessing 

one model's performance against another could potentially 

replace some hardware flume scale models. 

6.1 Present Model Evaluation Status 

The importance of a systematic model evaluation 

programme was appreciated at the initiation of this 

thesis. The programme therefore began with the selection 

of the most appropriate modelling solutions to the 

incorporation of the effects of momentum exchange and 

multiple routing in two-stage channel in ungauged 

catchments. The evaluation procedure continued with an 

initial analysis of the modules performance. All three 
I 
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stages of Sargent's evaluation programme have therefore 
already been initiated. 

The validation programme has so far utilised a data 
set from the River Fulda, West Germany and hypothetical 
data sets based on rectangular channel geometries. It is 
accepted therefore that the results of these simulations 
are by no means exhaustive. However, given the limited 

availability of data sets for extreme events and the time 
available for this project it is not the aim of this 
thesis to undertake an extensive validation procedure. 
This does not under emphasize the importance of the 

validation procedure, rather is-was felt that a more 
pressing objective would be investigate alternative 
techniques of validation. The validation procedure will 
therefore concentrate on a limited number of simulations 
and maximize the interpretations possible from these 

simulations. 

The results of the validation procedure so far therefore 
have been summarised below. 

6.1.1 Mathematical validation 

The selection of the momentum exchange and multiple 

routing techniques involved an investigation of the 

alternative techniques available. The philosophy 
forwarded in this thesis is that there is a need for 

models to be developed from the perspective of the 

potential user rather than from the state-of-the art 

conceptual or technical progresses in hydrology. This 

thesis therefore proposes that the most important part of 

Howes and Anderson (1988) statement on mathematical 

evaluation, noted above therefore is that "the model 

adequately reflects the essential features and behaviour 

of the real system which are relevant to their application 
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in mind". 

In the selection of the most appropriate techniques 
for the modelling of the momentum exchange and multiple 
routing the primary determining factor was the limitations 

posed by the ungauged catchment perspective. These 
limitations were: 

the data requirements of the new algorithms should 
be small; in particular field work should not be 

required. 

2) any additional demands made of the user in the 
establishment of the data sets should not require 
detailed hydrological knowledge of the physical 
processes or computer expertise 

3) the computer demands, in terms of CPU and operating 
space, of the new routines should allow the 

application of the model to the IBM-PC level 

Both the momentum exchange and multiple routing 

routines developed in Chapter's 4 and 5 meet these 
limitations. It is accepted however, that the solutions 

proposed are not the only feasible alternative to meet 
these limitations. The techniques selected from the 

shortlist of techniques identified in Chapters 4 and 5 

however, were, it was felt the simplest techniques to 

implement that still incorporated the essential features 

of the behaviour of the system in question. If the 

improved resolution of the modelling of two-stage channels 

should prove significant in improving the predictive 

accuracy of the catchment model then some of the other 

technical solutions should be reconsidered. 
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The mathematical validation of the momentum exchange 
and multiple routing modules (sections 4.3 and 5.2) shows 
therefore that the modules 'adequately represent' the real 
system and that the assumptions made are reasonable for a 
first assessment of the relative importance of two-stage 
modelling. 

6.1.2 Computerised model verification 

The simulations reported in Chapters 4 and 5 of the 
performance of the momentum exchange and multiple routing 
modules serve to illustrate that the modules are 
internally valid (Hermann, 1967-) and the algorithms are 
mathematically robust. The new model version, HYM03 given 
the same model control parameters and data set will 
simulate an identical set of results to the earlier HYM02. 
This confirms that the coding of the new routines has not 
altered the continuity of the program. 

The results reported in Chapters 4 and 5 also appear 
to be logical. When more turbulent shear stresses are 
introduced into the momentum exchange routines, for 

example, the predicted capacity of the cross-section is 

reduced. Similarly, when the length of the floodplain 

routing length is reduced the travel time of the 
floodplain is reduced. 

The behaviour of the modules under I in 10 year and 1 

in 100 year events has been tested, the behaviour of much 

smaller events in hypothetical reaches has also been 

tested. Tables 4.3,4.4 and 4.5 explore the application 

of the four momentum exchange routines to the Bad Hersfeld 

station on the River Fulda. Tables 4.6,4.7) 4.81 4.9 and 
4.10 explore the impact of the same four techniques on a 

hypothetical reach. These tables show that the routines 

are stable for a variety of geometrical conditions and 
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boundary roughness values. Table 4.3 also confirms the 
correct coding of the routines by comparing HYM02 
solutions with momentum exchange method 2. Both of these 
techniques utilize the same interface inclination method 
and have an apparent shear stress ratio of 1, Table 4.3 
confirms therefore that identical computation methods 
produce identical results. 

Tables5.1 and 5.2 report the results of the 
application of the multiple routing routine to the Bad 
Hersfeld-Rotenburg reach on the River Fulda, Table 5.3 
reports the results of the application of the routine to a 
hypothetical reach. These tables show that the multiple 
routine routine is stable for a variety of storm events 
and that there is continuity in the conservation of mass 
in the routine. 

Application of the momentum exchange and multiple 
routing routines confirms therefore that the coding's 
remain stable under a range of conditions and the routines 
seem to operate logically. 

6.1.3 Operational validation 

The initial simulations reported in Chapters 4 and 5 

suggest that both the momentum exchange and multiple 
routine modules make a significant improvement in the 

predictive accuracy of the hydrograph. The improvement in 

the predictive accuracy generated by the two models 
supports the advancement of the two modules into the next 

stage of the validation procedure. 

This initial analysis therefore has confirmed the 

mathematical validity of the two modules and verified 
their computer coding. The analysis has also suggested 

that the predictive performance of the modules is an 
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improvement over the previous techniques. However there 
are still several important questions in the evaluation of 
the new model that must be answered. These outstanding 
questions are: 

Is the outflow hydrograph more sensitive to 
variability in the physically-based parameters, or 
to the process submodels utilised? 

2) What is the relative impact of the submodels 
introduced in HYM03 in comparison with the 
infiltration algorithm introduced in HYM02 

3) What is the impact on the outflow hydrograph of the 
conflicting effects of the new submodels? 

What are the effects of the scale of the catchment 
on the three questions posed above? 

These questions show the need to investigate both the 

verification of the computer modelling and the validation 
of the operational performance of HYM03. 

6.2 Design Of A Model Evaluation Strategy 

The analysis of the initial evaluation of the new 

modules has shown the need for further computerized model 

verification and operational validation. 

The computerized model verification procedure must 
investigate the relative impact of the new modules when 

they are part of a catchment simulation model. It must 

also investigate the interaction between the new modules. 

Perhaps most importantly the verification procedure needs 

to investigate the effects of variability in the model 
I 
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structure. The composite structure of HYM03 offers 
differing module resolution solutions for both the 
simulation of the runoff excess (Curve Number and 
Infiltration Algorithm) and the simulation of channel 
routing. The composite structure therefore generates the 
need for a sensitivity analysis that will investigate not 
only the sensitivity of the outflow hydrograph to 
variability in the parameters but also the sensitivity of 
the predicted outflow to variation in the structure of the 
model. 

A well structured sensitivity analysis could provide 
answers to all the questions po-sed above. An operational 
validation is still required, however, to establish the 

accuracy of the new routines. 

The undertaking of a sensitivity analysis and an 
operational validation requires the availability of a data 

set. As noted earlier however, the provision of data sets 
for extreme events is not necessarily easy. A sensitivity 
analysis can utilise relatively small amounts of field 

data and still achieve an acceptable level of accuracy. 
The number of data sets required for an operational 

validation., however, is much greater. One of the 

objectives of this thesis is therefore to investigate the 

utility of using other models to validate the operational 

performance of a new model. 

The evaluation of the HYM03 model will therefore be 

split into two parts; the sensitivity analysis and the 

operational analysis. Both of these analyses will utilise 

the same data sets collected from the River Fulda. The 

problem of data availability is a common one in model 

evaluation and it is felt that an investigation into 

alternative techniques and the maximizing of the utility 

of the data available would be profitable. The 
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implementation and results of the sensitivity analysis is 
reported in Chapter 7 and the operational validations are 
reported in Chapter 8. In the rest of this chapter the 
Fulda data set is established. 

6.3 Selection Of A Field Catchment 

There are three sources that generate prerequisites 
on the selection of a suitable data set for the validation 
and evaluation of HYM03. These three sources are: 

the outstanding questions-to be answered in the 

evaluation and validation of HYM03. These 

outstanding questions are listed in section 6.1. 

2) the capabilities of HYM02, in particular the 
boundary conditions for which the model has been 

validated, see section 2.2. 

3) data characteristics or additional information that 

make the model evaluation simpler or more 

ef f icient. 

These three sources place differing prerequisites on 

the selection of a suitable field catchment. The first 

and the second of the groups of prerequisites, noted 

above, must be met, the third group is not essential. 

6.3.1 Prerequisites of a study catchment 

1. Outstanding questions 

a) the catchment should be large so that it can be divided 

into a number of smaller subcatchments. Each of these 

subcatchments should have a gauging station for which the 
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cross-sectional geometry is known and for which rating 
curves and hydrographs are available. A multi- 
subcatchment environment will allow the establishment of a 
suite of catchment scales. These requirements will allow 
the investigation of the effects of the inclusion of the 
infiltration algorithm in a multi-subcatchment environment 
and allow the relative impact of the new modules to be 

assessed. 

b) the catchment must be subject to floodplain inundation 

so that the new modules may be utilized. 

2. HYM02 limitations 

All of these limitations are generated from the 

operational conditions set out by Williams and Hann (1973) 

and Howes (1986). These limitations represent the 

environmental conditions for which the process modules 
have been incorporated and for which the model has been 

validated. 

a) the catchment must be in a temperate region with a 

minimum of forested area 

b) the catchment must not exceed a maximum area of 
2500km2. 

c) there should be a minimum of man-made interferences in 

the catchment, such asurban areas or land drainage 

schemes. 

d) a minimum data set should consist of: 

- topographic maps 

- soils classificatory maps 

- upstream and downstream valley cross-sections, rating 

curves and hydrographs 
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- precipitation data corresponding with the observed 
hydrograph events 

Evaluation convenience 

a) selection of a relatively simple and regular cross- 
sectional geometry would allow the importance of the two 
new modules to be assessed in the most unambiguous of 
environments. A simple cross-sectional geometry would 
make comparison of the four multiple routing routines 
easier. Regularity of the cross-sectional geometry of the 
floodplain environment between gauging stations would 
allow provide the environment for which the multiple 
routing routine would make the greatest improvement in the 
predictive accuracy of the model. 

b) additional data such as a flood frequency analysis and 
a greater resolution in the rainfall, soils, or 
topography parameters would allow more accurate comparison 
between observed and simulated results. 

6.3.2 The River Fulda Catchment 

These prerequisites limited prospective study 

catchments to the rural regions of Western Europe and 

areas of the U. S. A. From a short list of regions meeting 
the prerequisites, the River Fulda catchment in West 

Germany, (see Figure 6.1) was selected, primarily because 

of the efficiency and rapid response to requests for data 

from the relevant water authorities and meteorological 

offices. As well as the prerequisite data, the local 

authorities* in the River Fulda catchment were able to 

provide: 

an outline of the extent of floodplain inundation 

for a storm event in 1946, corresponding to the 1 in 
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5km 

Figure 6.1 

Rotenburg 

Hermannsp 

River Fulda Catchment And Gauging Stations 
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200 year event. 

ii) daily precipitation values for approximately 45 rain 
gauge stations (see Figure 6.2) 

iii) continuous rainfall data for two stations, Bad 
Hersfeld and Kunzell-Dietershausen 

iv) for one storm, the water-equivalent of snow, daily 

minimum and maximum temperatures, relative 
humidities and cloud cover 

V) long-profiles of two of the reaches, between Bad 
Hersfeld and Rotenburg, on the River Fulda, and 
between Marbach and Hermannspiegal, on the River 
Haune (a tributary of the River Fulda). 

The provision of further meteorological data provides 
the potential for the use of the River Fulda catchment in 
the simulation of snow melt events. Although snow melt 
events are not considered in this thesis, the potential 
for the simulation of such events is available within the 
HYMO project conducted by the US Corp of Engineers. This 
therefore provided further impetus for the selection of 
the River Fulda catchment. 

* The help and cooperation of the following authorities in the 

provision of the data is acknowledged: Water Authority, 

Wasserwirtschaftsamt, Fulda for the provision of the hydrological 

data and the Meteorological Office, Deutcher Wetterdienst Zentralamt, 

Offenbach, Frankfurt, for the meteorological records, collected 
during three visits to the catchment in the period November 1986 to 

June 1988. The soils classificatory maps were supplied by the 

Environmental Laboratory, Waterways Experiment Station, US Corp 

Engineers, Vicksburg, Mississippi. 
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Figure 6.2 

Raingauge_Network For The River Fulda Catchment 
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6.4 Establishment Of The River Fulda Catchment 

The River Fulda catchment to Rotenburg consists of a 
drainage area of approximately 2523km2, drained by the 
River Fulda and its tributaries. The main tributary is on 
the River Haune which joins the Fulda at Bad Hersfeld; in 

addition, the River Luder joins the Fulda at Lutterz. 

There are eight river gauging stations in the catchment, 

marked on Figure 6.1, for which six storm events have been 

collected. The positions of the gauging stations have 

enabled the division of the catchment into nine 

subcatchmentsdepicted in Figure 6.3. 

During the visits to the catchment, drawings were 

made and photographs taken that enabled the technical 

channel cross-sections to be extended across the 

floodplains. Estimates were also made during these visits 

of the Manning's n roughness values of the channels and 
floodplains throughout the catchment. Figure 6.4,6.5 and 
6.6 are photographs taken at Hetterhau. sen, Unter-Schwarz, 

and Rotenburg and show the topography and land-uses 

typical throughout the catchment. In the photographs it 

can be seen that: 

i) in the upper reaches the channel is tree-lined 

ii) the floodplains are extensive and relatively flat 

iii) the floodplains throughout the catchment are 

vegetated by short grass 

iv) there are few obstructions on the floodplains, 

there are few fences, and the small villages tend 

to have been built clear of the areas subject to 

f looding 
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Figure 6.3 

. 
Catchment Subdivision Of The River Fulda Catchment 
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Figure 6.4 

Cross-Section At Hetterhausen,, 
-River 

Fulda 

Figure 6.5 

Cross-Section At Unter-Schwarz, River Fulda 
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V) the channel is broadly rectangular in cross- 
section 

vi) the channel is sinuous 

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 collate some of the topographic 
dimensions of the subcatchments and the channel geometries 
at the gauging stations 

Six storm events were identified as being discrete 

events, that is where the hydrographs rose and fell back 

to baseflow conditions within a single seven day record. 
For each of these events, the daily rainfall totals for 

the three preceding weeks were collected in order to 

compute antecedent conditions. 

In order to compute the rainfall in each of the nine 

subcatchments, the Theisson polygon technique was used to 

weight the daily rainfall total from each of the 45 rain 

gauges shown in Figure 6.2. Polygons of the area 

associated with a particular raingauge were drawn as if 

the catchment had no relief. 

Table 6.3 shows the percentage OccLtrrP_nce_ of each of 

the major soil groups in each of the nine subcatchments. 
A certain amount of interpolation and generalization 

occurred during the computation of this table, as the 

pixel definition of the soils classificatory maps was 1 

pixel = 100 metres. The use of a graphics tablet attached 

to an IBM-AT, however, considerably speeded the 

computation of both the raingauge polygons and soil group 

areas. 
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Table 6.1 

Parameter Values For Subcatchments In 

The River Fulda Catchment 

Subcatchment Area Max. elev Min. elev Main channel 
length 

km2 mm km 

401 56 838 365 14 

402 506 550 232 36 

403 182 700 232 25 

404 469 775 216 27 

405 394 416 193 33 

406 148 700 265 24 

407 274 610 209 34 

408 90 518 193 9 

409 403 391 179 24 

total 2523 838 179 227 
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Table 6.2 

Parameter Values For Gauging tations 
In The Fulda Catchment 

Station Bankfull 
depth 

m 

Bankfull 

width 

m 

Bankfull 

capacity 

m3s-l 

Hetterhausen 2.3 17.0 26 

Kammerzell 2.0 20.1 33 

Lutterz 3.2 18.0 18 

Unter-Schwarz 3.0 18.0 50 

Marbach 2.3 8.0 10 

Hermannspiegal 2.5 16.5 22 

Bad Hersfeld 4.1 30.3 76 

Rotenburg 4.8 50.0 179 
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Table 6.3 

Soil Group Classification For The Sub-Catchments In 

The River Fulda Catchment 

Sub-catchment USCS Soil Classification System 

percentage occurrence 
SC/Sm ML CH CL G 

401 54.6 11.6 11.3 10.5 12.1 

402 45.6 10'. 3 5.2 27.7 11.4 

403 25.0 2.9 4.0 59.9 7.9 

404 36.6 2.7 15.2 33.0 12.0 

405 65.8 4.1 4.7 8.2 17.3 

406 50.1 13.4 9.8 21.4 5.4 

407 46.4 8.4 25.2 15.5 4.6 

408 41.0 0.0 15.2 34.7 9.2 

409 86.5 0.0 4.8 0.0 8.6 

SC Clayey sands or clayey gravelly sands 

SM Silty sand or silty gravelley sand 

ML Silts, sandy silts, gravelly silts 

CH Fat clays 
CL Lean clays, sandy clays, or gravelley clays 

G Gravels 
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6.4.1 Establishment of the data sets 

Two data sets are required by HYM03: Idatall contains 
the program commands, hydrological commands and associated 
data, whilst Idata2l contains only data for the 
infiltration algorithm. The rules for setting up these 
data sets and examples of them are given in Appendix 2. 

Datal 

Figure 6.3 illustrates the division of the River 
Fulda catchment into nine catchments. In each of these 

subcatchments, a runoff hydrograph must be developed, for 

all except the headwater subcatchments, and this must be 

added to the flow routed through the subcatchment. In 

each routing reach, two cross-sections are developed, one 

at either end of the reach. In subcatchment 404, where 
the River Luder joins the River Fulda at its inflow, the 
Kammerzell cross-section is used. 

The Curve Number routine for the generation of the 

runoff hydrograph using the SCS method were identified 

from tables in the Student Handbook on streamflow 
forecasting by James and Stinson (1981). 

Data2 

Each soils group in each subcatchment was represented 
by a single column, giving a total of 42 columns, see 

Table 6.3. The runoff generated by these columns was 

weighted by the percentage area of each subcatchment that 

a soil group occupied. For the six storm events 

identified during the establishment of the River Fulda 

catchment, a common theme was a period preceding each 

event of small low intensity showers. This enabled the 

fairly safe assumption that the soils were saturated three 
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days prior to the beginning of each of the six identified 

events. The infiltration generation routines were then 
used to simulate the three days prior the storm in order 
to generate the antecedent conditions. 

Each of the 42 soil columns was split into 3 layers, 

typical of well-developed soils, and a total of 10 cells 
were specified in each column. The soils hydrological 

parameters were calculated using the empirical charts and 
regression equations developed by Brakensiek and Rawls 
(1983), and reported in Anderson and Howes (1986), 

A test simulation using an observed 1 in 10 year 
event to check the establishment of both the data sets 
showed that the infiltration algorithm was failing to 

generate sufficient runoff in comparison with the observed 
hydrographs from the gauging stations. Figure 6.7 

illustrates the generated hydrograph at the Hetterhausen 

station and shows that the simulated discharge is 

significantly smaller than the observed discharge. 

Investigation of the rainfall distribution procedure 

showed that the observed runoff volume was feasible for 

the rainfall distribution and therefore the error was 

associated with the soils data. 

As noted earlier, the soils at the commencement of 

the simulation is assumed to be saturated and then the 
to 

simulation is allowed to run for three days priorLthe 

commencement of the storm event to allow antecedent 

conditions to be generated. Analysis of the results from 

the infiltration algorithm suggested that the hydraulic 

conductivity of the soils were too high. This was because 

during the storm event despite being the I in 10 year 

event, the rainfall failed to saturate the soil and the 

rainfall was lost as drainage from the bottom of the soil 

columns. This suggests that either the hydraulic 
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Figure 6.7 

Comparison Of Observed And Simulated Hydrographs With 
Varying Percentage Clay Contributions, For The I In 

10 Year Event At Hetterhausen 
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conductivities were too high or that the dominant process 
in the catchment was throughflow rather than overland 
flow. The review of the simulation of infiltration in 
HYM03, reported in section 2.2.3, shows that the model is 

capable of simulating the movement of water soil in the 

vertical dimension only. It was important therefore to 

establish whether such an error in the generation of the 

runoff hydrograph could feasibl, 9 be attributed to the 

selection of too high a hydraulic conductivity. If a 
throughflow dominated catchment was shown to be the only 

possible explanation, then it is important to identify the 
limitation of the HYM03 scheme and to possibl19 identify 

operational guidelines to allow the more approximate 

application of HYM03 in such circumstances. 

There are two possible sources of error that could 

generate too low a hydraulic conductivity. Either the 

incorrect hydraulic conductivity from the Brakensiek and 

Rawls (1983) charts was selected for each or some of the 

soil groups, or the soil groups in the high hydraulic 

conductivity groups were too highly represented. 

A second simulation used the lowest hydraulic 

conductivity feasible for each soil group using the 

Brakensiek and Rawls (1983) charts. This simulation still 
failed to generate sufficient runoff and therefore this 

source of error was excluded. 

6.4.2. Soils classificatory errors 

There are several feasible sources of error in the 

generation of the proportion of a subcatchment that a 

soils group occupies. These include: 

1) Resolution. This includes the resolution of the soil 

surveyor's report, and the interpretive work carried out 
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in the establishment of the data set. The resolution of 
the original survey will depend upon the purpose to which 
the map is aimed. Beckett and Webster (1971) point out 
that there is little practical purpose in having a 
resolution size less than the minimum land-use management 
area, usually a field. 

2) Purity. This is the percentage of each group that is 

occupied by that group. Beckett and Webster (1971) 

identify the level of purity of many of the soil survey 
organisations aim to achieve. This includes the USDA 

purity level of 80-90%, and the US Bureau of Reclamation 

purity level of 75%. 

Analysis of the results from the infiltration 

algorithm simulations showed that it was only the clay 
groups ( CH and CL in Table 6.3) that had a low enough 
saturated hydraulic conductivity to generate overland flow 

given the intensity of the 1 in 10 year event. It is 

possible therefore that the purity of the high 

conductivity groups was particularly low or that the 

resolution of these groups ignored lower conductivity 

areas. Could the percentage occitrrence- of the clay groups 
be legitimately increased in line with the purity level 

suggested by Beckett and Webster (1971)? If this proved 

successful then the purity level could potentially provide 

an important operational guideline. 

Closer analysis of the soils classificatory maps 

showed that the distribution of the clay groups were 
heavily biased to the floodplain area where runoff could 

be expected to join the channel flow, due to high water 

tables and the effect of topography. Under-estimating 

these groups therefore, would have a large effect on the 

predicted hydrograph. These results suggest that in event 

simulators such as HYM03 that do not simulate the 
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throughflow contribution to the hydrograph, it is 
important to accurately estimate the percentage 
contribution of the soil groups with low hydraulic 

conductivities. This is particularly true for low 
intensity rainfall events where the resolution of high 
conductivity groups may be reduced. 

Trials showed that a 35% increase in the occurrence-of 
the clay groups was required before the required volume of 
runoff was generated, see Figure 6.7. As the 35% increase 
is somewhat larger than the purity levels noted by Beckett 

and Webster (1971) who gave a maximum error of around 20- 
25%, this suggested that the minimum mis-classifaction 
error was approximately 10-15%. Estimation of the 

classificatory map and the distribution of the clay groups 
suggests such an error is feasible. 

In the simulations reported in the rest of this 

thesis therefore the soils classificatory groups have been 

adjusted in line with the error sources identified above. 
It is accepted that this is a partial calibration of the 

model, which could not occur in a truly ungauged 

application. However given the concentration of this 

thesis on the channel routing components of HYMO and on 
the development of a composite modelling structure and 

given the problems of collecting another data set to 

validate the assumptions relating to the sources of the 

classificatory errors, it seems appropriate to accept this 

limitation of the dataset and pursue the rest of the 

evaluation analysis. 
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Chapter 7 

Validation Of HYM03 

Hydrological Sensitivity Analysis Of HYM03 

The sensitivity analysis of HYM03 aims to complete 

the computerized verification section of Sargent's (1982) 

model evaluation programme. Howes and Anderson (1988) 

identified three areas that a well structured sensitivity 

analysis should investigate. These three areas are: 

1) The analysis should demonstrate that the model behaves 

realistically when the model inputs and parameter 

values are varied. 

2) The analysis should show that the model is sufficiently 

sensitive to represent the actual variation in system 

3) The analysis should identify the model parameters or 

inputs to which the model is most sensitive 

The design of the sensitivity analysis will 

incorporate these three areas into the specific objectives 

of the analysis of HYM03. 

7.1 Design Of The Sensitivity Analysis 

The main objectives of the sensitivity analysis are 

to investigate: 

the sensitivitY Of the hydrograph to variation in 

Hymo3ls parameters; 
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2) the sensitivitY Of the hydrograph to the submodels 
used in its derivation; 

3) the interaction of the effects of the momentum 
exchange and multiple-routing submodels; 

the relative impact of the inclusion of infiltration 
algorithm if sub-catchments are utilized; and 

the effects of scale. 

First it is necessary to identify the parameters and 
submodels that make up HYM03's composite structure. Table 
7.1 lists all the variables in three groups; spatial 
variables, temporal variables and physically-based 
parameters. The spatial and temporal variables describe 
the resolution of information in each submodel or process 
area, whilst the physically-based parameters describe the 
initial conditions and geometry of the catchment. 

Figure 7.1 shows the composite structure of HYM03 and 
the process modules available. The figure shows that 
there are five stages in the development of the outflow 
hydrograph. These five stages are: the spatial 
variability of the precipitation, the runoff generation 
technique, generation of the rating curve, designation of 
the routing pathways, and finally the routing of the 
hydrograph. The figure also shows that at the first four 

stages of the development of the outflow hydrograph the 

user is now given a choice in the resolution of module 

required. The original modules prior to the developmental 

work in this thesis are shown on the left-hand side of the 

diagram, whilst the new, higher resolution modules are on 

the right-hand side of the diagram. The user may now 

choose modules at either resolution levels at each of the 

hydrograph development stages. One of the aims of this 
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Figure 7.1 
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thesis is to develop a series of guidelines to help the 
user select the most appropriate module resolution level 
for a particular application. 

To avoid repetition of the analysis of sensitivity of 
any of the parameters identified in Table 7.1, a review 
was made of all previous evaluation programmes undertaken 
on all versions of HYMO and HYM02. A summary of this 
review is reported in Table 7.2, which shows that previous 
evaluation programmes have concentrated on the parameters 
and controls of runoff excess generation. Most 
importantly, the evaluation of the incorporation of the 
infiltration algorithm has taken place in only a single 
catchments. This is significant in the evaluation of the 
success of the composite structure of HYM03 and in 

particular the problem of module resolution. An important 

part of this analysis will be to investigate the 

performance of the high resolution infiltration algorithm 
in multiple subcatchments. 

Comparison of Figure 7.1 showing the variable 
structure of HYM03 comprising of 12 process modules, and 
Table 7.1 detailing 34 parameter and control variables for 

these modules, shows that there are a total of 46 

parameters in the HYM03 model. Taking into consideration 
the parameters that have already been investigated and 
that are summarised in Table 7.2, there are still 32 

parameters to investigate. 

If these 32 parameters were to be varied in a 

statistically meaningful way, that is considering twenty 

storm events, twenty cross-sectional geometries, twenty 

routing reach lengths, twenty boundary roughness ratios, 

and utilising all the possible module combinations, then 

over several thousand simulations would be required. This 

would take 5 years of central processing time on the SUN 
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Table 7.1 

Variables Utilised In HYM03 

Spatial Varia 

Number of subcatchments 
Number of raingauges 
Number of soil columns 
Number of soil cells 
Thickness of soil cells 
Number of valley sections in reach 
Number of segments in cross-section 
Rating curve increment 

Temporal Variability 

Rainfall time increment 

Infiltration simulation iteration period 
Routing time interval 

Physically-based parameters 
Initial soil moisture content 
Saturated soil moisture content 
Suction moisture curve 
Saturated hydraulic conductivity 
Surface detention capacity 
Maximum evaporation 
Watershed area 
Watershed elevation 
Main channel length 

Cross-sectional geometry 
Slope, channel and floodplain 

Routing length 

Manning's 'n', channel and floodplain 

Reservoir outflow storage 

Soil, crop, conservation and gradient factors 

Precipitation, storm duration and intensity 
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Table 7.2 

Existing Sensitivity Analyses Of HYM02 

Author 

Williams (1975) 

Anderson (1982) 

Anderson & Howes (1984) 

Anderson & Howes (1986) 

Parameter or Variable 

Routing length 

Routing time interval 

Detention capacity 
Suction moisture curve 
Saturated moisture content 
Saturated hydraulic 

conductivity 
Initial moisture content 

Watershed area 
Watershed elevation 
Main channel length 

Storm intensity 

Cell size 
Infiltration simulation 

increment 

Initial results 

Chapter Number of segments in cross- 

section 
Rating curve stage increment 

Cross-sectional geometry 
Manning's n coefficient 
Slope 
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workstation. Is is important, therefore to select 
carefully a series of simulations that will enable the 
sensitivity of HYM03 to be ascertained within a fair 
degree of certainty. 

Interest has been directed in this project to the 
modelling of the frictional effects of over-bank flow or 
flow in two-stage channels. The sensitivity analysis will 
reflect this concentration and therefore focus primarily 
in this area. The analysis will investigate the structure 
of HYM03 in terms of its module components and explore 
variability in the physically-based parameters in the 
downstream conveyance submodels, These parameters will 
include the slope of the channel and floodplain, the 

routing length, and Manning's In' values for the channel 
and floodplain. 

Having identified a manageable group of variables for 

investigation, the next stage is to develop a strategy for 

the investigating the sensitivity of the variables. 

7.1.1 Alternative methods of undertaking a sensitivity 

analysis 

McCuen (1973a and b) defines sensitivity as: 

the rate of change in one factor with respect to 

change in another factor" 

McCuen points out that it is the failure of 

researchers to appreciate the generality of this 

definition that has limited the application of the 

sensitivity analysis tool to the final verification of 

models. Several authors have identified the utility of 

the sensitivity analysis in all stages of the development 

of a model (McCuen, 1973a and b, 1976; Miller et al. 1976; 
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Hornberger and Spear, 1981). This is why an initial 

analysis was incorporated in the identification of the 
most important processes in two-stage channels (Chapter 
3), and in the development on the submodels to model these 
processes (Chapters 4 and 5). 

Jones (1982) identified two approaches to undertaking 
a sensitivity analysis: one involves a deterministic 

methodology, the other a stochastic methodology. A 
deterministic methodology involves making small changes in 
the input parameters and investigating changes these 

changes effect on the models output. A stochastic 
approach involves selecting the input parameter values 
from a probability distribution according to, either the 

accuracy of the input values or the error bands to which 
the model internally operates. Because the probability 
distributions can contain all the physically realistic 
data input values, a stochastic analysis can usually, as a 
result, encompass a wider range of input data values than 

a deterministic analysis. In a deterministic analysis the 

operator must usually either select input values 

systematically, or use intuitive knowledge of the 
behaviour of input parameters. 

Work by Anderson and Howes (1984 and 1986) has 

concentrated on a stochastic analysis of the soil input 

parameters of the infiltration algorithm. The 

difficulties of measuring these parameters in the field 

mean that a relatively large error distribution can be 

associated with the observed field values. A stochastic 

analysis was an ideal method of incorporating these error 

distributions in an analysis of the effects of parameter 

variability on the model output. 

In the sensitivity analysis reported here, the 

objective is to investigate the behaviour of the model 
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output with respect to both the model structure and 
variability in certain parameters. As the model structure 
cannot be described by a probability distribution, this 
necessitates a deterministic analysis. 

There are two methods of computing the sensitivity of 
a model to a parameter, known as the sensitivity function, 
in a deterministic approach. These are: 

1). Differentiation: the model described as a function is 

parametrically differentiated with respect to each 
parameter. The mathematics of this approach have yet to 
be made portable enough to enable this approach to be 

widely used. 

2). Factor Perturbation: each parameter is incremented and 
the changes in the output quantified. This method was 
used by Smith (1976) and as noted earlier has extensive 
computing time requirements. 

Given the mathematical difficulties in utilising the 
differential solution for the derivation of the 

sensitivity function, the factor perturbation technique 

was selected. The prospect of initializing a large number 

of simulations necessary for the factor perturbation 

approach, however provided the impetus for an 
investigation into other feasible alternatives. One 

interesting alternative would be the utilisation of 

optimization techniques, previously generally only 

utilised for the calibration of hydrologic models. 

Although optimization techniques are well- 

established, it seems that they have not been used as an 

alternative to the sometimes tedious development of factor 

perturbation matrices. It was hoped that, if successful, 

the intermediate values of the optimization scheme would 
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provide a good indication of the sensitivity of the 

outflow hydrograph, as the scheme searched to find the 
'best-fit' between an observed and a computed hydrograph. 
This would remove the necessity to initialize a great 
number of data sets and manually search through the 

results sets. A post-processor could search through the 
iterations of the optimization scheme and find the 

parameter values that caused the greatest or smallest 
impact on the computed outflow hydrograph. Although there 

would not be any direct control over the parameter values 

selected by the optimization scheme, in a factor 

perturbation analysis the selection of values is usually 

subjective and therefore could-just as easily overlook 

significant points. However, it must be noted that this 

investigation into the utility of optimization is rather 

exploratory. The feasibility of using optimization 

schemes as an alternative to traditional factor 

perturbation techniques will depend upon: 

interpretive techniques required to interrogate the 

results of the simulations 

2) the initialization time period set-up of the scheme 

3) computer demands 

i) CPU 

ii) disk storage 

As the potential benefits of the optimization 

approach seemed to large, it was decided to divide the 

sensitivity analysis into two parts, the factor 

perturbation approach and the optimization approach. 

Figure 7.1 illustrates the composite structure of 

HYM03 and shows that are a 13 modules which generates a 
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possible 40 module combinations. As this is a finite 

number and of manageable proportions it seemed appropriate 
to utilise the established factor perturbation technique 
to investigate the importance of variability in the 
structure of HYM03. The investigation of this source of 
variability is significant if the implications of module 
resolution are to be discussed, and it was important to 
guarantee results from the analysis. 

By contrast, the variability of the physically-based 
parameters identified earlier in this section provided for 

a possible infinite number of combinations and 
permutations. The scope for the potential results from an 
optimization approach are much larger therefore. 

The sensitivity analysis will firstly investigate the 
importance of variability in the structure of HYM03 using 
traditional factor perturbation techniques and secondly 
investigate the potential utility of optimization 
techniques using the variability in parameters. 

The River Fulda catchment has been introduced in 

Chapter 6 and six storms have been established. However 

only two of these events are out-of-bank events. This 

once again highlights the problems of obtaining consistent 
data sets for extreme events and stresses the importance 

of alternative methods of synthetically extending these 

records using other models (see Chapter 8). 

In this analysis therefore two storms are utilised. 

Storm 1 is the 1 in 10 year event used in the initial 

analyses in Chapter 4 and 5 (the outflow at Rotenburg of 

this event is shown in Figure 5.3). The second storm has 

a return period of 1 in 1.5 years and is known as Storm 3 

to distinguish it from the synthetic 1 in 100 year event 

used in Chapters 4 and 5. For both storms, observed 
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hydrographs are available for all of the intermediate 
stations identified in Figure 6.1. except one. The 
exception is the observed hydrograph for the 1 in 1.5 year 
event at Rotenburg. For this reason the simulations of 
both events are halted at Bad Hersfeld, upstream of 
Rotenburg. This still gives a catchment of 2100 km2, with 
eight subcatchments. 

7.2 Traditional Factor Perturbation 

The objective of this analysis is to investigate the 
sensitivity of the outflow hydrograph to variability in 
the structure of HYM03. The variable or composite 
structure of HYM03 is summarised in Figure 7.1. 

The first stage of the development of the outflow 
hydrograph is the specification of the precipitation input 
into the catchment. HYM03-offers two modules with varying 
spatial resolution for the specification of the 

precipitation pattern. The lower resolution module, 
available in previous versions of HYMO, lumps the 

precipitation into subcatchments, so the distribution for 

each subcatchment is specified by a single hyetograph. If 

there is only one raingauge in the catchment then the user 
may choose to use the same hyetograph for all the 

subcatchments. 

The alternative higher resolution module, introduced 

in the development of HYM03, incorporates the spatial and 
temporal effects of frontal rainstorms tracking across the 

catchment. In the next section the importance of 

variability in the precipitation distribution in the HYM03 

scheme is assessed. 
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7.2.1 Spatially variableprecipitation 

The importance of the effects of variability in the 
spatial and temporal distribution of precipitation has 
been accepted by many authors, for example; Huff (1967), 
Dawdy and Bergmann (1967) and Beven and Hornberger (1981). 
Authors have investigated the effects of the resolution of 
raingauge networks, (Wilson et al., 1978), the effects of 
the resolution of the catchment, (Huff, 1968). and the 
effects of catchment shape, (Tabios et al., 1986). All 
authors have agreed, however, that it is difficult to 
quantify the significance of spatial and temporal 
variability on the prediction of flood hydrographs, given 
the complexity of storm events and the variability of 
catchment geometrical characteristics. 

Modelling approaches to incorporate this variability 
range from manual distributions using Theisson polygons 
(Nguyen and Berndtsson, 1986), stochastic distributions 
(Tabios et al., 1986), to geomorphic distributions 
(Corradini and Singh, 1985). Engdahl and Collins (1985) 

conclude, however, that such models preclude realistic 
predictions of hydrographs from ungauged catchments where 
calibration data is not available or for catchment where 
extrapolation of gauge data would be unacceptable. In 

such circumstances, Engdahl and Collins recommend the use 

of weather radar systems, such systems are explored by 

Cluckie et al., (1982). 

Given the importance of spatial variability in the 

precipitation distribution on the predictive performance 

of hydrological models, it was essential to assess the 

effects of such variability on the performance of HYM03. 

The relative importance of such variability in comparison 

with other sources of variability in differing process 

modules, must also be assessed. Following Engdahl and 
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Collins (1985) recommendations, therefore, a grid network 
was established to distribute rainfall throughout the 
subcatchments during the generation of the runoff 
hydrograph in the HYM03 model. The resolution of the grid 
utilised was 5km2, this being the resolution of weather 
radar data available for the UK, (see Collinge and Kirkby, 
1987). 

As the purpose of the investigation was to rank the 
importance of the effects of variability in rainfall 
distribution in comparison with other processes, the 
experimental frames utilised were restricted to a single 
subcatchment. It is accepted therefore, that such an 
investigation does not allow an exploration of the 
absolute importance of such variability nor does the 
investigation allow conclusions to be drawn on the 
techniques available for incorporation. However, the 
literature suggests that there are many models readily 
available for the distribution of rainfall that could be 
included in HYM03's composite structure, if this initial 

analysis showed the distribution to be significant in the 
HYM03 scheme. 

The subcatchment utilised in this investigation in 

catchment 406, which has an area of 145 km2. The 

subcatchment is on Figure 7.2 with the 5km2 grid network 

superimposed. This subcatchment was further divided into 

seven smaller catchments, ranging in area from 14 km2 to 
31 km2., shown in Figure 7.2. An experimental design of 16 

frames was established and executed. The analysis 
included two storms; a 11 " rainfall in a 24 hour interval, 

typical of a frontal storm system, and a 1" in 6 hour 

interval, typical of a convective cell system. Two storm 

velocities were utilised to compute the temporal 

distributions, these were; 5kmhr-1 and lOkmh-', typical 

respectively, of frontal and convective cell systems. 
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Figure 7.2 
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Four directions of storm movement were also considered, 
north, south, east and west. Rainfall distributions were 
computed assuming that rainfall was homogeneously 
distributed throughout a 5km2 grid square. Rainfall 
falling in grid squares in several catchments was 
distributed between the catchments depending on the 
percentage area on each catchment in the square. 

Table 7.3 contains the simulated peak discharge 

results for the -k" in 24 hours storm event for the seven 
smaller subcatchment and for subcatchment 406. Tables 7.4 

contains similar results from the 1" in 6 hour event. 
Table 7.3 shows that the runoff-hydrograph generated for 

subcatchment 406 and the seven smaller catchments, varies 
very little for the eight experimental frames simulating 
the -k" in 24 hour storm event. By contrast, Table 7.4 

shows certain differences in the prediction of the peak 
discharge of the I" in 6 hour event are apparent. The 
largest difference is to be found in the 10kmhr-1 

northerly moving storm compared with the 5kmhr-1 southerly 
moving storm. In this case the peak discharges are 
respectively 123 m3s-1 and 114.2 m3s-1. These results 
suggest that a catchment area of 145 km2 may be regarded 
as the minimum for which 5 km2 grid square precipitation 
data is required for low intensity storms. For higher 

intensity storms at 145 km2 then differences of perhaps 

not greater than 5% in the predicted peak discharge 

parameter are attributable to variability in the 

precipitation distribution. 

This analysis has shown therefore, that the runoff 
hydrograph is sensitive to variability in the 

precipitation distribution when subcatchment areas are 

greater than 145 km2 for all storm events and for smaller 

areas for intense storm events. However the simulations 
from the validation of the multiple routing routine, 

I 
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Table 7.3 
Peak discharge prediction of 

ý" in 24 hour storm event 

Catchment Peak discharge (m3s-1) 

5kmhr-1 lOkmh-l 

nsewnsew 

301 1.11 1.13 1.13 1.12 1.14 1.25 1.13 1.13 

302 1.96 1.92 1.92 1.94- 1.95 1.94 1.93 1.95 

303 2.29 2.33 2.31 2.28 2.31 2.32 2.30 2.31 

304 1.33 1.34 1.33 1.33 1.35 1.35 1.34 1.33 

305 1.37 1.36 1.38 1.38 1.37 1.37 1.38 1.38 

306 1.20 1.22 1.21 1.22 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.31 

307 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.89 1.89 1.90 1.91 1.90 

406 10.99 10.90 10.93 10.79 11.04 10.97 10.99 11.14 
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Table 7.4 
Peak discharge prediction of 

1" in 6 hour storm event 

Catchment Peak discharge (m3s-l) 

5kmhr-1 lOkmhr-1 

nsewnsew 

301 14.85 14.51 14.22 14.66 14.81 24.61 14.71 14.71 

302 22.72 22.66 22.30 22.36'- 22.72 22.76 22.81 20.94 

303 29.56 29.63 29.41 29.62 29.64 29.72 29.77 29.73 

304 15.86 15.79 16.08 16.00 15.99 16.11 16.08 16.15 

305 14.97 14.97 15.30 15.36 15.18 15.24 15.36 15.18 

306 11.42 11.42 11.35 11.37 11.58 11.55 11.58 11.52 

307 19.49 19.50 19.57 19.58 20.02 20.05 20.07 20.26 

406 120.8 114.2 114.4 117.3 123.0 118.8 120.9 120.0 
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reported in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, suggest variability in the 
predicted hydrograph of around 30%. Given the 

concentration of this thesis on the two-stage channel 
aspects of ungauged flood forecasting and the availability 
of models for the distribution of rainfall data, the 

utility of the 5km2 grid distribution is not explored 
further in this thesis. In the remaining simulations of 
this thesis the lower resolution rainfall module is 

utilised. 

7.2.2 Baseflow conditions 

The precipitation data are used by the Curve Number 

routine in HYMO and the infiltration algorithm in HYM02, 

to generate the Hortonian runoff excess. To this baseflow 

must be added. For the purpose of this investigation the 
baseflow levels have been taken from the observed 
hydrographs. As the thrust of this analysis is the 
importance of module resolution in the HYM03 scheme the 

use of observed baseflow conditions is felt to be 

acceptable. 

It is acknowledged that this would not necessarily be 

possible in an ungauged catchment and there is a need for 

the development of a module generating baseflow conditions 
for inclusion in the HYM03 scheme. Such a module could 

utilise either catchment characteristics or channel 

geometry characteristics that are already available in the 

HYM03 scheme. 

The notation used in this analysis refers to module 

combinations that have been available in previous versions 

of the HYMO program. The term HYMO therefore refers to a 

module combination that utilises the curve number 

generation of the runoff excess whilst HYM02 uses the 

infiltration algorithm generation. Both HYMO and HYM02, 
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however, do not utilise the modules developed in this 

thesis, although they do incorporate the second method of 
incorporating momentum exchange, namely the use of 

vertical interfaces with an apparent shear stress ratio 

=1. The term HYM03 is used to represent a module 

combination that utilises the highest resolution in all 

stages of the development of the outflow hydrograpn. 

HYM03 therefore uses the infiltration algorithm and 

momentum exchange and often the multiple routine routine. 
The exact combination of modules used in the HYM03 

simulations is specified in each case using the IT and MR 

notation. IT varies from 1 to 4 to indicate the method of 
incorporating the momentum transfer, whilst MR indicates 

that the multiple routing routine is either invoked (MR=l) 

or not invoked (MR=O). This notation was utilised in 

Chapter 5. 

To summarise: 

HYMO - Curve Number routine, IT=2, MR=O 

HYM02 - Infiltration Algorithm, IT=2, MR=O 

HYM03 - Infiltration Algorithm, IT=1/2/3/4, MR=0/1 

IT=l Horizontal interface, apparent shear stress ratio=O 

IT=2 Horizontal interface, apparent shear stress ratio=1 

IT=3 Diagonal interface, apparent shear stress ratio=O 

IT=4 Diagonal interface, apparent shear stress ratio=1 

MR=O Single routing reaches 
MR=1 Multiple routing reaches 

7.2.3 Storm 1: 1 in 10 year event 

Figure 7.3 illustrates the precipitation pattern at 

Fulda and the observed hydrograph at Bad Hersfeld for the 

1 in 10 year event. The temporal distribution of 
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Figure 7.3 

Observed Hyetograph For The River Fulda Catchment 
And Observed Hydrograph At Bad Hersfeld For The 

1 In 10 Year Event 
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precipitation for all the subcatchment is based on this 
hyetograph. The magnitude of the rainfall in each 

subcatchment is determined from the daily precipitation 

records of the stations shown in Figure 6.2. The 

rainfall is assumed to be lumped and the spatial 
distribution of the rainfall over the catchment over the 
duration of the storm is not considered. The 

specification of the rainfall therefore assumes the lower 

resolution offered in the composite structure of HYM03 

shown in Figure 7.1. 

The minimum cumulative rainfall total for this storm 

event occurs in subcatchment 408 where 45mm fell, the 

maximum total occurs in subcatchment 403 where 75mm fell. 

The daily precipitation values do indicate, therefore, a 

strong spatial element in the distribution pattern of this 

storm. 

The observed hydrograph shown in Figure 7.3 

illustrates that the discharge peak occurred approximately 
24 hours after the rainfall peak. The time to peak of the 

observed hydrograph is 30 hours from the start of the 

storm event and the peak discharge is 426 m3s-1. 

The simulated outflow hydrographs at Bad Hersfeld 

using Curve Number and Infiltration algorithms for all the 

momentum exchange and multiple routing combinations are 

shown in Tables 7.5 and 7.6 respectively. These tables 

summarize the characteristics of the predicted 

hydrographs, noting the peak discharge, time to peak and 

equivalent runoff depths. 

Figure 7.4 illustrates the impact of the computation 

method on the predicted hydrograph at Bad Hersfeld. HYMO 

utilizes the Curve Number routine, whilst HYM02 uses the 

Infiltration algorithm. Both HYMO and HYM02 use momentum 
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Table 7.5 
Storm 1: 1 in 10 year event 

Predicted Outflow at Bad Hersfeld Utilising The 
Curve Number Routine 

Computation ýPeak discharge Time to peak Runoff depth 

method m3s-1 hours M 

IT=l MR=O 265 17.5 0.03 

IT=2 MR--O 272 17.5 0.03 

IT=3 MR=O 265 17.5 0.03 

IT=4 MR=O 249 17.5 0.03 

IT=l MR=l 312 16.5 0.03 

IT=2 MR=l 328 16.5 0.03 

IT=3 MR=l 323 16.5 0.03 

IT=4 MR=l 281 17.0 0.03 

IT = momentum exchange routine 
IT=l vertical interface, zero shear 
IT=2 vertical interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

IT=3 diagonal interface, zero shear 

IT=4 diagonal interface., apparent shear stress ratio 

MR = multiple routing routine 

MR=O routine not invoked 

MR=l routine invoked 
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Table 7.6 
Storm 1: 1 in 10 year event 

Predicted outflow at Bad Hersfeld Utilizing The 
Infiltration Algorithm 

Computation Peak discharge Time to peak Runoff depth 

method m3s-1 hours M 

IT=l MR=O 312 18.5 0.03 

IT=2 MR=O 321 18.0 0.03 

IT=3 MR=O 310 18.0 0.03 

IT=4 MR=O 290 18.0 0.03 

IT=l MR=l 364 16.5 0.04 

IT=2 MR=l 383 16.5 0.04 

IT=3 MR=l 372 16.5 0.04 

IT=4 MR=l 332 17.5 0.04 

IT = momentum exchange routine 
IT=1 vertical interface, zero shear 
IT=2 vertical interface, apparent shear stress ratio 
IT=3 diagonal interface, zero shear 
IT=4 diagonal interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

MR = multiple routing routine 
MR=O routine not invoked 

MR=1 routine invoked 
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exchange method 2, that is a vertical interface with an 
apparent shear stress ratio =1, and do not incorporate 

multiple routing. HYM03 uses the infiltration algorithm 
and in this case momentum exchange method 3( diagonal 
interface, zero shear), and the multiple routing routine 
is invoked. 

The initial trial simulations and consequent changes 
in the specification of the soils classificatory data 
during the establishment of the Fulda data set, reported 
in Chapter 6.,, ensure that the runoff depths reported are 
comparable with the observed data for all the 
subcatchments. The Curve Number routine, for example, 
predicted a runoff depth of 0.02m for subcatchment 407, 

whilst the Infiltration algorithm generated 0.03m of 
runoff. The observed runoff at Hermannspiegal at the 
downstream extremity of the catchment showed the measured 
runoff to be 0.028m. 

The predicted peak discharge is used as a measure of 
the accuracy of the prediction in this analysis because of 
the simple shape of the hydrograph and because of the 
importance of the peak discharge in determining the depth 

and extent of the floodplain inundation. The initial 

analysis of the behaviour of two-stage channels reported 
in Chapters 3,4 and 5 shows that the depth of inundation 
is significant in determining whether the floodplain acts 

as a store of water when stages are low, a separate 
channel or if the two-stages act as a single flow unit 

when inundation depths are large. 

Comparison of the Curve Number and Infiltration 

algorithm predictions of peak discharge at Bad Hersfeld 

and Hermannspiegal (Figure 7.4 and 7.5) shows that at both 

stations the infiltration algorithm produces higher peak 
discharges. This behaviour has been noted previously by 
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Figure 7.4 
Comparison Of Observed And Simulated Hydrographs From 

HYMO, HYM02 and HYM03 Models At Bad Hersfeld For 
The 1 in 10 Year Event 
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Figure 7.5 
Comparison Of Observed And Simulated Hydrographs From 

HYMO, HYM02 and HYM03 Models At Hermannspiegal-For 
The 1 in 10 Year Event 
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Anderson (1982) and Anderson and Howes (1984), in single 
sub catchments, where this behaviour occurred during high 

and low intensity storms. In this analysis it is worth 
noting that this behaviour is still visible after the 
hydrographs have been routed and hence attenuated through 

up to four subcatchments. This re-emphasises earlier work 
by Anderson and Howes (1984,1986) that illustrated the 
importance of the shape of the runoff hydrograph in 
determining the outflow hydrograph. 

Analysis of Table 7.5 to 7.6 shows that the peak 
discharge is the parameter most sensitive to the 
downstream computation method. - The impact of the momentum 
exchange and multiple routing routines seems to be related 
to the depth of flow on the floodplain. The outflow 
hydrograph at Hermannspiegal, shown in Figure 7.5, is 

routed from Marbach, located upstream on the River Haune. 

The distribution of the inflow hydrograph at Marbach as 

part of the multiple routing routine means that only three 

coordinates at the peak of the hydrograph are assigned to 

the floodplains. The impact of the momentum exchange and 

multiple routing routines on the predicted outflow 
hydrograph at Hermannspiegal is therefore minimal. 

At Bad Hersfeld however, the impact of the new 

modules is more pronounced. Tables 7.5 and 7.6 show that 

the momentum exchange methods that assume zero shear 

stress, (methods 1 and 3) produce very similar results, 

whilst the apparent shear stress ratio=l (methods 2 and 4) 

produce smaller peak discharge predictions. These results 

show that the modules are behaving realistically, as the 

methods that introduce the greatest degree of turbulence, 

(2 and 4), produce the greatest changes in the predicted 

outflow hydrograph. 
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Comparison of the results from Bad Hersfeld and 
Hermannspiegal show that relative difference between the 
momentum exchange methods remains relatively constant 
whatever the magnitude of the absolute discharge. From 
these results and the early results reported in Chapter 4 
it is possible to conclude that the discrepancy generated 
between the various momentum exchange techniques is a 
function of the depth ratio between the floodplain depth 

and the main channel depth and not the absolute floodplain 
inundation depth. 

Tables 7.4,7.5,7.6,7.7 and 7.8 show that all the 

modules incorrectly predict the time to peak of the 
hydrograph, all simulating the peak too early. As the 

error is similar in both the Curve Number and Infiltration 

algorithm approaches this suggests that the source of the 

error is the precipitation data. 

The hyetograph shown in Figures 7.3 was developed 
from data of the rainfall totals at three time intervals 
during the day. These data were then distributed 

throughout the eight hour intervals assuming a minimum 
intensity of lmm/hour. The accuracy of the rainfall data 

can therefore only be guaranteed at the eight hour 

intervals. The estimates of the time to peak, therefore 

should only be judged to the nearest eight hours. 

Despite the accuracy bounds posed by the 

precipitation data, the predicted time to peak are 

undoubtedly too small for all the module combinations. 
One feasible interpretation of these results is that the 

resolution of the subcatchments is too large. The runoff 

excess is convolved with the unit hydrograph to generate 

the outflow from a catchment; however this is only added 

to channel outflow from the upstream catchment at the 

downstream extremity of the subcatchment in question. 
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Table 7.7 
Storm 1: 1 in 10 year event 

Predicted Outflow at Hermannspiegal Utilizing The 
Curve Number Routine 

Computation 

method 

Peak discharge 

m3s-1 

Time to peak 
hours 

Runoff depth 

m 

IT=l MR=O 70 - 15.5 0.02 

IT=2 MR--O 70 15.0 0.02 

IT=3 MR=O 70 15.0 0.02 

IT=4 MR=O 69 15.0 0.02 

IT=l MR=l 70 15.0 0.02 

IT=2 M=1 71 15.0 0.02 

IT=3 NR=l 69 15.0 0.02 

IT=4 MR=l 68 15.0 0.02 

IT = momentum exchange routine 
IT=l vertical interface, zero shear 
IT=2 vertical interface, apparent shear stress ratio 
IT=3 diagonal interface, zero shear 
IT=4 diagonal interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

MR = multiple routing routine 
MR=O routine not invoked 

MR=l routine invoked 
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Table 7.8 

Storm 1: 1 in 10 year event 

Predicted Outflow at Hermannspiegal Utilizing The 
Infiltration Algorithm 

Computation Peak discharge Time to peak Runoff depth 

method m3s-l hours m 

IT=l MR=O 89 16.0 0.03 

IT=2 MR=O 90 16.0 0.03 

IT=3 MR---O 90 16.0 0.03 

IT=4 MR=O 89 16.0 0.03 

IT=l MR=l 90 16.0 0.03 

IT=2 MR=l 90 16.0 0.03 

IT=3 MR=l 89 16.0 0.03 

IT=4 MR=l 87 16.0 0.03 

IT = momentum exchange routine 
IT=1 vertical interface, zero shear 
IT=2 vertical interface, apparent shear stress ratio 
IT=3 diagonal interface, zero shear 
IT=4 diagonal interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

MR = multiple routing routine 
MR=O routine not invoked 

MR=l routine invoked 
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This means that the time taken for the runoff to reach the 
channel is not directly considered. 

In the case of the River Fulda catchment and this 

particular storm event, the analysis in Chapter 6 showed 
that only the clay soil groups generated runoff and these 
groups were situated close to the channels. The runoff 
hydrograph would very rapidly have an effect on the 

channel flows. However the subcatchments used in the 
River Fulda are relatively large, Table 6.1 shows that the 
largest is 506 km2 and the smallest is 56 km2. The time 
taken for rainfall falling on the upstream extremity of a 
subcatchment to be converted into runoff and then routed 
to the downstream extremity of the catchment could in 

reality be measurable. The solution to this problem would 
be to reduce the size of the subcatchments considerably. 
However this is not possible in the Fulda catchment as the 
dataset is not detailed enough in this regard. 

The importance of the size of the subcatchment in the 

accuracy of the predicted runoff hydrograph has not been 

fully investigated by the previous HYMO evaluation 

programmes. All the test catchments used in the 

evaluation of the infiltration algorithm were relatively 

small. The largest subcatchment utilised was the North 

Creek catchment, Texas which has an area of 61.6 km2; and 

many of the subcatchment were less than 1km2 in size 
(Howes, 1986). 

This analysis suggests that the subcatchment size 

utilised in the River Fulda simulation was too large to 

accurately simulate the time to peak of the runoff 

hydrograph. The relationship between the accuracy of this 

characteristic and subcatchment size is not clear and is 

worthy of further investigation. 
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The impact of the momentum exchange and multiple 
routing routines is investigated in section 7.2.5 where 
the results of the two storms are compared. 

7.2.4 Storm 3: 1 in 1.5 year event 

Figure 7.6 shows the hyetograph for subcatchment 402 

and the observed outflow hydrograph at Bad Hersfeld for 

the 1 in 1.5 year event. The hyetographs for each of the 

subcatchments were derived for this storm from the hourly 

rainfall data available for a raingauge situated in Bad 

Hersfeld. The spatial variability of the rainfall was 

generated from the daily precipitation records available 
for the 45 rain gauges identified in Figure 6.2. The 

minimum subcatchment rainfall total occurred in 

subcatchment 403 where a total of 58mm of rainfall fell, 

whilst the maximum rainfall of 71mm fell in subcatchment 
406. 

In comparison with the 1 in 10 year event, the 

rainfall total of the 1 in 1.5 year event is very similar. 

The difference between the two events is that in the 1 in 

10 year event most of the precipitation fell in one 

discrete event whilst the 1 in 1.5 year event is 

characterised by a double peak in the rainfall and 

consequent discharge hydrographs. 

In both of peaks of the 1 in 1.5 year event the 

observed hydrograph shown in Figure 7.6 shows that the 

discharge peak occurs approximately 30 hours after the 

peak of the rainfall event. This is a similar response 

time to the I in 10 year event. 

A summary of the hydrograph characteristics of the 

simulations using the Curve Number and Infiltration 
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Figure 7.6 

Observed Hyetograph For The River Fulda Catchment 
And Observed Hydrograph At Bad Hersfeld For The 

1 In 1.5 Year Event 
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algorithm routines are recorded in Table 7.9 and 7.10 for 
the Bad Hersfeld station and Tables 7.11 and 7.12 for 
Hermannspiegal station. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show the 
HYMO, HYM02 and HYM03 simulated hydrographs for Bad 
Hersfeld and Hermannspiegal respectively. 

Comparing the Curve Number and Infiltration algorithm 
simulations at both the Bad Hersfeld and Hermannspiegal 

stations shows that the error in the prediction between 
the two techniques is much smaller for the first peak 
discharge of the hydrograph than for the second. The 

maximum error between the techniques for the first peak at 
Bad Hersfeld is approximately 4% whilst the maximum error 
in the second peak is 35%. Figure 7.7 illustrates this 

error and shows that it is the Curve number module (HYMO) 

that generates the error by over-predicting the size of 
the second peak of the hydrograph. This behaviour is 

confirmed in the Hermannspiegal simulations where the 
Curve Number second peak prediction is even more 

pronounced, having only been smoothed by one routing 

routine. 

These simulations expose the superior predictive 

capability of the infiltration algorithm over the Curve 

Number. The improved performance of the infiltration 

algorithm in this storm is due to the capability of the 

routine to model the infiltration of the rainfall between 

the two peaks when the rainfall intensity was too low for 

runoff to occur. The modelling of the infiltration 

generated conditions below saturation so that when the 

next rainfall peak began, the first part of the rainfall 

was utilised to bring the soil back to saturation before 

runoff occurred again. The Curve number routine does not 

model the process of infiltration and assumes a constant 
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Table 7.9 
Storm 3: 1 in 1.5 year event 

Predicted Outflov at Bad Hersfeld Utilizing The 
Curve Number Routine 

Computation Peak discharge Time to peak Runoff depth 

method m3s-I hours M 
1 2 1 2 

IT=l MR--O 238 355 19.5 55.5 0.04 

IT=2 MR=O 242 359 19.5 55.0 0.04 

IT=3 MR--O 235 361 19.5 55.0 0.04 

IT=4 MR=O 224 353 19.5 55.0 0.04 

IT=l MR=l 262 364 19.0 54.5 0.04 

IT=2 MR=l 273 383 19.0 54.0 0.04 

IT=3 MR=l 273 377 19.0 54.5 0.04 

IT=4 MR=l 224 352 19.5 55.5 0.04 

IT = momentum exchange routine 
IT=l vertical interface, zero shear 
IT=2 vertical interface, apparent shear stress ratio 
IT=3 diagonal interface, zero shear 
IT=4 diagonal interface., apparent shear stress ratio 

MR = multiple routing routine 
MR=O routine not invoked 

MR=l routine invoked 
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Table 7.10 

Storm 3: 1 in 1.5 year event 

Predicted Outflow at Bad Hersfeld Utilizing The 
Infiltration Algorithm 

Computation Peak discharge 

method m3s-1 
1 

Time to peak 
hours 

2 

Runoff depth 

m 

IT=l MR--O 236 238 16.0 55.0 0.04 

IT=2 MR=O 241 232 16.0 54.5 0.04 

IT=3 MR=O 238 235 16.0 54.5 0.04 

IT=4 MR=O 229 235 16.0 54.5 0.04 

IT=l MR=l 240 255 16.0 54.0 0.04 

IT=2 MR=l 249 269 16.0 54.0 0.04 

IT=3 MR=l 253 266 16.0 54.5 0.04 

IT=4 MR=l 226 234 16.0 54.0 0.04 

IT = momentum exchange routine 
IT=1 vertical interface, zero shear 
IT=2 vertical interface, apparent shear stress ratio 
IT=3 diagonal interface, zero shear 
IT=4 diagonal interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

MR = multiple routing routine 
MR=O routine not invoked 

MR=1 routine invoked 
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Table 7.11 
Storm 3: 1 in 1.5 year event 

Predicted Outflow at Hermannspiegal Utilizing The 
Curve Number Routine 

Computation 

method 

Peak discharge 

m3s-1 
12 

Time to peak 
hours 

2 

Rmoff depth 

m 

IT=l MR=O 81 138 18.0 52.0 0.05 

IT=2 MR--O 81 139 18.0 52.0 0.05 

IT=3 MR=O 81 138 18.0 52.0 0.05 

IT=4 MR=O 81 135 18.0 52.5 0.05 

IT=l MR=l 81 138 18.0 52.0 0.05 

IT=2 MR=l 81 140 18.0 52.0 0.05 

IT=3 MR=l 81 132 18.0 52.0 0.05 

IT=4 MR=l 81 134 18.0 52.0 0.05 

IT = momentun exchange routine 
IT=1 vertical interface, zero shear 
IT=2 vertical interface, apparent shear stress ratio 
IT=3 diagonal interface, zero shear 
IT=4 diagonal interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

MR = multiple routing routine 
MR=O routine not invoked 

MR=I routine invoked 
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Table 7.12 
Storm 3: 1 in 1.5 year event 

Predicted Outflow at Hermannspiegal UtilizinR The 
Infiltration Algorithm 

Computation Peak discharge Time to peak Runoff depth 

method m3s-I hours M 
1212 

IT=l MR=O 67 88 13.0 52.0 0.05 

IT=2 MR=O 67 88 13.0 52.0 0.05 

IT=3 MR=O 67 89 13.0 51.0 0.05 

IT=4 MR--O 66 88 13.0 52.0 0.05 

IT=l MR=l 66 88 13.0 52.0 0.05 

IT=2 MR=l 66 89 13.0 52.0 0.05 

IT=3 MR=l 67 87 13.0 52.0 0.05 

IT=4 MR=l 66 84 13.0 52.0 0.05 

IT = momentum exchange routine 
IT=1 vertical interface, zero shear 
IT=2 vertical interface, apparent shear stress ratio 
IT=3 diagonal interface, zero shear 
IT=4 diagonal interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

MR = multiple routing routine 
MR=O routine not invoked 

MR=l routine invoked 
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Figure 7.7 

Comparison Of Observed And Simulated Hydrographs From 
HYMO, HYM02 and HYM03 Models At Bad Hersfeld For 

The 1 in 1.5 Year Event 
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Figure 7.8 

Comparison Of Observed And Simulated Hydrographs From 
HYMO, HYM02 and HYM03 Models At Hermannsplegal For 

The 1 in 1.5 Year Event 
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amount of the rainfall is stored throughout the storm. 
Consequently the Curve Number routine generated too much 
runoff in the second peak. 

Figures 7.7 and 7.8 confirm the conclusions drawn 
from the I in 10 year event, that the subcatchment areas 
are too large for the accurate prediction of the time to 
peak discharge of the hydrograph. The figures show that 
the observed time to peak of the first peak is 

approximately 50 hours from the start time of the 

simulation. The simulated time to peak for the Curve 
Number and infiltration algorithm predict the time to peak 
being approximately 16 and 19 hours respectively. 
Compared to the error between the observed and predicted 
time to peak the discrepancy between the two techniques is 
insignificant. 

The effects of the momentum exchange and the multiple 

routing routines is explored in the next section where the 

results from the two stormsare compared. 

7.2.5 Comparison of the two storm events 

Comparison of the simulation results from the I in 10 

year and I in 1.5 year events provides a means of 
investigating the impact of the inundation stage on the 

relative importance of the momentum exchange and multiple 

routing routines. 

The Tables 7.5,7.6,7.7,7.8,7.9,7.10,7.11 and 
7.12 show that the impact of the multiple routing routine 

on the prediction of the peak discharge is greater than 

the impact of the momentum exchange techniques. This is 

particularly true at the Bad Hersfeld station where a much 

greater proportion of the flow is routed on the 
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floodplain. At Hermannspiegal only a small proportion of 
the flow is carried on the floodplain. 

The pattern of predictions made by the four momentum 
exchange routines confirms the analysis made in Chapter 4 
which showed the method employed in HYM02, that is IT=2, 
gives the highest estimate of the channel capacity. 
Method 4, with a diagonal interface and an apparent shear 
stress ratio =1, introduces the most turbulence into the 
cross-section and as a result predicts the lowest channel 
capacity of the four methods. 

In this analysis the impact of the differences in the 
cross-sectional conveyance capacity are converted to 
discrepancies in the peak discharge predictions. Method 
4, which produces the lowest channel capacity estimate 
therefore assigns the greatest proportion of the flow into 
the floodplain segments. At these relatively low 
inundation depths on the floodplain the effects of 
boundary friction are large and hence the attenuation of 
the floodwave is increased and the peak discharge estimate 
reduced. 

Figures 7.9 and 7.10 illustrate the impact of the 

momentum exchange and multiple routing routines on the 

predicted outflow at the Bad Hersfeld station for both of 
the storms. By comparing these figures with Figures 7.4 

and 7.7 the effects of the two routines applied separately 

and together can be assessed. The momentum exchange 

method utilised throughout this analysis is method 3, 

which uses a diagonal interface and zero shear. This 

method was selected because it was the technique 

recommended by Knight and Hamed (1984), and because it 

incorporates a different interface inclination and 

apparent shear stress ratio to the method incorporated in 

the HYM02 model. 
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Figure 7.9 

Comparison Of The Impact Of The Introduction Of 
Multiple Routing For The 1 In 10 And 1 In 1.5 Year Events 
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Figure 7.10 

Comparison Of The Impact Of The Introduction Of 

Momentum Exchange For The 1 In 10 And 1 In 1.5 Year Events 
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Figure 7.10 shows that the momentum exchange method 
3 has no noticeable impact on the predicted hydrographs of 
either storm event when applied without the multiple 
routing routine. Figure 7.9 shows however, that the 
multiple routing routine does have a significant effect on 
the hydrographs and that the routines impact varies 
between the two storm events. In Storm 1 the main peak of 
the hydrograph is reduced whilst the minor peaks on the 
recession limb are accentuated. In Storm 3, by contrast, 
the recession from the first peak is steepened and the 

second peak is significantly accentuated. 

In Storm 1 it is important-to appreciate that the 
floodplain flow only occurs from the station at Unter- 
Schwarz to Bad Hersfeld on the River Fulda, a channel 
length of 33 km. The inflow hydrographs at Unter-Schwarz 
for the simulation utilizing the multiple routing routine 

are identical to that without the routine, and the inflow 
from the River Haune is channel flow only and therefore 

can be ignored from the analysis. Comparison, therefore, 

concentrates on the travel times for the Unter-Schwarz to 

Bad Hersfeld reach for the two simulations. 

At the main peak of the hydrograph of around 
350m3s-1, in the application without the multiple routing, 

the time taken for the peak to travel the length of the 

reach is 13 hours. In the multiple routing simulation, 
45% of the this peak is apportioned to the floodplain 

where the travel time is 19 hours. The remaining 55% is 

assigned to the main channel where the travel time is only 

5 hours. This difference in travel times means that the 

peak of the hydrograph is flattened out in the multiple 

routing simulations as there are effectively two peaks 

coinciding from the floodplain and main channel. 
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In the minor peaks, the effect of the division of the 
floodplain and channel flows is rather different. Looking 
at two points on the inflow hydrograph, the travel time 
without multiple routing is 11.4 hours, whereas with 
multiple routing the floodplain travel time is 55 hours, 
and the main channel travel time is 6 hours. However, as 
only 4% of the flow is assigned to the floodplain, when 
the multiple routing routine is invoked the flow arrives 
earlier and the peaks are less attenuated. 

The results from the simulation of Storm I suggest 
that the effects of the multiple routing routine are 
determined by the percentage of flow that is assigned to 
the floodplain and channel segments. 

Storm 3 confirms this conclusion, because when 15% of 
the flow is assigned to the floodplain, the multiple 
routing routine prediction is more attenuated than the 

single routine prediction, due to the longer travel time 

of the floodplain flow segment. Where the floodplain 
flows account for 10% or less of the total discharge the 

multiple routing prediction is less attenuated than the 

single routing technique, due to the travel time of the 

channel flow segment. 

The predicted hydrograph at Bad Hersfeld for the 

application of both the momentum exchange and multiple 

routing routines (HYM03) are shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.7 

for Storms 1 and 3 respectively. Comparison with Figures 

7.9 and 7.10 shows that the hydrograph for Storm I is 

significantly different from those produced by the 

application of the two routines separately. The joint 

application of the routines in Storm3 hydrograph matches 

the predicted hydrograph from using the multiple routing 

routine alone. It would seem that the effects of applying 

both routines varies according to the storm. 
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In Storm 1, the HYM03 prediction seems particularly 
strange, as when compared to the HYM02 solution the HYM03 

model predicts the main peak as being earlier and the 

attenuation is less. This contrasts with the results 
shown in Figure 7.9 where the multiple routing routine 
increases the attenuation of the peak. Analysis of the 

rating curves and travel times generated by HYM03 and 
those from the simulation shown in Figure 7.9 showed that 
is was the travel times that control the attenuation of 
the hydrograph. When the routines are applied together, 

the travel times are reduced and more of the flow is 

assigned to the floodplain. The momentum exchange 

routines generates small change-s in the rating curve and 
in the travel time, however, these changes have no impact 

when the momentum exchange routine is applied without the 

multiple routing routine, see Figure 7.10. When applied 

with the multiple routing routine, these small changes 
become significant. For example, at the fifth hour of the 

simulation, for IT=2 and MR=I, 18% (39m3s-1) of the total 

discharge is assigned to the left floodplain. This water 
has a travel time of 70 hours. In contrast, when IT=3, 

MR=1 (HYM03) 26%('D8m3s-1) of the discharge is assigned to CD 
the left floodplain and the travel time is 60 hours. 

In Storm 3, however there are no noticeable 
differences the hydrograph produced by the single 

application of the multiple routing routine and the joint 

application of the multiple routing routine and momentum 

exchange routines Although there are differences in the 

travel times between these two technique , these 

differences do not become significant as a much greater 

proportion of the hydrograph is out-of-bank. 
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7.2.6 Conclusions 

The analysis of the factor perturbation investigation 
reported above has identified several important points for 
the application of HYM03. These points are: 

1) Catchment areas of 145 km2 may be regarded as the 
minimum for which 5 km2 grid square precipitation data has 
an impact on the outflow hydrograph for flow intensity 
storms. For higher intensity storms then the application 
of 5 km2 resolution data generates a maximum variability 
in the outflow hydrograph of no greater then 5%. 

2) The analysis has shown that there is a need to 
investigate the relationship between the subcatchment area 
utilised and the accuracy of the time to peak predictions. 
The area of subcatchments used in this analysis have 

proved to be too large. 

3) The analysis has shown that the infiltration 

algorithm predicts the complex two-peaked hydrograph of 
Storm 3 to a much greater degree of accuracy than the 
Curve Number routine. 

4) With a simpler hydrograph shape, such as Storm 1 the 

analysis has shown that the improvement in the accuracy of 
the hydrograph generated by the utilisation of the 
infiltration algorithm over the Curve Number routine is 

much smaller (5-10%). Given the extra time taken to 

establish the dataset and the CPU demands of the 
infiltration algorithm, the user may consider the 
infiltration algorithm is not necessary for such an 

application. 

5) The impact of the multiple routing routine on the 

predicted hydrograph is generally much greater than the 
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impact of the momentum exchange routines when they are 
applied separately. The impact of each of these routines 
is dependant on the proportions of the total flow 

contained in the floodplain and main channel segments. 

6) The impact of the momentum exchange and multiple 
routing routines when applied together is different to 
their impact when applied separately. 

7) When the multiple routing routine is applied 
separately the attenuation of the floodwave is increased 
if the floodplain flows account for 15% or more of the 
total flow. When floodplain flows account for 10% or less 

of the total flow the attenuation of the floodwave is 
reduced. This is due to the larger travel times of the 
floodplain and smaller travel times of the channel in 

comparison with the single channel method of computation. 

8) When applied separately, the momentum exchange 
routines makes no significant impact on the predicted 
hydrograph, despite the small changes the four routines 
make on the calculated conveyance capacity of the channel 
and the travel time table. 

9) When the momentum exchange routine and multiple 
routing routine are applied together the small changes 

generated by the momentum exchange become significant if 

15% or more of the flow is assigned to the floodplain. 

10) For cases where the floodplain flow accounts for 15% 

or more of the total discharge, then the joint application 

of the momentum exchange and multiple routing routine 
improves the accuracy of the predicted hydrograph. 
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7.3 The Optimization Ap roach 

There are two objectives for undertaking a 
sensitivity analysis utilising optimization techniques. 
These are: 

to investigate the sensitivity of the various module 
combinations of HYM03 to variability in the 
parameters, by analysing the intermediate iterative 

solutions as the optimization scheme converges to a 
minimum, and 

2) to explore the utility of optimization techniques as 
part of a structured sensitivity analysis 
specifically for areas where field data is limited. 

As noted earlier, the technique of optimizing the fit 

of parameters in hydrologic models using a sensitivity 
analysis for the purposes of calibration, is well 
established. Applications have included Armstrong et al. 
(1980) and Ibbit and O'Donnell (1971). McCuen (1973) 

identifies a range of techniques mostly based on the work 
of Cauchy (1847), who developed the method of converging 
the solution utilizing the rate of descent or gradient of 

an objective function of the models output in response to 

parameter input variability. 

A range of optimization techniques for minimising and 

maximising a function is available in the NAG (Numerical 

Algorithms Group) library. Libraries such as these are 

wide-19available on high and low level main frame and mini 

computers. Depending on the level of sophistication 

required and the availability of the derivatives of the 

function, an appropriate routine can be selected. A 

simple routine was selected for this exploratory 

investigation (e04jaf) which allows the user to selact the 
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upper and lower boundaries of each variable and does not 
require derivatives. The routine works by developing a 
surface of values for a function (F) that describes the 
difference between a computed value and an observed value. 
The routine then searches for a minimum in this surface by 
selecting parameter values within specified boundaries. 

A prerequisite, therefore, of this approach is that a 
function can be computed that adequately describes) in 
this case, the difference between an observed and computed 
hydrograph. The 'least squares' approach was identified 

as being a function already computed by HYM03, in 

subroutine 'ERROR', and provided a simple test of the fit 

of the observed hydrograph. Figure 7.11 describes how the 
HYM03 model, the function and the optimization routine, 
e04jaf, fit together schematically. In terms of the 

computer coding, HYM03 is treated as a function called by 

e04jaf, which is itself called by a short front program 
which sets up the boundary conditions. Once the routine 
is running, it is difficult to interrupt as all the 

commands are issued by the library routine, e04jaf. 

As this investigation was exploratory in nature and 
because of the concentration of the analysis on the 

downstream conveyance subroutine, the infiltration 

algorithm and Curve Number routines were not included in 

the optimization scheme. The demands of the processor due 

to the iterative nature of the optimization scheme, and 

the storage of the results files were foreseen as 

potential problem areas. 

Setting up the optimization scheme, shown in Figure 

7.11, proved a reasonably straight forward task, 

complicated only by the intermittent nature of the 'read' 

statement in HYM03. The 'read' statements were rewritten 

so that all the commands and data were read in the front 
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Figure 7.11 
OPTIMIZATION SCHEME 
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end routine. All 'write' statements were edited out, bar 

the warnings and failure statements, and the printing of 
the outflow hydrograph. The ability of HYM03 to tolerate 

any set-up structure in the 'datal' dataset was retained, 
to allow the use of the multiple routine routine which is 
invoked using additional commands in the dataset. 

HYM03 then has to be fronted so that it appeared as a 
function to the optimization routine. This necessitated 
the addition of several COMMON BLOCKS to ensure all the 
data was correctly passes form the initialization (front- 

end) routine. Lastly, all the parameters had to be 
defined as being double-precision to enable them to be 

correctly incremented by e04jaf. 

To test that the optimization was working properly 

and reaching a minimum, for one particular application, 

three simulations were undertaken. In each of these 

simulations the initial parameter values were changed to 

check that the scheme was stopping at an absolute minimum. 

Each of the three simulations started from either the 

upper or lower boundary limits or mid-point between these 

limits. The functions values at which these three 

simulations stopped at, however, was not the same. 

Analysis of the iterative solutions of the three 

simulations showed that each of the simulations became 

lodged in local minima close to the initial conditions. 

The local minima and the hydrograph predictions resulting 

from the three simulations, were widely different. A 

closer examination of the parameter values as each of the 

simulations converged on its local minimum showed that the 

parameter values were only changing from iteration to 

iteration by approximately lxlo-4. The resolution of such 

parameter changes is too small to generate any change in 

the predicted hydrograph and hence there was no change in 
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the objective function and the solution converged. Three 
problems associated with the resolution of the parameter 
variability were therefore identified. These are: 

that the simulation failed to converge on an 
absolute minimum 

2) the parameter variability increments can not be 

r,, ý-ýsolved with the accuracy of the data available in 

angauged catchment applications 

3) the parameter variability increment caused no 
interpretable changes in the predicted hydrograph. 

The solution to these problems was to replace the 

optimization scheme, e04jaf, with a scheme that allows the 

user to select the size of the increment steps. Such a 
scheme, e04jbf, also allows the maximum number of 
iterations to be specified and allows an estimate of the 
likely value of the objective function at its minimum to 
be specified. These additional features should reduce the 

number of iterations required and therefore reduce the 

time taken by the simulation. However, as the routine 

e04jbf is more complex it would take the novice user 
longer to establish. Further, the CPU demands of the 

scheme are greater. 

Having established the logic of the optimization 

scheme for the e04jaf, the alterations for the e04jbf 

scheme were minimal as the overall scheme shown in Figure 

7.11, remained unchanged. Trial simulations of e04jbf 

showed that an absolute minimum was reached from the 

simulations initiated at the upper and lower boundary 

conditions. These results proved promising enough to 

encourage application to the River Fulda dataset. 
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7.3.1 Application of optimization to the River Fulda 

As this investigation is rather exploratory in 

nature, a single reach and storm were selected to 
investigate the utility of optimization techniques. As 

noted earlier., the optimization scheme is being tested on 
only the downstream conveyance components of HYM03; that 
is the rating curve, travel time and routing modules. An 

observed hydrograph is input at the top of the reach and 
the observed outflow at the downstream end of the reach is 

compared with the simulated hydrograph. The additional 
runoff generated between the upstream and downstream 

gauging stations is not simulated. 

The reach selected is between the stations Bad 

Hersfeld and Rotenburg on the River Fulda and the storm 

event is the I in 10 year event shown in Figure 5.3. 

Two methods of computing the objective function (F), 

were selected to investigate whether the value of the 

function (F) had any influence on the parameter values 

selected. The function (F) describes the difference 

between the observed and predicted outflow hydrographs. 

These two techniques are: 

1) ordinary sum of squares 

n 
OF2= (qmi-qmc)2 7.1 
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2) absolute error divided by variance 

n 
(qm, 

-qm, )2 

OF7= 

n 
(qmi-qm)2 

7.2 

I 

where qm - observed peak discharge 

qc - computed peak discharge 

qm - mean peak discharge 

Both of these methods of analysis are incorporated in the 
subroutine 'ERROR', which is described in Chapter 2 and 
remains unchanged in THYM03. 

Five variables were identified for this 
investigation , these are: 

1) Floodplain Manning's n 

2) Main channel Manning's n 

3) Floodplain slope 

Main channel slope 

Floodplain routing reach length 

These five parameters were selected as they represent 
the most important physical parameters identified by the 

analysis of the Ervine and Ellis (1987) scheme in 

controlling the discharge and velocity predictions in two- 

stage channels, (see Chapter 3). 
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The upper and lower boundary limits for the five 
parameters identified are given in Table 7.13, which also 
includes the initial values for the values at the start of 
each simulation and specifies the increment intervals. 
The maximum number of iterations was specified as 500, 
although the trial simulations showed that a minimum at 
the parameter resolution feasible for field investigations 
was reached after 400 iterations. The specifications for 
the acceptance of the absolute minimum in the optimization 
scheme were rather more stringent than necessary for the 
purposes of a sensitivity analysis. All of these values 
were selected based on experience in application of the 
HYM03 scheme during the development of the program and the 
evaluation programme. It is accepted that an 
investigation of these limits is necessary before the 
sensitivity of HYM03 can be determined with any degree of 
confidence. However, the subjective selection of the 
boundary conditions is sufficient for this exploratory 
investigation. 

As the computer demands of this approach were 
foreseen as being a major limitation of the scheme, a 
record was kept of the CPU demands and the size of the 

output files. Output at each iteration was limited to the 

parameter values and the function (F) value, the post- 
processor added the computed hydrograph approximately 
every tenth iteration. The CPU demands for 500 iterations 
for the single reach varied from 400 to 800 seconds 
depending on the module combination utilised. Trial 

simulations for the 2500 km2 Fulda catchment, utilising 
the Curve Number routine for the generation of the runoff 
hydrograph took 6000 seconds of CPU. As every iteration 

using the Infiltration Algorithm was taking approximately 
9 hours (324000 seconds) an optimization trial using the 

infiltration algorithm was not attempted. 
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Table 7.13 

Initial Conditions, Boundary Conditions And Variable 

. 
Increments For The Optimization Scheme 

Initial Boundary Limits Variable 
Conditions Upper Lower Increments 

Floodplain 0.05 0.16 0.025 0.01 
Manning's n 

Channel 0.035 0.1 0.025 0.01 
Manning's n 

Floodplain 0.0006 0.001 0.0001 0.0001 
Slope 

Channel 0.0006 0.001 0.0001 0.0001 
Slope 

Floodplain 
21951 23750 16860 1525 routing 

reach length(m) 
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The size of the output files proved to be more of a 
limitation. Sizes varied from 12 kbytes to 2.9 megabytes, 
the latter being too large to edit. Clearly the post- 
processor needs to be more selective in the iteration 

results it saves. Because of the size of the results 
files the results presented here are only a small 
selection of the most interesting data produced by the 

analysis. 

The representation of the results has been structured 
in order to answer three questions. These are: 

to which of the five parameters is the hydrograph 

most sensitive ? 

2) does the method of computation affect this 

sensitivity ? 

3) do the parameters interact to increase or decrease 

the sensitivity of the hydrograph ? 

In much of the analysis presented, the relative error 

and absolute errors are used to compare the differences 

between the computational methods. The relative error is 

dimensionless and is defined as: 

x C-xi 

RE= 

Xi 

where xc computed value of x 

xi value of x under initial conditions 

7.3 
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7.3.2. Sensitivity to parameter variabil 

Tables 7.14,7.15ý 7.16) 7.17 and 7.18 show the 

absolute error (AE) and relative error's (RE) for the peak 
discharge, time to peak and sum of squares (OF2) for five 

of the possible module combinations. The errors are 
computed for one increment step above and below the 
initial conditions. These tables contain data from the 
the first iterations of the optimization simulations, 

shown schematically in Figure 7.12. 

Analysis of these tables shows the asymmetrical 

sensitivity of the three indicators, peak discharge, time 

to peak and sum of squares, around the initial conditions. 
For example, Table 7.14 shows that the sensitivity of the 

peak discharge to variation in the floodplain Manning's n 

value is markedly different for values greater than the 

initial conditions, than for values less than the initial 

conditions. This asymmetrical effect is particularly 

noticeable for the variation in Manning's n, both in the 

. 1--oodplain and channel (see Tables 7.14 and 7.15), 

suggesting that the sensitivity of the hydrograph to 

variation in W is not linear. 

Tables 7.14 to 7.18 show the sensitivity of the 

hydrograph to a one increment step in the mid-point 

between the upper and lower boundary limits for all five 

variables. Table 7.19 shows an example of the relative 

errors generated from a one increment step in each of the 

parameters at the boundary limits and compares these with 

the mid-limit values. This particular example compares 

the relative errors in the peak discharge for one module 

combination and is typical of the tables derived for other 

combination methods. 
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Figure 7.12 

Conceptual Convergence Of Function F To A Minimum 

Application Of The Optimization Scheme 
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Table 7.14 
Errors from one increment step variation in 

floodplain Manning's n 

Increment Computation Peak Time to Sum of 
method discharge peak squares 

AE RE AE RE AE RE 
m3s-I hours OF2 

IT=2 

IT=3 

+1 IT=l 

IT=2 

IT=3 

MR=O 

MR=O 

MR=l 

MR=l 

MR=l 

-125 

-115 

-107 

-127 
-38 

0.01 

0.13 

0.01 

0.10 

0.03 

0 

0 

+9 
+9 
0 

0.00 
0.08 

0.00 
0.07 

0.00 

62941 

62951 

124796 
105431 

86893 

0.00 
0.31 

0.12 
0.12 

0.08 

IT=2 MR=O -121 0 63177 
IT=3 1,2=0 -72 -3 91568 

0 IT=l iMR=l -110 +9 111038 
IT=2 MR=l -95 +6 94106 
IT=3 iMR=l -79 -3 94782 

IT=2 MLR=O -123 0.01 0 0.00 68801 0.09 

IT=3 MR=O -71 0.00 -3 0.00 92675 0.01 

-1 IT=l MR=l -71 0.13 +6 0.06 92118 0.17 

IT=2 TMR=l -102 0.02 +3 0.07 70169 0.25 

IT=3 MR=l -70 0.03 -3 0.00 106950 0.13 

IT = momentum exchange routine 
IT=1 vertical interface, zero shear 
IT=2 vertical interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

IT=3 diagonal interface, zero shear 

IT=4 diagonal interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

MR = multiple routing routine 

MR=O routine not invoked 

M=l routine invoked 
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Table 7.15 
Errors from one increment step variation in 

channel Manning's n 

Increment Computation Peak Time to Sum of 
method discharge peak squares 

AE RE AE RE AE RE 

m3s-l hours OF2 

IT=2 MR=O -138 0.06 0 0.00 68270 0.08 
IT=3 MR=O -91 0.06 -3 0.00 74276 0.19 

+1 IT=l MR=l -143 0.11 +9 0.00 85134 0.23 
IT=2 MR=l -103 0.03 +9 0.07 107817 0.15 
IT=3 MR=l -82 0.01 -3 0.00 91518 0.03 

IT=2 MR=O -121 0 63177 

IT=3 MR=O -72 -3 91568 
0 IT=l MR=l -110 +9 111038 

IT=2 MR=l -95 +6 94106 

IT=3 MR=l -79 -3 94782 

IT=2 MR=O -105 0.06 0 0.00 68694 0.09 

IT=3 MR=O -96 0.07 -3 0.00 73639 0.19 

IT=l MR=l -96 0.05 +3 0.13 70847 0.36 

IT=2 MR=l -58 0.12 +3 0.07 68635 0.27 

IT=3 MR=l -73 0.02 -3 0.00 107051 0.13 

IT = momentum exchange routine 
IT=1 vertical interface, zero shear 
IT=2 vertical interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

IT=3 diagonal interface, zero shear 
IT=4 diagonal interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

MR = multiple routing routine 
MR=O routine not invoked 

MR=l routine invoked 
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Table 7.16 
Errors from one increment step variation in 

floodplain s 

Increment Computation Peak Time to Sum of 

method discharge 

AE RE 

m3s-l 

peak squares 
AE RE AE RE 

hours OF2 

IT=2 

IT=3 

+1 IT=l 

IT=2 

IT=3 

MR--O 

MR=O 

MR=l 

MR=l 

MR=l 

-120 

-72 

-105 

-89 

-75 

0.00 

0.00 

0.02 
0.02 

0.01 

0 

-3 
+9 
+6 

-3 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 

63421 

92115 

109250 

92953 

98774 

0.00 
0.00 

0.02 
0.01 

0.04 

IT=2 MR=O -121 0 63177 

IT=3 MR=O -72 -3 91568 

0 IT=l MR=l -110 +9 111038 

IT=2 MR=l -95 +6 94106 

IT=3 NR=l -79 -3 94782 

IT=2 MR=O -123 0.01 0 0.00 62997 0.00 

IT=3 MR=O -112 0.12 0 0.08 63756 0.30 

-1 IT=l MR=l -99 0.04 +9 0.00 124144 0.12 

IT=2 MR=l -110 0.05 +3 0.07 104471 0.11 

IT=3 MR=l -83 0.01 -3 0.00 90447 0.05 

IT = momentum exchange routine 
IT=1 vertical interface, zero shear 
IT=2 vertical interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

IT=3 diagonal interface, zero shear 

IT=4 diagonal interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

MR = multiple routing routine 

MR=O routine not invoked 

MR=l routine invoked 
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Table 7.17 

Errors from one increment step variation in 

channel 

Increment Computation Peak Time to Sum of 
method discharge peak squares 

AE RE AE RE AE RE 

m3s-1 hours OF2 

IT=2 MR--O -117 0.01 0 0.00 63290 0.00 
IT=3 MR=O -107 0.10 0 0.08 66138 0.28 

+1 IT=l MR=l -112 0.01 +9 0.00 107855 0.03 
IT=2 MR=l -100 0.02 +6 0.00 90519 0.04 
IT=3 MR=l -78 0.00 -3 0.00 96431 0.02 

IT=2 MR=O -121 0 63177 

IT=3 MR=O -72 -3 91568 
0 IT=l MR=l -110 +9 111038 

IT=2 MR=l -95 +6 94106 

IT=3 iMR=l -79 -3 94782 

IT=2 MR=O -126 0.02 0 0.00 63223 0.00 

IT=3 MR=O -78 0.02 -3 0.00 84485 0.08 

IT=l MR=l -103 0.02 +9 0.00 110171 0.01 

IT=2 MR=l -121 0.08 +9 0.07 108635 0.15 

IT=3 MR=l -80 0.00 -3 0.00 93286 0.02 

IT = momentum exchange routine 
IT=l vertical interface, zero shear 
IT=2 vertical interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

IT=3 diagonal interface, zero shear 
IT=4 diagonal interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

MR = multiple routing routine 

MR=O routine not invoked 

MR=l routine invoked 
I 
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Table 7.18 
Errors from one increment step variation in 

floodplain routing reach 

Increment Computation Peak Time to Sum of 

method discharge peak squares 
AE RE AE RE AE RE 

m3s-l hours OF2 

IT=l MR=l -114 0.01 +9 0.00 114505 0.03 

+1 IT=2 MR=l -100 0.02 +6 0.00 96189 0.02 
IT=3 MR=l -82 0.01 -3 0.00 91338 0.04 

IT=l MR=l -110 +9 111038 
0 IT=2 MR=l -95 +6 94106 

IT=3 MR=l -79 -3 94782 

IT=l MR=l -106 0.01 +9 0.00 106985 0.04 

+1 IT=2 MR=l -111 0.05 +9 0.07 91810 0.02 

IT=3 MR=l -76 0.01 -3 0.00 98741 0.04 

IT = momentum exchange routine 
IT=l vertical interface, zero shear 

IT=2 vertical interface, apparent shear stress ratio =I 
IT=3 diagonal interface, zero shear 
IT=4 diagonal interface, apparent shear stress ratio 

MR = multiple routing routine 
MR=O routine not invoked 

MR=l routine invoked 
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Table 7.19 

Relative error in peak discharge from one increment 

variation at the boundaries and mid-way 

Variable 
Upper 

Boundary 

Relative Errors 

Mid-way Lower 

Boundary 

Floodplain 0.053 0.10 0.01 
Manning's n 

Channel 0.003 0.025 0 
Manning's n 

Floodplain 0.083 0.019 0.058 
Slope 

Channel 0.083 0.014 0.03 
Slope 

Routing reach 0.029 0.014 0.011 
length 
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Table 7.19 shows that at both the upper and lower 
boundaries the outflow hydrograph is most sensitive to 

slope. In the mid-ranges, the hydrograph is most 
sensitive to Manning's n. For HYM03 applications with 
significant inundation it is important to define the 
Manning's n values as accurately as possible, especially 

on the floodplain. Table 7.19 also shows that the outflow 
hydrograph is not sensitive to relatively small changes in 

the floodplain routing length, except when the slopes are 

steep, that is approximately jxlO-3 or greater. 

7.3.3 Sensitivity variations associated with the 

computational method 

The computational method of the optimization scheme 
incorporates two sources of variation: 

the structure of HYM03, specifically in this case 

which of the momentum exchange routines has been 

used and whether the multiple routing routine has 

been invoked. 

2) the factor (F) used to quantify the differences 

between the observed and computed hydrographs 

Section 7.2 investigated the sensitivity of the 

outflow hydrograph to variations in HYM03's structure for 

two storms in the River Fulda catchment. Here the 

relative impact of variability in the model structure in 

comparison to the effects of variability in the physical 

parameters can be assessed. In addition the impact of the 

module combination on the sensitivity of the hydrograph to 

parameter variability is investigated. Tables 7.14 to 

7.18 compare the relative errors for three measures of 

hydrograph fit, for a range of model structures. 
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Section 7.3.2 identified Manning's n as being the 
most variable to which the predicted hydrograph is most 
sensitive. Tables 7.14 and 7.15 show however that the 
relative errors between momentum exchange and multiple 
routing routine combinations are as great, if not greater 
in some circumstances, that errors generated from 
Manning's n variability. This suggests therefore that the 
momentum exchange and multiple routing routines are 
significant processes in comparison with the effects of 
boundary friction. 

If the sensitivity of the model to variation in the 
five physically-based parameters were not affected by the 

model structure then it could be expected that the 

relative errors for all the module combinations would be 

the same. The fact that there are variations suggests 
that certain module combinations increase the sensitivity 
of the -model to parameter change. This problem is 

particularly noticeable in the sensitivity to variation in 
floodplain Manning's n and in the channel Manning's n with 
the introduction of the multiple routing routine. 

The variation in the relative error betweer the 

momentum exchange techniques can be attributed to the 
difference in the predicted conveyance capacity of the 

two-stage channel computed by the four alternative 
techniques. The four techniques utilise the Manning 

equation to compute the conveyance capacity and the 

discrepancy between the techniques is attributable to the 

different methods the four techniques utilise to compute 

the hydraulic radius of the two-stage channel. 

For example, momentum exchange method 3 (diagonal 

interface with a zero shear interface) reduces the peak 

discharge prediction when the Manning's n coefficient is 

increased by one increment step in Table 7.14. The 
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discharge prediction is reduced to a greater extent than 
momentum exchange method 2. This is because more of the 
flow is assigned to the floodplain segment in method 3 
than in method 2 as the predicted conveyance capacity of 
the channel is smaller in method 3 than in method 2. This 
makes method 3 more sensitive to increases in the 
Manning's n coefficient. An increase in the Manning's n 
coefficient does not have the opposite effect, however, 

and increase the peak discharge prediction of method 3 to 
any large degree. As the analysis in Chapter 4 has shown, 
an increase in the volume of water on the floodplain can 
increase the attenuation of the floodwave as there is an 
effective double peak from the -channel and the floodplain 
flow segments. 

The results from Chapter 4 show that momentum 
exchange method 4 (diagonal interface with an assumed 
apparent shear ratio = 1) has the lowest conveyance 
capacity and therefore method 4 has the greatest 
proportion of water on the floodplain. Momentum exchange 
method 2 (vertical interface with an apparent shear stress 
ratio =1), in contrast, has the lowest conveyance capacity 

and therefore the lowest proportion of flow on the 
floodplain. Method 1 (vertical interface with zero 

shear) and method 3 (diagonal interface with zero shear) 

produce conveyance estimates between the two extremes. It 

is logical therefore to expect the increase in Manning's n 

coefficient in the floodplain to affect method 3 and 4 

most whilst the increase in channel Manning's n to affect 

methods 1 and 2 most. 

However, this situation is complicated by the 

addition of the multiple routing routine which, depending 

on the depth of flow on the floodplain, can increase or 

decrease the attenuation of the floodwave. So whilst 

method 2 is most sensitive to the increase in the 
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Manning's n in the channel, with most of the water being 

assigned to the channel, the multiple routing techniques 
route this water more rapidly down the reach than the 
single routing technique. The peak discharge of the 
multiple routing technique is therefore less -educed than 
the single routing method, for momentum method 2. 

The results confirm that the effects of the momentum 
exchange and multiple routing routine on the hydrograph 

are often opposing. It terms of the sensitivity of the 
modules to variation in the five physically-based 
parameters, these results show that variation in the 
Manning's n coefficient is most sensitive to change in the 

modules. The effects of Manning's n sensitivity of the 

momentum exchange routines, whether it is in the channel 
or on the floodplain, is reduced by the addition of the 

multiple routing routine. 

The second question raised in this section is: does 

the function (F) utilized to describe the fit of the 
ýOfpqm 

predictedLaffect the utility of using optimization 
techniques as part of a sensitivity analysis? Analysis of 
the results showed that the exact function value did not 
influence the routine's selection of parameter values; 

only the relative function value between simulations was 

used. The solutions from both functions converged on 

minima for which the five parameter values were very 

close. It is accepted however, that this may not be the 

case if a radically different function were applied. 

7.3.4 Conclusions 

The optimization results have shown that the 

relationship between the sensitivity to the five 

physically-based techniques and the modules selected is an 

extremely complex one, dependant on the depth and 
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proportion of the flow that is contained in the channel 
and floodplain segments. The results from the one storm 
and reach, do however suggest several conclusions: 

An optimization scheme may well provide a viable 
alternative to traditional factor perturbation 
sensitivity analysis provided that: - 

the interpretive approaches required to analyse 
the results are further developed 

the CPU demands can be met 
iii) a satisfactory function can be found to 

describe the fit of. the hydrograph 

2) The sensitivity of HYM03 in two-stage applications 
is dominated by: 

i) slope when slopes are > lxlO-2 

ii) floodplain Manning's when slopes are > IxIO-4 

3) The short-circuiting of floodplain flows is only 

significant if the floodplain slopes are < IxIO- 3 

and the floodplain routing length is at least 10% 

shorter than the main channel routing length. 

The momentum exchange and multiple routing routines 

generate similar relative errors in the predicted 
hydrograph as variation in the Manning's 

coefficient. 

5) The sensitivitY Of the hydrograph to variation in 

the Manning's n coefficient is reduced if the 

momentum exchange and multiple routing routines are 

utilised. 
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7.4 Summary 

This chapter has explored the sensitivity of HYM03 to 

variability in certain physical parameters and to 

variability in the process modules used to construct the 
HYM03 scheme. In particular, the interaction between the 

momentum exchange and multiple routing routines has been 

explored, and the relative impact of these modules in 

comparison to the introduction of the infiltration 

algorithm has been assessed. The effects of scale and 

resolution of the precipitation distribution and catchment 

subdivision has also been investigated. 

THe sensitivity of HYM03 has been investigated using 
two techniques; a traditional factor perturbation 

analysis, reported in section 7.2, investigated the 

effects of variability in the physical parameters, and a 

new approach utilizing optimization techniques, reported 
in section 7.3, investigates the composite structure 

variability. The conclusion of these investigationsare 

found in subsections 7.2.6 and 7.2.4. The main conclusion 
from these two analysis are: 

1) For slopes less than lxlO-2 and greater than IxIO-4 ) 
the outflow hydrograph is most sensitive to variability in 

the Manning's n coefficient. However, this sensitivity is 

reduced by the joint application of the momentum exchange 

and multiple routing routines. In addition, the joint 

application of these two routines simplifies the selection 

of the Manning's coefficient by removing the effects of 

turbulent exchange and sinuosity, thus the coefficient now 

represents the effects of boundary friction. 

2) Variation in the predicted hydrograph generated from 

variation in the momentum exchange and multiple routing 

routines has been shown to be of a similar magnitude to 
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the variation generated by variability in the Manning's n 
coefficient. This suggests that the inclusion of the 

effects of momentum exchange and multiple routing pathways 
is as significant as the effects of boundary friction. 

3) The momentum exchange routines does not have a 
significant effect on the outflow hydrograph when applied 
without the multiple routing routine. The influence of 
the joint application of the multiple routing and momentum 

sýxchange routines is on the attenuation of the outflow 
hydrograph. The exact nature of the influence of the 

routines on the attenuation of the floodwave is determined 
by the proportion of the discharge carried on the 
floodplain and in the main channel flow segments. 

4) Comparison of the relative importance of the 
infiltration algorithm, momentum exchange, and multiple 
routing routines in the River Fulda catchment, utilizing 
large subcatchments, has shown that the infiltration 

algorithm generates the largest improvement in the 

prediction of the outflow hydrograph. However, for simple 

storm events the user may consider that the improved 

performance generated by the inclusion of the infiltration 

algorithm does not justify the additional computational 
demands. 

5) The application of the optimization technique has been 

shown to be a viable alternative to traditional factor 

perturbation sensitivity analysis. There is a need, 
however, for the interpretive techniques required to 

interrogate the results, to be further developed. 
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Chapter 8 

Validation Of HYM03 
III - Hydraulic Validation Of HYM03 

The objective of this chapter is to investigate the 
utility of applying state-of-the art models in order to 
validate developments made in simpler models such as 
HYM03. The need for such an investigation arises from the 
difficulties of establishing a field data set large enough 
to allow a meaningful evaluation of HYM03's performance 
and for a set of operational guidelines for HYM03 to be 
developed. 

The main limitation of the evaluation of HYM03 using 
the River Fulda data set is the limited number of observed 

out-of-bank events. This is a common problem as extreme 

events are not only difficult to measure but also occur 
infrequently. The collection of further data sets from 

other catchments that meet the other requirements of the 

model evaluation programme would not necessarily negate 

this problem of a limited number of events. 

The objective of this chapter is therefore to utilize 

a state-of-the-art model to extend the number of out-of- 
bank events for the River Fulda catchment. Ideally such a 

scheme would operate by taking certain "design" rainfall 

events and developing the outflow hydrographs at each of 

the eight gauging stations. These hydrographs could then 

be treated as the "observed" or ground-truth against which 

the performance of HYM03 could be judged. 

The only feasible alternative to using a state-of- 

the-art model to extend the record of extreme events would 

I 
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be to utilise the flood frequency data. Pilgrim and Doran 
(1987) noted that: 

"The extent to which a flood frequency analysis 
can be extrapolated before an alternative rainfall-based 
method becomes preferable depends, among other factors, 

on the relative accuracy of the latter method. " 

The "other factors" include the characteristics of the 

available sample of recorded flows for the development of 
the flood frequency analysis. In catchments with limited 
data, regression of flood parameters may be used or 
parameters transferred from other catchments or regional 
rules developed. In reality, in order to generate a 
complete hydrograph from the flood frequency analysis, 
rather than just the usual peak discharge, the frequency 

data are used to calibrate a hydrograph produced by either 

a unit hydrograph procedure or a runoff routing method. 

As noted earlier, the collection of data for extreme 

events is difficult for nearly all catchments, and 
therefore the derivation of empirical coefficients for a 
flood frequency analysis would not easily be achieved. 
The determination of the shape of the hydrograph in flood 

frequency analysis is also unsatisfactory for the purpose 

of evaluating the performance of HYM03. In HYM03 a unit 
hydrograph procedure is already utilized for the 

development of the runoff hydrograph which is then routed 

downstream using the modules developed in this thesis. To 

extend the record of storm events utilizing a similar 

technique to that used in HYM03 would not provide any 

indication of the predictive accuracy of HYM03. In order 

to extend the record of extreme events the level of 

confidence in the predictive accuracy of the techniques 

used needs to be high. 
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The alternative available for the derivation of the 
hydrograph shape in flood frequency analysis is to utilise 
runoff routing. Runoff routing gives a more realistic 
account of the stores in the catchment than the unit 
hydrograph approach. However both the unit hydrograph and 
the runoff routing technique generate the runoff 
hydrograph for a subcatchment, no account is made of the 
routing of these flows downstream. Application of a 
runoff routing routine would therefore only allow 
validation of the runoff generation modules in HYM03. 

Analysis of the flood frequency analysis approach has 

shown that in order to extend the record of storm events 
and to generate a complete hydrograph, there is no 
alternative but to employ another model. Traditionally, 
flood frequency analysis has employed relatively simple 
hydrologic techniques, namely the unit hydrograph or 
runoff routing. The level of resolution in the process 
areas of these models is similar to or lower than the 

modules that make up HYM03. To extend the record of 
extreme events using the traditional flood frequency 

analysis and then evaluate HYM03 using this record, would 
thus be comparing like with like. Although this may be a 

useful exercise and would help determine the efficiency of 
the HYM03 model, it is not the objective of this 

evaluation programme. A different modelling approach to 

HYM03 is required for the evaluation programme, a model to 

which the level of confidence in the predictive accuracy 

of the hydrograph is high. 

A series of prerequisites for a model that would meet 

the demands and limitations specified for the extension of 

the record of extreme events, can now be drawn up. Such a 

list would consist of: - 
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the model's strategy in conceptualizing the 
process needs to be different to HYM031s 

conceptual strategy. 

2) the model needs to be evaluated against field 
data and have an acceptable predictive accuracy 

3) the data set demands of the model including any 
calibration requirement must be met by the 
data set for the River Fulda catchment. 

the model should be well-documented and readily 
available 

The conceptual strategy of HYM03 is basically semi- 
lumped, variations within the catchment are considered on 
the subcatchment level. An alternative strategy would 
therefore be distributed to some degree, this would 
include catchment models such as the SHE and VSAS2. 
However, as the review of these distributed physically- 
based models in Chapters 1 and 2 has shown, such models 
have a doubtful level of predictive accuracy and require 
large datasets. In addition such models tend not to 
incorporate the cross-sectional and plan geometrical 

effects of two-stage flows. Using a distributed catchment 

model, therefore, to extend the record of extreme events 

would seem to be inappropriate. 

An alternative to using catchment models would be to 

consider using models that simulate certain processes in 

the catchment. For example, the development of the runoff 

hydrograph in HYM03 and the associated problems in 

specification of the subcatchment size, could be 

investigated using a data set developed from a model 

incorporating the routing of the overland excess and 

throughflow. More relevant to the main thrust of this 
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thesis would be the evaluation of the two-stage flow 
capability using a data set developed using a model 
developed specifically for channel and floodplain flows. 

With the advent of computer technology models of 
river channels have been developed rapidly and are widely 
used, (Cunge, et al., 1980). All of these models can be 
classified as being hydraulic in approach in contrast to 
the simpler hydrologic approaches of models such as HYM03. 
A hydraulic approach to modelling involves solving the 
equations of the conservation of momentum in addition to 
the conservation of mass. In a hydrologic approach only 
the conservation of mass is solved and a simple storage 
equation replaces the conservation of momentum. 

In the next section hydraulic approaches to two-stage 
flows are investigated with the aim of identifying a model 
that could be used to extend the record of extreme events 
in order to complete the operational validation of HYM03. 

8.1 Identification Of A Hydraulic Model Of Two-stage 

Flow 

Hydraulic modelling alternatives 

Hydraulic approaches to the modelling of channel 
flows have traditionally been divided into classes 
depending on the number of spatial dimensions the model 
incorporates. In one-dimensional models the flow is 

averaged across a section perpendicular to the main 
direction of flow, and the St. Venant equations of open 

channel flow are used. One-dimensional models are widely 

used especially in long reaches. However, they do not 

incorporate the exchanges that take place in a two-stage 

channel. Two-dimensional models divide the floodplain 
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into a number of cells. The exchange of flow between 

adjacent cells is computed using the difference in the 
water elevation between the two cells and the condition of 
the common boundary. Three-dimensional approaches, where 
the velocity depth profiles, and the river bed boundary are 
allowed to vary, are not usually utilized in 

geomorphological investigations in temperate regions as 
the time-scale of bed elevation changes in such climatic 
regions are large. The complexity of three-dimensional 

modelling approaches means that the number of applications 
has been limited, and often to single channel systems, see 
for example Tominga et al. (1989), despite the potential 
of such schemes. 

The prerequisites in the selection of an appropriate 
model, for the extension of the number of extreme events, 
require that the model has been evaluated; this excludes 
three-dimensional models which are in the early stages of 
development and may currently only be considered to be 

research tools. Evaluated models that are well documented 

adopt one or two-dimensional approaches. The resolution 
of one-dimensional models is usually greater than that of 
HYM03's in the handling of the routing component of the 
downstream conveyance. However, the handling of the 

complex geometry of two-stage channel system is usually of 

a lower resolution than the new modules of HYM03. This 

leaves a two-dimensional approach as being the most 

appropriate for the objectives of this chapter. 

8.1.2 Two-dimensional models of two-stage flow 

In contrast to one-dimensional models where the St. 

Venant solution to the equations of flow are widely 

accepted, there is no generally accepted single solution 

to the equations of flow in two-dimensions. Solutions 

vary widely in complexity from simple steady state 
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solutions to complex forms that include the energy 
dissipation and plan geometry variations with stage. 

Samuels (1985) classifies these models into two 

groups based on the type of solution to the equations of 
flow. These are: 

cell type - flow is computed from cell to cell on 
the floodplain according to certain laws. 

ii) differential type equations - flow is described by 

a set of coupled partial differential equations 
derived from physical parameters. 

Cell type models are based on grids determined from 

the topography of the river reach usually following the 

outline of the main channel and extremity of the 

floodplain, for example Lesleighter (1983). Lesleighter's 

model, shown conceptually in Figure 8.1, neglects the 

effect of inertia and the convection terms in the solution 

of the conservation of momentum, and uses a Manning type 

relationship to compute the flow between adjacent cells. 

These models work well when the stresses between the 

computational cells are greater than the boundary stresses 

on the bed on the floodplain and main channel, such 

conditions could occur where slopes or flow velocities are 

small. Generally flow is controlled, in cell type models, 

by equations such as: 

Qij = KI(hi-h i )0.5 8.1 

where i&j consecutive cells 

K, conveyance function at link 1 between 

cells i and j 

H water surface elevation 

Qij discharge flux between cells i and j 
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Figure 8.1 

A Two-Dimensional Cell Typ Model 
(from Lesleighter, 1983) 
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The limitation of cell type models is that the conveyance 
function K is dependant on the local direction of flow, so 
that K, may change if the floodplain inundation changes 
dramatically. Cell type models, therefore, work best in 
fairly stable inundation conditions. 

Differential type solutions to two-dimensional 

modelling utilize one of three methods, these are; 

i) the method of characteristics 

ii) finite difference methods 

iii) finite element methods 

In the method of characteristics the partial 
differential equations are transformed into ordinary 
differential equations. An example was developed by Smitz 

et al. (1983), who utilized a rectangular grid capable of 

greater resolution in required areas. Smitz, et al. (1983) 

acknowledge, however, that computer requirements of their 

scheme are large, and that an approximation of the 

streamlines required prior to computation may be a 
limitation. 

Finite difference schemes utilize regular grid 

systems to solve the equations of flow, although the most 

complex schemes now allow for the curving or stretching of 

cell boundaries to improve the physical representation of 

the channel and floodplain, see for example Banks and 

Falconer (1989). Vreugdenhil and Wijbenga (1982) compared 

the results of a finite difference scheme using a 30m grid 

resolution, with the results from a flume-based 

experiment. The predictive accuracy of the finite 

difference model compared favourably with the results from 

the flume experiments. Militeev and Shkolnikov (1981) and 
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Zielke and Urban (1981) agree however, that the main 
problem with finite difference schemes is the resolution 
of the cell size in order to represent the complex plan 
geometry of the channel and floodplain. Reducing the size 
of the computational cell so that the channel and 
floodplain flow segments are resolved separately, 
increases the overall number of cells required to describe 
the reach and thereby increases the computation time. 

Finite element models utilize a flexible 

computational grid that more accurately portrays the 

geometry of the two-stage channel. A variety of element 
shapes have been used to build -up the computational grid, 
including triangles, rectangles and quadrilaterals, 
examples of which include Su et al. 

' 
(1980) and Zielke and 

Urban (1981). The finite element method uses the 

computational grid elements to approximate the solution of 
equations of flow using some type of continuous function. 

The computational difficulties of finite element models 

are generally greater than their finite difference 

counterparts because of approximation techniques required 
to solve the continuous function. 

All three methods of differential type two- 
dimensional analysis involve complex mathematical 

analysis. The relative advantages offered by each 

technique depend upon the degree of complexity in the 

geometry of the application. In the case of two-stage 

models a method that offers a flexible grid element system 

would be most advantageous. This excludes the method of 

characteristics and the finite-difference approach and 

leaves the finite element approach. 

Comparison of the cell type model and finite element 

models which both offer a flexible grid network shows that 

the finite-element systems have been more widely developed 
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and evaluated-than their cell type counterparts. In the 
next section two-dimensional finite element models 
suitable for two-stage flow and for the extension of the 
record of extreme events are, therefore, investigated. 

8.1.3 Two-dimensional finite-element models 

Two-dimensional finite-element models have been 
developed over the past fifteen years primarily for the 
simulation of flows in estuaries or for complex flow 

environments around bridges or weirs. Examples of models 
developed for these environments include Tseng (1975) and 
King and Norton (1978) who simulate flows around a bridge, 

and Herrling (1978) and Holtz and Nitsche (1980) who 
simulate estuarine flow conditions. 

More recently these models have been adapted for flow 

in two-stage channels. Zielke and Urban (1981) adapted 
the Holtz and Nitsche (1980) estuary model for flow in the 
floodplain system and Su et al. (1980) developed a model 

simulating the flows at the confluence of two channels. 

In all of these applications finite-element models 
have been utilized as alternatives to the establishment of 
flume-based experiments and the scale of interest has been 

small. An exception to this has been a study by McAnnally 

et al. (1984a, 1984b) who undertook a large scale (tens of 

miles) simulation of an estuary and utilized a hybrid 

approach using both finite-element and a flume-based 

simulation. 

The limitation of finite-element models in the 

context of this investigation is therefore that all 

previous river reach applications have been on a small 

scale whilst the river reach lengths in the River Fulda 

range from 9 to 36 km and it is not clear whether finite- 
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element models would provide the level of predictive 
accuracy required to provide the ground-truth hydrographs 
for the evaluation of HYM03. Specifically it is not known 
if the size of the element in the computational grid may 
be increased sufficiently to maintain a manageable 
computational problem or if the stability of the solution 
would be maintained. If the water elevation drop were too 

great from one element to the next the simulation may 
become unstable for example. In addition, would the 

resolution of data available for a typical reach in the 
River Fulda catchment be great enough ? 

An investigation into the utility of finite-element 

methods as part of the HYM03 evaluation programme has 

therefore raised further general conceptual questions. 
These are: 

can a finite-element model suitable for two-stage 
flow, that has been evaluated and documented on 

small scale applications, be identified ? 

2) could this model be applied to larger reach lengths 

without increasing the number of computational 

cells beyond a manageable level and without 

requiring additional data ? 

3) what would the predictive accuracy of such a large- 

scale application of a finite-element model be ? 

If a finite-element scheme could be successfully 

applied to extend the record of extreme event and meet all 

the criteria above, could this not be incorporated as a 

high resolution module in the HYM03 scheme ? Although 

this was not the objective of this investigation, the 

issue of the development of a composite modelling strategy 
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and the inclusion of hydraulic techniques in hydrologic 

modelling have been identified as some of the most 
pertinent issues in flood forecasting. The feasibility of 
including a finite-element module in HYM03 should 
therefore be considered. 

The first task, however, is to identify a finite- 

element model that incorporates two-stage flows and has 
been evaluated and is well-documented. The number of 
finite-element models that meet all these criteria are 
small as many models are still in the developmental stage. 
Two schemes have been evaluated here: RMA-2V developed for 
the US Corp of Engineers (King-and Norton, 1978) and FLOUT 
developed at Hydraulics Research, Wallingford, (Samuels, 
1983 a and b). Both of these packages are commercially 
available and neither seems to offer any conceptual 
advantage over the other. 

The RMA-2V package was selected as the backup and 
support was offered by the US Corp of Engineers. All 

simulations of the RMA-2V model were undertaken at the 
Hydrologic Engineering Centre, Davis, California, on a 
Harris 100 super microcomputer with the help and 

cooperation of Dr D. M. Gee. It should be noted that the 

simulations undertaken using RMA-2V in this chapter are 
the first applications of any hydrodynamic finite-element 

model at a large scale in a floodplain environment. In 

addition these simulations are the first applications of 

RMA-2V using only the limited data available in ungauged 

catchments. In addition RMA-2V has not been previously 

used to develop ground-truth hydrographs for the 

evaluation of other model. In the next section the RMA-2V 

model is briefly described. 
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8.2. RMA-2V -A Two-dimensional Finite-Element Model 

RMA-2V is a finite element model for the solution of 
the two-dimensional depth averaged shallow water flow 

equation. It can simulate both steady and unsteady flow 

conditions by using the Reynolds form of the Navier-Stokes 

equations of flow. Velocity is used as the flow variable 

and it is computed at every node in each element of the 
finite-element network. Three energy transfer 

computations are included in the Reynolds solution, these 

are: 

1) the effects of boundary friction 

2) the effects of surface wind friction 

3) the effects of momentum exchange. 

The finite-element network enables boundary roughness 

and topographic variations to be realistically simulated. 

The computational cell network is usually constructed 
based on series of lines running the length of the reach 

parallel to the contours. The resolution of the cells is 

determined by the operator so that a greater number of 

cells can be utilized to give more detail in areas 

required. 

The RMA-2V package, written in FORTRAN 77, was 

originally developed by Norton and King (Norton et al., 

1973) under contract to the US Corp of Engineers. The 

model has since undergone many further developmentsand the 

version now being operated is version 4.1. This version 

allows the incorporation of one and two-dimensional cells 

thereby reducing the computational demands of the model. 

RMA2 is also incorporated into the TABS-2 package (Thomas 
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and McAnnally, 1984) which also offers a sediment budget 

routine and a water quality package. 

RMA-2V consists of network generation and checking 
module (RMAl), the hydrodynamic package (RMA2), a contour 
plotting package (CONTUR) and a velocity vector package 
(VECTOR). A geometry file is generated by the RMAl module 
which once verified by the operator, passes into the 
hydrodynamic package. The CONTUR and VECTOR packages 
allow the interpretation of solution files from the RMA1 

and RMA2 modules. The CONTUR package draws the network 
and the topographic features incorporated in the cell 

network allowing the operator to check the representation 

of the topography in the reach. The VECTOR package allows 
the operator to plot the velocity vectors over the whole 

reach at any computational time increment. 

8.2.1 Establishing the mesh: RMAI 

The geometrical network is specified by the operator 

and consists of a series of quadrilateral and triangular 

cells that represent the river reach. Each of the cells 

and corner nodes of the cells must be numbered and a 

connection table developed that describes the number of 

the nodes in each cell starting at any node but always in 

a anti-clockwise direction. In addition the x, y and z 

coordinates of each of the nodes must be specified. The 

mid-node coordinates are added automatically by the RMAI 

package interpolating linearly between the coordinates of 

the corner nodes. 

A boundary roughness value must be specified for each 

of the cells but to reduce the number of data that must be 

entered into RMAI the cells are classified into a number 

of groups each of which has the same boundary roughness. 

The number of boundary roughness groups allowed is 
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unlimited but usually no more than 5 are required. If one 
and two-dimensional solutions are to be utilised it is 
important to note in the application of RMA-2V to two- 
stage channels that the boundary roughness values in the 
one-dimensional data set will be different to the two- 
dimensional data set. This is because in the one- 
dimensional dataset the composite roughness of both the 

main channel and floodplain flow segments must be 
included. 

In addition to the boundary roughness values that 

must be specified for each cell, an eddy viscosity 
coefficient must also be specified. The eddy viscosity 
coefficient incorporates the effects of momentum exchange 
generated by the velocity gradient across the section. 
This momentum exchange is approximated by multiplying the 

velocity in each direction by the eddy coefficient in that 
direction. For the most accurate results therefore the 

eddy coefficient should be entered for each side of the 

element and then the direction of the element to the 
dominant direction of flow also noted. The RMA2 code can 

then distinguish between eddy coefficient values parallel 
to the main flow direction and perpendicular to the main 
direction of flow. 

It can be difficult to establish a value of the eddy 

coefficient, which has dimensions of lb-sec/ft2, for a 

particular element side. It is important to remember that 

the value of the coefficient depends on the momentum of 

the fluid and the distance over which the momentum acts 

divided by the velocity of the flow and the surface area 

of the element. This means that as an element's size 

increases the eddy coefficient increases or when the 

velocity of the flow increases the coefficient increases. 
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Up to ten eddy exchange coefficient values may be 

specified in the RMAl dataset, and the classification of 
each element side in one of these ten groups should be 

specified. Element sides with short lengths and parallel 
to the dominant flow direction should have the lowest 

coefficient values whilst long element sides perpendicular 
to the dominant flow direction should have higher 

coefficient values. 

Vreugdenhil (1973) suggests the following 

relationship for the approximation of the eddy coefficient 

value but notes that the relationship only gives 

coefficient values to the nearest order of magnitude. 
Vreugdenhil's relationship is: 

6h 
2 

- gV 8.2 
c 

where h- water depth 

C- Chezy coefficient 
V- velocity 

If too small values of the eddy exchange coefficient 

are selected by the operator then the solution of RMA-2V 

may become unstable. This is because small values of the 

coefficient allow the direction of the velocity vectors to 

vary widely. It is often necessary, therefore to increase 

the values of the coefficient during the initialisation of 

the scheme. 

The maximum number of nodes allowed in the package is 

2100 whilst the maximum number of cells is 900. These 

limits can be easily altered in the source code of RMA-2V 

although this consequently increases the size of the 

buffers required for the operation of the package. 
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At as many sections as possible and certainly at the 
upstream and downstream extremities of the reach, a rating 
curve must be entered. This takes the form of a single 
power relationship, typically: 

A, + A2(ELEV-EO)C 8.3 

where A,, A2 and C are coefficients. 

8.2.2 Establishing the criteria for wetting and drying of 
elements 

One of the main features of RMA-2V is that as the 
inundation stage rises and falls elements of the mesh 

enter and leave the solution, this is known as the wet/dry 

capability. This is important not only in improving the 

efficiency of the solution, but also in increasing the 

physical representation of the modelling of the floodplain 

inundation. As the inundation levels fall the cells with 
the highest elevation leave the solution, exposing knolls 

in the floodplain. The velocity vector plots show this 

distribution and show have the vectors converge around 

such knolls. This level of topographic resolution would 

not be possible with a hydrologic approach. 

The wet/dry capability of RMA-2V has recently been 

upgraded in the latest version, version 4.1. In previous 

versions cells left the solution when the highest node in 

a cell fell below the stage elevation plus a specified 
drying criterion. Cells then re-entered the solution when 

the highest node was below the stage elevation plus a 

specified wetting criterion. These wetting and drying 

criteria are specified by the operator but the wetting 

criteria must always be of a greater depth then the drying 

criteria. This introduces a hysteric effect, shown in 
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Figure 8.2 where the stage elevation must be lower to 
cause a cell to go dry than the elevation required for a 
cell to be inundated. However, the error involved in this 
inaccuracy, especially if the difference between the 
specified wet and dry criteria was small, are not 
significant. The reason for keeping as many cells as 
possible in the solution is that it improves the 
continuity of the computation and hence improves the 
stability of the solution. 

In version 4.1 of RMA-2V the hysteric wet/dry 
behaviour has been replaced by a pseudo-porosity or marsh 
element routine, (King and Roig, 1988). Developed to 
improve the predictive accuracy of RMA-2V in marsh 
environments, the stability of the solution is improved as 
flow through cells is gradually increased and decreased. 

When cells drop out of the solution the discharge flowing 

through the cell is very small and therefore the impact on 
the overall solution is small. The introduction of marsh 
elements into RMA-2V has not previously been validated. 
It is one of the objectives of this investigation 

therefore to compare the results from simulations 
utilising the wet/dry criteria and the marsh elements. 

The behaviour of these marsh elements has been 

likened to the effects of macroporosity. An effective 
depth parameter, ho) has been introduced which is a 
function of the porosity of the cell. The effective 

porosity is defined such that: 
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Figure 8.2 

Hysteretic Effect Of The Wet/Dry Capability 

Of RMA-2V Version 3 

>- 
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h 

ho I K. dh 8.4 
0 

where ho effective depth 

K porosity 
h depth 

When an element is fully inundated all nodes are 
inundated at a stage greater than the effective depth. As 
the stage falls, the porosity weights the stage, 
generating the effective depth, thus reducing the flow 

through the cell. The porosity varies at present on a 
linear scale over the range of stage elevations, and this 
is shown in Figure 8.3a. An S-shaped relationship would 
be physically more realistic and such a relationship 
should be incorporated in the next version of RMA-2V. 

Figure 8.3 compares the wet/dry criterion with the 

marsh element method of computation. The wet/dry criteria 

are illustrated on the left-hand side of the diagram 

whilst the marsh elements are shown on the right-hand 

side. The figure shows that as the inundation depth falls 

the cell is removed from the solution as soon as one node 
falls below the drying criterion. The bottom figure on 

the left-hand side shows the relationship this infers 

between the conceptual porosity and stage elevation. 

On the right-hand side of Figure 8.3 the diagram 

illustrates how the porosity of the cell varies across the 

cell with the variation of the depth of inundation. 

Segment a has the lowest depth of inundation and thus has 

the lowest porosity. This porosity then weights the stage 

to give the effective depth which is considerably lower 
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Figure 8.3 

Comparison Of The Wet/Dry Capability Of Version 3 

And Marsh ElementCapability Of Version 4 Of RMA-2V 
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than the actual depth; this reduces the discharge 

prediction from segment 'a'. By contrast, in segment Ic' 
the depth of inundation is greater, the consequent 
porosity is larger, and therefore the velocity prediction 
is reduced only slightly. 

When the depth of inundation is greater than lm the 
porosity of the cell is set at 1.0, so that the effective 
depth is the same as the actual depth. The lm rule has 
been set as an appropriate value for floodplains although 
it can be altered with reasonable ease. 

8.3 Application Of RMA-2V 

The objectives of undertaking an application of the 
RMA-2V model are to explore several areas. 

1) To establish whether a two-dimensional model of two- 

stage flow can be applied to large reach lengths, that is 

reach lengths of approximately 20km, and whether the 

simulation produces meaningful hydrograph solutions. 
Further is the resolution of data available for the River 
Fulda catchment sufficiently great for such an 

application? 

2) To establish whether ,. he predictive accuracy of 
RMA-2V is acceptable in comparison with the field data 

available, and to determine if the model can be used to 

extend the record of extreme events. 

3) To investigate the impact of the introduction of 

the marsh elements in RMA-2V by comparing the results from 

simulations utilising versions 3 and 4. 
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4) To examine whether RMA-2V could be incorporated as 
a module in the composite modelling structure of HYM03 

To undertake these objectives a reach of the River 
Fulda between the gauging stations at Bad Hersfeld and 
Rotenburg was selected. This reach has been used in the 
analysis reported in Chapters 5 and 7, and was selected 
for this investigation as the inundatioft of the floodplain 
is extensive and defined on the available flood inundation 

maps. 

The reach between Bad Hersfeld and Rotenburg is 24km 
(15 miles) in length with a slope of 0.0008, that is a 
drop of 15m over the reach length. The floodplain is 

typically lkm wide and has a very shallow orthogonal slope 
to the main channel of around 0.0001. A typical scene 
alone this reach is given in Figure 6.6 which shows that 

the floodplains are bounded by steep hills which are often 
forested. 

Field estimates of the Manning's n coefficients of 
the floodplain and channel along the reach length can be 

derived from the photographs taken during visits to the 

River Fulda catchment using the tabulated values given in 

Chow (1959). Roughness values were assessed as being 

0.045 on the floodplain and 0.035 in the main channel. 
However in a few sections of the reach the floodplain 

roughness was considerably higher than 0.045 and for these 

sections the Manning's n coefficient was estimated as 

being 0.07. 

The cross-sectional geometry and rating curves are 

available for the gauging stations at Bad Hersfeld and 

Rotenburg. At Bad Hersfeld the channel is approximately 
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4m deep and 30m wide, whilst at Rotenburg the channel is 
5.5m deep and 50m wide. 

System Schematization 

RMA-2V utilises a finite element network composed of 
both triangular and quadrilateral elements. Ground 

elevations are defined at the corners of the elements and 
assumed to vary linearly between corner nodes. In this 
investigation, the channel is represented by a strip of 
two elements wide (Figure 8.4) producing a triangular 

cross-section. Overbank areas were represented by much 
larger elements. The triangular elements were most 
frequently used in the description of the floodplain on 
the inner bank of the major meanders in the main channel. 
The lateral extent of the network was determined by a 
bluff line, beyond which none of the simulated flood event 
would extend. 

Two boundary roughness classes have been specified, 
one for the channel cell elements and one for the 
floodplain elements. The resulting finite element network 
is composed of 860 elements and 2660 nodes. The ratio of 
the maximum element size to the smallest element size is 

approximately 200 to 1. 

The rating curve relationship at the upstream station 
Bad Hersfeld, was developed using the single power 

relationship specified above. -ae exact form of the best- 

fit relationship is: 

0.012H4.85 8.5 

This relationship was developed using the flood frequency 

data for out-of-bank events. Figure 8.5 illustrates this 

single-power relationship and compares the curve with the 
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data from the flood frequency analysis. The figure shows 
the inadequacy of the single power function to describe 
the rating relationship even through only the out-of-bank 
events have been used. A trial using in-bank and out-of- 
bank events showed that the single power relationship 
could not satisfactorily describe the rating relationship. 

8.3.2. Storm Events 

As this investigation is the first application of 
RMA-2V at this scale, two storm events were selected. 
These are the 1 in 10 year event (Storm 1) and the I in 
100 year event (Storm 2), both used in the other parts of 
the evaluation program of HYM03 reported in Chapters 4,5, 

and 7. 

The objectives of this investigation have been 

identified above. The primary objective is to investigate 

the utility of RMA-2V for extending the record of extreme 

events and thus validating HYM03 by investigating the 

stability and accuracy of the two model versions. The 

secondary objective is to investigate whether it would be 

feasible to incorporate RMA-2V as another module in the 

composite structure of HYM03. 

These two objectives require different simulations of 

Storm I using RMA-2V. In the first objective the first 

aim is to show that RMA-2V is capable of simulating storm 

events at this scale of reach and that the predictive 

accuracy in comparison with observed storm events is 

acceptable. This requires therefore, the comparison of a 

simulated hydrograph with an observed hydrograph at the 

downstream station, using the observed upstream hydrograph 

as the input. 
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The secondary objective (to investigate the 
incorporation of RMA-2V as part of the HYM03 scheme) 
requires a comparison of the relative performances of the 
HYM03 downstream conveyance models with RMA-2V. This 

comparison can be partly achieved using the simulation 
type identified in the primary objective, but also 
requires the simulation of the storm events from Bad 
Hersfeld to Rotenburg using RMA2, using the output from 

the HYM03 simulation up to Bad Hersfeld as the input. 

This will enable the relative advantage of RMA-2V in a 

catchment simulation to be judged. 

These two investigations are reported in section 8.4 

and 8.5. 

8.3.3 Initialisation of the River Fulda simulations 

As the application of RMA-2V to a reach on the River 

Fulda was to be the first application of the model at this 

scale, a series of trials were undertaken. The purpose of 

these trials was to identify any conceptual or operational 

difficulties and to initialize the scheme ready for the 

simulation of the storm events. The first task in the 

initiation of the simulations is to generate the baseflow 

conditions in the reach. This is achieved by undertaking 

a drawdown simulation where the reach is inundated with 

water to such a depth that there is no water slope from 

the upstream to downstream extremities of the reach, 

rather like reservoir. This water is then allowed to flow 

out of the reach until steady state conditions are 

reached. 

In addition to the generation of the baseflow 

conditions this initialisation allows the grid network to 

be checked for gaps in the elements. With approximately 

15,000 three and four digit numbers to be entered into the 
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computer to generate the River Fulda mesh, the potential 
for missing a cell and creating a hole through which the 
water could drain was great. With logical cell and node- 
numbering such gaps are relatively easily found and the 
dataset corrected. 

More of a problem was the generation of the baseflow 
conditions by the lowering of the downstream elevation of 
the 'reservoir dam'. As the length of the reach is much 
larger than any previous application, the consequent 
overall drop in the channel bed elevation, (some 15m) is 
also large. To force the generation of baseflow conditions 
the incremental stage drop in the drawdown test had to be 

reduced to 0.25m steps. The generation of baseflow 

conditions therefore took much longer than anticipated. 
It is also important to note that once the baseflow 

conditions have been generated then no alterations to the 

specifications of the grid network must be made. 

The initialisation also showed that the time 
increment of the inflow hydrograph need only be 0.5 hours. 

Trials with a 0.25hr increment did not improve the 

accuracy of the outflow hydrograph and therefore it was 

not utilised. Throughout the analysis, to reduce the 

computational requirements of the simulations, only the 

rise of the hydrograph and the first part of the decline 

of the hydrograph were simulated. This accounted for just 

over 20 hours of the hydrograph and 40 computational 

steps. As the peak of the hydrograph has been the primary 

area of interest in this thesis, and because of the 

exploratory nature of these applications, the limitations 

of simulating only the first 20 hours of the hydrograph 

were accepted. 

The computational requirements for simulating some 40 

time increments in the relatively large grid network for 
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unsteady flow conditions were considerable. Each 
simulation took several hours on the Harris 100 super 
microcomputer. It was important therefore to select the 
simulations required with care. 

8.4 RMA-2V Simulations Using Observed Inflow Hydrographs 

The first aim of this investigation is to establish 
the stability of the RMA-2V solutions for a variety of 
initial conditions. Having established the grid network 
of the reach which is determined by the geometry of the 
reach and having established the baseflow conditions., 
three variables can be identified as controlling the 
behaviour of the reach under different flow conditions. 
These three variables are: 

boundary roughness - specified by Manning's n 
coefficients 

2) eddy coefficient - which incorporates the effects 
of turbulent exchange 

3) wet/dry criteria - version 3 only. 

The boundary roughness and wet/dry criteria are 
investigated in this analysis. However the sensitivity of 
the solution to variation in the eddy exchange coefficient 
has not been incorporated. A single eddy exchange 
coefficient of 50 which has been utilised for all the 

element sides, has been used in all the simulations. It 

is accepted that it is very important to investigate the 

effects of variation in the eddy coefficient exchange. 
However., the time available for this investigation was 
limited. The value of 50 is the adjusted figure after the 

stability of the solution has been ensured. The 
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investigation of the effects of variation in the eddy 
exchange coefficient has been identified, therefore, as a 
priority area for any further work on the utility of RMA- 
2V in large-scale applications. 

In the next two sub-sections the effects of variation 
in the two remaining variables, that is the boundary 
friction variable and the handling of the wet/dry criteria 
are investigated. 

The effects of variability in boundary friction 

As the turbulent exchange-of momentum has been 
incorporated in the two-dimensional solutions of RMA-2V, 
it is recommended in King and Norton (1978) that the 
Manning's n coefficients utilized to incorporate the 
effects of boundary friction should be lower then the n 
values recommended in texts such as Chow (1959). To 
investigate this recommendation in the context of a long 
reach application and to establish the sensitivity of the 
solutions to the friction variables, the first set of 
simulations of RMA-2V used a variety of the friction 

values. 

Figure 8.6 illustrates the simulation of Storm 1, the 
1 in 10 year event using version 4 of RMA-2V that 
incorporates the marsh elements. The figure illustrates 

the effect of increasing the Manning's n coefficient of 
the floodplain elements from 0.045 to 0.07 and compares 
these two simulated outflow stage hydrographs with the 

observed hydrograph at the downstream station, Rotenburg. 

All other variables are kept constant, the Manning's n 

coefficient of the main channel being 0.035 and the eddy 

exchange coefficient being 50. 
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Figure 8.6 

Comparison Of Observed And RMA-2V, Version 4. Simulated 

Hydrographs With Variations In The Floodplain Manning's n 
Of The 1 In 10 Year Event At Rotenbur& 
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Figure 8.6 shows that the adoption of the Manning's 
coefficient of 0.045 generates a downstream hydrograph 
that arrives too soon in comparison with the observed 
hydrograph. This suggests that the reach is transmitting 
the hydrograph too efficiently. Increasing the Manning's 
n coefficient to 0.07 reduced the efficiency of the reach 
and the match between the observed and simulated 
hydrographs is much improved. 

The effects of increasing the floodplain Manning's n 
coefficient in Storm 2. the I in 100 year event are shown 
in Figure 8.7. The I in 100 year event has been generated 
from the I in 10 year event using the flood frequency data 
available and it is interesting to note, therefore., the 
much more rapid travel time of the peak stage in the I in 
100 year event in comparison with the I in 10 year event. 
This faster travel time can be attributed to the greater 
inundation depths on the floodplain and consequent the 
diminished friction retarding effects of the boundary 

roughness. 

This reduced effect of the boundary roughness in 
Storm 2 is confirmed in the behaviour of the simulated 
hydrograph when the Manning's n coefficient is increased 
to 0.07. Although, as in Storm 1, the travel time of the 

peak is increased, in comparison with Storm I the relative 
increase in the travel time attributable to the increase 
in boundary roughness is small. 

The effect of increasing both the main channel and 
floodplain roughness coefficients in version 3 of RMA-2V 

can be seen in Figure 8.8. Version 3, incorporates the 

wet/dry criteria where elements leave or enter the 

solution depending on the depth of inundation. Figure 8.8 

shows that as the Manning's n coefficient is increased the 

stability of the solution is reduced. As this behaviour 
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Figure 8.7 

Comparison Of Observed And RMA-2V, Version 4, Simulated 

Hydrographs With Variations In The Floodplain Manning's n 

. 
Of The I In 100 Year Event At Rotenburg 
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Figure 8.8 

Comparison Of Observed And RMA-2V, Version 3_, Simulated 

Hydrographs With Variations In The Floodplain And Channel 

Manning's n Of The 1 In 10 Year Event At Rote 
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was not experienced in Version 4 of RMA-2V this 
instability must be due to the handling of the wet/dry 
criteria rather than directly attributable to the boundary 
friction effects. 

8.4.2 Variation in the handling of the wet/dry criteria 

The previous sub-section illustrated that the 

stability of the two versions of RMA-2V is different when 
the Manning's n roughness coefficient is varied. Version 
4, which incorporated the marsh elements, seems more 
stable than version 3, which is based on the wet/dry 
elements. 

Analysis of the corresponding velocity vector plots 
for Figure 8.8 showed that most of the flow in the 

simulation of Storm 1 using version 3 is concentrated in 

the main channel irrespective of the Manning's coefficient 

values. It is probable therefore, that the failure of the 

simulations is due to a channel element falling out of the 

solution as an element became dry. 

One way of testing this hypothesis would be to 

investigate the effects of varying the wet/dry criteria. 
Figure 8.9 shows the effects of four different wet/dry 

combinations on the simulation of Storm 1 using version 3 

of RMA-2V. The effect of decreasing the wet and dry 

criteria is to extend the stage elevations for which an 

element is included in a particular solution. This should 

ensure that all the channel elements remain in the 

solution and therefore that the length of the simulation 

is increased. In addition reducing the wet/dry criteria 

should increase the number of floodplain elements that are 

in the solution so that the spatial extent of the 

floodplain inundation is increased. The data available 

for the 1 in 10 year event indicate that the I in 10 year 
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event generates a large inundated area and that nearly all 
the elemental areas, except the boundary elements, should 
be inundated. 

Figure 8.9 shows that as the wet/dry criteria are 
decreased from 1.0/0.5 to 0.6/0.1 the stability of the 
hydrograph solution is increased and the length of the 
simulation is increased. Further decreases to 0.4/0.05 

and 0.2/0.05 however, reduce the stability and hence 
length of the solution. This decrease in stability of the 
solution as the wet/dry criteria are reduced further is 
theoretically unsound. However, the coding of version 3 

of RMA-2V prevents the criteria, tending to zero. This 
limitation has only become apparent in this application 
because of the very low slope across the elemental areas. 
In previous applications the criteria have been set to 

exceed the slope of the individual elements. These 

slopes, however, are of a greater magnitude than the 

slopes of the elements in this application, particularly 
in the direction orthogonal to the main channel. 

The stability of the solution is, though, improved by 

the lowering of the wet/dry criteria before this 
limitation is reached. The effects of lowering the 

criteria to 0.6/0.1 improves the stability of the solution 

and the extend of the floodplain inundation should also be 

increased. Figures 8.10 and 8.11 are the velocity vector 

plots for the peak discharge conditions of the initial 

wet/dry criteria, that is 1.0/0.5, and the improved 

stability solution with wet/dry criteria of 0.6/0-1. 

Comparison of these two vector plots, however, shows that 

the area of inundation is more or less identical in the 

two solutions. In both vector plots the area of 

inundation is too small for the size of the 1 in 10 year 

event. 
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The failure of the manipulation of the wet/dry 
criteria to have any impact on the area of inundation 
suggests that too much of the flow is being carried in the 
main channel element rather than on the floodplains. The 
main channel is represented by a triangular cross-section 
consisting of two-elements. This simple representation 
was made to reduce the number of elements used in the 
schematization of the reach to improve the performance of 
RMA-2V. The premise of this simplification was that the 
main area of interest in this investigation was the 
floodplain. These results suggest, however that the 
representation of the channel was insufficient to ensure 
that the bankfull channel capacity was accurately 
modelled. In further applications of this type therefore, 
it is recommended that the cross-sectional geometry be 

more accurately given. 

Comparison of the simulation utilising the two 
versions of RMA-2V of Storm I with identical Manning's n 
coefficients are shown in Figure 8.12. The comparison of 
the wet/dry solution (version 3) and the marsh element 
solution (version 4) shows that the wet/dry solution is 

not as smooth as the solution of version 4. This is 
because in version 3, elements are entering and leaving 

the solution which generates rapid increases and decreases 

in the flow area and velocity distribution across the 
floodplain. The smoother solution of version 4, and the 

superior fit of version 4 to the observed hydrograph, 

shows that the more gradual reduction or increase in flow 

through the elements incorporated in version 4 is more 

physically realistic or, at least, the predictive accuracy 

of the version is improved. 

The stability of the marsh elements version when 

subjected to variation in the Manning's n coefficients and 

the superior fit to the observed hydrographs, suggest that 
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Figure 8.12 

Comparison Of Observed And Simulated Hydrographs Generated 
By RNA-2V, Versions 3 And 4, Of The 

1 In 10 Year Event At Rote 
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the development of the marsh elements has made a 
significant improvement in the predictive behaviour of 
RMA-2V. It is proposed therefore, that version 4 be 

adopted for further validation. 

8.4.3. Conclusions 

The application of RMA-2V to the River Fulda reach 
using observed inflow hydrographs and comparing the 

simulated outflow hydrographs at Rotenburg has shown that 
RMA-2V can be used on reaches of this length. It has also 
shown that a topographic map and upstream/downstream 

cross-sectional data provide adequate data for the 
derivation of a stable solution. 

Comparison of versions 3 and 4 of RMA-2V have shown 
that version 4 is superior. The solutions are stable to 

variations in the specifications of the boundary roughness 

specifications, and the shape of the hydrograph using 

version 4 fits the observed hydrograph to a much greater 
degree. 

However, neither version of RMA-2V produced 

reasonable estimates of the inundated area of the 

floodplain. This has been attributed to the poor 

representation of the main channel. Overall, the results 

are promising for the utility of RMA-2V as a tool for 

testing simpler hydrologic models. Most important is the 

generation of a stable solution of RMA-2V for a relatively 

large reach with limited data. 
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8.5 Inclusion Of RMA-2V As A Module Of HYM03 

The results of the analysis reported above, show 
that it is feasible to incorporate RMA-2V as a module of 
HYM03. The scale of the reach has not proved to be a 
problem nor has the amount and quality of the dataset. 
However these initial results have shown that the time 
taken to initialize the network is extensive and the level 

of expertise required is much higher than for the simpler 
HYM03. 

Before the inclusion of RMA-2V can be recommended it 
is necessary that a set of circumstances be identified 

where the advantages of using RMA-2V would outweigh the 
disadvantages of using RMA-2V. It is important to compare 
the performance of HYM03 and RMA-2V and to identify the 

possible advantages of either scheme. 

Figure 8.13 compares the performance of HYMO, HYM03 

and RMA-2V against the observed outflow hydrograph at 
Rotenburg. All schemes have only modelled the reach 
between Bad Hersfeld and Rotenburg and all have used the 

observed hydrograph at Bad Hersfeld as the inflow 

hydrograph. The HYM03 model has utilised both the 

momentum exchange and multiple routing routines and is the 

version that best-fits the observed hydrograph identified 

in Chapter 7. The RMA-2V model utilised is version 4. 

Figure 8.13 shows that the HYMO prediction is the 

least accurate of the three models and that RMA-2V 

provides the closest fit to the observed hydrograph. Not 

surprisingly, the difference between the HYMO and HYM03 

models is smaller than the difference between the two HYMO 

models and RMA-2V. However, the difference between the 

three models is less than the error between any of the 

three simulations and the observed event. This figure 
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Figure 8.13 
Comparison Of Observed And Simulated Hydrographs Generated 
By HYM02, HYM03 And RMA-2V, 

_ 
Of The Bad Hersfeld-Rot 

Reach For The I In 10 Year Event At Rote 
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suggests therefore, that for the resolution of data 

available, the improved accuracy of the predicted 
hydrograph using RMA-2V does not automatically outweigh 
the disadvantages of the initiation of RMA-2V. If a 
highly accurate model of just the downstream conveyance of 
a reach is required, then RMA-2V does provide a more 
accurate hydrograph than HYM03 and undoubtedly RMA-2V's 

accuracy could be increased with a higher data resolution. 

In the context of the ungauged catchment, however, 

where it is unlikely that more data would be available, 
the use of RMA-2V as an alternative to HYM03 in the 

prediction of the hydrograph in a single reach is not so 

attractive. However, where data are required on the 

extent of the floodplain inundation or the velocity of the 
inundated flow then RMA-2V undoubtedly is a superior 

model. The accuracy of the prediction of the inundated 

area and the velocity of the flow in inundated areas, has 

not been evaluated in this analysis. It is suggested that 

a data set should be established to enable this evaluation 

at this scale of application as a matter of priority. 

Figure 8.14 compares the performance of RMA-2V in the 

prediction of the outflow hydrograph as a catchment model. 

RMA-2V has been used to replace the HYM03 scheme on the 

last section of the reach between Bad Hersfeld and 

Rotenburg. The rest of the catchment has been modelled 

using HYM03; the inflow at Bad Hersfeld for the RMA-2V 

scheme is generated using HYM03. Figure 8.14 compares the 

performance of the replacement of this last reach with 

RMA-2V with the prediction using HYMO and HYM03 for the 

entire catchment. 

Comparison of the HYMO models and the HYM03+RMA-2V 

model shows that the difference between the HYMO models is 

much greater than the difference generated by the 
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Figure 8.14 
ComTarison Of Observed And Simulated Hydrographs Generated 

By HYMO, HYM03 and HYM03+RMA-2V, Of The River Fulda 
Catchment For The 1 In 10 Year Event At Rotenburg 
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introduction of RMA-2V in the last section of the reach. 
In the prediction of the response of the entire catchment 
the introduction of the infiltration algorithm has a 
greater effect than the more accurate modelling of the 
last reach. 

These results suggest that the inclusion of RMA-2V 

as a module into HYM03 is not recommended if the operator 
intends to use the model for the prediction of an outflow 
hydrograph. If the operator requires information on the 

nature of the floodplain inundation, then the inclusion of 
RMA-2V for the areas prone to inundation may prove 

worthwhile. It should be notedagain, however, that 

whilst the accuracy of the predicted hydrograph produced 
by RMA-2V has been evaluated in this analysis and shown to 
be more accurate than HYM03, the predictive accuracy of 
the extent of floodplain inundation and velocity vectors 

remains unevaluated. 

8.6 Conclusions 

The objective of this chapter was to investigate 

whether a state-of-the art model could be used to extend 

the record of extreme event hydrographs so that simpler 

models, such as HYM03, can be evaluated. Analysis of the 

sophisticated models available showed that these models 

are still essentially research models and have not been 

evaluated themselves. As a results of this, it was 

accepted that the investigation should concentrate on the 

downstream conveyance modules of HYM03 and attempt to 

identify a sophisticated model for conveyance. 

A two-dimensional approach was identified as one 

which incorporated the cross-sectional geometrical effects 

of two-stage flow and yet still offered a range of 
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evaluated models. The finite-element solution of the 
equations of flow in two-dimensions was identified as 
being the method capable of incorporating the plan 
geometry of the system. 

However, analysis of all of the two-dimensional 
model available showed that none had been applied to reach 
lengths of the scale required for the evaluation of HYM03. 
Most schemes were limited to scales of around 2-km, 

whereas reach lengths on the River Fulda are typically 
20km. It was not known whether such hydraulic models 
could be utilised at these larger scales, if their 
solutions would be stable or if the concepts on which they 
are based could be scaled up. 

The RMA-2V model was selected to investigate the 
suitability of hydraulic models in general for application 
to these larger scale reaches. If successful, they could 
not only be used to evaluate simpler models but also to 
replace them. 

The results of the application of RMA-2V to the 
River Fulda are very promising. The latest version of the 

model that incorporates marsh elements is stable for a 

variety of boundary roughness conditions, and the 

predictive accuracy of the model seems better than the 

predictive accuracy of HYM03. In addition the application 

of RMA-2V provides the potential for more detailed 

modelling of the floodplain as the inundated extent and 

velocity vectors are computed. 

Before RMA-2V is ready for application to the larger 

scale catchments, however, it is important that certain 

areas not included in this analysis should be investigated 

and evaluated as a matter of priority. These area 

include: 
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the sensitivity of the RMA-2V solution to variation 
in the eddy exchange coefficient 

2) the evaluation of the predicted area of floodplain 
inundation against a field dataset 

3) the evaluation of the accuracy of the predicted 
velocity vectors against a field dataset. 

Once these areas have been evaluated, then RMA-2V 

could be used to generate hydrographs from the flood 
frequency data to validate simpler hydrologic models for 

extreme events. The investigation of the above areas 
should also enable the set of circumstances where the 
inclusion of RMA-2V in a catchment model such as HYM03 

would be profitable. The results reported above suggest 
that including RMA-2V in a catchment model would be 

profitable where a higher level of predictive accuracy is 

required in the simulated hydrograph or where details of 
the floodplain inundation would be useful. 

The success of the RMA-2V application to a large- 

scale catchment shows that the separation of hydraulic and 
hydrologic modelling on the grounds of scale alone is not 

a valid one. RMA-2V, a hydraulic model operates 

successfully on a scale usually reserved for hydrologic 

approaches. In addition, the results suggest that RMA-2V 

could be successfully incorporated into a composite 

modelling strategy. The combining of hydrologic and 
hydraulic approaches in a single modelling structure 

provides a powerful and flexible tool for the prediction 

of floods in ungauged catchments. 
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Chapter 9 
Conclusions 

The aim of this thesis has been to investigate the 
issues affecting flood forecasting in ungauged catchments. 
An ungauged catchment has been defined as one for which the 
only available data set consists of precipitation data, a 
topographic map, and a soil classificatory map. In 

particular no historical streamflow data are assumed to be 

available. 

The application of a model to a ungauged catchment is 

often seen as the ultimate test of the ability of the model 
to accurately predict the behaviour of that catchment. 
Despite this challenge, flood forecasting in ungauged 

catchments has remained a relatively uninvestigated part of 
hydrological modelling. 

It is proposed in this thesis that the lack of interest 

in ungauged flood forecasting is a side-effect of the 

general philosophy that has been driving hydrological 

modelling for the past twenty-five years. This philosophy 
is based upon the assumption that the predictive performance 

of hydrological models will improve when the physical 

representation of the processes in the catchment are 
improved. Developments in models have therefore been 

conceptual, with increasing spatial or temporal resolution 

being incorporated in the modelling of the processes. The 

SHE model (see, for example Bathurst, 1986), epitomises this 

philosophy as it incorporates the most highly developed 

distributed physically-based routines presently available. 

The assumption that increasing the physical 

representation of the processes in the catchment will 
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increase the predictive performance of the model is not born 

out in the studies comparing different model types, 

undertaken., for example by Loague and Freeze (1985). These 

comparative studies have shown that even when the state-of- 
the-art models are supplied with the extensive data sets and 
the experienced operators they require, their predictive 
accuracy is not significantly better than their simpler 
counterparts. Further, in the ungauged application these 

state-of-the-art models are inappropriate. 

It is accepted that this physically-based conceptual 

philosophy must continue if our understanding of the 

catchment processes is to improve and that its role as a 

research tool is vitally important. However, it is proposed 
that until the predictive performance of state-of-the-art 

models can be improved, perhaps with the incorporation of 
further physical representation of the processes, then 

another approach to catchment modelling is required if the 

predictive accuracy of hydrologically based models is to 

improved. 

The review of hydrological modelling reported in 

Chapter 1, shows that there is a need to develop models 

specifically from the perspective of the potential 

application and operator. The application of hydrological 

models to ungauged catchments provides an ideal opportunity 

to investigate modelling from this perspective. In addition 

the review of models suitable for application to ungauged 

catchments has shown that many have been evaluated at a late 

stage in the model development programme and consequently 

are conceptually unsuitable for ungauged applications. This 

thesis therefore has developed a model specifically for 

ungauged catchment applications and has attempted to 

consider the needs of the pot ential operator of the model 

during its development. 
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This thesis has identified four issues that are 
considered to be important to forecasting in ungauged 
catchments and may be of relevance to hydrological modelling 
in other areas. These issues are: 

1) the impact of model complexity on model performance 

2) how composite modelling structures could develop 

model diversity whilst retaining model portability 
ý iiL - 

3) how techniques utilised in hydraulics could be 

applied to improve hydrologic modelling 

the development of validation strategies that are 
thorough and flexible. 

These four issues have been investigated through the 

selection, development and validation of an ungauged flood 
forecasting model, namely HYM03. HYM03 has been developed 

specifically for application to ungauged catchments and in 

addition it has been developed using relatively simple 
techniques making it easy to apply for the inexperienced 

operator. The objective of this thesis has been to 
investigate the four issues identified above through the 
development and validation of HYM03. 

The rest of this chapter is divided into two sections. 
The first summarises the results of the development of HYM03 

and sets out the specifications for the composite structure 

proposed. In the second section the potential for the 

further development of HYM03 is identified and the 

implications of the results for the other areas of hydrology 

are discussed. 
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9.1 Specifications Of HYM03 

The objective of this thesis has been to identify and 
develop and validate a model suitable for application to 

ungauged catchments based on a composite modelling 
structure. Chapter 2 identified a model that could be 

adapted to meet this objective, namely HYM02. A review of 
HYM02 showed that the model has a flexible structure and has 
been developed specifically for application to ungauged 

catchments. 

9.1.1 Model Complexity versus Model Performance 

This thesis concludes that there is a complex 

relationship between model complexity and model performance. 

The introduction of a composite modelling structure 

consisting of process modules at varying levels of 

resolution and complexity has allowed the exploration of 

this relationship. Results from the comparison of the 

predictive performance of the infiltration algorithm and the 

curve number routine in large catchments, a scale previously 

unexplored, are reported in Chapter 7. The results of the 

investigation showed that the predictive performance of the 

infiltration algorithm was superior to the performance of 

the simpler Curve Number routine. However, in the larger 

River Fulda catchment, the analysis showed that this 

improvement was only significant if the precipitation event 

had a complex temporal distribution. In Storm 1, the I in 

10 year event, the precipitation pattern was simple with the 

majority of the rainfall falling at the beginning of the 

event. The improvement in the predictive accuracy of the 

infiltration algorithm over the Curve Number routine was 

therefore small, and not considered to be significant. In 

contrast, the precipitation pattern of Storm 3, the I in 1.5 

year event, was complex with rainfall falling in two peaks 
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with a period of very low intensity rainfall between the two 
peaks. The improvement in the predicted hydrograph achieved 
by the infiltration algorithm was still evident and 
significant at the outflow of the reach at the Bad Hersfeld 

station. 

The time taken to initiate and simulate a storm event 
using the infiltration algorithm for a catchment the size of 
the River Fulda basin, which is approximately 2500 km2' is 

significantly greater than the time taken by the Curve 
Number. In the case of Storm 1, for example, the 
infiltration algorithm version of HYM03 took approximately 
nine hours of CPU, whilst the curve number routine took only 
about one hour of CPU. The results of the sensitivity 
analysis suggest that for large catchments the infiltration 

algorithm need only be invoked for complex storm events. 

These results show that there is not a simple 
relationship between model complexity and model performance. 
The predictive performance of the infiltration algorithm is 

better than the performance of the simpler Curve number 

routine but this difference in performance is only 

significant in large catchments for storm events with a 

complex rainfall distribution. Given the extra time taken 

to set up the data set required by the infiltration 

algorithm and the larger computational demands of the 

algorithm the operator of the model must consider the size 

of the subcatchments being utilized, the complexity of the 

storm event and the accuracy required in the outflow 

hydrograph. 

9.1.2 The Role Of A Composite Modelliný Structure 

This thesis concludes that the utilization of a 

composite modelling structure allows model diversity to be 

developed whilst model portability is maintained. 
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It is proposed that a composite modelling structure 
could potentially close the split between model developers 

and operators by providing a flexible model structure into 
which new components or modules could be slotted. The 
perspective of the composite model would be biased towards 
the model operators such that a series of guidelines could 
be developed to help the operator select the most 
appropriate module combination for a particular application. 
It is envisaged that such a composite structure would 
incorporate modules simulating the same processes at 
different levels of spatial or temporal resolution or 
complexity. 

The results of this thesis have shown that a composite 
modelling structure is a viable option. The results 
summarised above of the relative performance of the two 

runoff generation routines has shown that simpler modules 
have an important role and should not be discarded when more 

complex techniques become available. The results of the 

evaluation of the new momentum exchange and multiple routing 

routines, reported in Chapter 7 also illustrate that 

techniques drawn from hydraulics can be incorporated in an 
hydrologic composite structure. 

The flexibility of a composite structure has been 

illustrated in the evaluation programme reported in Chapter 

7. The model has also been developed in such a way as to 

maintain the portability of the scheme. The new modules 

require no additional data and the extra computational 

requirements are minimal in comparison with the 

computational requirements of the infiltration algorithm. 

The potential for the further development of the composite 

structure and the implications this would make on the 

portability of the scheme are discussed in Section 9.2. 
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9.1.3 Hydraulic versus Hydrologic Mode 

This thesis concludes that the concepts and techniques 
developed in hydraulics are appropriate for inclusion in 
hydrologic catchment models and that the traditional 
distinction between hydraulics and hydrology, based on 
scale, is no longer valid. 

The need to investigate methods of incorporating the 
the cross-sectional and plan geometrical effects of two- 

stage flows has been identified in Chapter 2. The review of 
modelling has shown that this is an area that has not 
previously been incorporated in hydrological catchment 
models. Investigations into the behaviour of two-stage 
flows have almost exclusively being carried out in a 
hydraulic approach. This thesis has aimed to investigate 

these hydraulic approaches and see if they are appropriate 
for application to hydrologic models. 

The behaviour of flow in two-stage flow was 
investigated and the literature review highlighted the 

importance of the effects of momentum exchange between the 

main channel and floodplain flow segments. The momentum 

exchange was shown to have significant effects on the 

velocity of flow in the two flow components and to affect 

the conveyance capacity of the whole cross-section. The 

implications of this exchange on the prediction of discharge 

from the reach were, however, not clear. In addition the 

relative importance of momentum exchange in comparison with 

the effects of boundary friction and the downstream effects 

of two-stage flow were not assessed. The results of the 

sensitivity analysis of the Ervine and Ellis scheme isolated 

the effects of boundary friction and the importance of the 

difference between the length in the downstream routing 

pathways of the floodplain and more sinuous main channel 

flows. 
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The development of a momentum exchange module was 
investigated in Chapter 4, by firstly exploring the process 
of momentum exchange. Flume investigations showed that the 
most useful concept is to consider the exchange of momentum 
to be taking place across an interface between the main 
channel and floodplain. The extent of the exchange can then 
be computed by calculating the apparent shear stresses that 
would occur if the interface were a real boundary. This 
concept of an interface and the use of apparent shear 
stresses is widely used in hydraulic analysis to compare 
computed and observed discharge and velocity values but this 
approach has not been incorporated into any hydrological 

models. 

In hydraulic analyses a measured shear stress 
distribution is used to estimate the position of the 
interface and the stresses on the interface. In a 
hydrologic approach this is not possible and some estimate 

must be made of both the position of the interface and the 

stresses upon it. Analysis of these assumptions in 

comparison with flume studies has been attempted by many 

authors, for example Wormleaton et al 
'. 

(1982) and Knight and 
Demetriou, (1983), but no one clear technique has been 

identified. In addition the flume investigations have 

concentrated on river reaches where the floodplain width is 

relatively small and the boundary roughnesses of the 

floodplain are small, (see Table 4.1). 

In order to investigate a variety of floodplain widths 

and boundary roughnesses, four interface position and stress 

combinations were incorporated into the momentum exchange 

module. These four techniques, tabulated in Table 4.2, 

include vertical and diagonal interfaces with an apparent 

shear stress ratio of 1 and 0. The analysis of the effects 

of the four techniques on the prediction of the rating curve 

showed that the techniques which introduced the most 
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exchange reduced the capacity of the cross-section to the 
greatest degree. The longer the interface or higher the 
apparent shear stress ratio the greater the amount of 
momentum exchange incorporated and hence the more turbulent 
friction incorporated. 

The development and incorporation of a multiple routine 
module was investigated in Chapter 5. This module 
incorporated the effects of the short-circuiting of 
floodplain flows around the sinuous main channel flows. 
Analysis of the alternative methods utilised shows that the 
only techniques that had been previously used were either 
(1) the use of empirical adjustments or (2) the replacement 
of the scheme with a hydraulically-based St. Venant scheme 
developed by Fread (1976). 

The results of the inclusion of multiple routing 
reaches showed that the impact of the routine was greatest 

when the depth of water on the floodplain was small, that is 

when the depth ratio (floodplain depth: main channel depth) 

was less than 0.4 but more than 0.1. At this range of 
inundation depths the multiple routing routine significantly 

reduces the error in the prediction of the peak discharge. 

In comparison with HYM02, the error in the prediction of 

peak discharge is halved. The results also showed that 

reducing the length of the floodplain routing length to 

mimic the effects of the "short-circuiting", was only 

significant when the floodplain length was approximately 30% 

shorter than the main channel length. In these 

circumstances the attenuation of the floodwave is decreased, 

and a higher peak discharge is predicted. 

The momentum exchange and multiple routing routines 

have been successful, therefore, in incorporating their 

respective effects of turbulent exchange and the short- 

circuiting of flow. Both modules have been shown to improve 
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the predictive accuracy of the model and in addition by 
removing the effects of the two processes from the selection 
of the Manning's n coefficient have made the selection of 
the most appropriate value a simpler task. 

The success of these two modules in incorporating the 
effects of two different processes has shown the portability 
of the concepts of traditionally hydraulic approaches to 
hydrologic modelling. The limitations posed by the ungauged 
nature of the catchment modelling have been shown not to 
restrict this portability. 

Application of hydraulic techniques to a hydrologic 
model are considered in Chapter 8, where the inclusion of 
RMA-2V as a module of HYM03 is considered. RMA-2V has been 
to shown to be capable of application not only to the scale 
of reach required for a hydrologic approach but also to 
meet the limitation of an ungauged hydrologic approach. 

The analysis of the relative performance of RMA-2V as a 
module in a catchment model is reported in section 8.5. 

This section concludes that the impact on the accuracy of 
the outflow hydrograph of the inclusion of RMA-2V in the 
lower reaches of the River Fulda is less than the impact of 
the inclusion of the infiltration algorithm. The inclusion 

of RMA-2V is therefore only recommended if more detailed 

information is required on the extent or behaviour of the 

floodplain inundation. 

9.1.4 Model Evaluation and Validation Strategies 

This thesis proposes that optimization techniques 

provide a viable alternative to traditional factor 

perturbation analysis as part of a model validation 

strategy. It is also proposes that state-of-the-art process 

models could be used to provide "ground-truth" conditions 
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for the evaluation of simpler models, and this evaluation 
technique is potentially most useful in the prediction of 
extreme events. 

The introduction of a composite structure generates 
variability in the structure of the model in addition to the 
existing parameter variability within the process modules. 
A sensitivity analysis must assess therefore, not only the 
impact of changes in the modules parameters but also the 
impact of different module combinations, and the interaction 
between these two sorts of variability. Given the large 

number of variables involved in the composite structure, 
alternative methods of undertaking a sensitivity analysis 
were examined. The potential for using optimization 
techniques as part of a sensitivity analysis was 
investigated. Optimization techniques have not been 

utilized in this way before and consequently the application 
of the technique was rather exploratory. The results from 

the investigation were promising, provided that the 
interpretive skills necessary to understand the results 
files can be established. The potential for the further 

development of the optimization technique is discussed in 

section 9.2. 

The aim of the optimization technique, in addition to 

investigating the utility of the technique, was to 

investigate the sensitivity of the predicted hydrograph to 

variation in five key parameters: Manning's n coefficient 
for the floodplain and the main channel, the longitudinal 

slope for the floodplain and main channel and the floodplain 

routing reach length. The results showed that when the 

longitudinal slopes are greater than lxIO-2, then the slope 

is the dominant parameter controlling the shape of the 

simulated hydrograph. When the slopes are less steep then 

the Manning's n coefficient is the Iominant parameter. 
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The optimization results also showed that when both the 
momentum exchange and multiple routing routines are utilised 
then the'variation in the predicted peak discharge is as 
great as variation generated by variation in the Manning's n 
coefficient. This suggests that the incorporation of the 
momentum exchange and multiple routing routines is 
significant in comparison with the effect of boundary 
friction. This result therefore supports the inclusion of 
the momentum exchange and multiple routing routines in the 
HYM03 model. 

Analysis of the momentum exchange and multiple routing 
routines showed that the relationship between them is an 
extremely complex one which depends on the exact nature of 
the storm event. Despite the effects of the momentum 
exchange routine on the predicted rating curve, the results 
reported in Chapter 7 show that the routine has no impact on 
the predicted hydrograph when applied without the multiple 
routing routine. When the momentum exchange and multiple 
routing routine were applied they had an impact was visible 
on the predicted hydrograph and this impact that was 
different to the impact of the application of just the 

multiple routing routine. The effect of the momentum 
exchange routine is to make changes in the rating curve of a 
reach. These changes only make significant differences to 

the hydrograph if the multiple routing routine is also 

applied. 

The impact of the multiple routing routine, as reported 
in Chapter 5, is dependant on the proportion of the total 

flow that is contained on the floodplain. If the floodplain 

inundation depth is very small, then the travel time of the 

floodplain flow will be large, for example a hundred hours. 

More significant in low floodplain inundation depths is the 

travel time of the main channel which is reduced in 

comparison with the composite travel time where the average 
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time for the floodplain and main channel is used. This 
means that in low floodplain inundation conditions the 
attenuation of the floodwave is reduced in comparison to the 
composite approach. Where floodplain inundation depths are 
larger and floodplain flows contribute a significant 
proportion of the total discharge, a proportion of around 
15%, then the attenuation of the floodwave is increased as 
there are effectively two floodwaves, one from the main 
channel and one from the floodplain. When the proportion of 
flow in the floodplain exceeds 15% then the joint 

application of the momentum exchange and multiple routing 
routines improves the accuracy of the predicted hydrograph. 
It is suggested, therefore, that the potential operator of 
the HYM03 scheme uses both the momentum exchange and 
multiple routing routines for out-of-bank events. 

A third part of the model validation and evaluation 
programme, is reported in Chapter 8 and investigates the 
feasibility of using RMA-2V to extend the record of 
"observed" extreme events, in order to further validate the 

performance of HYM03. The application of RMA-2V to the 
River Fulda catchment is the first application of any 
hydrodynamic finite-element model to this scale of reach. 
Previous finite-element applications to two-stage river 

reaches have been limited to scales of around 2km. This is 

also the first application attempted with a limited data 

set, information in this instance is limited to a 
topographic map and upstream and downstream cross-sections 

and rating curves; in particular no intermediate reach data 

or velocity vector data are available. This is also the 

first application of version 4 of RMA-2V which incorporates 

the new marsh elements with pseudo-porosity effect. The 

marsh elements allow elements to enter and leave the 

computation smoothly and improve the stability and accuracy 

of the predicted extent of inundation. 
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The results of the application of RMA-2V to the River 
Fulda showed that the model could be applied to river 
reaches of a scale of around 20 km, and there are no 
inherent or conceptual difficulties in doing so. It is 
feasible therefore, that other finite-element models could 
be similarly applied to larger scale problems. The data set 
available was sufficient for the computational mesh to be 

generated and the physical basis of the model meant that no 
calibration was required. In addition the results showed 
that the performance of version 4 of RMA-2V was a 

significant improvement over version 3, where elements 

suddenly entered or left the solution. The results showed 

no computational reason why RNA-2V should not be used to 

generate further hydrographs from the flood frequency 

analysis, in order to validate HYM03. 

The guidelines generated for the potential operator of 

the HYM03 have been summarized in Table 9.1. These 

guidelines represent the results of the work undertaken in 

this thesis and therefore are appropriate for applications 

to large catchment, that is 1000-2500 km2. The guidelines 

given in Table 9.1 are the achieved specifications for the 

operation of the HYM03 model. 

Figure 9.1 shows the achieved specifications in the 

context of the other components of an ungauged model that 

have been considered in this thesis. If Figure 9.1 is 

compared with Figure 3.6, then the achieved specifications 

can be compared with the components identified in the first 

chapters of this thesis as being worthy of further 

investigation. Figure 9.1 shows these components that have 

been fully investigated (the shaded blocks), and the 

components for which an initial investigation has been 

undertaken (the hashed areas). Figure 9.1 also shows that 

the introduction of a hydrodynamic module into the structure 
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Table 9.1 

Guidelines For The Application Of HYM03 
To Large Catchments 

Catchment Subdivision 

Subcatchments size < 60 km2 

Rainf all 

Frontal type storms - consider use radar data for 
2 subcatchment > 145 km . 

For convective storms - consider use radar data 

Soils Classification 

Concentrate on the accurate representation of soils groups 
with low hydraulic conductivites. 

Runoff Generation 

For complex precipitation patterns use the infiltration 

algorithm, for simpler rainfall distributions consider 

advantages of infiltration algorithm. 

Channel Geometry 

For out-of-bank events - use both the momentum exchange and 

multiple routing routines. 
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of HYM03 has been considered and this was not proposed in 
Figure 3.6. 

Figure 9.1 confirms the inclusion of several modules at 
varying resolutions for each of the catchment process 
components. The investigation of the spatial variation of 
precipitation has shown that this is significant in large 

catchments and it is recommended, therefore, that one of the 
readily models identified in Chapter 7 be incorporated. 
Investigation of the importance of cross-sectional and plan 
geometry representation through the introduction of the 

momentum exchange and multiple routing routines has 

recommended the application of both techniques where 
floodplain flows contribute 15% or more of the total 
discharge. 

9.2 Further Development Of HYM03 And Future Research Needs 

This section considers the further development of HYM03 

and the composite modelling structure. The implications of 

the specifications already achieved and the potential 
implications of further developments on other areas of 
hydrological modelling will be briefly discussed. 

Figure 9.1 shows the components of HYM03 that have 

developed and implemented and alternatives which have been 

considered during this thesis. Throughout this thesis 

alternatives have been discarded for a variety of reasons. 

Certain processes, such as the secondary current system 

were not included in the final specifications of HYM03 

because other processes were considered to be of more 

significance. Alternatives methods of modelling processes 

included in HYM03 were excluded on the grounds that they 

were difficult to incorporate. This was true for the 
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modelling of multiple routing routines where the simplest 
approach was incorporated so that the relative importance of 
the process could be considered. 

If the out-of-bank flood forecasting of HYM03 is to be 
improved then the results of this thesis suggest several 
steps that could be taken to achieve this. These steps 
include: 

1) The upgrading of the handling of the multiple 
routing routine. The results of this thesis have shown Cý 
that this routine has a significant effect on improving 

the predictive accuracy of the outflow hydrograph. 
Several alternatives have been suggested in Chapter 5. 

2) Further validation of the application of RMA-2V, in 

particular investigation of the effects of eddy 

exchange coefficient and the accuracy of the predicted 

velocity vectors. Validation of these two components 

of RMA-2V would allow the utilization of RMA-2V for 

detailed floodplain modelling in ungauged catchments. 

If the performance of HYM03 is to improve for all types 

of applications, both in-bank and out-of-bank, then this 

tinesis has identified several other steps that could be 

taken. These include: 

1) An investigation into the relationship between the 

resolution of subcatchment area required for the 

accurate prediction of the time to peak discharge. 

Potentially this may require the introduction of the 

modelling of the overland routing of the runoff to the 

channel. 
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2) Investigation of the packages available to 
incorporate the relationship between the resolution of 
rainfall required for particular storm characteristics 
and subcatchment sizes. 

3) The assessment of the importance of a secondary 
current module for sinuous channel for in-bank events. 

4) More accurate representation of the effects of 
boundary friction, to include the stage/roughness 
relationships and an assessment of the spatial 
resolution of boundary classification required. 

The validation strategy developed in this thesis has 
proposed the utilization of optimization techniques and the 
application of RMA-2V for the extension of the record of 
"observed" events. New validation techniques need to be 

considered if the composite modelling structure is to be 
thoroughly evaluated and the gap between model development 

and operation to be bridged. 

The optimization techniques could be used by any model 
that allows the comparison of a simulated and observed 
hydrograph or similar output. The volume of output from the 

application of the optimization technique in this thesis and 
the interpretive skills required however, suggest that the 

optimization technique would not be appropriate if a larger 

number of parameters needed to be assessed. Optimization 

techniques would not be suitable therefore for assessing the 

sensitivity of physically-based distributed models which 
have a very large number of parameters. The optimization 

technique was used in this thesis to assess the sensitivity 

of the outflow hydrograph to variability in five parameters. 
Given the volume of output from this analysis, an upper 

limit of the testing of ten parameters sensitivities would 
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seem an appropriate guideline. For simple models, or as in 
this case as part of an analysis incorporating many 
different approaches, then optimization are a viable and 
promising alternative. 

The application of RMA-2V to the River Fulda reach was 
also a new approach to the validation of HYM03. The aim of 
the approach was to utilise the RMA-2V to extend the record 
of storm events, providing a ground-truth against which 
HYM03 could be validated. The need to extend the record of 
extreme events stems from the inherent difficulties of 
collecting data for events which are either impossible to 
measure or occur too infrequently. 

The results of the application of RMA-2V are promising 
enough for it to be suggested that this approach could be 

utilised in other processes of hydrology where extreme 

events are simulated. The approach relies on the 

availability of a state-of-the-art model that has been 

validated and has a good predictive performance. This 

precludes therefore catchment models which are still 
basically research tools. The approach is, therefore, most 

suitable for the validation of certain process modules 

within catchment models for which state-of-the-art models 

exist . Th. L . for example, the validation of -is could include 

catchment stability models against engineering stability 

models, or the validation of catchment throughflow modules 

on detailed hillslope models. 

The potential of a composite modelling structure for 

the bridging of the gap between model developers and 

operators has -been stressed for ungauged flood forecasting. 

The utility of incorporating concepts and techniques from 

the field of hydraulics has also been highlighted. The 

potential flexibility of the composite modelling structure 

however does not stop with hydraulics. Other engineering 
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disciplines such as soil mechanics for the modelling of 
river bank stability problems could also be potentially 
incorporated. 

This thesis has shown that a composite modelling 
structure can support a multi-disciplinary approach. In 

addition the application of concepts and techniques from the 
field of hydraulics has shown that the incorporation of 

engineering techniques is feasible and appropriate. With 

the application of an expert system, a composite modelling 

structure encompassing the disciplines of hydrology and 

engineering may help to bridge the gap between model 
developers and model operators... 
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Introduction 

This appendix contains the source code for HYM03, an 
example data set and the results from this example 
application. HYM03 contains the Curve Number routine and 
Infiltration Algorithm, four momentum exchange routines 
and the capability of multiple routing reaches. Other 
minor changes to the source code from HYM02 allow the 
conversion of a discharge hydrograph to a stage hydrograph 

using a specified rating curve relationship and the 
addition of a single baseflow discharge value throughout a 
storm hydrograph using the STORE HYD command. 

The appendix also includes an example data set and 
results file for a trial simulation. This example uses 
the Curve Number routine to generate the runoff excess for 

subcatchments 406 and 407 (see Figure 6.3, page 224) and 
simulates the outflow hydrograph for the 1 in 10 year 
storm event at Hermannspiegal. Momentum exchange method 3 
is utilised, this uses a diagonal assumed shear interface 

and an apparent shear stress ratio of zero. Multiple 

routing is also invoked, with three reaches used these 
being the left floodplain, main channel and right 
floodplain flow segments. All the data for this 

application is contained within data set "datal". 

Applications that require the utilisation of the 

Infiltration Algorithm require an additional data set 
"data2" which contains the soil moisture data shown in 

Table 2.3 (page 60). 

The results from the example application contains 

the intermediate results for the Marbach-Hermannspeigal 

reach. The runoff hydrograph for subcatchment 406 is 

derived first using the Curve Number routine, to this the 

baseflow derived from the observed hydrograph is added 

using the STORE HYD command. The rating curves for the 
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Marbach and Hermannspiegal gauging stations are then 
developed using momentum exchange method 3. As multiple 
routing is also invoked then the results file shows the 
development of separate rating curves for each of the 
three flow segments (floodplain and channel) at both of 
the gauging stations. This computation includes the 

calculation of the percentage of total flow in each 
segment at twenty evenly spaced stage elevations. 

Each flow segment is then separately routed by the 
development of a travel time table for the floodwave in 

each segment. The percentage flow tables described above 

are then utilised to distribute--the runoff hydrograph 

between the three flow segments. This example shows that 

most water is contained within the main channel except for 

simulation hours 40-52 and 120-122 were approximately 10% 

of flow is contained on the floodplains. After the 

routing commands the three outflow hydrographs from the 

flow segments are added to give the routed hydrograph at 
Hermannspiegal. 

The Curve Number routine is then invoked to generate 

the runoff contribution from the drainage area of 

subcatchment 407. To this the observed baseflow is added 

and finally the routed hydrograph and runoff hydrograph 

are added to give the outflow at Hermannspiegal. 
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HYM03: source code 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

HYM03 -a mathematical flood forecasting model for 

ungauged catchments 

C 

C Program: HYM03 
C (HYM02) including two-stage channel modelling. 
C With improved out-of-bank flood modelling incorporating 
C MOMENTUM EXCHANGE between in and out of bank flows and 
C MULTIPLE ROUTING REACHES -allowing separate pathways for 
C channel and floodplain flows. 
C 

C Coded by: L. Baird 

C University of Bristol 
C 

C NOTES Upgraded subroutines 
C ADHYD 
C STHYD 
C CMPRC 
C STT 
C CMPTT 
C ROUTE 
C PRTHYD 
C BLKDTA 
C 
C Notes The structure of the code remains unaltered. 
C All additional computations occur within existing 
C subroutines. 
C HOWEVER, there are significant changes in the manner in 
C which the dataset DATA1 must be set out to facilitate 
C utilisation of the new capabilities. 
C 

C UNITS All computations (except in the infiltration algorithm) 
C are carried out in imperial units, irrespective of KCODE 

C and ICODE. COMMON/BLOCK1 and COMMON/BLOCK2 use imperial. 

C ---------- ------------------------------------------------------------- 

COMMON/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

COMMON/BLOCK2/ PERQ(20,70), TQ(20,6), CC(20), LL(6), INRC, LRC 

C Definition Of variables in common 

C OCFS Hydrograph discharge 

C DATA Data associated with each command 

C CFS Unit hydrograph discharge 
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HYM03: source code 

C CTBLE Command table 
C RAIN Cumulative precipitation values 
C ROIN Volume of discharge hydrograph 
C note: this variable is no longer divided by area 
CA End area 
CQ Flow rate for rating curve 
C DEEP Elevation of water surface (for rating curve) 
C ITBLE Integer table 
C DP Flow depth for previously computed travel time flow relationship 
C SCFS Discharge for previously computed travel time flow relationship 
CC Absolute stage elevations computed in rating curve 
C ZALFA Alphnumeric code table 
C IEND Number of points in the hydrograph 

C DA Drainage area 
C DIST Segment boundary point for each segment of a cross section 
C SEGN Mannings 'n' for each segment of a cross section 
C DT Time increment for rainfall or discharge 
C PEAK Peak discharge for hydrograph 
C ISG Last elevation input in each segment position 
C NPU Punch code 
C NHD Hydrograph identification number 
C NER Error number 
C MAXNO Maximum number of data entires to be expected for any command 
C NCOMM Number of commands 
C ICC Continuation line 

C NCODE Number of command 
C TIME Start time of simulation 
C KCODE Measurement unit of input 

C0- imperial 
C not 0- metric 
C ICODE Measurement unit of output 
C0- imperial 
C not 0- metric 
C Variables common 2 

C PERQ Percentage discharge (rating curve computation) 
C TQ Total discharge (rating curve computation) 
C cc Travel time coefficient 
C LL Number of zero discharge values in rating curve segment 
C INRC Inflow rating curve (multiple routing) 
C LRC Outflow rating curve (multiple routing) 

OPEN (1, STATUS='old', FILE='datal') 

OPEN(25, FILE='data2l, STATUS='old') 

OPEN(6, STATUS='new', FILE=Iresults') 

NCODE-0 

NPU=O 

ICC=o 

1 NER=O 

CALL HONDO 

IF (NER) 2,2,19 

2 GO TO (3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19), NCODE 

3 TIME=DATA(l) 

NPU=DATA(2) 

KCODE=DATA(3) 
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ICODE-DATA(4) 

GO TO 1 
4 CALL STHYD 

GO TO 1 
5 CALL RECHD 

GO TO 1 
6 CALL CMPHYD 

GO TO 1 
7 CALL PRTEIYD 

GO TO 1 
8 CALL PUHYD 

GO TO 1 
9 CALL HPLOT 

GO TO 1 
10 CALL ADHYD 

GO TO 1 
11 CALL SRC 

GO TO 1 
12 CALL CMPRC 

GO TO 1 
13 CALL STT 

GO TO 1 
14 CALL CMPTT 

GO TO 1 
15 CALL ROUTE 

GO TO 1 
16 CALL RESVO 

GO TO 1 
17 CALL ERROR 

GO TO 1 
18 CALL SEDT 

GO TO 1 
19 STOP 

END 

SUBROUTINE HONDO 

C This subroutine reads in the data from Idatall, searches an alphanumeric 
C code table to determine the NCODE of the required operation, and collects 
C variables from the freefloating data field. 

C The command table (CTBLE), integer table (ITBLE), number of commands 
C (NCOMM) and alphanumeric array (ZALPRA) are initialized in BLOCK DATA 

C located at the end of this listing. 

COMMON/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&lZAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

COMMON/BLOCK2/ PERQ(20,70), TQ(20,6), CC(20), LL(6), INRC, LRC 
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DIMENSION CHARM), ALPHA(11), AUXA(10), AUXB(10) 

IF (ICC) 1,1,3 
C READ IN DATA CARD 

1 READ (1,42) (ALPHA(I), I=1,11), (CRAR(I), I=1,60) 

C IF FIRST CHARACTER IS BLANK THE CARD IS A CONTINUATION OF 

C PREVIOUS CARD. 

IF (ALPHA(l)-ZALPHA(11)) 2,9,2 

2 IF (ICC) 3,3,40 

C ASTERISK IN COL. 80 MEANS SKIP TO NEW PAGE BEFORE PRINTING CARD 

3 IF (CHAR(60)-ZALPHA(11)) 4,5,4 

4 WRITE (6,43) 

5 WRITE (6,44) (ALPHA(I), I=1,11), (CHAR(I), I-1,60) 

C IF FIRST CHARACTER IS A* THE PREVIOUS CARD WAS A COMMENT CARD 

IF (ALPHA(l)-ZALPHA(12)) 10,6,10 

C IF PUNCH CODE POSITIVE, COMMENT CARDS ARE PUNCHED. 

6 IF (NPU) 8,8,7 

7 WRITE (7,45) (ALPHA(I), I=1,11), (CHAR(I), I=1,60) 

8 ICC=o 

GO TO 1 

9 WRITE (6,44) (ALPHA(I), I=1,11), (CHAR(I), I=1,60) 

GO TO 24 

C SEARCH FIRST TWO ALPHAMERIC CHARACTERS TO SEE IF THEY ARE NUMBERS 

10 ICC=l 

DO 12 I=1,10 

IF (ALPHA(l)-ZALPHA(I)) 11,15,11 

11 IF (ALPRA(2)-ZALPHA(I)) 12,15,12 

12 CONTINUE 

C STATEMENT NUMBER 7 IS BRANCHED TO IF NUMBERS ARE PRESENT 

C IF NOT NUMBER SEARCH COMMAND TABLE FOR MATCH 

C CALL FIRST 10 VALUES FROM PERMANENT DATA STORAGE 

DO 14 I=1, NCOMM 

DO 13 J=1,11 

IF (CTBLE(I, J)-ALPHA(J)) 14,13,14 

C SN 10=PART MATCH 

13 CONTINUE 

C IF THIS LOOP IS COMPLETED WE HAVE COMPLETE MATCH- CALL NCODE 

C AND MAX NUMBER AND EXIT LOOP 

NCODE=ITBLE(I, l) 

MAXNO=ITBLE(I, 2) 

GO TO 21 

14 CONTINUE 

C IF MAJOR LOOPS FINISHED WITHOUT A MATCH WRITE ERROR MESSAGE 

C AND SET NER =1 

NER=l 

WRITE (6,46) 

RETURN 

C CONVERT DIGIT INPUT CODE FROM ALPHAMERIC TO INTEGER FORM 

15 NCODE=GIT(ALPHA, 1,2,1. )+0.5 

C FIND MAX NUMBER OF DATA ITEMS FOR THIS NCODE 

DO 17 I=1, NCOMM 

IF (ITBLE(I, 1)-NCODE) 17,16,17 

16 MAXNO=ITBLE(I, 2) 
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ýO TO 21 
17 CONTINUE 

C SEARCH DATA ROUTINE 
C SEE IF ANY DATA FOR THIS CARD 

DO 19 I-1, NCOMM 
IF (ITBLE(l, l)-NCODE) 19,18,19 

18 MAXNO-ITBLE(I, 2) 
GO TO 20 

19 CONTINUE 

20 CONTINUE 

21 IF (MAXNO) 23,22,23 
22 RETURN 

C ZERO ARRAYS AND COUNTERS 
23 DO 47 I=1,310 

47 DATA M-0. 

NDATA-1 

24 NCHAR=O 
25 DO 26 1-1,10 

AUXA(I)-O. 
26 AUXB(I)=O. 

IT1=1 
IT2=1 

SIGN=l. 

LDGIT=O 

KDGIT=O 

C CARRY OUT DIGIT BY DIGIT SEARCH AND ACCUMULATION 
27 NCHAR=NCHAR+l 

C HAVE WE CONSIDERED ALL CHARACTERS - RETURN IF SO 
IF (NCHAR-60) 28,32,1 

28 DO 29 I=1,15 
IF (CHAR(NCHAR)-ZALPHA(I)) 29,30,29 

29 CONTINUE 
GO TO 32 

30 GO TO (33,33,33,33,33,33,33,33,33,33,32,27,36,32,31,27), 1 
C SN 39 HANDLES SIGN CONTROL ON 1130 VERSION 
31 SIGN=-1.0 

GO TO 27 

C CHARACTER IS BLANK OR COMMA DOES IT FOLLOW A DIGIT 

32 GO TO (27,48), IT1 

C CHARACTER IS A DIGIT - HAS A DECIMAL BEEN ENCOUNTERED 

33 GO TO (34,35), IT2 

34 LDGIT=LDGIT+l 

IT1=2 

AUXA(LDGIT)=CHAR(NCHAR) 

GO TO 27 
35 KDGIT=KDGIT+l 

AUXB(KDGIT)=CHAR(NCHAR) 
GO TO 27 

C CHARACTER IS A DECIMAL - DOES IT FOLLOW A DIGIT 

36 GO TO (37,38), IT1 

37 IT1=2 

LDGIT=l 

38 IT2=2 

GO TO 27 
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C ROUTINE TO CONVERT ALPHABETIC ARRAY TO FLOATING POINT NUMBER 

48 DATA (NDATA)=GIT(AUXA, 1, LDGIT, 1. )+GIT(AUXB, 1,10,0. ) 

DATA (NDATA)=DATA(NDATA)*SIGN 

C IS ALL DATA FURNISHED YES-RETURN NO INCREASE N DATA KEEP ON 

IF (NDATA-MAXNO) 41,39,39 

39 ICC-0 

40 RETURN 

41 NDATA-NDATA+l 

GO TO 25 

c 

42 FORMAT (2Al, 9A2,60Al) 

43 FORMAT (lHl) 

44 FORMAT (5X, 2Al, 9A2,6OAl) 

45 FORMAT (2. Al, 9A2,6OAl) 

46 FORMAT (10X, 20HCOMMAND NOT IN TABLE) 

END 

FUNCTION GIT (TCARD, J, JLAST, SHIFT) 

C Converts alphabetic array to floating point number 

DIMENSION TCARD(10), A(10) 

DATA A(1)/lHl/, A(2)/lH2/, A(3)/lH3/, A(4)/lH4/, A(5)/lH5/, A(6)/lH6/ 

DATA A(7)/lH7/, A(8)/lH8/, A(9)/lHg/, A(10)/lHO/ 

GIT=O. 

TEN=10. 

SUM--o. 

DO 3 JNOW--J, JLAST 

TTEST=TCARD(JNOW) 

C CHECK FOR LAST ENTRY 

IF (TTEST. EQ. 0. ) GO TO 4 

C FIND NUMBER AND COMPUTE VALUE 

DO 2 NUMB=1,10 

IF (TTEST-A(NUMB)) 2,1,2 

1 ZTEST=NUMB 

IF (ZTEST. EQ. 10. ) ZTEST=O. 

SUM--SUM*TEN+ZTEST 

GO TO 3 

2 CONTINUE 

3 CONTINUE 

4 IF (SHIFT) 6,5,6 

5 FI=JNOW-1 

SUM--SUM*(0.1**FI) 

6 GIT=SUM 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE STHYD 
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C THIS SUBROUTINE STORES THE COORDINATES OF HYDROGRAPHS. 

C ADDS BASEFLOW TO HYDROGRAPH STORED 

COMMON/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

DIMENSION DUMMY(300) 

ID=DATA(l) 

NHD=DATA(2) 

DT(ID)-DATA(3) 

IF(KCODE. EQ. O)GO TO 10 

DATA(4)=DATA(4)/2.590 
DATA(5)=DATA(5)/0.02832 
DO 11 J=6,305 

DATA(J)=DATA(J)/. 02832 

11 CONTINUE 

10 DA(ID)=DATA(4) 

BSF=DATA(5) 

C BASEFLOW 

J=6 

C REMAINING DATA ARE FLOW RATES 

IF(BSF. GT. O)THEN 

OCFS(1, ID)=DATA(J)+BSF 

GOTO 51 

ENDIF 

OCFS(1, ID)=DATA(J) 

51 PEAMID) = 1. 

RO = DATA(J) 

DO 4 I=2,300 

J=J+l 

IF(BSF. GT. O)THEN 

OCFS(I, ID)=DATA(J)+BSF 

GOTO 50 

ENDIF 

OCFS(I, ID)=DATA(J) 

50 RO = RO + OCFS(I, ID) 

C IS FLOW RECEDING 

IF (OCFS(I, ID)-OCFS(I-1, ID)) 1,2,2 

C HAS FLOW RECEDED TO CUTOFF RATE 

1 IF (OCFS(I, ID)) 5,5,4 

C DETERMINE PEAK FLOW 

2 IF(OCFS(I, ID) - PEAK(ID)) 4,4,3 

3 PEAK(ID) = OCFS(I, ID) 

4 CONTINUE 

5 IEND(ID)=I-1 

M--IEND(ID) 

ROIN(ID) = RO*DT(ID)*3600 

IF(NPU. LE. O)GO TO 7 

IF(ICODE. EQ. O)GO TO 6 

f 
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ROIN1-ROIN(ID)* 0.02832 

DAl-DA(ID)*2.590 

PEAK1-PEAK(ID)*. 02832 

DO 13 J-1, M 

DUMMY(J)-<XFS(J, ID)*0.02832 

13 CONTINUE 

WRITE(7,14)ID, NHD, DT(ID), DA1, PEAK1, ROIN1, IEND(ID), ICODE 

WRITE(7,15)(DUMMY(I), I=1, M) 

RETURN 

C PUNCH CODE 

6 WRITE(7,8)ID, NHD, DT(ID), DA(ID), PEAK(ID), ROIN(ID), IEND(ID), ICODE 

WRITE (7,9) (OCFS(J, ID), J-1, M) 

7 RETURN 

C 

8 FORMAT( 'RECALL HYD', T21, 'ID-, Il, T29, lHYD NO-1, I3, T42, lDT-1, F9. 
&6,1 HRSI, T61, 'DA=I, F8.3, ' SQ MI'/T21, 'PEAK-1, F7.0, 'CFSI, T40, 'RO-I, 
U6.3, " CFS ", T59, "NO PTS -", 13/T21, "CODE=", Il/T21, 
&"FLOW RATES") 

9 FORMAT (T21,7F8.0) 

14 FORMATURECALL HYD", T21, "ID=", Il, T29, "HYD NO ="J3, T42, 

&"DT=", Fg. 6, "HRS", T61, "DA=", F8.3, "SQ KM" /T21, "PEAK", F7.2, 

&"CMS", T40, "R0=", F6.0, " CUMECS ", T59, "NO PTS=", 13/T21, "CODE=", 

&Il/T21, "FLOW RATES") 

15 FORMAT (T21,7F8.2) 

END 

SUBROUTINE RECHD 

C THIS SUBROUTINE RECALLS PREVIOUSLY COMPUTED AND PUNCHED 

C HYDROGRAPHS 

COMMON/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

MET1=DATA(8) 

IF(MET1. EQ. O)GO TO 2 

DATA(4)=DATA(4)/2.590 

DATA(5)=DATA(5)/. 02832 

DATA(6)=DATA(6)/25.4 

M--DATA(7) 

DO 3 I=9, M+g 

DATA(I)=DATA(I)/0.02832 

3 CONTINUE 

2 ID=DATA(l) 

NHD=DATA(2) 

DT(ID)=DATA(3) 

DA(ID)=DATA(4) 

PEAK(ID)=DATA(5) 

ROIN(ID)=DATA(6) 

IEND(ID)=DATA(7) 
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M-IEND(ID) 
j-9 

c REMAINING DATA ARE FLOW RATES 

DO 1 I-1, M 

OCFS(I, ID)-DATA(J) 

1 J=J+l 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE CMPHYD 

C This subroutine develops a unit hydrograph, converts rainfall data 

C into runoff by calling the soil moisture finite difference model, 

C or the Curve Number routine, 

C and sums these two to produce the storm runoff hydrograph. 

COMMON/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

DIMENSION DUMMY(300) 

TEMP--O. 

C Input data read into subroutine 

ID=DATA(l) 

NHD=DATA(2) 

DT(ID)=DATA(3) 

IF(KCODE. NE. O)THEN 

C Convert metric to imperial 

DATA(4)=DATA(4)/2.590 

IF(DATA(6). LT. O)GO TO 40 

DATA(6)=DATA(6)/0.3048 

DATA(7)=DATA(7)/1.6 

ENDIF 

40 DA(ID)=DATA(4) 

c 

CN=DATA(5) 

C Data items 6 and 7 normally hold watershed height and length and 

C from these the constants XK(recession constant) and Tp(time to peak) 

C can be calculated. 
C If XK and Tp are known however, they can be entered instead 

C and a negative sign is put before their values. 
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IF (DATA(6). LT. O. )THEN 
XK--DATA(6) 

TP--DATA(7) 
ELSE 

HT-DATAM 

XL-DATAM 

SLOPE-HT/XL 

XLDW-(XL**2. )/DA(ID) 
XK-27.0*(DA(ID)**. 231)*(SLOPE**(-. 777))*(XLDW**. 124) 
TP-4.63*(DA(ID)**. 422)*(SLOPE**(-. 46))*(XLDW**. 133) 

ENDIF 

C The storm runoff array is intialised to 0, and peak of hydrograph to 1 

DO 4 I=1,300 

4 OCFS(I, ID)=O. 

PEAK(ID)=l. 

C Compute 'N' by iteration 

XN=5.0 

XKTP--XK/TP 

DO 6 I=l, 50 

TINF=1. +SQRT(l. /(XN-1. )) 

XN1=. 05/(XKTP*(ALOG(TINF/(TINF+. 05))+. 05))+l. 

DIFF=ABS(XN1-XN) 

IF (DIFF-. 001) 7,7,5 

5 XN=XN1 

6 CONTINUE 

WRITE (6,29) 

29 FORMATC N DID NOT CONVERGE AFTER 50 ITERATIONS. ') 

GO TO 28 

C Compute 'Cl' 

7 DELT=TINF/100. 

TC1=0. 

XNlP--XN-1. 

XN114--l. -XN 
DO 8 I=2,101 

TC1=TC1+DELT 

8 CFS(I)=(TC1**XNlP)*EXP(XNlM*(TCI-1. )) 

SUM=CFS(101)/2. 

DO 9 I=2,100 

9 SUM--SUM+CFS(I) 

Cl=SUM*DELT 
C 

C Compute 'B' 

CFSII=CFS(101) 

TTINF=TINF*TP 

TREC1=TTINF+2. *XK 

EEE=EXP((TTINF-TREC1)/XK) 
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XK1-3. *XK 

B-645.333/(Cl+CFSII*(XKTP*(l. -EEE)+EEE*(XK1/TP))) 
C 

C Compute 'QP' and lCFSI' 

C 

QP-(B*DA(ID))/TP 

CFSI-QP*CFS(101) 

CFSR1-CFSI*EEE 

IF(ICODE. EQ. O)GO TO 45 

QP1-QP*. 02832 

WRITE(6,38)XN, QP1 

38 FORMATC Shape constant, N-1, F6.3/1 Unit peak - 1, FlO. l, lX 

&, 'cms'/) 

GO TO 44 

45 WRITE (6,30) XN, QP 

30 FORMAT(' Shape constant, N=', F6.3/' Unit peak = ', FlO. l, lX 

*, 'cms'/) 

C 

44 CONTINUE 

C 

C Determine the incremental runoff 
C 

IF(KCODE. NE. O)THEN 

IF(DATA(8). LT. O)GO TO 13 

C Convert rainfall data from mm to inches. 

DO 34 K=8,308 

DATA(K)=DATA(K)/25.4 

34 CONTINUE 

ENDIF 

c 

35 J=8 

IF (DATA(J)) 13,10,10 

10 RAIN(1)=DATA(J) 

DO 11 I=2,300 

J=J+l 

RAIN(I)=DATA(J) 

IF (RAIN(I)-RAIN(I-1)) 12,11,11 

11 CONTINUE 

12 NUMB=I-1 

C 

C 

C Curve number routine 

13 IF(CN. LE. O)GOTO 201 

C STORAGE 

R=1000. /CN-10 

Bl=. 2*R 

DO 15 I=1, NUMB 

IF(RAIN(I)-Bl)33,33,14 

33 DATA(I)=O 

Q1=0 

GOTO 15 

14 Q2=((RAIN(I)-Bl)**2. )/(RAIN(I)+. 8*R) 

DATA(I)=Q2-Ql 

Ql=Q2 
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15 CONTINUE 

GOTO 202 
c 

c 

201 DO 5555 I=1,300 

5555 DATA(1)=O 

TEMP=DT(ID) 

C 
CALL SOILM(TEMP, NUMB, RAIN, DATA) 

C Subroutine returns a vector of runoff values from the soil moisture model 
C If no runoff has been generated by the soil water model, then the simulation 
C stops. 

DO 100 I-1, NUMB 

IF(DATA(I). EQ. 0. )GOTO 100 

GOTO 200 

100 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6,300) 

300 FORMAT(' Soil water model generated no runoff'/ 
W Simulation terminates') 

STOP 
200 CONTINUE 

Compute unit hydrograph 

202 T2=0. 

CFS(1)=O. 

DO 20 I=2,300 

T2=T2+DT(ID) 

IF (T2-TTINF) 16,16,17 

16 CFS(I)=QP*((T2/TP)**XNlP)*EXP(XNlM*(T2/TP-1. )) 

GO TO 20 

17 IF (T2-TREC1) 18,18,19 

18 CFS(I)=CFSI*EXP((TTINF-T2)/XK) 

GO TO 20 

19 CFS(I)=CFSR1*EXP((TRECl-T2)/XK1) 

IF (CFS(I)-1. ) 21,21,20 

20 CONTINUE 

I=300 

21 ICND=I 

C 

C 

C Compute the storm runoff hydrograph by summing the unit hydrograph and 

C the runoff from the soil moisture model. 

C 

C 

DO 24 J=2, NUMB 

N=J+ICND-2 

IF (N-300) 23,23,22 

22 N=300 

23 1=2 

DO 24 K= J, N 

OCFS(K, ID)=OCFS(K, ID)+DATA(J)*CFS(I) 

I 
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I-I+1 

24 CONTINUE 

C 

C Compute the runoff volume and determine the peak. 
C 

C 

RO - 0. 

DO 26 1-2, N 

RO - RO + OCFS(I, ID) 
IF (OCFS(I, ID)-PEAK(ID))26,26,25 

25 PEAK(ID)- OCFS(I, ID) 

26 CONTINUE 

IEND (ID) -N 
ROIN(ID)=RO*DT(ID)*3600 

C 

C PUNCH CODE 

IF (NPU) 28,28,27 

27 IF(ICODE. EQ. O)GO TO 39 

ROIN1=ROIN(ID)*0.02832 

DA1=DA(ID)*2.590 

PEAK1=PEAK(ID)*. 02832 

DO 41 J=1, N 

DUMMY(J)=OCFS(I, ID)*0.02832 

41 CONTINUE 

WRITE(7,37)ID, NHD, DT(ID), DA1, PEAKI, ROIN1, IEND(ID), ICODE 

WRITE(7,42)(DUMMY(I), I=1, N) 

RETURN 

39 WRITE(7,31)ID, NHD, DT(ID), DA(ID), PEAK(ID), ROIN(ID), IEND(ID), ICODE 

WRITE (7,32) (OCFS(I, ID), I=1, N) 

28 RETURN 

C 

31 FORMAT( 'RECALL HYD', T21, 'ID=', Il, T29, 'HYD NO=I, I3, T42, 'DT=', Fg. 

&6, ' HRS', T61, 'DA=', F8.3, ' SQ MI'/T21, 'PEAK=', F7.0, 'CFS, T40,, Ro--', 

&F6.3, ' CFS', T59, 'NO PTS=', 13/T21, "CODE=", Il/T21, 'FLOW RATES') 

37 FORMAT( 'RECALL HYD', T21, 'ID=', Il, T29, 'HYD NO=', I3, T42, 'DT=I, Fg. 

&6, ' HRS', T61, 'DA=', F8.3, ' SQ KM'/T21, 'PEAK=, F7.2, 'CMS, T40, 'RO--, 

&F6.0, ' CUMECS ', T59, 'NO PTS=', 13/T21, "CODE=", Il/T21, 'FLOW RATES') 

42 FORMAT (T21,7F8.2) 

32 FORMAT (T21,7F8.0) 

END 

SUBROUTINE SOILM(DT, IR, CUMRAIN, DATA) 

CA physically based parameter infiltration model which simulates near surfac 

C soil water movement, and hence runoff. 

C Variables used in this subroutine 

C TIME Time when simulation begins (hours). 

C SR1 Soil water content at saturation layer 1. 

C SR2 (m3/m3) layer 2. 
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c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

SR3 layer 3. 

NLA Number of cells in layer 1. 

NLB Number of cells in layer 2. 

NL Total number of cells in column 

SATCOK Saturated permeability (ms-1) layer 1. 

SATCON2 layer 2. 

SATCON3 layer 3. 

EMAX Maximum evaporation during the day (ma-1). 

SIMDUR Simulation duration (hours). 

DETCAP Surface detention capacity (m). 

AF Simulation iteration period (secs). 

WT Write-out time period (hrs). 

THETA Initial soil water content for each cell (m3/m3). 

TCOM Thickness of each call. 

ALR Rain start time (hours). 

AMR Rain stop time. 

NQ Number of observations on suction moisture curve. 

X Moisture values .... 
layer 1 (m3/m3). 

Y Suction values ..... layer 1 (bars). 

X2 layer 2. 

Y2 layer 2. 

X3 layer 3. 

Y3 layer 3. 

IR Number of rainfall observations. 

DT Rainfall data time increments (hours). 

CUMRAIN Cumulative rainfall data at DT time increments (inches). 

NSCOL Number of soil columns. 

IPCAREA Percent area of soil column. 

IOUT Determines amount of output. 

1- total output 

0- shorter 

Note: 

If SR1, SR2, SR3, SATCON, SATCON2, SATCON3, DETCAP, THETA, X, X2, or X3 

are proceeded by an 'A', then the variable type is double precision 

rather than real. If SR1, SR2, SR3, SATCON, SATCON2, SATCON2, DETCAP, 

OR THETA are preceeded by an 'S', then the variable represents the 

standard deviation of that particular soil hydrological characteristic. 

C SCURV1 Standard deviation of soil moisture curve for layer 1 

C SCUM layer 2 

C SCURV3 layer 3 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

INITIAL SECTION 
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DIMENSION FLUX(20), TCOM(20), SWP(20), THETA(20), COND(20) 

DIMENSION VOL(20), ANFLUX(20), AVCOND(20), DEPTH(20), DIST(20) 

DIMENSION X(20), Y(20), G(20), GZ(20), FSWP(20), CNT(20) 

DIMENSION CUMRAIN(251), Z(20), PPT(250), XP(20), FS(20) 

DIMENSION DATA(300), WDATA(300,10), HPOT(20) 

DIMENSION G2(20), Y2(20), X2(20), GZ2(20), Z2(20) 

DIMENSION G3(20), Y3(20), X3(20), GZ3(20), Z3(20) 

DIMENSION RSAT(20) 

DIMENSION AX(20), AX2(20), AX3(20), ATHETA(20) 

DIMENSION XNEW(20), YNEW(20), X2NEW(20), Y2NEW(20), 

& X3NEW(20), Y3NEW(20) 

DOUBLE PRECISION G05DDF 

DOUBLE PRECISION DLOG10 

DOUBLE PRECISION ATHETA, AX, AX2, AX3, ADETCAP, ASR1, ASR2, ASR3, 

ASATCON, ASATCON2, ASATCON3, BSATCON, BSATCON2, BSATCON3, 

SDETCAP, SSR1, SSR2, SSR3, STHETA, SSATCON, SSATCON2, SSATCON3, 

SCURV1, SCURV2, SCURV3 
c 

c 

c 

c READ IN DATA 

c ------------ 
c 

c 

c 

READ(25, *)TIME, ALR, AMR, SIMDUR 

READ(25, *)IOUT 

READ(25, *)AF, WT 

READ(25, *)NSCOL 

C The array RAIN which is passed to the subroutine as a cumulative 

C rainfall total is in inches. This has to be transfered to array 

C PPT which is in m and represents the total for each time increment. 

IRR--IR-1 

DO 100 I=1, IRR 

100 PPT(I)=(CUMRAIN(I+1)-CUMRAIN(I))*. 0254 

DO 34543 W--l, NSCOL 

C For each soil column in turn, read in data and proceed through 

C simulation to determine runoff 

READ(25, *)IPCAREA 

READ(25, *)NL, NLA, NLB 

READ(25, *)(TCOM(I), I=1, NL) 

READ(25, *)EMAX, ADETCAP, SDETCAP 

READ(25, *)ASR1, SSR1, ASR2, SSR2, ASR3, SSR3 

READ(25, *)ASATCON, SSATCON, ASATCON2, SSATCON2, ASATCON3, SSATCON3 

READ(25, *)(ATHETA(I), I=1, NL) 

READ(25, *)STHETA 

READ(25, *)NQ 
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READ(25, *)(AX(I), I=1, NQ) 
READ(25, *)(Y(I), I=1, NQ) 
READ(25, *)SCURV1 
READ(25, *)(AX2(I), I=1, NQ) 
READ(25, *)(Y2(I), I=1, NQ) 
READ(25, *)SCURV2 
READ(25, *)(AX3(I), I=1, NQ) 
READ(25, *)(Y3(I), I-1, NQ) 
READ(25, *)SCURV3 

NQJ-NQ 

NLL-KL+l 

IF(AMR. LT. ALR)THEN 

ANR=AMR+24.0 

ENDIF 

C 

C 

C CHECK DATA INPUTS 

C ----------------- 
C 

NERROR=O 

C Check number of cells in soil column 
IF(NLA+NLB. GE. NL)THEN 

WRITE(6,1015) 

1015 FORMATU Error-NLA, NLB, NL') 

NERROR=NERROR+l 

ENDIF 

C 

C Check dimensions of input vectors 
IF(NQ. GT. 20. OR. NL. GT. 20. OR. IR. GT. 250)THEN 

WRITE(6,1020) 

1020 FORMAT(' Error-limit exceeded, NQ, NL, IR') 

NERROR=NERROR+l 

ENDIF 

C 

C Check rainfall passed from CMPHYD 

KN=IR-1 

DO 50 I=1, KN 

IF(CUMRAIN(I+1). LT. CUMRAIN(I))THEN 

WRITE(6,1030) 

1030 FORMAT(' Error-not cumulative rainfall totals') 

NERROR=NERROR+l 

ENDIF 

50 CONTINUE 

C 

C Check that initial moisture content of each cell lies within the range of 

C the suction moisture curve and does not exceed stated saturated moisture 

C content. 

DO 51 I=1, NLA 

IF(ATHETA(I). GT. ASR1)THEN 

WRITE(6,1050) 
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1050 FORMATC Error-THETA larger then sat moisture content(l)') 
NERROR=NERROR+l 

ENDIF 

IF (ATHETA(I). GT. AX(NQ). OR. ATHETA(I). LT. AX(l))THEN 

WRITE(6,1055) 

1055 FORMAT(' Error-THETA outside range of curves-(1)1) 
ENDIF 

51 CONTINUE 

NLAA=NLA+l 

NLH-NLA+NLB 

DO 52 I=NLAA, NLH 

IF(ATHETA(I). GT. ASR2)THEN 

WRITE(6,1060) 

1060 FORMAT(' Error-THETA larger than sat moisture content(2)1) 
NERROR=NERROR. +1 

ENDIF 

IF(ATHETA(I). GT. AX2(NQ). OR. ATHETA(I). LT. AX2(l))THEN 

WRITE(6,1065) 

1065 FORMAT(' Error-THETA outside range of curve-(2)1) 
NERROR=NERROR+l 

ENDIF 

52 CONTINUE 

NLBB=NLB+NLA+l 

DO 53 I=NLBB, NL 

IF(ATHETA(I). GT. ASR3)THEN 

WRITE(6,1070) 

1070 FORMAT(' Error-THETA larger than sat moisture content(W) 
STOP 

ENDIF 

IF(ATHETA(I). GT. AX3(NQ). OR. ATHETA(I). LT. AX3(l))THEN 

WRITE(6,1075) 

1075 FORMATC Error-THETA outside range of curve -(2)') 
NERROR=NERROR+l 

ENDIF 

53 CONTINUE 

C 

IF (NERROR. NE. O)THEN 

WRITE(6,1076)NERROR 

1076 FORMATU SOILM: number of input data errors ', 12, 

&'Simulation terminates') 

STOP 

ENDIF 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C DEPTH CALCULATION 

C ----------------- 
C 

C 

C 

C The variable DEPTH is calculated. This refers to the distance from 

C ground level to any cell midpoint. 

C DIST refers to the distance between any two adjacent cell midpoints. 

I 
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C 

DISTM-TCOMM/2. 

DEPTH(1)=DIST(l) 

DO 110 I-2, NL 

DEPTH(I)-DEPTH(I-1)+0.5*(TCOM(I-1)+TCOM(I)) 

110 DIST(I)-0.5*(TCOM(I-1)+TCOM(I)) 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C PARAMETER VARIABILITY 

C --------------------- 
C 

C Five input variables, detention capacity, soil water content at 
C saturation, soil moisture content at given tensions, saturated conductivity 
C and initial moisture content are varied stochastically. 
C NAG functions are called which return a 'psuedo random' value from a 
C distribution with a given standard deviation and mean. 
C All are assumed to have a normal distribution except the saturated 
C conductivity which takes on a lognormal. 

C 

C 
C 

C Generate only one set of stochastic variables to run in, HYMO. 

C 

C 
C RANDOM PARAMETER VALUE 

C ---------------------- 
C 

WRITE(6,1079) 

1079 FORMAT(' INCREMENTAL RUNOFF-Parameter variability included'M 

C 

C Detention capacity. 

DETCAP--G05DDF(ADETCAP, SDETCAP) 

IF(DETCAP. LT. O. )DETCAP=0.0 

SD=SDETCAP 

WRITE(6,1180)SD 

1180 FORMAT(' SD of detcap 1, F5.3) 

C 

C Soil water content at saturation 

SR1=G05DDF(ASR1, SSR1) 

SR2=G05DDF(ASR2, SSR2) 

SR3=GO5DDF(ASR3, SSR3) 

SD1=SSR1 

SD2=SSR2 

SD3=SSR3 

WRITE(6,1181)SD1, SD2, SD3 

1181 FORMAT(' SD of saturated soil content', F5.3,1 layer V/ 

& 1, F5.3,1 layer 2'/ 

& ', F5.3,1 layer V) 

C 

C soil. moisture content at given tensions 

C Layer 1 

CALL smcURV(SR1, NQ, AX, Y, XNEW, YNEW, SCURV1) 
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DO 120 1-1,20 

X(I)-XNEW(I) 

120 Y(I)-YNEW(I) 

C Layer 2 

CALL SMCURV(SR2, NQ, AX2, Y2, X2NEW, Y2NEW, SCURV2) 

DO 130 I=1,20 

X2(I)-X2NEW(I) 

130 Y2(I)=Y2NEW(I) 

C Layer 3 

CALL SMCURV(SR3, NQ, AX3, Y3, X3NEW, Y3NEW, SCURV3) 

DO 140 I=1,20 

X3(I)=X3NEW(I) 

140 Y3(I)-Y3NEW(I) 

SD1=SCURV1 

SD2-SCURV2 

SD3=SCURV3 

WRITE(6,1182)SD1, SD2, SD3 

1182 FORMAT(' SD of suction moisture curve', F5.3, ' layer V/ 

& F5.3, ' layer 2'/ 

& ', F5.3, ' layer V) 

C 

C Saturated conductivity for each layer 

BSATCON=DLOG10(ASATCON) 

SATCON=GO5DDF(BSATCON, SSATCON) 

SATCON=10**SATCON 

BSATCON2=DLOG10(ASATCON2) 

SATCON2=GO5DDF(BSATCON2, SSATCON2) 

SATCON2=10**SATCON2 

BSATCON3=DLOG10(ASATCON3) 

SATCON3=GO5DDF(BSATCON3, SSATCON3) 

SATCON3=10**SATCON3 

SD1=SSATCON 

SD2=SSATCON2 

SD3=SSATCON3 

WRITE(6,1183)SD1, SD2, SD3 

1183 FORMAT(' SD of sat conductivity', F5.3, ' layer V/ 

& 1, F5.3, ' layer 2'/ 

& 1, F5.3, ' layer V) 

C 

C Initial moisture content 
DO 150 I=1, NL 

150 THETA(I)=GO5DDF(ATHETA(I), STHETA) 

C Check on initial soil moisture values 

DO 160 I=1, NLA 

IF(THETA(I). GE. X(20))THETA(I)=X(20)-0.001 

160 IF(THETA(I). LE. X(l))THETA(I)=X(1)+0.001 

DO 170 I=NLAA, NLH 

IF(THETA(I). GE. X2(20))THETA(I)=X2(20)-0.001 

170 IF(THETA(I). LE. X2(l))THETA(I)=X2(1)+0.001 

DO 180 I=NLBB, NL 

IF(THETA(I). GE. X3(20))THETA(I)=X3(20)-0.001 

180 IF(THETA(I). LE. X3(l))THETA(I)=X3(1)+0.001 

SD=STHETA 

WRITE(6,1184)SD 
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1184 FORMATC SD of initial water content', F5.3) 
C 

C 

C 

C HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY CALCULATION 
C ---------------------------------- 
C 

C 

C 

C The hydraulic conductivity is calculated from auction moisture 
C data for each layer. 

NQJ-NQ 

CALL HYDCON(X, SATCON, SR1, Z, Y) 
CALL HYDCON(X2, SATCON2, SR2, Z2, Y2) 
CALL HYDCON(X3, SATCON3, SR3, Z3, Y3) 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C WRITE-OUT INITIAL CONDITIONS 
C ---------------------------- 
C 

C 

C 

C Write-out suction moisture curve and generated K-values. 

C 
WRITE(6,1080) 

1080 FORMAT('0GENERATED K-MOISTURE CURVE'/ 

&I Millington-Quirk Method'/ 

&' Layer 1', 26X, 'Layer 21,26X, 'Layer 3'/ 

&3(' Moisture Suction Unsat K 1)) 

DO 175 I=1,20 

175 WRITE(6,1090)X(I), Y(I), Z(I), X2(I), Y2(I), Z2(I), X3(I), Y3(I), Z3(I) 

1090 FORMAT(1H 3(F6.3,2X, F8.3, F15.12,2X)) 

C Write-out start conditions. 

C 

WRITE(6,1100) 

1100 FORMATCOSTART CONDITIONS 

WRITE(6,1110)TIME 

1110 FORMAT(' Simulation start time', F4.1, 'hrs') 

WRITE(6,1130)ALR, AMR 

1130 FORMAT(' Precipitation begins at 1, F4.1,2X, 'and ends at ', F4.1) 

WRITE(6,1140)DT 

1140 FORMATC Rainfall data time increment = ', F6.4,2X, 'hrs') 

WRITE(6,1120)AF 

1120 FORMATC Time increment for iteration period 1, F6.1, 

&2X, Isecs'/) 

WRITE(6,1150)EMAX, DETCAP 

1150 FORMAT(' Maximum evaporation during the day F10.8,2X, 'ms-l'/ 

V Surface detention capacity = ', F6.4,2X, 'ml//) 

C 

C Calculate initial relative saturation of each cell in soil colunm 

DO 1151 I=1, NL 

IF(I. LE. NLA)RSAT(I)=THETA(I)/SR1 
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IF(I. GT. NLA. AND. I. LT. HLBB)RSAT(I)=THETA(I)/SR2 
IF(I. GE. NLBB)RSAT(I)=THETA(I)/SR3 

1151 CONTINUE 

1152 

1153 

1154 

1156 

1155 

1157 

1159 

1158 

1160 

1162 

1161 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

WRITE(6,1152) 

FORMATU INITIAL SOIL COLUMN CONDITIONS'//) 
WRITE(6,1153) 

FORMAT(11X, 'SAT', 8X, 'SAT HYD', 6X, 'CELL', lX, 'DEPTH', 
&2X, 'INITAL', ZX, 'REL'/ 

&1H 10X, 'THETA', 7X, 'COND', gX, 'NO', 10X, 'THETA', 2X, 'SAT'/ 
&1H 10X, 'm3/m3', 7X, 'ms-l', 14X, 'm', 5X, lm3/m3l/) 

WRITE(6,1154)SR1, SATCON, DEPTH(l), THETA(l), RSAT(l) 
FORMAT(' Layer 1 ', F7.4, lX, F15.12,3X, 'l', 2X, F6.4, lX, F7.4, lX, F5.3) 
IF(NLA. GT. 1)THEN 

DO 1155 I-2, NLA 

WRITE(6,1156)I, DEPTH(I), THETA(I), RSAT(I) 
FORMAT(lH 34X, I2,2X, F6.4, lX, F7.4, lX, F5.3) 

CONTINUE 

ENDIF 

WRITE(6,1157)SR2, SATC092, NLAA, DEPTH(NLAA), TftTA(NLAA), RSAT(NLAA) 
FORMAT(' Layer 2 ', F7.4, lX, F15.12,2X, I2,2X, F6.4, lX, F7.4, lX, F5.3) 

IF(NLB. GT. 1)THEN 

DO 1158 I=NLA+2, NLH 
WRITE(6,1159)I, DEPTH(I), THETA(I), RSAT(I) 

FORMAT(lH 34X, I2,2X, F6.4, lX, F7.4, lX, F5.3) 

CONTINUE 
ENDIF 

WRITE(6,1160)SR3, SATCON3, NLH+I, DEPTH(NLH+I), THETA(NLH+1), 

&RSAT(NLH+l) 
FORMAT(' Layer 3 1, F7.4, lX, F15.12,2X, I2,2X, F6.4, lX, F7.4, lX, F5.3) 

IF((NL-NLH). GT. 1)THEN 

DO 1161 I=NLH+2, NL 

WRITE(6,1162)I, DEPTH(I), THETA(I), RSAT(I) 

FORMAT(lH 34X, I2,2X, F6.4, lX, F7.4, lX, F5.3) 

CONTINUE 

ENDIF 

INITIALISATION OF VARIABLES 

DO 184 I=1,300 

184 iwww--w 

WDATA(I, iwww)=O. O 

WATI=0.0 

MMM--2 

DO 185 I=2, NL 

185 ANFLUX(I)=O. O 

CTIME=TIME*3600 

SRAIN1=0.0 

CUMDRN=0- 
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CINFIL-0. 

SUMD-0. 

ICOUNT -0 
BR-AMR-ALR 

EVAPI-0.0 

SOG-THETAM/SR1 

RTOT-0.0 

ANFILT-0.0 

PPTT-0.0 
TG-0.0 

C 

C 

C 

C BALANCE CHECK 

C ------------- 
C 

C 

C 

CA calculation for the water balance check. 
C The initial soil water content of the soil column. 
C 

DO 190 I=1, NL 

190 WATI=TCOM(I)*THETA(I)+WATI 

C 

C 

C 

C CURVE GRADIENTS 

C --------------- 
C 

C 

C 

C Calculations of the gradients of the suction-moisture curve and the 

C K-moisture curve for each layer. 

C 

CALL GRAD(G, GZ, Y, X, Z) 

CALL GRAD(G2, GZ2, Y2, X2, Z2) 

CALL GRAD(G3, GZ3, Y3, X3, Z3) 

C 

C 

C 

C ---------------------------- 
C DYNAMIC SECTION - SIMULATION 

C ---------------------------- 
C 

C 

C This loop is completed for each time increment until end of simulation. 

C 

ITMAX=SIMDUR*3600/AF 

DO 9995 II=1, ITMAX 

ICOUNT=ICOUNT+AF 

TG--TG+AF 

T=II 

c 

c 
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C CALCULATE WATER VOLUME OF EACH CELL 

C ----------------------------------- 
C 

C 

DO 200 I=1, NL 

200 VOL(I)-TCOM(I)*THETA(I) 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 24-HOUR CLOCK 

C ------------- 
C 

C 

C Calculate REAL TIME for current iteration period using the 24-hour clock 
C 

CTIME-CTIME+AF 

IF (CTIME. GE. 86400)THEN 

CTIME=CTIME-86400 

ENDIF 
C 

C 

C SWP, HPOT, COND CALCULATIONS 

C -------------------------- 
C 

C 

C 

C Calculate the soil water pressure, hydraulic potential and conductivity 
C for each cell as conditions change during the simulation. 
C 

CALL TWO(1, NLA, THETA, X, SWP, Y, G, HPOT, DEPTH, GZ, COND, Z) 

CALL TWO(NLAA, NLH, THETA, X2, SWP, Y2, G2, HPOT, DEPTH, GZ2, COND, Z2) 

CALL TWO(NLBB, NL, THETA, X3, SWP, Y3, G3, HPOT, DEPTH, GZ3, COND, Z3) 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C DETERMINE RAINFALL 

C ------------------ 
C 

C 

C 

C Determine rainfall per second at end of the current iteration 

C period. 

C Tl is the time in hours when the current iteration period ends. 

C Check that Tl is between the rain start and stop. 

C If it is, decide which element of PPT array the data is to be taken from 

C and make SRAIN equal to that precipitation per second. 

C If it is not within the storm period, set SRAIN to 0. 

C 

C 

Tl=T*AF/3600.0 

IF(Tl. LE. (ALR-TIME). OR. Tl. GT. (AMR-TIME))THEN 

SRAIN=0.0 
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ELSE 

T2-Tl-(AF/3600. ) 
IELEM-((T2-(ALR-TIME))/DT)+l 

SRAIN-PPT(IELEM)/(DT*3600.0) 

ENDIF 
C 

c 

C Increment precipitation total by amount of Precipitation in current 
C iteration period. 
C 

PPTT-PPTT+(SRAIN*AF) 

C 

C 

C 

C AVERAGE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY 

C ------------------------------ 
C 

C 

C 

C Average hyraulic conductivity for flow through boundary between 

C adjoining cells is weighted according to its thickness. 

C 

DO 210 I=2, NL 
210 AVCOND(I)=(COND(I-1)*TCOM(I-1)+COND(I)*TCOM(I)) 

&/(TCOM(I-1)+TCOM(I)) 
C 

C 

C 

C BOTTOM BOUNDARY CONDITION 

C ------------------------- 
C 

C 

C Determine the bottom boundary condition under the assumption that 

C water is flowing out of the soil column under gravity. 

C 

FLUX(NLL)=COND(NL) 

C 

C 

C 

C FLUX BETWEEN CELLS 

C ------------------ 
C 

C 

C 

C The flux between each cell then follows Darcy's law in discrete form. 

C 

DO 220 I=2, NL 

220 FLUX(I)=(HPOT(I-1)-HPOT(I))*AVCOND(I)/DIST(I) 

C 

C 

C 

C DETERMINE TOP BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

C ---------------------------------- 
C 
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C 

C 

C Calculate the infiltration capacity. 
C 

BNCAP-(O. O-HPOT(l))*0.5*(SATCON+COND(l))/DIST(l) 

C 
C Calculate precipitation excess 
C 

IF(SRAIN1. EQ. SRAIN)THEN 
SUMD-(SRAIN-ANFILT)*AF+SUMD 

ELSE 

SUMD-O. O+SUMD 

ENDIF 

SRAIN1-SRAIN 

C 

C Calculate amount detained on the surface. 
C 

IF(SUMD. LT. O. O)THEN 

DETAIN=0.0 

ELSE 

DETAIN=SUMD 

ENDIF 

C 

C Calculate evaporation, the flux into cell 1 and runoff. 
C 

IF(SRAIN. GT. O. 0) THEN 

c 

EVAP-- 0.0 

c 

IF(SRAIN. LT. BNCAP. AND. DETAIN. LE. O. O)THEN 

ANFILT=SRAIN 

ELSE 

ANFILT=BNCAP 

ENDIF 

FLUX(1)=ANFILT 

C 
IF(DETAIN. GT. DETCAP)THEN 

SUMD=DETCAP 

DETAIN=DETCAP 

RUNOFF=0.0 

IF(SRAIN. GT. BNCAP)RUNOFF=(SRAIN-BNCAP)*AF 

RTOT=RTOT+RUNOFF 

ELSE 

RUNOFF=0.0 

ENDIF 

c 
ELSE 

c 

RUNOFF=0.0 

c 

IF(CTIME. GT. 64800. AND. CTIME. LE. 21600)THEN 

EVAP--EMAX/100. 

ELSE 

EVAP--EMAX*SIN(2. *3.14159*(CTIME-21600. )/86400. ) 
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C 

C 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

C 

C 

c 

c 
c 
c 

230 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

ENDIF 

IF(DETAIN. LE. O. )THEN 
ANFILT-0.0 
FLUX(1)=EVAP*(-l. ) 

ELSE 
ANFILT=BNCAP 

FLUX(1)=ANFILT 

DETAIN=DETAIN-(EVAP*AF) 

ENDIF 

ENDIF 

CHANGES IN SOIL MOISTURE CONTENT 

SWP(NLL)=-102.0 

DO 230 I-1, NL 

If SWP in cell is greater then 0, it is saturated and flux must 
therefore be 0. 

IF(SWP(I+1). GE. O. O)FLUX(I+1)=O. O 

ANFLUX represents the net change in moisture content in the cell. 
ANFLUX(I)=FLUX(I)-FLUX(I+l) 

ANFLUX(I)=ANFLUX(I)*AF 

Recalculate theta according to the change influx(per unit area). 
THETA(I)=(VOL(I)+ANFLUX(I))/TCOM(I) 

Due to recalculation, theta may be greater than possible water content 

at saturation and therefore it is necessary to reset SWP to 

0 and theta to the water content at saturation, the value of which is 

entered into the model. 
IF (THETA(I). GE. SR1. AND. I. LE. NLA)SWP(I)=O. O 

IF (THETA(I). GE. SR2. AND. I. GT. NLA. AND. I. LE. NLH)SWP(I)=O. O 

IF(THETA(I). GE. SR3. AND. I. GT. NLH)SWP(I)=O. O 

IF(THETA(I). GE. SR1. AND. I. LE. NLA)THETA(I)=SR1 

IF(THETA(I). GE. SR2. AND. I. GT. NLA. AND. I. LE. NLH)THETA(I)=SR2 

IF(THETA(I). GE. SR3. AND. I. GT. NLB)THETA(I)=SR3 

CALCULATE CUMULATIVE TOTALS 

CUMDRN=CUMDRN+FLUX(NLL)*AF 

EVAPI=EVAP*AF+EVAPI 

CINFIL=CINFIL+ANFILT*AF 

SOG--THETA(1)/SR1 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C --------------------------- 
C TERMINAL SECTION WRITE OUT 

C --------------------------- 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C To print out data for every time increment for which PPT data is 
C entered, check ICOUNT to see if that period has passed by. 

IF(ICOUNT. LT. (DT*3600)) GOTO 9995 

ICOUNT=O 

c 

c 
C CALCULATE TIME FROM THE START 

C ----------------------------- 
T=T*AF/3600 

WRITE(6,1170)T 

1170 FORMATCOSOIL COLUMN CONDITIONS ', F7.3, lX, 'HRS SINCE 

& SIMULATION BEGAN'/) 

IF(TG. EQ. 86400.0)TG--O. O 

C 

C 

C WRITE-OUT CONDITIONS OF SOIL COLUMN 

C ------------------------------------ 
C 

C 

IF(IOUT. EQ. O)GOTO 305 

WRITE(6,7780) 

7780 FORMAT(' Cell Depth SWP Theta Hyd cond Net', lX, 

Vflux Rel sat') 

DO 300 I=1, NL 

IF(I. LE. NLA)SOG--THETA(I)/SR1 

IF(I. GT. NLA. AND. I. LT. NLBB)SOG--THETA(I)/SR2 

IF(I. GE. NLBB)SOG--THETA(I)/SR3 

300 WRITE(6,1190)I, DEPTH(I), SWP(I), THETA(I), COND(I), ANFLUX(I), SOG 

1190 FORMAT(I6,3F8.4,2Fl4.9, F9.3) 

C 

C 

C WATER BALANCE CHECK 

C ------------------- 

C 

C Philips (1964) simple water balance; 

C ------- 
C 
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C 
C Amount added 
C (Initial soil)-(Current soil) by - Evaporation- Drainage 
C moisture moisture ) infiltration loss loss 
C 

305 WATN-0. 

DO 310 I-1, NL 

310 WATN=TCOM(I)*THETA(I)+WATN 
BAL-WATN-WATI-CINFIL+EVAPI+CUMDRN 

WRITE(6,1200)BAL 

1200 FORMATCOBalance check on soil column water status -', Fl2.7) 
BAL-(BAL*100. )/WATN 

WRITE(6,1210)BAL 

1210 FORMATC Balance check as column water vol. =', Fl2.7, ' 
C 

C 
IF(IOUT. EQ. O)GOTO 306 

WRITE(6,1220)EVAPI, PPTT, CINFIL, CUMDRN 

1220 FORMAT(' Cumulative evaporation = ', Fl2.8/ 

V Cumulative precipitation - 1, F8.4/ 

&I Cumulative infiltration = I, F10.6/ 

&I Cumulative drainage = ', FlO. 6/) 

306 IF(DETAIN. EQ. DETCAP)THEN 

WRITE(6,1222) 

1222 FORMATC Detention capacity exceeded') 

WRITE(6,1230)RTOT, RTOT/. 0254, T 

1230 FORMAT(' Runoff total in the last period', FlO. 7,2X, 'm'/ 

& Runoff total in the last period', FlO. 7,2X, 'ins', 

$ F7.3/) 

ELSE 

WRITE(6,1221)DETAIN 

1221 FORMATC Surface water = ', F10.6) 

WRITE(6,1226) 

1226 FORMATC No runoff') 

ENDIF 

c 

c 

c 
C CREATION OF ARRAY DATA 

C ---------------------- 

C 

C 

C Runoff is recorded in array WDATA 

C The runoff for each soil column is weighted according to the 

C percentage area which it occupies in the catchment area 

iwww--w 

WDATA(MMM, iwww)=(RTOT/. 0254)*(IPCAREA/100. ) 

RTOT=0.0 

MMM=MMM+l 

9995 CONTINUE 

C End of simulation of single soil column, it more than one, then return to 
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C to the beginning of this subroutine to repeat for next soil column 

34543 CONTINUE 

DO 76567 I-1, MMM 
C Sum the weighted runoff for each soil column to derive total runoff 
C passed back to CMPHYD as DATA 

CUMDATA-0. 

DO 54345 J-1, NSCOL 
CUMDATA=WDATA(I, J)+CUMDATA 

54345 CONTINUE 

DATAM-CUMDATA 

76567 CONTINUE 

IR=t+t1-1 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE HYDCON(X, SATCON, SR, Z, Y) 

C This subroutine calculates hydraulic conductivity for each layer 

C from the given soil moisture characteristic curve. 
C Uses the Millington and Quirk method 

DIMENSION X(20), Y(20), Z(20) 

DO 845 I=1,20 

IIJ=20-I+l 

XII=X(Iii) 

TOPS=O. 

BOTS=O. 

DO 846 J=1,20 

JF=20-J+l 

YJJ=Y(JF) 

846 BOTS-((2*J-1)*YJJ**(-2))+BOTS 

II=I 

DO 847 J=II, 20 

JF=20-J+l 

YJJ=Y(JF) 

847 TOPS=((2*J+1-2*I)*YJJ**(-2))+TOPS 

JT=20-I+l 

845 Z(JT)=SATCON*(X(II)/SR)*TOPS/BOTS 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE TWO(NA, NB, THETA, X, SWP, Y, G, HPOT, DEPTH, GZ, COND, Z) 

C This subroutine calculates soil water pressure, hydraulic potential 
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C and hydraulic conductivity for each cell as conditions change 
C during simulation. 

DIMENSION THETA(20), X(20), SWP(20), Y(20), G(20), HPOT(20), 
&DEPTH(20), GZ(20), COND(20), Z(20) 

DO 15 I-NA, NB 
DO 16 J-1,19 

IF(THETA(I). GE. X(J). AND. THETA(I). LT. X(J+1))SWP(I)-Y(J)+G(J)* 
& (THETA(I)-X(J)) 

16 CONTINUE 

HPOT(I)-SWP(I)-DEPTH(I) 

DO 17 J-1,19 
IF(THETA(I). GT. X(J). AND. THETA(I). LE. X(J+1))COND(I)-Z(J)+GZ(J)* 

& (THETA(I)-X(J)) 

17 CONTINUE 

15 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE GRAD(G, GZ, Y, X, Z) 

C This subroutine calculates the gradients of the suction-moisture 
C and hydraulic conductivity-moisture curves. 

C 

DIMENSION G(20), GZ(20), Y(20), X(20), Z(20) 

DO 261 I=1,19 

G(I)-(Y(I+1)-Y(I))/(X(I+1)-X(I)) 

261 GZ(I)=(Z(I+1)-Z(I))/(X(I+1)-X(I)) 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE SMCURV(SR, NQ, AX, Y, XNEW, YNEW, SCURV) 

C Generates a stochastic suction moisture curve to be fed into 

C soil moisture model 

c 
c 

c 
DOUBLE PRECISION G05DDF 

DOUBLE PRECISION AX, SCURV 

DIMENSION AX(20), X(20), XNEW(20), YNEW(20), G(20), Y(20) 

C 

C 

C Determine the stochastic values of moisture 

C 
X(1)=G05DDF(AX(l), SCURV) 

IFMU. LT. O. Ml)ý0-001 

C 

DO 100 I=2, NQ 

X(I)=GO5DDF(AX(I), SCURV) 
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100 IF(X(I). LE. X(I-1))X(I)-X(I-1)+0.001 
IF(X(NQ). GE. SR)SR-X(NQ)+0.001 

C 

C Calculate gradients of this new suction-moisture curve 

c 
NNQ-NQ- 1 

DO 200 I-1, NNQ 

200 G(I)-(Y(I+1)-Y(I))/(X(I+1)-X(I)) 

C 

C Calculate max and min moisture values, and determine the size of 
C equal intervals. 

C 
XMAX=RMAX(X, NQ) 

XMIN-RMIN(X, NQ) 

XINT-(XMAX-XMIN)/19. 

c 

C Determine the new values of moisture-equal intervals 

c 

XNE: W(1)=XMIN 

DO 300 I=2,19 

300 XNEW(I)=XNEW(1)+(XINT*(I-1)) 

XNEW(20)=XMAX 

C 

C Determine the associated new values of suction 
C 

DO 350 I=1,19 

DO 400 J=1, NNQ 

IF(XNEW(I). GE. X(J). AND. XNEW(I). LT. X(J+1)) 

& YNEW(I)=Y(J)+G(J)*(XNEW(I)-X(J)) 

400 CONTINUE 

350 CONTINUE 
YNEW(20)=Y(NQ) 

c 

c 

c 

c 

RETURN 

END 

FUNCTION RMAX (X, NQ) 

C Determines the maximum real in an array 

DIMENSION X(NQ) 

c 

RMAX=X(l) 

DO 10 I=2, NQ 

10 IF(X(I). GT. RMAX)RMAX=X(I) 

c 

RETURN 

END 
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FUNCTION RMIN(X, NQ) 

C Determines minimum real in an array 

DIMENSION X(NQ) 
C 

RMIN-X(l) 

DO 10 I-2, NQ 

10 IF(X(I). LT. RMIN)RMIN=X(I) 
C 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE PRTHYD 

C CONVERTS Q HYDROGRAPH TO STAGE HYDROGRAPH FOR 
C SPECIFIED CROSS SECTION 
C ID=Q HYD INPUT 

C IDR=CROSS SECTION ID 
C NPK=2 OR GREATOR FOR CONVERSION Q/STAGE 
C NPK=l Q HYD 

C NPK=O Q PEAK AND VOLUME ONLY 
C IN = FORMAT OF OUTPUT 

C IN =0 REGULAR FORMAT 

C IN=l PRINT DISCHARGE ONLY IN SINGLE ENTRY PER LINE 

C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE COORDINATES OF A HYDROGRAPH. 

COMMON/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

COMMON/BLOCK2/ PERQ(20,70), TQ(20,6), CC(20), LL(6), INRC, LRC 

DIMENSION DUMMY(300), S(300,6), PEAKS 

DIMENSION ISG(6) 

C New variables used 

CS stage equivalent of OCFS 

C PEAKS peak stage (equivalent of PEAK) 

C Input data is read into the subroutine. 

ID=DATA(l) 

NPK--DATA(2) 

IDR=DATA(3) 

IN=DATA(4) 

M--IEND(ID) 

WRITE(6,40)ID, NPK 

TIME1=0 

IF(NFK. LT. 1)GOTO 32 

IF(NFK. LT. 2)GOTO 2 

C CONVERSION TO STAGE HYDROGRAPH 

C CHECK RATING CURVE ENTERED 

IF(IDR. EQ. O)THEN 

WRITE(6, *)'NEED TO ENTER RATING CURVE ID' 

I 
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RETURN 

ENDIF 

C CHECK IF MULTIPLE ROUTING INVOKED 
IF(IDR. GT. 6)GOTO 51 
IF(TQ(10, IDR). GT. O)THEN 
DO 50 1-1,20 

50 Q(I, IDR)-TQ(I, IDR) 
ENDIF 

JJ-IDR 

GOTO 7 

C SEGMENT HYDROGRAPH 
51 JJ-IDR/10 

7 DO 3 I-1, M 

J-1 

6 IF(OCFS(I, ID). LE. Q(J, IDR))GOTO 4 
J-J+l 

IF(J. GT. 20)THEN 
WRITE(6, *)'RATING CURVE EXCEEDED, STOPPED' 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
GOTO 6 

4 IF(OCFS(I, ID). EQ. Q(J, IDR))THEN 
S(I, ID)=C(J, JJ) 
GOTO 3 

ENDIF 

C INTERPOLATE 

S(I, ID)=C(J-1, JJ)+(((OCFS(I, ID)-Q(J-1, IDR))*(C(J, JJ)- 

&C(J-1, JJ)))/(Q(J, IDR)-Q(J-1, IDR))) 

3 CONTINUE 

C TIME ARRAY 

2 DO 8 I=1, M 
DATA(I)=TIMEI 

8 TIME1=TIME1+DT(ID) 

J=O 

M4=M+4 

M5=M4/5 

IF(NPK. LT. 2)GOTO 27 

IF(ICODE. EQ. O)THEN 

WRITE(6,9) 

GOTO 10 

ENDIF 

WRITE(6,11) 

10 IF(IN. GT. O)THEN 

IF(ICODE. EQ. O)THEN 

DO 38 I=1, M 

38 WRITE(6,28)S(I, ID) 

RETURN 

ENDIF 

DO 43 I=1, M 

S(I, ID)=S(I, ID)*0.3048 

43 WRITE(6,28)S(I, ID) 

RETURN 

ENDIF 

IF(ICODE. GT. O)THEN 
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DO 45 I-1, M 
45 S(I, ID)-S(I, ID)*0.3048 

ENDIF 

39 J-J+l 

WRITE(6,30)(DATA(I), S(I, ID), I=J, M, M5) 
IF(J-M5)39,13,13 

13 ROIN1-ROIN(ID) 

DO 16 1-1,20 

IF(Q(I, IDR)-PEAK(ID))16,17,17 

16 CONTINUE 

17 IF(Q(I, IDR). EQ. PEAK(ID))THEN 

PEAKS-C(I, JJ) 

GOTO 18 

ENDIF 

PEAKS-PEAK(ID)*((C(I-1, JJ)-C(I, JJ))/(Q(I-1, IDR) 

&-Q(I, IDR)))+C(I-1, JJ)-((Q(I-1, IDR)*(C(I-1, JJ)- 

&C(I, JJ)))/(Q(I-1, IDR)-Q(I, IDR))) 

18 IF(ICODE. EQ. O)THEN 

WRITE(6,14)ROIN1, PEAKS 

RETURN 
ENDIF 

PEAKS-PEAKS*0.3048 

ROINI=ROIN(ID)*0.0283168 

WRITE(6,15)ROIN1, PEAKS 

RETURN 

C DISCHARGE HYDROGRAPHS 

27 IF(ICODE. EQ. I)THEN 

C METRIC 
WRITE(6,21) 
DO 23 I=1, M 

23 DUMMY(I)=OCFS(I, ID)*0.0283168 

PEAK1=PEAK(ID)*0.0283168 

ROIN1=ROIN(ID)*0.0283168 

GOTO 20 

ENDIF 

C IMPERIAL 

19 WRITE(6,25) 

DO 26 I=1, M 

26 DUMMY(I)=OCFS(I, ID) 

PEAK1-PEAK(ID) 

ROIN1=ROIN(ID) 

20 IF(IN. GT. O)THEN 

DO 29 I=1, M 

29 WRITE(6,28)DUMMY(I) 

RETURN 

ENDIF 

31 J=J+l 

WRITE(6,30)(DATA(I), DUMMY(I), I=J, M, M5) 

IF(J-M5)31,32,32 

32 IF(ICODE. NE. O)GOTO 34 

ROIN1=ROIN(ID) 

pEAKJ=PEAK(ID) 

WRITE(6,35)ROIN1, PEAK1 

RETURN 
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34 ROIN1-ROIN(ID)*0.0283168 

PEAK1-PEAK(ID)*0.0283168 

WRITE(6,36)ROIN1, PEAK1 
RETURN 

21 FORMAT (10X, "TIME", 6X, " FLOW", 11X, "TIME", 6X, " FLOW", 11X, "TIME", 

&6X, "FLOW", 11X, "TIME", 6X, "FLOW", 11X, "TIME", 6X, "FLOW/ 11X, "HRS", 

&7X, " MS", 12X, "HRS", 7X, " MS", 12X, "HRS", 7X, " MS", 12X, "HRS", 

&7X, " MS", 12X, "HRS", 7X, " MS'#) 

25 FORMAT (10X, "TIME", 6X, " FLOW", 11X, "TIME", 6X, " FLOW", 11X, "TIME", 

&6X, "FLOW", 11X, "TIME", 6X, "FLOW", 11X, "TIME", 6X, "FLOW" /11X, "HRS", 

&7X, " CFS ", 10X, "HRS", 7X, " CFS ", 10X, "HRS", 7X, " CFS ", 10X, "HRS", 

&7X, " CFS ", 10X, "HRS", 7X, " CFS ") 

30 FORMAT (5(5X, F10.3, FlO. 3)) 

40 FORMAT( 'PRINT HYD', T21, 'ID-', Il, T29, 'NPK-', Il) 

36 FORMAT(lHO, gX, "HYDROGRAPH VOLUME=", F20.0, " CUMEC "/10X, "PEAK 

& DISCHARGE RATE -", FlO. O, "CMS"///) 

35 FORMAT(lHO, gX, "HYDROGRAPH VOLUME-", F20.0, " CF "/10X, "PEAK 

& DISCHARGE RATE=", Fl0.0, "CFS"///) 

14 FORMAT(lHO, gX, "HYDROGRAPH VOLUME=", F20.0, " CP "/10X, "PEAK 

& ELEVATION =", F10.0, " FEET"///) 

15 FORMAT(IHO, 9X, "HYDROGRAPH VOLUME=", F20.0, "CUMECS"/10X, "PEAK 

& ELEVATION =", FlO. O, "METRES"///) 

11 FORMAT (10X, "TIME", 6X, "ELEV", 11X, "TIME", 6X, "ELEV", 11X, "TIME", 

& 6X, "ELEV", 11X, "TIME", 6X, "ELEV", 11X, "TIME", 6X, "ELEW, /11X, "HRS", 

& 7X, "M ", 12X, "HRS", 7X, "M ", 12X, "HRS", 7X, "M ", 12X, "HRS", 

& 7X, "M ", 12X, "HRS", 7X, "M ") 

9 FORMAT (10X, "TIME", 6X, "ELEW, 11X, "TIME", 6X, "ELEV", 11X, "TIME", 

& 6X, "ELEV", 11X, "TIME", 6X, "ELEW, 11X, "TIME", 6X, "ELEW, /11X, "HRS", 

& 7X, "FT", 12X, "HRS", 7X, "FT", 12X, "HRS", 7X, "FT", 12X, "ERS", 

& 7X, "FTII, 12X, "HRS", 7X, "FT") 

28 FORMAT(F10.3) 

END 

SUBROUTINE PUHYD 

C THIS SUBROUTINE PUNCHES HYDROGRAPHS IN FORM TO BE USED BY 

C SUBROUTINE RECHD 

COMMON/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

DIMENSION DUMMY(300) 

ID-DATAM 

M--IEND(ID) 

IF(ICODE. EQ. O)GO TO 3 

DA1=DA(ID)*2.590 

PEAK1=PEAK(ID)*0.02832 

ROINI=ROIN(ID)*0.02832 
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DO 4 I-1, M 

DUM14Y(I)-OCFS(I, ID)*0.02832 

4 CONTINUE 

WRITE(7,5)ID, NHD, DT(ID), DA1, PEAK1, ROIN1, IEND(ID), ICODE 
WRITE(7,6)(DUMMY(I), I-1, M) 

RETURN 

3 WRITE(7,1)ID, NHD, DT(ID), DA(ID), PEAK(ID), ROIN(ID), IEND(ID), ICODE 
WRITE (7,2) (OCFS(I, ID), I=1, M) 

RETURN 

C 

1 FORMAT( 'RECALL HYD', T21, 'ID-', Il, T29, 'HYD NO-', I3, T42, 'DT-1, Fg. 
&6, ' HRS', T61, 'DA=', F8.3, ' SQ MI'/T21, 'PEAK-', F7.0, 'CFS, T40, 'RO-', 
&F20.0, " CF ", T60, "NO PTS-", 13/21X, "CODE-", Il/T21, 
&"FLOW RATES") 

5 FORMAT( 'RECALL HYD', T21, 'ID-', Il, T29, 'HYD NO-', I3, T42, 'DT-', Fg. 
&6,1 HRS', T61, 'DA=I, F8.3, ' SQ KM'/T21, 'PEAK-, F7.2, 'CMS', T40, 'RO-', 
&F20.0, " CUMEC ", T60, "NO PTS=", 13/21X, "CODE-", Il/T21, 
&"FLOW RATES") 

2 FORMAT (T21,7F8.0) 
6 FORMAT (T21,7F8.2) 

END 

SUBROUTINE HPLOT 

c THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS EITHER 1 OR 2 HYDROGRAPHS ON A SET OF AXIS 

COMMON/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(B), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

ID1=DATA(l) 

ID2=DATA(2) 

DATA ZERO, PLUS, BLANK, DASH, DOT/'O', '+', ' 

MAX=121 

J=l 
c ARE THERE 1 OR 2 HYDROGRAPHS 

IF (ID2) 1,1,2 

c DETERMINE HIGHEST PEAK IF 2 HYDROGRAPHS 

1 QMAX-PEAK(IDl) 

GO TO 14 

2 IF (PEAK(IDl)-PEAK(ID2)) 3,3,4 

3 QMAX=PEAK(ID2) 

GO TO 5 

4 QMAX=PEAK(IDl) 

C IF 2 HYDROGRAPHS DETERMINE LARGEST DT AND INTERPOLATE OTHER 

C HYDROGRAPH IF NECESSARY 

5 IF (DT(IDl)-DT(ID2)) 6,13,7 

6 L=ID1 

K=ID2 

GO TO 8 

7 L=ID2 
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8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

c 

C 

20 

50 

49 

48 

51 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

K-ID1 

M-IEND (L) 
TID-DT(K) 

TIDH-0. 

DO 11 I-2, M 
TIDH-TIDH+DT(L) 

IF (TID-TIDH) 10,9,11 
J-J+l 

CFS(J)-OCFS(I, L) 
TID-TID+DT(K) 

GO TO 11 
J-J+l 

CFS(J)-q)CFS(I-1, L)+((TID-TIDH+DT(L))/DT(L))*(OCFS(I, L)-OCFS(I-1, L) 

TID=TID+DT(K) 

CONTINUE 

IEND(L)=J 

DT(L)=DT(K) 
DO 12 I=2, J 
OCFS(I, L)-CFS(I) 
IF (IEND(IDl)-IEND(ID2)) 14,14,15 
M--IEND(IDl) 
GO TO 16 
tt--IEND (ID2) 

XM =M 
DETERMINE TIME SCALE 

XSCL = XM / 120. 
YSCL=QMAX/50. 

PLOT HYDROGRAPHS 

DO 20 I=1, MAX 
CFS(I)=DASH 
IF(ICODE. EQ. O)GO TO 49 
WRITE(6,50) 
FORMAT(T2, "FLOW RATE (CMS)") 
QMAX1=QMAX*0.02832 

WRITE(6,41)QMAX1, DOT, (CFS(I), I=1, MAX), DOT 

GO TO 51 

WRITE(6,48) 

FORMAT(T2, 'FLOW RATE (CFS)') 

WRITE(6,41)QMAX, DOT, (CFS(I), I=1, MAX), DOT 

Ql=QMAX 

Jl-10 

DO 37 J=1,50 

IF (J-JI) 23,21,23 

DO 22 I=1, MAX 

CFS(I)=DASH 
GO TO 25 

DO 24 I=1, MAX 

CFS(I)=BLANK 

Q2=Ql-YSCL 

DO 28 I=2, M 

IF (OCFS(I, IDl)-Ql) 26,27,28 

IF (OCFS(I, IDl)-Q2) 28,28,27 

XI 
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y- ý XI / XSCL + 1. 
CFS(K)-ZERO 

28 CONTINUE 

WRITE (6,44) DOT, (CFS(I), I-1, MAX), DOT 
IF (ID2) 34,34,29 

29 DO 18 1 1, MAX 
18 CFS(I) BLANK 

DO 33 I-1, M 
IF (OCFS(I, ID2)-Ql) 30,31,33 

30 IF (OCFS(I, ID2)-Q2) 33,33,31 
31 XI I 

K XI / XSCL + 1. 
CFS(K)-PLUS 

33 CONTINUE 

WRITE (6,42) (CFS(I), I-1, MAX) 
34 IF (J-Jl) 36,35,36 
35 il=il+10 

IF(ICODE. EQ. O)GO TO 52 
QD-Q2*0.02832 
WRITE(6,43)QD 

GO TO 36 
52 WRITE(6,43)Q2 
36 Ql=Q2 
37 CONTINUE 

CFS(1)=TIME 
DTT=DT(ID1)*(XM - 1. ) / 12. 

C PUT TIME ARRAY IN CFS AND WRITE TIME SCALE 
DO 38 I=2,13 

38 CFS(I)=CFS(I-1)+DTT 

WRITE (6,45) (CFS(I), I=1,13) 
WRITE (6,46) 
IF (NPU) 40,40,39 

39 WRITE (7,47) ID1, ID2 
40 RETURN 
C 

41 FORMAT(lX, F7.0,123Al) 
42 FORMAT(lH+, 8X, 12IA1) 
43 FORMAT (lH+, F7.0) 
44 FORMAT(8X, 123Al) 
45 FORMAT(T3,13F10.2) 

46 FORMAT(49X, 'TIME HOURS'///) 
47 FORMAT( 'PLOT HYD', T21, 'ID I=', Il, T29, 'ID II=', Il) 

END 

SUBROUTINE ADHYD 

C THIS SUBROUTINE ADDS TWO HYDROGRAPHS. 

C 

C INCLUDES CORRECTION 

C IF DT(IDl) AND DT(ID2) ARE DIFFERENT "AND" 

C ID IS EITHER EQUAL TO ID1 OR ID2 THEN 
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C MISTING CODE WOULD HAVE LOST ITERATION PERIOD OF ONE OF 
C THE INFLOW HYDS - THIS IS NOW CORRECTED 

COMMOR/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 
&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 
&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 
&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

ID-DATA(l) 

NED-DATA(2) 

ID1=DATA(3) 

ID2-DATA(4) 

KK-0 
C CHECK ARRAYS ARE NOT EMPTY 

IF(IEND(IDl). EQ. O. OR. IEND(ID2). EQ. O)THEN 
WRITE(6, *)'ONE HYDROGRAPH BEING ADDED IS ZERO' 
IF(IEND(IDl). EQ. O)THEN 
K=ID2 

GOTO 53 
ENDIF 
K=ID1 

53 DO 52 I=I, IEND(K) 
52 OCFS(I, ID)=OCFS(I, K) 

PEAK(ID)=PEAK(K) 

ROIN(ID)=ROIN(K) 

DA(ID)=DA(K) 

IEND(ID)=IEND(K) 

DT(ID)=DT(K) 

GOTO 27 

ENDIF 

IF(DT(IDl). EQ. DT(ID2))GOTO 54 
IF(ID. NE. IDl. AND. ID. NE. ID2)GOTO 54 

C DANGER OF CONFUSION IN DT, ALTER ID TO KK 
55 DO 56 KK=1,6 

IF(KK. EQ. ID1)GOTO 56 
IF(KK. EQ. ID2)GOTO 56 
GOTO 57 

56 CONTINUE 

57 ID-KK 

54 PEAKUD) - 1. 

C MAKE TIME INCREMENTS EQUAL IF NOT EQUAL. USE SMALLER INCREMENT 

IF (DT(IDl)-DT(ID2)) 1,3,2 

1 DT(ID)-DT(IDl) 

L=ID1 

K=ID2 

GO TO 6 
2 DT(ID)=DT(ID2) 

L=ID2 

K=ID1 

GO TO 6 

3 DT(ID)=DT(IDl) 

IF (IEND(IDl)-IEND(ID2)) 4,4,5 

4 M3=IEND(IDl) 
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Kl-ID2 

IEND(ID)-IEND(ID2) 

GO TO 18 
5 M3-IEND(ID2) 

Kl-ID1 

IEND(ID)-IEND(IDl) 

GO TO 18 
c DETERMINE DURATIONS OF FLOW 
6 XIENDl-IEND(IDl)-l 

XIEND2-IEND(ID2)-l 

DUR1-XIEND1*DT(IDl) 
DUR2-XIEND2*DT(ID2) 

IF (DURl-DUR2) 7,8,8 
7 IEND(ID)-DUR2/DT(ID)+l. 

M3-DURl/DT(ID)+l. 

Kl-ID2 

GO TO 9 
8 IEND(ID)-DURl/DT(ID)+l. 

M3=DUR2/DT(ID)+l. 

Kl-ID1 

9 IF (IEND(ID)-300) 11,11,10 
10 IEND(ID)-300 
11 M2-IEND(K) 

J=l 
C INTERPOLATE ONE HYDROGRAPH IF NECESSARY 

TIDH=O. 
TID=DT(ID) 

DO 15 I=2, M2 
TIDH=TIDH+DT(K) 

12 IF (TIDH-TID) 15,13,14 
13 J=J+l 

DATA (J)=OCFS(I, K) 
TID=TID+DT(ID) 

IF (J-300) 15,16,16 
14 J-J+l 

DATA (J)=OCFS(I-1, K)+((TID-TIDH+DT(K))/DT(K))*(OCFS(I, K)-OCFS(I-1, 
W) 

TID-TID+DT(ID) 

IF (J-300) 12,16,16 
15 CONTINUE 
16 IEND(K)-J 

DO 17 I=2, J 

17 OCFS(I, K)=DATA(I) 

18 M-IEND(ID) 

RO - 0. 
C ADD HYDROGRAPHS 

C CONVERT KK TO ID 

IF(KK. GT. O)THEN 

ID=DATA(l) 

DT(ID)=DT(L) 

ENDIF 

DO 20 I=1, M3 

OCFS(I, ID)=OCFS(I, ID1)+OCFS(I, ID2) 

IF (OCFS(I, ID) - PEAK(ID)) 20,20,19 
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19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

c 

28 

C 

c 

c 
c 

3 

2 

1 

PEAMID) - OCFS(I, ID) 
RO - RO + OCFS(I, ID) 
DA(ID)-DA(ID1)+DA(ID2) 

IF (PEAMID) - PEAK(Kl)) 21,22,22 
PEAMID) - PEAK(Kl) 
IF (M-M3) 25,25,23 
M3 - M3 +1 
DO 24 1- M3, M 
OCFS(I, ID) - OCFS (I, Kl) 
RO - RO + OCFS(I, ID) 
ROIN(ID) -RO * DT(ID)*3600 
IF (NPU) 27,27,26 

WRITE (7,28) ID, NHD, ID1, ID2 
RETURN 

FORMAT( 'ADD HYD', T21, 'ID=', Il, T29, ' HYD NO-', I3, T45, ID I=', Il, 
&T60, 'ID II-', Il) 

END 

SUBROUTINE SRC 

THIS SUBROUTINE STORES AN ELEVATION - END AREA - FLOW TABLE. 

COMMON/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

ID=DATA(l) 

VS=DATA(2) 

VALLEY SECTION NUMBER 

REMAINING DATA ARE ELEVATION, AREA, AND FLOW FOR EACH POINT OF 

THE RATING CURVE 

IF(KCODE. EQ. O)GO TO 2 

J=3 

DO 3 I=1,20 

DATA(J)=DATA(J)/0.3048 

DATA(J+1)-DATA(J+1)/0.093 

DATA(J+2)-DATA(J+2)/0.02832 

J-J+3 

CONTINUE 

EMIN-DATA(3) 

J=3 

DO 1 I=1,20 

DEEP(I, ID)=DATA(J)-EMIN 

A(I, ID)=DATA(J+l) 

Q(I, ID)=DATA(J+2) 

J=J+3 

CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 
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SUBROUTINE CMPRC 

C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE DISCHARGE END-AREA ELEVATION 

C RELATIONSHIP FOR A VALLEY SECTION. 

C 

C IF MUTIPLE ROUTING INVOKED - 
C COMPUTES SEPARATE RATING CURVES FOR EACH SEGMENT 

C ALSO COMPUTES 2 FLOW AT EACH ELEVATION FOR SEPARATE SEGMENTS 

C 

C IF MOMENTUM EXCHANGE INVOKED 

C COMPUTES THE RATING CURVE USING REDEFINED AREA AND WETTED 

C PERIMETER CALCULATION - KNIGHT TECHNIQUE 

C FOUR OPTIONS 

C 

C NOTE --- MOMENTUM EXCHANGE REDEFINITIONS USED "ONLY 

C FOR OUT-OF-BANK ELEVATIONS 

C 

C MULTIPLE ROUTING AND MOMENTUM EXCHANGE OPERATES INDEPENDANTLY 

COMMON/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300'), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

DIMENSION MMM(6), W(6), XM(70) 

COMMON/BLOCK2/ PERQ(20,70), TQ(20,6), CC(20), LL(6), INRC, LRC 

C new variables used 

C MMM used to mark segments for turbulent exchange 

C 1=left floodplain 2=channel 3=right floodplain 

CW width of channel segment 

CH channel depth 

C XM min elev in segment 

C 

ID=DATA(l) 

C STORAGE LOCATION NUMBER. (1-6) 

IT=DATA(2) 

C MOMENTUM EXCHANGE INCLUSION 

MR=DATA(3) 

C MULTIPLE ROUTING INCLUSION 

VS=DATA(4) 

C VALLEY SECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER. 

NSEG-DATA(5) 

C NUMBER OF SEGMENTS IN THE VALLEY SECTION. 

IF(KCODE. EQ. O)GO TO 26 

DATA(6)=DATA(6)/0.3048 

DATA(7)=DATA(7)/0.3048 

26 ELO=DATA(6) 

EMAX=DATA(7) 

C MAXIMUM ELEVATION FOR COMPUTATIONS. 

SLOPE1=DATA(8) 

C CHANNEL SLOPE. 

SLOPE2=DATA(9) 

C FLOODPLAIN SLOPE. 

DIF=(EMAX-ELO)/19. 
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C(1, ID)-ELO 
DO 1 1-2,20 

1 C(I, ID)-C((I-1), ID)+DIF 

C SET AREA AND DISCHARGE ARRAYS 0. 

IF(MR. GT. 0) GOTO 53 

DO 2 1-1,20 

A(I, ID)-O. 

2 Q(I, ID)-O. 

DO 76 K-1, NSEG 

W(K)-o 

76 MMlM(K)-0 

GOTO 54 

53 DO 55 J-10*ID+1,10*ID+NSEG 

DO 56 1-1,20 

A(I, J)-O 

Q(I, J)-O 

TQ(I, ID)-O 

56 PERQ(I, J)-O 

55 CONTINUE 

54 J=10' 

C READ N VALUES AND SEGMENT BORDER POINTS. 

DO 3 I=1, NSEG 

SEGN(I)=DATA(J) 

IF(KCODE. NE. O)DATA(J+1)=DATA(J+1)/0.3048 

DIST(I)=DATA(J+l) 

3 J=J+2 

C REMAINING DATA ITEMS ARE DISTANCES AND ELEVATIONS. 

IF(KCODE. EQ. O)GO TO 27 

DO 28 I=J, 310 

DATA(I)=DATA(I)/0.3048 

28 CONTINUE 

27 jjj=j 

DO 6 I=1, NSEG 

4 J=J+2 

IF (DATA(J) - DIST(I)) 4,5,5 

5 ISG(I) =J+1 
6 CONTINUE 

C COMPUTE CHANNEL WIDTH 

IF(IT. LT. 1)GOTO 78 

J-10 

35 DO 61 K-1, NSEG 

SELEV-0 

IF(SEGN(K))62,63,63 

63 IF(K. EQ. 1)GOTO 65 

IF(SEGN(K-1))64,65,65 

65 IF(K. EQ. NSEG)GOTO 61 

IF(SEGN(K+1))66,61,61 

66 IF(K. LT. 2)GOTO 67 

C LEFT HAND FLOODPLAIN 

MMM(K)=l 

GOTO 61 

C CHANNEL 

62 IF(K. EQ. 1. OR. K. EQ. NSEG)THEN 

WRITE(6,70) 
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RETURN 

ENDIF 

W(K)-(DATA(ISG(K)-l)-DATA(ISG(K-1)-l))/2 

HMMM-2 

GOTO 61 
C RIGHT HAND FLOODPLAIN 
64 MMM(K)-3 

GOTO 61 
C LEFT HAND FLOODPLAIN 
67 MMM(K)-l 

61 CONTINUE 

C COMPUTE DISCHARGES AND END AREAS FOR EACH SEGMENT. 
78 IF(IT. NE. O)THEN 

WRITE(6,170)IT 

ENDIF 

DO 22 K-1, NSEG 

J=Jjj 

jjjl-jjj+l 

IF (SEGN(K)) 7,7,8 
7 SLOPE-SLOPE1 

GO TO 9 
8 SLOPE-SLOPE2 
9 SLPN-1.486*SLOPE**. 5 
C COMPUTE AREA AND DISCHARGE FOR SEGMENT. 

DO 21 I=2,20 

AA=O. 
P--o. 

J=JJJ-l 

DEP2=0. 

10 J=J+2 

IF (J-ISG(K)) 12,12,11 

11 IF(AA-. 001)21,21,20 

12 IF(DATA(J)-C(I, ID)) 13,10,10 

13 DEP1=C(I, ID)-DATA(J) 

IF (J-JJJ1) 16,16,14 

14 XL=DATA(J-1)-DATA(J-3) 

DEP3=ABS(DATA(J-2)-DATA(J)) 

XL=XL*DEPl/DEP3 

15 AA-AA+XL*(DEP1+DEP2)/2. 

P-P+SQRT((DEPl-DEP2)**2+XL**2) 

16 DEP2-DEP1 

J=J+2 

IF (J-ISG(K)) 17,17,20 

17 IF (DATA(J)-C(I, ID)) 18,18,19 

18 DEP1=C(I, ID)-DATA(J) 

XL=DATA(J-1)-DATA(J-3) 

GOTO 15 

19 DEP1-0 

XL=DATA(J-1)-DATA(J-3) 

DEP3-ABS(DATA(J-2)-DATA(J)) 

XL=XL*DEP2/DEP3 

AA--AA+XL*(DEP1+DEP2)/2. 

P--P+SQRT((DEPl-DEP2)**2+XL**2) 

DEP2=0. 
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GO TO 10 
C CHECK IF MOMENTUM EXCHANGE INVOKED 
C CHECK IF OUT-OF-BANK 
20 IF(MMM(K). LT. 1)GOTO 98 

IF(MMM(K). EQ. 1)GOTO 90 
IF(MMM(K). EQ. 3)GOTO 91 

C CHANNEL 

C CHECK OUT-OF-BANK 
IF(C(I, ID). LE. DATA(ISG(K)). AND. C(I, 

&ID). LE. DATA(ISG(K-1)))GOTO 98 
H-(DATA(ISG(K))+DATA(ISG(K-1)))/2-ELO 

IF(IT. LE. 2)GOTO 92 

C AREA METHOD 3 AND 4 

AA=AA/2+(W(K)*H) 

92 IF(IT. EQ. 1. OR. IT. EQ. 3)THEN 

C WETTED PERIMETER METHOD 1 AND 3 

P=P-(2*(C(I, ID)-C((I-1), ID)))+2*H 

ENDIF 

IF(IT. EQ. 4)THEN 

C WETTED PERIMETER METHOD4 

P--P+(2*((C(I, ID)-C((I-1), ID))**2+W(K)**2)**0.5) 

ENDIF 

GOTO 98 

C LEFT HAND FLOODPLAIN 

90 L=K+l 

GOTO 95 

C RIGHT HAND FLOODPLAIN 

91 L=K-1 

95 IF(IT. LT. 3)GOTO 96 

AA=AA+((C(I, ID)-C((I-1), ID))*W(L)/2) 

96 IF(IT. EQ. 2)THEN 

P--P+(C(I, ID)-C((I-1), ID)) 

ENDIF 

98 R-AA/P 

C REMOVED ALOGGRITHM BELOW 

C SGN=SEGN(K) - . 0025*R 

IF(SEGN(K). LT. O. O)THEN 

SGN--SEGN(K) 

GOTO 130 

ENDIF 

SGN=SEGN(K) 

130 IF(MR. LT. 1) GOTO 37 

C COMPUTE SEPARATE R. CURVES FOR EACH SEGMENT 

II=10*ID+K 

Q(I, jj)=Q(I, II)+AA*R**. 6667*SLPN/SGN 

A(IJI)ýA(IJI)+AA 

GOTO 21 

C ADD DISCHARGES AND AREAS FOR ALL SEGMENTS TO OBTAIN TOTALS FOR 

C VALLEY SECTION. 

37 Q(I, ID)=Q(I, ID)+AA*R**. 66667*SLPN/SGN 

A(I, ID)=A(I, ID)+AA 

21 CONTINUE 

JJJ=J-3 

22 CONTINUE 
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IF(ICODE. EQ. O)GO TO 29 
IF(MR. LT. 1)GOTO 40 

c FIND MIN ELEV IN EACH SEGMENT 
J-13+2*NSEG 

DO 80 M-1, NSEG 
IF(M. EQ. 1)THEN 

XM(10*ID+M)-DATA(ISG(M)) 

GOTO 81 

ENDIF 

XM(10*ID+M)-DATA(ISG(M-1)) 

81 IF(J. GT. ISG(M))GOTO 80 

IF(DATA(J). LT. XM(10*ID+M))THEN 

XM(10*ID+M)-DATA(J) 

ENDIF 
J-J+2 

GOTO 81 

80 CONTINUE 
DO 41 J-10*ID+1,10*ID+NSEG 
WRITE(6,47)J 

DO 42 1-1,20 

Cl-C(I, ID)*0.3048 

Al=A(I, J)*0.093 

Ql-Q(I, J)*0.02832 

DEEP(I, J)=C(I, ID)-XM(J) 

IF(DEEP(I, J). LT. O)THEN 

DEEP(I, J)-O 

ENDIF 

WRITE(6,32) CI, Al, Ql 

42 CONTINUE 

41 CONTINUE 

GOTO 49 

40 WRITE(6,31)VS 

DO 30 I=1,20 

Cl=C(I, ID)*0.3048 

Al-A(I, ID)*0.093 

Ql=Q(I, ID)*0.02832 

DEEP(I, ID)-C(I, ID)-ELO 

WRITE(6,32)Cl, Al, Ql 

30 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

29 IF(MR. LT. 1)GOTO 43 

C FIND MIN ELEV IN SEGMENT 

J-13+2*NSEG 

DO 82 M-1, NSEG 

IF(M. EQ. 1)THEN 

XM(10*ID+M)=DATA(ISG(M)) 

GOTO 83 

ENDIF 

XM(10*ID+M)=DATA(ISG(M-1)) 

83 IF(J. GT. ISG(M))GOTO 82 

IF(DATA(J). LT. Xm(10*ID+M))THEN 

XM(10*ID+M)=DATA(J) 

ENDIF 

J=J+2 
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GOTO 83 
82 CONTINUE 

DO 44 J-10*ID+1,10*ID+NSEG 
WRITE(6,48) J 
DO 45 1-1,20 
DEEP(I, J)-C(I, ID)-XM(J) 
IF(DEEP(I, J). LT. O)THEN 
DEEP(I, J)-O 
ENDIF 

WRITE(6,25) C(I, ID), A(I, J), Q(I, J) 
WRITE(6, *) 

45 CONTINUE 
44 CONTINUE 

GOTO 49 
43 WRITE(6,24)VS 

DO 46 1-1,20 
DEEP(I, ID)-C(I, ID)-ELO 
WRITE (6,25) C(I, ID), A(I, ID), Q(I, ID) 
WRITE (6, *) 

46 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
C COMPUTE I FLOW IN EACH SEGMENT 

49 DO 50 I=10*ID+1,10*ID+NSEG 

DO 50 J=1,20 

TQ(J, ID)=TQ(J, ID)+Q(J, I) 

50 CONTINUE 

DO 57 I=1, NSEG 

II-10*ID+I 

WRITE(6,59)II 

WRITE(6, *) 

DO 57 J=1,20 

PERQ(J, II)=Q(J, II)/TQ(J, ID) 

IF(J. EQ. 1) THEN 

PERQ(J, II)-O 

ENDIF 

IF(PERQ(2, II). EQ. 1.0)THEN 

PERQ(1, II)-l. 0 

ENDIF 

IF(ICODE. GT. O)THEN 
C(J, ID)=C(J, ID)*0.3048 

ENDIF 
WRITE(6,60) C(J, ID), PERQ(J, II) 

WRITE(6, *) 
IF(ICODE. GT. O)THEN 

C(J, ID)=C(J, ID)/0.3048 

ENDIF 

57 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

24 FORMAT(lHO, T42, 'RATING CURVE VALLEY SECTION ', F5.1/T46, 'WATER', T56, 

&'FLOW', T66, 'FLOW'/T45, 'SURFACE', T56, 'AREA', T66, 'RATE'/T46, 'ELEV,, 

&T56, 'SQ FT', T66, 'CFS') 

48 FORMAT(lHO, T42, 'RATING CURVE FOR SEGMENT ', 15.1/T46, 'WATER', T56, 

&'FLOW', T66, 'FLOW'/T45, 'SURFACE', T56, 'AREA', T66, 'RATE'/T46, 'ELEV', 

I 
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&T56, 'SQ FT', T66, 'CFS') 
31 FORMAT(lHO, T42, 'RATING CURVE VALLEY SECTION', F5.1/T46, 

&'WATER', T56, 'FLOW', T66, 'FLOW'/T45, 'SURFACE', T56, 'AREA', 
&T66, 'RATE'/T46, 'ELEV', T56, 'SQ M', T66, 'CMS') 

47 FORMAT(lHO, T42, 'RATING CURVE FOR SEGMENT ', 15.1/T46, 
&'WATER', T56, 'FLOW', T66, 'FLOW'/T45, 'SURFACE', T56, 'AREA', 
&T66, 'RATE'/T46, 'ELEV', T56, 'SQ M', T66, 'CMS') 

25 FORMAT (40X, F10.2,2FlO. l) 
32 FORMAT (40X, 3FlO. 2) 
59 FORMAT (lHO, T47, '% DISCHARGE IN SEGMENT', 12.1/T46, 

&'ELEV', T55, 'PERCENT') 
60 FORMAT(40X, F10.2,2FlO. 3) 
70 FORMAT(lH0, Tl0, 'ERROR. - NEED FLD PLAIN SEG BOTH S 

&IDES OF CHANNEL') 

170 FORMiAT(lH0, T20, 'MOMENTUM EXCHANGE METHOD', 2X, I5.1) 
END 

SUBROUTINE STT 

c THIS SUBROUTINE STORES A DEPTH - FLOW - TRAVEL TIME TABLE. 

COMMOH/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

COMMON/BLOCK2/ PERQ(20,70), TQ(20,6), CC(20), LL(6), INRC, LRC 

ID=DATA(l) 

REACH=DATA(2) 

MET1=DATA(5) 

IF(MET1. EQ. O)GO TO 2 

DATA(3)=DATA(3)/0.3048 

J=6 

DO 3 I=l, 19 

DATA(J)=DATA(J)/0.3048 

DATA(J+1)-DATA(J+1)/0.02832 

3 J-J+3 

2 XL-DATA(3) 

SLOPE-DATAM 

DIST(ID)=SLOPE*XL 

J-6 

DO 1 I=l, 19 

DP(I)-DATA(J) 

SCFS(I)=DATA(J+l) 

CC(I)=DATA(J+2) 

J=J+3 

RETURN 

END 
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SUBROUTINE CMPTT 

C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE TRAVEL TIME AT GIVEN 

C DISCHARGE RATES 
C 

C IF MULTIPLE ROUTING INVOKED, COMPUTES TRAVEL TIME TABLE FOR 

C THE ONE SEGMENT SPECIFIED - OTHERWISE ALL SEGMENTS TOGETHER 

C 

C NOTE -- FOR MULTIPLE ROUTINE NEED TO REPEAT THIS ROUTINE AND ROUTE 

C FOR "EACH" SEGMENT 

COHMN/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE. ICODE 

COMMON/BLOCK2/ PERQ(20,70), TQ(20,6), CC(20), LL(6), INRC, LRC 

ID=DATA(l) 

REACH-DATA(2) 

NOVS=DATA(3) 

IF(KCODE. NE. O)DATA(4)=DATA(4)/0.3048 

XL=DATA(4) 

SLOPE=DATA(5) 

DIST(ID)=SLOPE*XL 

XLD36 = XL / 3600. 

MR=DATA(6) 

C MULTIPLE ROUTING 

INRC=DATA(7) 

C RATING CURVE AT TOP OF REACH 

LRC=DATA(8) 

C RATING CURVE AT DOWNSTREAM END 

C ZERO ARRAYS 

DO 1 J=1,20 

DATA (J)=O. 

1 CFS(J)=O. 

C MULTIPLE ROUTING COMPUTATION 

IF(MR. LT. 1)GOTO 30 

WRITE(6,37) 

ID1-INRC 

GOTO 2 

30 ID1-1 

C FIND RATING CURVE WITH SMALLEST MAXIMUM FLOW RATE 

2 QMIN-Q(20, IDl) 

MIN-ID1 

GO TO 4 

31 ID1-LRC 

GOTO 32 

3 ID1=ID1+1 

32 IF (QMIN-Q(20, IDl)) 4,4,2 

4 IF(MR. LT. 1)GOT033 

IF(ID1. EQ. INRC)GOTO 31 

IF(ID1. EQ. LRC)GOTO5 

WRITE(6, *)'ERROR only two r. curves allowed for m. routing' 
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RETURN 
33 IF (IDl-NOVS) 3,5,5 
5 1-1 

LL(ID)-O 

C SET SCFS ARRAY EQUAL TO Q ARRAY OF LOWEST RATING CURVE 
DO 6 J-2,20 
SCFS(I)-Q(J, MIN) 
IF(MR. LT. 1)GOTO 6 
IF(PERQ(J, MIN). LT. 0.001)THEN 
LL(ID)-LL(ID)+l 

ENDIF 

6 I=I+l 

C COMPUT END AREA AND DEPTH 
DO 9 IDl-1, NOVS 
IF(MR. LT. 1) GOTO 34 
IF(IDl. EQ. 1)THEN 
IDl-INRC 

GOTO 34 

ENDIF 

IDl-LRC 
34 M-1+LL(ID) 

N=2+LL(ID) 

DO 36 J=M, lg 

DO 7 I=N, 20 

IF (Q(I, IDl)-SCFS(J)) 7,17,8 

7 CONTINUE 

17 DATA (J)=A(I, ID1)+DATA(J) 
CFS(J)=DEEP(I, ID1)+CFS(J) 
GO TO 36 

8 XY-(SCFS(J)-Q(I-1, IDI))/(Q(I, IDl)-Q(I-1, IDl)) 
DATA (J)-A(I-1, ID1)+XY*(A(I, IDl)-A(I-1, IDl))+DATA(J) 

CFS(J)-DEEP(I-1, ID1)+XY*(DEEP(I, IDl)-DEEP(I-1, IDl))+CFS(J) 

36 CONTINUE 
IF(MR. LT. 1) GOTO 9 

IF(IDl. EQ. LRC)GOTO 35 

IDl-1 

9 CONTINUE 

35 XNOVS-NOVS 

IF(ICODE. EQ. O)GO TO 19 

WRITE(6,20)REACH 

GO TO 21 

19 WRITE(6,13)REACH 

M-MIN 

21 DO 10 I-M, 19 

AVAREA - DATA (I) / XNOVS 

DP (I) = CFS(I) / XNOVS 

s= AvAREA * XLD36 

CC(I)=S/SCFS(I) 

IF(SCFS(I). EQ. 0) THEN 

CC(I)=O 

ENDIF 

IF(ICODE. EQ. O)GO TO 24 

DPl-DP(I)*0.3048 

SCFS1-SCFS(I)*0.02832 
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WRITE(6,14)DP1, SCFS1, CC(I) 
GO TO 10 

24 WRITE(6,14)DP(I), SCFS(I), CC(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
C PUNCH CODE 

IF(NPU)12,12,25 
25 IF(ICODE. EQ. O)GO TO 11 

XL1-XL*0.3048 
WRITE(7,22)ID, REACN, XL1, SLOPE, ICODE 
DO 23 1-1,19 
DP1=DP(I)*0.3048 

SCFS1-SCFS(I)*0.02832 

WRITE(7,26)DP1, SCFS1, CC(I) 
23 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
11 WRITE(7,15)ID, REACH, XL, SLOPE, ICODE 

WRITE (7,16) (DP(I), SCFS(I), CC(I), I=1,19) 
12 RETURN 
c 

13 FORMAT(lHO, T46, 'TRAVEL TIME TABLE'/T54, 'REACH', F5.1//T46, 'WATER', T 
&56, 'FLOW', T65, 'TRAVEL'/T46, 'DEPTH', T56, 'RATE', T66, 'TIME'/T46, 'FEET 
&', T56, 'CFS', T66, 'HRS') 

14 FORMAT (40X, F10.2, FlO. O, FlO. 2) 
15 FORMATCSTORE TRAVEL TIME, T21, lID=l, Il, T29, 'REACH NO-', F5.1, T44, 

&'LENGTH-', Fg. O, ' FT'/T21, 'SLOPE-', F8.6, 'FT/FT', "CODE-", Il/T2 
&1, 'DEPTH(FT)', T35, 'FLOW(CFS)', T4g, 'TIME(HRS)') 

20 FORMAT(lHO, T46, 'TRAVEL TIME TABLE'/T54, 'REACH', F5.1//T46, 'WATER', T 
&56, 'FLOW', T65, 'TRAVEL'/T46, 'DEPTH', T56, 'RATE', T66, 'TIME'/T46, 
&"METER", T56, 'CMS', T66, 'HRS') 

22 FORMATCSTORE TRAVEL TIME, T21, 'ID=, Il, T29, 'REACH NO=', F5.1, T44, 
&'LENGTH=I, Fg. O, ' MI/T21, 'SLOPE=I, F8.6, 'M/M', "CODE-", Il/T2 
&1, 'DEPTH(M)', T35, 'FLOW(CMS)', T49, 'TIME(HRS)') 

16 FORMAT (T21, F7.2, Fl5.2, Fl5.3) 
26 FORMAT Ml, F7.2,2F15.3) 
37 FORMAT(lHO, T24, 'MULTIPLE ROUTING INVOKED') 

END 

SUBROUTINE ROUTE 

C THIS SUBROUTINE ROUTES A HYDROGRAPH THROUGH A REACH WITH THE 

C NEW VSC METHOD OF FLOOD ROUTING. THIS METHOD ACCOUNTS FOR THE 

C VARIATION IN WATER SURFACE SLOPE. 

C 

C IF MULTIPLE ROUTING INVOKED - COMPUTES PROPORTION INFLOW 

C FOR ONE SEGMENT 

C 

C BUT ----- ONLY ROUTES ONES SEGMENT AT A TIME 

C REPEAT TRAVEL TIME TABLE AND ROUTE COMMANDS FOR EACH SEGMENT 

C AND ADD OUTFLOWS 

COMMON/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 
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&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 
&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 
&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

COMMON/BLOCK2/ PERQ(20,70), TQ(20,6), CC(20), LL(6), INRC, LRC 
DIMENSION DOCFS(300,6) 

C New variables used 
C DOCFS copy inflow array (preserve original OCFS) 
CP percentage of OCFS (multiple routing) 
C DTDT copy inflow time increment (preserves DT(IDH)) 
C TM increments DT 

ID-DATAM 

NHD-DATA(2) 

IDH-DATA(3) 

DT(ID)-DATA(4) 

DTDT-DT(IDH) 

DA(ID)=DA(IDH) 

M--IEND(IDH) 

MR=DATA(5) 
C CHECK: IF M. ROUTING ID. NE. IDH 

IF(MR. GT. O. AND. ID. EQ. IDH)THEN 

WRITE(6, *)'ERROR - FOR M. ROUTING ID MUST NOT BE SAME AS IDH' 

RETURN 
ENDIF 

C MULTIPLE ROUTING INCLUDED 

C SET UP DUMMY ARRAY 

DO 51 I=1, IEND(IDH) 

51 DOCFS(I, IDH)=OCFS(I, IDH) 

C MULTIPLE ROUTING 

C COMPUTE DISTRIBUTED FLOW IN SEGMENT 

IF(MR. LT. 1)GOTO 50 

II=INRC/10 

NN=INRC-10*II 

IF(ICODE. GT. O)GOTO 53 

WRITE(6,60)NN 

GOTO 55 

53 WRITE(6,61)NN 

55 TM-TIME-DTDT 
JJJJ-O 

DO 52 J-1, IEND(IDH) 

TM-TM+DTDT 

DO 56 K-2,20 

IF(DOCFS(J, IDH)-TQ(K, II))57,58,56 

56 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6, *)'FAILED - RATING CURVE EXCEEDED' 

RETURN 

58 DOCFS(J, IDH)=PERQ(J, INRC)*DOCFS(J, IDR) 

GOTO 54 

57 ST=C(K, II)-(((TQ(K, II)-DOCFS(J, IDH))*(C(K, II)-C((K-1), II)))/(TQ 

&(K, II)-TQ(K-1, II))) 

P=PERQ(K, INRC)-(((C(K, II)-ST)*(PERQ(K, INRC)-PERQ((K-1), 

&INRC)))/(C(K, II)-C((K-1), II))) 

DOCFS(J, IDH)=P*DOCFS(J, IDH) 

54 IF(DOCFS(J, IDH). EQ. O)THEN 
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iiii-iiii+l 

IF(JJJJ. EQ. IEND(IDH))THEN 
WRITE(6. *)'NO FLOW IN SEGMENT' 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

GOTO 52 
ENDIF 

IF(ICODE. GT. O)THEN 
DOCFS(J, IDH)-DOCFS(J, IDH)*0.0283168 
ENDIF 

WRITE(6,59) TM, P, DOCFS(J, IDH) 
WRITE(6, *) 
IF(ICODE. GT. O)THEN 
DOCFS(J, IDH)-DOCFS(J, IDH)/0.0283168 
ENDIF 

52 CONTINUE 

C IF ID AND IDH ARE EQUAL, ADD 1 TO IDH 
50 IF(MR. LT. 1)THEN 

LL(ID)-O 

ENDIF 

IF (ID-IDH) 3,1,3 
1 IDH-IDH+l 

DO 2 I=1, M 
2 DOCFS(I, IDH)=DOCFS(I, IDH-1) 

DT(IDH)=DT(IDH-1) 

PEAK(IDH)=PEAK(IDH-1) 
3 NERRT=O 

PEAKUD) - 1. 
RO = 0. 
N-19 

OCFS(1, ID)=O. 

S=0. 

Tl - CC(l) 

J=l 
GUES - 1. 

CFS(l)-O. 

C IF ROUTING INTERVAL IS NOT EQUAL TO TIME INCREMENT OF INFLOW 

C HYDROGRAPH, INTERPOLATE 
IF (DT(ID)-DT(IDH)) 8,15,4 

4 TID-DT(ID) 

TIDH-0. 

DO 7 I-2, M 

TIDH-TIDH+DT(IDH) 

IF (TID-TIDH) 6,5,7 

5 J=J+l 

CFS(J)=DOCFS(I, IDH) 

TID=TID+DT(ID) 

GO TO 7 

6 J=J+l 

CFS(J)=DOCFS(I-1, IDH)+((TID-TIDH+DT(IDH))/DT(IDH))*(Doc 

&FS(I, IDH)-DOCFS(I-1, IDH)) 

TID=TID+DT(ID) 

7 CONTINUE 

GO TO 13 
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8 TIDH-0 

TID-DT(ID) 

DO 12 I-2, M 
TIDH-TIDH+DT(IDH) 

9 IF (TIDH-TID) 12,10,11 
10 J-J+i 

CFS(J)=DOCFS(I, IDH) 
TID-TID+DT(ID) 

IF (J-300) 12,13,13 
11 J-J+i 

CFS(J)-DOCFS(I-1, IDH)+((TID-TIDH+DT(IDH))/DT(IDH))*(DOC 
&FS(I, IDH)-DOCFS(I-1, IDH)) 

TID-TID+DT(ID) 

IF (J-300) 9,13,13 
12 CONTINUE 
13 DT(IDH)-DT(ID) 

M-i 

DO 14 I=2, M 
14 DOCFS(I, IDH)=CFS(I) 
C IF INFLOW IS ZERO, SO IS OUTFLOW 
is DO 16 L=2, M 

IF (DOCFS(L, IDH)) 16,16,49 
16 OCFS(L, ID)=O. 
C ROUTE 
49 DATA (L-1) = 0. 

DO 42 I=L, 300 
IF (I-M) 18,18,17 

17 DOCFS(I, IDH)=DOCFS(I-1, IDH)*. g 
18 AVIN=(DOCFS(I, IDH)+DOCFS(I-1, IDH))/2. 

SIA = AVIN +S 
J=l 

C DETERMINE DEPTH AND TRAVEL TIME OF INFLOW 
IF (DOCFS(I, IDH)-SCFS(1+LL(ID))) 19,23,20 

19 D12 = (DOCFS(I, IDH) / SCFS(1+LL(ID))) DP(1+LL(ID)) 
T12 - CC(1+LL(ID)) 
GO TO 25 

20 JJJ=2 

IF(LL(ID). GT. O)THEN 

JJJ-LL(ID)+2 

ENDIF 

DO 21 J-JJJ, N 

IF (DOCFS(I, IDH)-SCFS(J)) 24,23,21 

21 CONTINUE 

IF (NERRT) 22,22,36 

22 WRITE (6,46) 

NERRT-1 

GO TO 36 

23 D12=DP(J) 

T12 - CC(J) 

GO TO 25 

24 RATIO=(DOCFS(I, IDH)-SCFS(J-1))/(SCFS(J)-SCFS(J-1)) 

D12=DP(J-1)+RATIO*(DP(J)-DP(J-1)) 

T12-CC(J-1)+RATIO*(CC(J)-CC(J-1)) 

25 Do 35 IT=1,10 
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J-1 

C DETERMINE DEPTH AND TRAVEL TIME OF OUTFLOW 

IF (GUES-SCFS(1+LL(ID))) 26,29,27 

26 D02 - (GUES / SCFS(1+LL(ID)))* DP(1+LL(ID)) 

T02 - CC(1+LL(ID)) 

GO TO 31 

27 DO 28 J=JJJ, N 

IF (GUES-SCFS(J)) 30,29,28 

28 CONTINUE 

J-N 

29 D02-DP(J) 

T02-CC(J) 

GO TO 31 

30 RATIO-(GUES-SCFS(J-1))/(SCFS(J)-SCFS(J-1)) 

D02-DP(J-1)+RATIO*(DP(J)-DP(J-1)) 

T02-CC(J-1)+RATIO*(CC(J)-CC(J-1)) 

C FIND WATER SURFACE SLOPE 

31 DDD-DIST(ID)/(DIST(ID)+DI2-DO2) 

IF (DDD-. 01) 32,32,33 

32 GUES-DOCFS(I-1, IDH) 

GO TO 35 

33 T2 = .5* (T12 + T02) 

T2-T2*SQRT(DDD) 

T- Tl + T2 

C COMPUTE ROUTING COEFFICIENT 

COEF =(2. * DT(ID)) / (T+DT(ID)) 

02 = COEF * SIA 

TRYI = GUES 

RATIO=02/(GUES+. lE-20) 

DIFF-ABS(l. -RATIO) 
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE 

IF (DIFF-0.001) 37,37,34 

34 GUES=02 

35 CONTINUE 

OCFS(I, ID)=DATA(I-1)*SIA 

DATA(I) - DATA(I-1) 

WRITE (6,47) I, OCFS(I, ID) 

GO TO 38 

36 OCFS(I, ID)-DATA(I-1)*SIA 

DATA(I) - DATA(I-1) 

GO TO 38 

37 OCFS(I, ID)-O2 

DATA (I) - COEF 

C COMPUTE NEW STORAGE 

38 S SIA - OCFS(I, ID) 

Tl T2 

Ro RO + OCFS (I, ID) 

IF (OCFS(I, ID) OCFS(I-1, ID)) 39,40,40 

39 IF(OCFS(I, ID) -1. ) 43,43,42 

40 IF(OCFS(I, ID) PEAK(ID)) 42,42,41 

41 PEAK(ID)=OCFS (I, ID) 

42 CONTINUE 

I=300 

43 IEND(ID)=I 
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ROINUD) - RO*DT(ID)*3600 
C PUNCH CODE 

IF (NPU) 45,45,44 
44 WRITE (7,48) ID, NHD, IDH, DT(ID) 
45 DT(IDH)-DTDT 

RETURN 
C 

46 FORMAT(lHO, 'TRAVEL TIME TABLE EXCEEDED') 

47 FORMAT(T10, 'PROBLEM FAILED TO CONVERGE AFTER10 ITERATIONS. CONVERG 
&ENCE WAS FORCED. '/T20, 'OUTFLOW NUMBER - ', 14, 'RATE -', FlO. 2) 

48 FORMAT( IROUTE', T21, 'ID-', Il, T29, 'HYD NO-', I3, T45, 'INFLOW ID-1, I 

&1, T65, 'DT-', F8.6, 'HRS') 

60 FORMAT(lHO, T40, 'INFLOW FOR SEGMENT', 15.1/T30, 'HOURS', T40, 

&'PERCENT', T52, 'CFS') 

61 FORMAT(lHO, T40, 'INFLOW FOR SEGMENT', 15.1/T30, 'HOURS', 

&T40, 'PERCENT', T52, 'CUMECS') 

59 FORMAT(25X, F10.3,2FlO. 3,3FlO. 3) 

END 

SUBROUTINE RESVO 

C THIS SUBROUTINE ROUTES A HYDROGRAPH THROUGH A RESERVOIR WITH THE 

C STORAGE-INDICATION METHOD. 

COMMON/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

COMMON/BLOCK2/ PERQ(20,70), TQ(20,6), CC(20), LL(6), INRC, LRC 

ID=DATA(l) 

NHD=DATA(2) 

IDH-DATA(3) 

NERES-0 

DT(ID)-DT(IDH) 

RO - 0. 

DA(ID)-DA(IDH) 

PEAK(ID) - 1. 

J-1 

1-4 

C REMAINING DATA ARE FLOW AND STORAGE VALUES 

IF(KCODE. EQ. O)GO TO 25 

DATA(I)=DATA(I)/0.02832 

DATA(I+1)-DATA(I+1)/1.21968 

25 SCFS(J)=DATA(I) 

SToREl-DATA(I+j)*12.1 

STORE=STORE1 

C COMPUTE STORAGE COEFFICIENT ARRAY C 

1 CC(J)-(SCFS(J)/2. )+(STORE/DT(ID)) 

1-1+2 

J-J+l 
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IF (J-20) 2,2,3 
2 IF(KCODE. EQ. O)GO TO 26 

DATA(I)-DATA(I)/0.02832 

DATA(I+1)-DATA(I+1)/1.21968 
26 SCFS(J)-DATA(I) 

STORE-DATA(I+1)*12.1 
IF (SCFS(J)-. 001) 3,3,1 

3 N-J-1 

OCFS(1, ID)-O. 
S-STOREl/DT(ID) 

C ROUTE 

DO 15 1-2,150 
IF (I-IEND(IDH)) 5,5,4 

4 OCFS(I, IDH)-O. O 
5 AVIN=(OCFS(I, IDH)+OCFS(I-1, IDH))/2. 

SIA=S+AVIN 
C DETERMINE PROPER C 

DO 6 J=1,9 
IF (SIA-CC(J)) 10,9,6 

6 CONTINUE 

IF (NERES) 7,7,8 
7 WRITE (6,19) 

NERES=l 
8 RESC=SCFS(N)/CC(N) 

C COMPUT OUTFLOW 
OCFS(I, ID)=RESC*SIA 

GO TO 11 
9 OCFS(I, ID)=SCFS(J) 

GO TO 11 

10 OCFS(I, ID)=SCFS(J-1)+((SIA-CC(J-1))/(CC(J)-CC(J 

& -1)))*(SCFS(J)-SCFS(J-1)) 
C DETERMINE NEW STORAGE 

11 S=SIA-OCFS(I, ID) 

RO - RO + OCFS(I, ID) 

IF (OCFS(I, ID)-OCFS(I-1, ID)) 12,13,13 

12 IF (OCFS(I, ID)-l. ) 16,16,15 

13 IF(OCFS(I, ID) - PEAK(ID)) 15,15,14 

14 PEAK(ID) = OCFS(I, ID) 

15 CONTINUE 

1-150 

16 IEND(ID)-I 

ROINUD) - RO * DT(ID)*3600 

C PUNCH CODE 

IF (NPU) 18,18,17 

17 II=2*N+3 

IF(ICODE. EQ. O)GO TO 22 

WRITE(7,24)ID, NHD, IDH, KCODE 

DO 23 1-5,11,2 

DATA(I)=DATA(I)*0.02832 

DATA(I+1)=DATA(I+1)*1.21968 

23 CONTINUE 

WRITE(7,27)(DATAMJý5, II) 

RETURN 

22 WRITE(7,20)ID, NHD, IDH, ICODE 
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WRITE (7,21) (DATA(I), I=5, II) 
18 RETURN 
C 

19 FORMAT (lHO, 33HSTORAGE-DISCHARGE TABLE EXCEEDED. ) 
20 FORMAT( 'ROUTE RESERVOIR', T21, ' ID-', Il, T29, 'HYD NO-1 , 13, T42, 'INF 

&LOW ID-', Il, T60, "CODE-", Il /T21, 'OUTFLOW(CFS)' , T37, 'STOR 
&AGE(AC FTY) 

24 FORMAT( 'ROUTE RESERVOIR', T21, ' ID=', Il, T29, 'HYD NO-1 , I3, T42, 'INF 
&LOW ID-', Il, T60, "CODE-", Il /T21, 'OUTFL0W(CMS)' , T37, 'STOR 
&AGE(1000CU MY) 

21 FORMAT Ml, F10.1, F13.1) 
27 FORMAT Ml, F10.2, F13.2) 

END 

SUBROUTINE ERROR 

C This subroutine determines the error standard deviation and the peak flow 
C error for 2 hydrographs (original program retained). 
C Assumes that measured is ID1 
C In addition, 10 other measures of goodness of fit are calculated. 
C All indicies are printed out in metric units. 

COMMN/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

ID1=DATA(l) 

ID2=DATA(2) 

SSE=O. 

WRITE(6,21) 

21 FORMAT(lHO, T33, 'TIME', T55, 'FLOW VJ76, 

& 'FLOW 2', T95, 'ERROR'/T34, 

& 'HRS', T57, 'CMS', T78, 'CMS', T97, 'CMS) 

22 J=l 

C If the time increments are not equal, interpolate. 

IF (DT(IDl)-DT(ID2)) 1,8,2 

1 L-ID1 

K-ID2 

GO TO 3 

2 L=ID2 

K=ID1 

3 M--IEND(L) 

TID=DT(K) 

TIDH=O. 

DO 6 I=2, M 

TIDH=TIDH+DT(L) 

IF (TID-TIDH) 5,4,6 

4 J=J+l 

CFS(J)=OCFS(I, L) 
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TID-TID+DT(K) 

GO TO 6 
5 J-J+l 

CFS(J)-OCFS(I-1, L)+((TID-TIDH+DT(L))/DT(L))*(OCFS(I, L)-OCFS(I-1, L) 

TID-TID+DT(K) 
6 CONTINUE 

IEND(L)-J 

DT(L)-DT(K) 

DO 7 1-2 J 
7 OCFS(I, L)-CFS(I) 

8 IF (IEND(IDl)-IEND(ID2)) 9,9,10 
9 M-IEND(IDl) 

GO TO 11 

10 M-IEND(ID2) 

11 T2-TIME 

IF (KCODE. EQ. O)THEN 
DO 997 I=1, M 

OCFS(I, ID1)=OCFS(I, ID1)*. 02832 
997 OCFS(I, ID2)---OCFS(I, ID2)*. 02832 

ENDIF 

C Determine error - original method 

DO 12 I=1, M 

ERR=OCFS(I, IDl)-OCFS(I, ID2) 

WRITE(6,16)T2, OCFS(I, IDl), OCFS(I, ID2), ERR 

16 FORMAT (6X, F12.3,3Fl2.0) 

25 T2-T2+DT(IDl) 

C Sum of squares of error 

12 SSE=SSE+ERR*ERR 

xm=m 

C Error variance 

EVAR-SSE/XM 

C Error standard deviation 

ESDEV-SQRT(EVAR) 

C Percent error for peak discharge 

ERFK=ABS(PEAK(IDI)-PEAK(ID2)) 

PCTM--(ERFK/PEAK(IDl))*100. 

C Other goodness of fit calculations 

SUMO 1=0. 

SUMO=O. 

SUM1=0. 
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SUM2-0. 

SUM3-0. 

SUM4-0. 

SUM5=0. 

SUM6-0. 

SUM7-0. 

SUM8=0. 

sumg-0. 

SUM10=0. 

SUM11-0. 

SUM12-0. 

DO 77 I-1, M 

ERR-OCFS(I, IDl)-OCFS(I, ID2) 

IF(OCFS(I, IDl). EQ. O. O. AND. OCFS(I, ID2). NE. O. O)THEN 
LOGERR=ALOG(OCFS(I, ID2)) 

ELSE IF(OCFS(I, IDl). NE. O. O. AND. OCFS(I, ID2). EQ. O. O)THEN 

LOGERR=ALOG(OCFS(I, IDl)) 

ELSE IF(OCFS(I, IDl). EQ. O. O. AND. OCFS(I, ID2). EQ. O. O)THEN 

LOGERR=O. 
ELSE 

LOGERR=ALOG(OCFS(I, IDl))-ALOG(OCFS(I, ID2)) 

ENDIF 
SUMO=OCFS(I, ID1)+SUMO 

SUM01=OCFS(I, ID2)+SUM01 

SUM1=ERR+SUM1 

SUM2=ERR**2+SUM2 

SUM3=LOGERR**2+SUM3 

IF(OCFS(I, IDI). EQ. 0. )OCFS(I, ID1)=l. 

SUM4=((ERR/OCFS(I, IDl))**2)+SUM4 

77 CONTINUE 

DO 13 I=2, M 

DIFFI=OCFS(I, IDl)-OCFS(I-1, IDl) 

DIFF2=OCFS(I, ID2)-OCFS(I-1, ID2) 

SUM5=((DIFFl-DIFF2)**2)+SUM5 

SUM7=DIFF1+SUM7 

IF(DIFFl. EQ. 0. )DIFF1=1. 

SUM6-(((DIFFl-DIFF2)/DIFF1)**2)+SUM6 

13 CONTINUE 

SIMMEAN-SUMOl/M 

OBSMEAN-SUMO/M 

DIFFM1=SUM7/M 

Do 14 I=2, M 

SUM8=(((OCFS(I, IDl)-OCFS(I-1, IDl))-DIFFM1)**2)+SUM8 

SUM9-((((OCFS(I, IDl)-OCFS(I-1, IDl))/DIFFM1)-l)**2)+SUM9 

14 COKTINUE 

Do 73 I-1, M 

sUMJO=((OCFS(I, IDl)-OBSMEAN)**2)+SUM10 

SuMll=(((OCFS(I, ID1)/OBSMEAN)-l)**2)+SUMll 
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SUM12-((OCFS(I, ID2)-SIMMEAN)**2)+SUM12 
73 CONTINUE 

SDM-SQRT(SUM10/(M-1)) 

SDS-SQRT(SUM12/(M-1)) 

DO 115 I-1, M 
115 SUM13-((OCFS(I, IDl)-OBSMEAN)/SDM)*((OCFS(I, ID2)- 

& SIMMEAN)/SDS)+SUM13 

OF1-SUM1 

OF2=SUM2 

OF3-SUM3 

OF4-SUM4 

OF5-SUMS 

OF6-SUM6 

OF7-SUM2/SUM10 

OF8-SUM4/SUM11 
OF9=SUM5/SUM8 

OF10-SUM6/SUM9 

OF11=(l. /AM)*SUM13 

WRITE(6,95) 
95 FORMAT(lHO, IOX ---------------------------------------------- 

WRITE(6,50) 

50 FORMAT(15X, ' MEASURES OF FIT 
WRITE(6,91) 

91 FORMAT(10X ---------------------------------------------- 
WRITE(6,51)OF1 

51 FORMAT(10X, SUM OF ERRORS ', F20.5) 
WRITE(6,52)OF2 

52 FORMAT(10X, 'OLSQ ', F20.5) 

WRITE(6,53)OF3 

53 FORMAT(10X, 'LOG LSQ ', F20.5) 

WRITE(6,54)OF4 

54 FORMAT(10X, 'RELATIVE ERROR ', F20.5) 

WRITE(6,55)OF5 

55 FORMAT(10X, 'ABS ERROR - DIFF ', F20.5) 

WRITE(6,56)OF6 

56 FORMAT(10X, 'REL ERROR - DIFF ', F20.5) 

WRITE(6,57)OF7 

57 FORMAT(10X, 'ABS ERROR/VAR ', F20.5) 

WRITE(6,58)OF8 

58 FORMAT(10X, 'REL ERROR/VAR ', F20.5) 

WRITE(6,59)OF9 

59 FORMAT(10X, 'ABS ERROR(diff)/VAR ', F20.5) 

WRITE(6,60)OF10 

60 FORMAT(10X, 'REL ERROR(diff)/VAR ', F20.5) 

WRITE(6,61)OFll 

61 FORMAT(10X, IPEARSONS r ', F20.5) 

WRITE(6,92)ESDEV 

92 FORMAT(10X, 'ERR STANDARD DEV ', F20.5) 
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WRITE(6,93)PCTER 
93 FORMAT(10X, 'PEAK Q ERROR ', F20.5) 

WRITE(6,96) 
96 FORMAT(10X --------------------------------------------- 

WRITE (6,98) 
98 FORMAT (//10X, 'NOTE: All indicies are in metric units') 

IF (KCODE. EQ. O)THEN 

DO 9969 I-1, M 

OCFS(I, IDl)-WFS(I, ID1)/. 02832 
9969 OCFS(I, ID2)-OCFS(I, ID2)/. 02832 

ENDIF 

RETURN 

c 

END 

SUBROUTINE SEDT 

C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SEDIMENT YIELD FOR A FLOOD 

COMMON/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NHD, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

ID=DATA(l) 

SOIL=DATA(2) 

CROP-DATAM 

CP--DATA(4) 

SL=DATA(5) 

WRITE(6, *)'** CHECK THIS IS CORRECT AREA', DA(ID) 

WRITE(6, *)'ESPECIALLY IF MULTIPLE ROUTING UTILIZED' 

C COMPUTE SEDIMENT YIELD 

X-ROIN(ID)*DA(ID)*53.333*PEAK(ID) 

SED-95. *X**. 56*SOIL*CROP*CP*SL 

IF(ICODE. EQ. O)GO TO 5 

SEDl-SED*0.9072 

WRITE(6,6)SED1 

GO TO 7 

5 WRITE (6,3) SED 

C PUNCH CODE 

7 IF(NPU)2,2,1 

1 WRITE (7,4) ID, SOIL, CROP, CP, SL 

2 RETURN 

3 FORMAT (10X, 'SEDIMENT YIELD F10.1, TONS') 

4 FORMAT( 'SEDIMENT YIELD', T21, 'ID=', Il, T29, 'SOIL-', F5.3, T42, 'CROP 

&=', FS. 3, T57, 'CP=', F5.3, T70, 'LS=', F5.3) 

6 FORMAT(10X, "SEDIMENT YIELD=", FlO. 1, "METRIC TON") 

END 
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BLOCK DATA 

C BLOCK DATA SUBPROGRAM UZED TO INITIALIZE ZALPHA, CTBLE, ITBLE 

C AND NCOMM. 

COMMON/BLOCK1/ OCFS(300,6), DATA(311), CFS(300), CTBLE(50,11), 

&RAIN(300), ROIN(6), 

&A(20,70), Q(20,70), DEEP(20,70), ITBLE(50,2), DP(20), SCFS(20), C(20,6), 

&ZALPHA(20), IEND(6), DA(6), DIST(6), SEGN(6), DT(6), PEAK(6), ISG(6), 

&NPU, NED, NER, MAXNO, NCOMM, ICC, NCODE, TIME, KCODE, ICODE 

COMMON/BLOCK2/ PERQ(20,70), TQ(20,6), CC(20), LL(6), INRC, LRC 

DATA ZALPHA/lHl, lH2, lH3, lH4, lH5, lH6, lH7, lH8, lHg, lHO, lH 

&lH*, lH., lH,, lH-, lH JH JH JH JH / 

DATA NCOMM/17/ 

DATA CTBLE/lHS, lHS, lHR, lHC, lHP, lHP, lHP, lHA, lHS, lHC, lHS, lHC, lHR, 

&lHR, lHE, lHS, lHF, 33*lH , 
&lHT, lHT, lHE, lHO, lHR, lHU, lHL, lHD, lHT, lHO, lHT, lHO, lHO, lHO, lHR, 

&IHE, lHI, 33*lH , 
&2HAR, 2HOR, 2HCA, 2HMP, 2HIN, 2HNC, 2HOT, 2HD 2HOR, 2HMP, 2HOR, 2HMP, 

&2HUT, 2HUT, 2HRO, 2HDI, 2HNI, 33*2H , 
&2HT 2HE 2HLL, 2HUT, 2HT 2HH 2H H, 2HHY, 2HE 2HUT, 2HE 2HUT, 

&2HE 2HE 2HR 2HME, 2HSH, 33*2H , 
&2H 2HHY, 2H H, 2HE 2HHY, 2HHY, 2HYD, 2HD 2HRA, 2HE 2HTR, 2HE 

&2H 2HRE, 2HAN, 2HNT, 2H 33*2H , 
&2H 2HD 2HYD, 2HHY, 2HD 2HD 2H 2H 2HTI, 2HRA, 2HAV, 2HTR, 

&2H 2HSE, 2HAL, 2H Y, 2H 33*2H , 
&2H 2H 2H 2HD 2H 2H 2H 2H 2HNG, 2HTI, 2HEL, 2HAV, 

&2H 2HRV, 2HYS, 2HIE, 2H 33*2H , 
&8*2H 2H C, 2HNG, 2H T, 2HEL, 2H 2HOI, 2HIS, 2HLD, 34*2H 

&8*2H 2HUR, 2H C, 2HIM, 2H T, 2H 2HR 36*2H 

&8*2H 2HVE, 2HUR, 2HE 2HIM, 38*2H 

&9*2H 2HVE, 2H 2HE 38*2H / 

DATA ITBLE/1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,33*lH 

&4,310,310,310,4,1,2,4,100,310,100,8,7,25,2,5,0,33*lH 

END 
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" EXAMPLE datal DATA SET 
" SIMULATES 1 in 10 YEAR EVENT 
" FROM MARBACH TO HERMANNSPIEGAL, 
" UTILIZING CURVE NUMBER ROUTINE AND 
" MOMENTUM EXCHANGE AND MULTIPLE ROUTING 

START 00.00 00.00 01 
* COMPUTE RUNOFF FROM SUBCATCHMENT 406 
COMPUTE HYD ID-2 HYD NO-406 DT=2.0 HRS DA-57 .1 SQ MI 

CN=80 HT-1427 FT L-14.8 MI 
RAINFALL - 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.12 0.16 0.16 0.16 
0.26 0.34 0.38 0.38 0.45 0.52 0.60 0.67 0.75 
0.87 0.94 1.02 1.10 1.18 1.22 1.37 1.53 1.69 
1.69 1.69 1.73 1.77 1.77 1.77 1.77 1.77 1.78 
1.78 1.78 1.78 1.78 1.78 1.78 1.78 1.78 1.78 
1.78 1.78 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.84 
1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.92 1.96 1.96 2.01 2.03 
2.09 2.09 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.19 
2.19 2.19 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 
2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 
2.30 

BASEFLOW HYDROGRAPH 

STORE HYD ID=6 HYD NO=406 DT=2.0 DA=0. 0 SQ MI 
BSF=1 54 CFS 

ADD HYD ID=2 NPK=406 ID=2 ID=6 

* OUTFLOW AT HERMANNSPIEGAL 

PRINT HYD ID=2 NPK=l IDR=O IN=O 
* ----------- ------------- ---- --------------- ------ ----- ----- ----- 
* ROUTE TO HERMANNSPIEGAL 

* COMPUTE RATING CURVE FOR MARBACH 

COMPUTE RATING CURVE ID=l IT=3 MR=l VS=6 NO SEGS=3 

MIN ELEV=831.0 FT MAX ELEV=869.4 FT 

CH SLP=0.006 FLDPN SLP--0.0075 

N=0.05 DIST=111.6 FT 

N=-. 03 DIST=141.1 FT 

N=0.05 DIST=344.8 FT 

DIST(FT) ELEV(FT) 

0.0 869.4 

32.8 856.3 

40.0 855.3 

52.5 854.3 

65.6 847.8 

80.4 845.5 

91.9 841.9 

105.0 837.9 

111.6 836.9 

114.8 835.3 

121.4 831.0 

134.5 831.0 

141.1 836.6 

150.9 837.6 

164.0 839.9 

177.2 842.9 

344.5 852.0 
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344.8 859.6 
COMPUTE RATING CURVE FOR HERMANNSPIEGAL 

COMPUTE RATING CURVE ID-2 IT-3 MR-1 VS-7 NO SEGS-3 

MIN ELEV-687.7 FT MAX ELEV-702.1 FT 

CH SLP -0.006 FLDPL SLP=0.0075 

N-0.05 DIST=118.4 FT 

N--. 03 DIST-171.6 FT 

N-0.05 DIST-220.1 FT 

DIST(FT) ELEV(FT) 

0.0 702.1 

49.2 697.5 

105.6 696.5 

118.4 696.2 

131.2 689.6 

132.7 688.3 

134.5 688.0 

144.4 687.7 

150.9 688.0 

156.2 688.7 

156.7 689.0 

160.8 691.3 

171.6 696.2 

193.6 696.5 

206.7 696.2 

213.3 696.9 

219.8 701.4 

220.1 722.1 

ROUTE LEFT RA ND SEGMENT 

COMPUTE TRAVEL TIME ID=3 REACH NO=4 NO VS=2 

L=77395 FT SLP--0.0006 MR=l 

INRC=ll LRC=21 

ROUTE ID=3 HYD NO=141 INFLOW ID=2 

DT=0.5 HRS MR=l 

* ROUTE CHANNEL SEGMENT 

COMPUTE TRAVEL TIME ID=4 REACH NO-4 NO VS=2 

L=110564 FT SLP--0.0006 MR=l 

INRC=12 LRC=22 

ROUTE ID=4 HYD NO=142 INFLOW ID=2 

DT=0.5 HRS MR=l 

* ROUTE RIGHT HAND SEGMENT 

COMPUTE TRAVEL TIME ID=5 REACH NO=4 NO VS=2 

L=77395 FT SLP--0.0006 MR=l 

INRC=13 LRC=23 

ROUTE ID=5 HYD NO=143 INFLOW--2 

DT=0.5 HRS MR=l 

* ADD SEGMENTS 

ADD HYD ID=2 HYD NO=407 IDI=3 IDII=4 

ADD HYD ID=2 HYD NO=407 IDI=2 IDII-5 

* ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* COMPUTE RUNOFF FROM SUBCATCHMENT 407 

COMPUTE HYD ID=2 HYD NO--407 DT=2.0 HRS DA=105.7 SQ MI 
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CN=80 HT=1316 FT L=20.9 MI 

RAINFALL = 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.15 0.19 0.19 0.19 

0.24 0.32 0.36 0.39 0.47 0.48 0.48 0.57 0.65 

0.68 0.79 0.87 0.95 1.03 1.07 1.17 1.32 1.48 

1.48 1.48 1.48 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 

1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 

1.56 1.56 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.61 

1.65 1.65 1.65 1.65 1.69 1.73 1.73 1.78 1.85 

1.85 1.85 1.89 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.95 

1.95 1.95 2.06 2.06 2.06 2.06 2.06 2.06 2.06 

2.06 2.06 2.06 2.06 2.06 2.06 2.06 2.06 2.06 

2.30 

* BASEFLOW 

STORE HYD ID=6 HYD NO-407 DT=2.0 HRS DA-0.0 SQ MI 

BSF-83 CFS 

ADD HYD ID=2 HYD NO=407 ID=2 ID=6 

PRINT HYD ID=3 NPK=l 

* ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ADD ROUTED OUTFLOW FROM 406 AND RUNOFF FROM 407 

ADD HYD ID=2 HYD NO=407 ID=3 ID=2 

*OUTFLOW AT HERMANNSPIEGAL 

PRINT HYD ID=2 NPK=l 

FINISH 
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